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Abstract
This dissertation is concerned with North Alaskan Inupiaq Eskimo. It has two goals:
(i) to provide a grammatical sketch ofthe Upper Kobuk dialect of this language;
(ii) to investigate agentive and patientive verb bases.
Chapter 2 is a grammatical sketch of the Upper Kobuk dialect of North Alaskan Inupiaq. 
Chapters 3 through 5 deal with two types of verb bases in this language, called agentive and 
patientive. As we see in Chapter 3, agentive and patientive verb bases are verb bases that can inflect 
either intransitively or transitively, and they differ in the following ways:
(i) prototypical agentive bases have the intransitive subject corresponding with the transitive 
subject, and do not require a half-transitive postbase to become antipassive;
(ii) prototypical patientive bases have the intransitive subject corresponding with the transitive 
object, and require a half-transitive postbase to become antipassive.
In Chapter 4 ,1 present the polarity—the property of being agentive or patientive—of all the 
verb bases that can inflect either intransitively or transitively, sorted by meaning, in order to 
uncover semantic features that characterize agentive and patientive bases. I identify 13 semantic 
features, such as indicating the agent’s process for agentive bases and the lack of agent control for 
patientive bases. All these semantic features are related with the saliency of the agent or patient.
In Chapter 5,1 investigate several pieces of evidence that show that the dividing line between 
the agentive and patientive classes is not rigid:
(i) There are verb bases that can have the intransitive subject corresponding with either the 
transitive subject or object.
(ii) Some verb bases may or may not take a half-transitive postbase to become antipassive.
(iii) Certain postbases or a certain verb mood turn agentive bases into patientive or patientive 
bases into agentive.
iii
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Although two classes of verbs similar to the agentive and patientive classes in Inupiaq are found 
many languages, such phenomena as described in this chapter are seldom studied. This chapter 
purports to be the first coherent study of its kind.
The appendices contain two Inupiaq texts.
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1Chapter 1. Introduction
This work is concerned with the Kobuk dialect of North Alaskan Inupiaq, an Eskimo language. Its 
purpose is two-fold:
(i) to provide a grammatical sketch of the Kobuk dialect ofNorth Alaskan Inupiaq, or Kobuk 
Inupiaq.
(ii) to investigate Kobuk Inupiaq verb bases that can inflect either intransitively or transitively. 
The intent of the former should be straightforward, so let me briefly elaborate on the latter.
In North Alaskan Inupiaq, as in other Eskimo languages, there are verb bases that can inflect 
either intransitively or transitively. Consider the following examples from Kobuk Inupiaq:
a Arjun nigiruq.
arjuti+0 nigi+tuq
man-ABS.S eat-iND.3s
‘The man ate.’
b. Aqutim nigiyaa
arjuti-m nigi+kaa
man-REL.S eat-M).3s3s
‘The man ate the meat.’
a Ayaupiaq naviktuq.
ayaupiaq+0 navik+tuq
cane-ABS.S break-!ND.3s
‘The cane broke.’
b. Arjutim navikkaa
ar)uti-m navik+kaa
man-REL.S break-!ND.3s;
‘The man broke the cane.’
niqi.
niqi+0
ayaupiaq.
ayaupiaq+0
cane-ABS.s
Both nigi- ‘eat’ (1) and navik- ‘break’ (2) can inflect either intransitively (a) or transitively (b). But 
notice that these two verb bases differ in the argument of the transitive version (b) with which the
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
2argument ofthe intransitive version (a) corresponds. With nigi- ‘eat’ (1), the sole argument ofthe 
intransitive version (let us call it ‘S’ (Andrews (1985), Dixon (1994))) corresponds with the relative 
case-marked argument of the transitive version (‘A’), whereas with navik- ‘break’ (2), the S 
corresponds with the absolutive case-marked argument ofthe transitive version (‘O’). Thus, we 
can distinguish two types among verb bases that can inflect either intransitively or transitively. Verb 
bases like nigi- ‘eat’ (1) are called agentive, while those like navik- ‘break’ (2) are called 
patientive. The investigation of agentive and patientive verb bases is the second topic with which 
this work is concerned.
In the rest of this chapter, I will present the basic facts of the Eskimo-Aleut language family, to 
which North Alaskan Inupiaq belongs (1.1), and give an outline of each ofthe following chapters 
(1.2).
1.1. Eskimo-Aleut language family
The Eskimo-Aleut language family is spoken in the Arctic and Subarctic areas of Far-Eastern 
Russia, Alaska, Canada and Greenland.
First, a comment may be in order on the term ‘Eskimo.’ In feet, this term has a pejorative 
connotation in Canada, where the term ‘Inuit,’ which is actually a term for one Eskimo language, is 
used as an alternative to ‘Eskimo’ to refer to all Eskimo languages, in linguistic literature as well as 
in general context. Being aware of that, this work will still use the term ‘Eskimo,’ for the following 
reasons:
(i) This term does not have any negative connotation in Alaska, where North Alaskan Inupiaq, 
our main object of investigation, is spoken
(ii) Using ‘Inuit’ to refer to all Eskimo languages as well as to one of them can be confusing.
Reproduced with permission ofthe copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
3The seven languages ofthe Eskimo-Aleut language family, as well as the dialects of one of them,
relate to each other as follows (languages are in boldface):
A. Aleut branch: Aleut
B. Eskimo branch
B-a Yupik sub-branch 
B-a-i Alutiiq
B-a-ii. Central Alaskan Yup’ik
B-a-iii. Naukansld
B-a-iv. Central Siberian Yupik
B-b. Sirenikski sub-branch: Sirenikski 
B-c. Inuit sub-branch: Inuit
B-c-L Seward Peninsula Inupiaq 
B-c-ii. North Alaskan Inupiaq 
B-c-iii. Western Canadian Inuktun 
B-d-iv. Eastern Canadian Inuktitut 
B-d-v. Greenlandic
Geographical distribution of each language or dialect is shown in Figure 1.
Reproduced with permission ofthe copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
4Figure 1. Eskimo-Aleut languages 
(after Fortescue etaL (1994: viH»
Abbreviations used in the map
AAY (for Alutiiq Alaskan Yupik): Alutiiq
CAY: Central Alaskan Yup’ik
CSY: Central Siberian Yupik
ECI: Eastern Canadian Inuktitut
GRI (for Greenlandic Inuit): Greenlandic
NAI: North Alaskan Inupiaq
NSY (for Naukan Siberian Yupik): Naukanski
Sir: Sirenikski
SPI: Seward Peninsula Inupiaq
WCI: Western Canadian Inuktun
Now let us turn to each of the languages individually to illustrate where it is spoken and the extent 
of documentation.
A. Aleut is spoken on the Aleutian chain and the Pribilof Islands and at the southern end of the
Reproduced with permission ofthe copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
5Alaska Peninsula, as well as on Bering Island on the Russian side. It is described comprehensively 
by Beigsland (1997,2001).
B-a-i. Alutiiq, or Sugpiaq, is spoken in south-central Alaska It is described by Leer (1979,1990).
B-a-ii. Central Alaskan Yup’ik, hereafter CAY, is spoken in southwestern Alaska, north of Aleut 
and Alutiiq. It is described by Reed et al. (1977), Woodbury (1981), Jacobson (1984,1995,1998), 
Miyaoka (1996) and Amos and Amos (2003), among others.
B-a-iii. Naukanski, or Naukan Yupik, is spoken in Lavrentiya, Uelen and Lorino on the Chukchi 
Peninsula in Russia It is described by Menovscikov (1975) and Dobrieva et al. (2004).
B-a-iv. Central Siberian Yupik, or Chaplinski, hereafter CSY, is spoken in the villages of Gambell 
and Savoonga on St. Lawrence Island in Alaska and in several villages on the Chukchi Peninsula 
in Russia It is described by Menovscikov (1962,1967a), Badten et al. (1987), Vaxtin (1987,1995), 
de Reuse (1994), Jacobson (2001) and K. Nagai (2004), among others.
B-b. Sirenikski, now extinct, was spoken in the village of Sireniki on the Chukchi Peninsula in 
Russia It is described by Menovscikov (1964) and Vaxtin (2000).
B-c. Inuit is spoken in Alaska Canada and Greenland and was formerly spoken in Russia It is a 
dialect continuum often assumed to be one language, although its varieties at the two extremes are 
as unintelligible to each other as two different languages. In Fortescue et al. (1994), it is subdivided 
into five dialects: Seward Peninsula Inupiaq, North Alaskan Inupiaq, Western Canadian Inuktun, 
Eastern Canadian Inuktitut and Greenlandic. Since Inuit includes North Alaskan Inupiaq, the
Reproduced with permission ofthe copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
6dialect of concern in this work, let us look at each ofthe dialects in more detail.
B-c-i. Seward Peninsula Inupiaq is spoken in Alaska.1 It is divided into two subdialects: Bering 
Strait and Qawiaraq Inupiaq. Bering Strait Inupiaq is spoken in the western Seward Peninsula area 
and Little Diomede Island, and was formerly spoken on Big Diomede Island in Russia as well, 
where it was called Imaklikski. Qawiaraq Inupiaq was originally spoken on the central Seward 
Peninsula and has extended along the Norton Sound coast. Seward Peninsula Inupiaq prosody is 
described by Kaplan (1985,2000); Imaklikski grammar is described by Menovscikov (1980).
B-c-ii. North Alaskan Inupiaq is spoken mainly in Alaska, and will be discussed and presented 
folly in Chapter 2.
B-c-iii. Western Canadian Inuktun is spoken in the western Canadian Arctic. It is described by 
Lowe (1985a, 2001).
B-c-iv. Eastern Canadian Inuktitut, hereafter ECI, is spoken in the eastern Canadian Arctic. It is 
described by Mallon (1974,1976,1995,1999a, b), Schneider (1976,1985) and Spalding (1992, 
1993,1998), among others.
B-c-v. Greenlandic is spoken in Greenland. It is described by Kleinschmidt (1991 [1851]), 
Schultz-Lorentzen (1927,1945), Beigsland (1955), Fortescue (1984), Robbe and Dorais (1986), 
Berthelsen et al. (1990) and Mennecier (1995), among others.
1 Seward Peninsula Inupiaq lacks /n/ (Kaplan (1985)). Hence the lack of a tilde on n in Inupiaq for 
Seward Peninsula Inupiaq, as opposed to its presence for North Alaskan Inupiaq.
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Menovscikov (1979), Woodbury (1984), Collis, ed. (1990) and Dorais (1990,1996).
1.2. Overview ofthe dissertation
Chapter 2
Chapter 2 presents a grammatical sketch of North Alaskan Inupiaq. This sketch is also meant to 
serve as a background for later chapters.
Chapter 3
Chapter 3 presents the definition of agentive and patientive bases.
Although agentive and patientive bases as illustrated in the beginning of the present chapter 
have been much addressed in Eskimo linguistics, they have not always been conceived in the same 
way by all past works. Chapter 3 will discuss how those two types of verb bases have been defined 
and treated in the past and then present working definitions of them for use in later chapters.
Chapter 4
In Chapter 4 ,1 will attempt to isolate the differences between the agentive and patientive bases in 
Inupiaq: what makes agentive bases agentive and what makes patientive bases patientive? I will 
claim that there are semantic principles behind the distribution of these two verb bases, that is, a 
verb base is assigned to one class or the other based on its meaning. There are various semantic 
parameters involved here, as we will see, but they all revolve around the saliency ofthe agent or 
patient. Agentive bases are verb bases that denote events in which the agent is salient in one way or 
another, while patientive bases are verb bases that denote events in which the patient is salient in 
one way or another.
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Inupiaq, and find that their polarity shows a higher percentage of correspondence than expected if 
the polarity were assigned randomly. This suggests that the assignment of polarity is conditioned 
by similar semantic principles across languages.
Chapter 5
In Chapter 5, we will address the question of whether the distinction between the agentive and 
patientive classes is clear. Although the agentive and patientive classes have been treated as 
mutually exclusive in Eskimo linguistics, there is some evidence to the contrary:
(i) Some verb bases may have the S corresponding with either the A or O. Such verb bases refer 
to either motion, change-of-state, or body care actions.
(ii) As we will see in Chapter 3, agentive bases do not take a half-transitive postbase to become 
antipassive, while patientive bases do take a half-transitive postbase to become antipassive. 
Some verb bases are either like agentive or patientive bases in that they may or may not take a 
half-transitive postbase to become antipassive. They take a half-transitive postbase when they 
imply a lair amount of impact; otherwise they do not take a half-transitive postbase.
(iii) There are cases in which an agentive base behaves like a patientive base or a patientive base 
behaves like an agentive base thanks to certain postbases or a certain mood. Specifically, 
postbases that focus on the agent’s propensity for action tend to condition the agentive 
behavior of patientive bases, while postbases that focus on the result of the event tend to 
condition the patientive behavior of agentive bases.
Chapter 5 is devoted to the description of these phenomena. Although two classes of verbs similar 
to the agentive and patientive classes in Inupiaq are found in many languages, such phenomena as 
described in this chapter are seldom studied. This chapter purports to be the first coherent study of 
its kind.
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Chapter 6 summarizes the findings of the preceding chapters, and furnishes concluding remarks. 
Appendix
The Appendix contains two texts in the Kobuk dialect of North Alaskan Inupiaq.
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Chapter 2. Grammatical sketch of the Kobuk dialect ofNorth Alaskan Inupiaq
2.1. The language and its speakers
North Alaskan Inupiaq is a variety of the Inuit language spoken mainly in Alaska, but also in 
Canada. The language name ‘Inupiaq’ comes from the ethnonym, Inupiaq, ‘real person,’ whose 
plural form is Inupiat, ‘real people.’
North Alaskan Inupiaq is divided into two dialects: North Slope Inupiaq and Malimiut Inupiaq.
The latter of these is further divided into Coastal and Kobuk dialects. Thus, in a tabular form:
North Alaskan Inupiaq 
North Slope Inupiaq 
Malimiut Inupiaq 
Coastal dialect 
Kobuk dialect
North Slope Inupiaq is spoken along the coast of the Arctic Ocean, from Kivalina / Point Hope in 
the west to the Canadian border in the east. In Canada it is called Uummarmiutun. The Coastal 
dialect of Malimiut Inupiaq is spoken on the Kotzebue Sound and in the Noatak River valley, 
while the Kobuk dialect is spoken along the Kobuk River.
Distribution of the North Alaskan Inupiaq-speaking villages, as well as that of the Seward 
Peninsula inupiaq-speaking villages, is shown in Figure 2.
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Tuktojrsktuk
1. Kostsk -2. btuhw
3. Roorvlk
4. Klsos5. Mkt 
{. Shuugnsk 
7. Kobuk
6. Sslsvlk 
3, Backload
10. Dssclog 
Kl. ShlsbMKSt 
12. Halos
13. Jiuiodo
14. Hog la load 
13. Brsolg MUolo
16. toU or
17. Ksry's Igloo18. Rom 
13. Couoell
20. Mbits Mounts]
21. Gployln
22. Ella
23. Koyuk
24. 8hsktooUk 
23. Uoslaklsst
Figure 2. North Alaskan Inupiaq- and Seward Peninsula Inupiaq-speaking villages
(after MacLean (1986a: XI))
North Alaskan Inupiaq
North Slope Inupiaq: the villages whose names are given on the map 
Malimiut Inupiaq: villages 1-10
Coastal dialect: villages 1,2,9,10 
Kobuk dialect: 3-8
Upper Kobuk subdialect: 5-7 
Seward Peninsula Inupiaq
Bering Strait Inupiaq: 11-16 
Qawiaraq Inupiaq: 17-25
This sketch, as well as this entire work, deals mainly with the Upper Kobuk subdialect of 
Malimiut Inupiaq, a variety of the Kobuk dialect, which is the variety with which I am most
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familiar. As shown in Figure 2, this dialect is spoken in three villages, Kobuk (Laugviik in 
Inupiaq), Shungnak (Nuurviuraq), and Ambler (Ivisaappaat), or the former Kuuvaum 
Kaqiagmiut Nation (Burch (1998)).
Hereafter, ‘Inupiaq’ will be used to refer specifically to the Upper Kobuk subdialect of 
Malimiut Inupiaq, unless otherwise noted.
2.1.1. Linguistic type
Inupiaq has a suffixing, polysynthetic structure and free constituent order.
The Inupiaq word classes are nominal (noun, demonstrative, interrogative, and personal 
pronoun), adverb (demonstrative and interrogative adverb), verb, and particle.
All nominals distinguish singular, dual, and plural forms. There are two classes of third person 
in possessors of non-subject arguments and arguments of subordinate verbs depending on whether 
or not they are coreferent with the main clause subject.
There is a system of eight cases for nominals. There are two systems of case marking for the 
main syntactic functions of S, A and O. Singular nouns, possessed dual and plural nouns, 
demonstrative pronouns, and third-person pronouns distinguish absolutive (S and O) from relative, 
or ergative (A) case, whereas unpossessed dual and plural nouns and first- and second-person 
pronouns have the same form for the three functions.
The other six cases are oblique in nature, indicating such meanings as ‘with’, ‘to’, ‘from’, ‘at’, 
‘through’and ‘like’.
Nouns are marked for number and cross-reference possessors in person and number.
Adverbs inflect for six forms, five of which are functionally parallel to nominal cases.
Verbs cross-reference S, A and O in person and number. They inflect for mood in a broader 
sense, partially for tense, and not for aspect, which is taken on by derivational suffixes. Verbal 
inflections comprise three types of indicative, interrogative, two types of imperative, prohibitive,
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and five types of subordinate.
Particles are mostly inteijectional or adverbial in function.
There are hundreds of derivational suffixes, which can be used recursively. They elaborate or 
change the class of stems.
There are far fewer enclitics, which function as sentence modifiers and other, similar elements.
2.1.2. Present situation
Krauss (1997) notes that the “[a]ge of [the] youngest speakers [ofthe Alaskan varieties ofthe Inuit 
language] varies from twenties in Shungnak, Ambler, Kobuk, to fifty in Nome and Kotzebue” 
(1997:5), which implies the following:
(i) The youngest speakers of Kobuk Inupiaq are in their thirties at the time of this writing.
(ii) The youngest speakers ofthe Alaskan varieties ofthe Inuit language probably include those of 
Upper Kobuk Inupiaq.
Let us turn to the number of speakers of Inupiaq. There were 547 Upper Kobuk Inupiat as of 
1995 (Krauss (1995)). From this figure, as well as Krauss’ (1997) statement ofthe age ofthe 
youngest speakers, it would follow that the current number of speakers of Upper Kobuk Inupiaq 
does not far exceed 200.
As for the number of speakers of all the varieties of the Inuit language in Alaska, Krauss (1997: 
32) gives the following figures: 13,500 for the total population and 3,100 for the number of 
speakers.
Clearly, North Alaskan Inupiaq is in danger of extinction in the not-too-distant future, in stark 
contrast with situations found in some Inuit varieties to the east, especially Greenlandic, and with 
some of the 'Yupik languages, namely some varieties of CAY and CSY. (For the situation of other 
Eskimo languages, see Krauss (1980,1995,1997).)
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2.1.3. Previous work
North Alaskan Inupiaq is not as well documented as other Inuit varieties to the east.
Webster and Zibell (1970) is a dictionary of both the North Slope and Maliiniut varieties of 
North Alaskan Inupiaq. MacLean (1980, n.d.-a) are dictionaries ofNorth Slope Inupiaq, while 
Seiler (2005) is a dictionary of Malimiut Inupiaq. And Sun et cd. (1979) is a dictionary of Kobuk 
Inupiaq.
Webster (1968) is a brief pedagogical grammar ofNorth Slope Inupiaq. MacLean (1986a, b 
and ad.-b) are a series of more thorough pedagogical grammars ofNorth Slope Inupiaq. Lowe 
(1985b) is a grammar of a variant ofNorth Slope Inupiaq spoken in Canada.
Kaplan (1981b) deals with the phonology ofNorth Alaskan Inupiaq, and Kaplan (ad.) is a 
collection of noun and verb paradigms of Kobuk Inupiaq. Seiler (1978,1997) discusses the syntax 
of Coastal Inupiaq. MacLean (1995) deals with the interaction of grammar and discourse in North 
Slope Inupiaq.
Anderson et al. (1998 [1976]) and Burch (1998) are mostly ethnographic, but the former 
contains a list of animal and plant names in Kobuk Inupiaq, and the latter contains toponymic 
studies of Malimiut Inupiaq.
2.1.4. My fieldwork
I carried out ten field trips to Ambler between 19% and 2003 (July-October 19%; February-April 
1997; July-September 1997; July-September 1998; July-September 1999; February 2000; March 
2001; June-August 2001; December 2002-January 2003; July-August 2003). Ambler is a village of 
about 300 people, 80-90% of whom are Inupiat. For its location see Figure 2. For ethnographic 
information on people living in this and nearby villages, see Giddings (1956,1%1), Anderson et al. 
(1998 [1976]) and Burch (1998:123-150), among others.
Let me briefly comment on how I settled in Ambler. First, I decided to do fieldwork on an
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Eskimo language after taking Osahito Miyaoka’s course in Eskimo linguistics in 1995. As I learned 
a Yupik language (CAY) from him, I thought it would be interesting to study the other branch of 
the Eskimo languages, Inuit. Then, consulting with Lawrence Kaplan, I decided to study Upper 
Kobuk Inupiaq. The criteria for choosing it were the amount of research done and viability; I 
wanted to study a dialect which (i) was not well studied and which (ii) was relatively viable so that 
I could learn to speak it on a daily basis. (I was not well aware of language endangerment problems 
at that point, so I did not think of studying a less viable dialect.) Thus:
(i) Malimiut Inupiaq is underdescribed compared to North Slope Inupiaq, for which there are 
MacLean’s grammars (1986a, b, n.d.-b).
(ii) Of the Malimiut Inupiaq dialects, the Upper Kobuk dialect seemed relatively well preserved 
according to Krauss (1982), where the three Upper Kobuk villages are the only Malimiut 
villages marked as ‘Some of the children speak the language,’ while all the other Malimiut 
villages are marked as ‘Very few or none of the children speak the language. ’ So I figured I 
would be exposed to the language more in the Upper Kobuk villages than in other Malimiut 
villages.
Having decided on Upper Kobuk Inupiaq, I consulted with Wolf Seiler in Kotzebue and was 
informed of several contact persons in the Upper Kobuk villages. And in July, 1996,1 went to 
Ambler, planning to meet those persons and to move to Shangnak or Kobuk if I did not find 
anyone to work with me in Ambler. The reason I chose Ambler as the first village to visit is that it 
seemed more accessible to an outsider because there was a lodge. Then, on the second day of my 
stay in Ambler, I met Minnie Gray, who lived near the lodge, and started to work with her.
Since then, I have worked almost exclusively with her. I first worked with her just because she 
was the first Inupiaq elder I met in Ambler, but soon afterwards I decided to work exclusively with 
her rather than working with a number of speakers, for the following reasons:
(i) Since she used to teach Inupiaq at school in Ambler (see Text 29 in the Appendix), she knew
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how to write in the standard orthography, which helped me immensely in transcribing texts.
(ii) Having worked with linguist Wilfried Zibell (cf. Webster and Zibell (1970)) and (co-)authored 
several books in Inupiaq (Gray etal.(1979) etc.) and the Kobuk Inupiaq Junior Dictionary 
(Sun et al. (1979)), she was willing to do linguistic work with me.
(iii) Having listened to her father, Robert Nasruk Cleveland (c£ Cleveland (1980)), a 
dinstinguished storyteller, she had many narratives to offer.
(iv) She was a very reliable consultant, very insightful and always consistent in judgment.
Only when she was not available, I worked with other Inupiaq speakers: Truman Cleveland, Sr., 
Clara Lee, Sarah Tickett, Mary Wiliams, the late Arthur Douglas, Sr. and the late Tommy Douglas.
I worked with the speakers at their houses for one to four hours a day, at most two hours at a 
time, mostly in the evening and sometimes in the morning, five days a week. I only taped texts, not 
other sessions.
2.1.5. Sources
The Inupiaq examples provided in this work are based on the material obtained during my 
fieldwork in Ambler. It is of two kinds:
(i) citations from Gray et al. (1996-2002); or
(ii) material from Nagai (1996-2003).
Gray etal.(1996-2002) is a collection of texts which I recorded, transcribed, translated and 
analyzed with the help of Minnie Gray. The speakers were all bom in Kobuk in the 1920’s and 
lived in Ambler during my field trips. These are all volunteered texts, rather than translations of 
English or other texts. When I recorded them, I just made a broad request, saying ‘Please talk about 
the history of Ambler ’ or ‘Please talk about your father,’ and everything other than that, such as the 
specific content, the style, and the length of the text, was the speaker’s choice. A list of these texts 
follows. The titles are of my own creation and have no ethnological significance.
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No. Date Speakeifs)
1 9/1/96 Tommy Douglas
2 9/4/96 Tommy Douglas
3 9/18/96 Clara Lee and Minnie Gray
4 9/18/96 Clare Lee and Minnie Gray
5 9/18/% Clara Lee and Minnie Gray
6 9/25/96 Minnie Gray
7 2/13/97 Minnie Gray
8 2/13/97 Minnie Gray
9 2/13/97 Minnie Gray
10 2/13/97 Minnie Gray
11 9/16/98 Minnie Gray
12 9/16/98 Minnie Gray
13 9/16/98 Minnie Gray
14 8/28/99 Minnie Gray and Clara Lee
15 3/14/01 Minnie Gray
16 3/14/01 Minnie Gray
17 6/12/01 Minnie Gray
18 6/13/01 Minnie Gray
19 6/15/01 Minnie Gray
20 6/19/01 Minnie Gray
21 6/20/01 Minnie Gray
22 6/21/01 Minnie Gray
23 6/21/01 Minnie Gray
24 6/21/01 Minnie Gray
25 7/3/01 Minnie Gray
26 7/9/01 Minnie Gray
27 7/10/01 Minnie Gray
28 7/12/01 Minnie Gray
29 7/14/01 Minnie Gray
30 7/18/01 Minnie Gray
31 7/19/01 Minnie Gray
32 7/25/01 Minnie Gray
33 7/30/01 Minnie Gray
34 8/4/01 Minnie Gray
35 8/7/01 Minnie Gray
36 8/10/01 Minnie Gray
Title Length (min.)
Talk from Bible 7
History of Onion Portage 6
Howto cut fish 8
History of Ambler, I 6
History of Ambler, II 6
Folktale: How Mudshark prepares to go out 2 
How to cook cranberries 3
How to cook caribou 4
How to cook black bear 3
How to use seal oil 4
How to cook blueberries 3
Folk tale: How caribou tost his teeth 4
Folk tale: Porcupine trying to cross the river 4 
Folk tale: A young woman who disappeared 15 
Folktale: A boy and his villagers 3
Folk tale: A man who stayed with hawk: owls 5 
Folk tale: Blackfish that was dried up 2
Folktale: A woman turned into a caribou 8
Folktale: A man who was teased by a mouse 3 
How to make birch-bark baskets 5
Howto seine 4
Folk tale: Pike and Mudsucker’s fight 1
Folktale: A young man good at spearing 1
Folktale: A man who became a sheefish 3
History of Ambler, HI 5
Autobiography: Childhood 7
Autobiography: School days 11
Autobiography: Marriage 16
Autobiography: As a bilingual teacher 19
Father’s biography 11
Father’s memories 9
Mother’s memories 4
How to camp 8
How the life has changed in Ambler 10
Folk tale: Another version ofText 17 2
Autobiography: Making books 7
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37 8/11/01 Minnie Gray
38 12/19/02 Minnie Gray
39 12/21/02 Minnie Gray
How to pick and cook berries
Folktale: A boy whoseface was like an ulu 23 
Folk tale: An orphan who went up the river 17
8
Total length (mia): 267
In the examples in this work, sources are distinguished by indicating the text number and the 
sentence number if the example is taken from Gray et al. (1996-2002). Thus, the indication ‘(10: 
25) ’ will mean that the example is sentence 25 in text 10 (‘How to use seal oil’). The absence of 
such an indication will mean that the example is fromNagai (1996-2003), elicited material.
2.1.6. Notation
The examples are presented in the standard orthography, first devised by Roy Ahmaogak, a North 
Slope Inupiaq, and linguist Eugene Nida, making it the only standard orthography of any Alaska 
Native language devised by a Native speaker (c£ Krauss (1973:830, ad., ch. 7:34-35)). The 
orthography will be presented in Section 2.2.1.
Unassimilated English words are underlined and separated from Inupiaq portions of words by 
hyphens.
2.2. Phonology and morphophonology
This section presents the phonemes of Inupiaq and their interaction with each other in 
morphophonotogical processes.
2.2.1. Phoneme inventory
Inupiaq has 24 consonant phonemes and three vowel phonemes. Below is the inventory of the 
phonemes in IPA, each accompanied by its representation in the standard orthography.
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consonants: /p/
vowels:
IM /tf/ Ik/ Iql /?/
p t ch k q J
h i IV !/U /j/ ¥ ¥ l\sl
V 1 ! y r g g
N '/Alo Is/ /f/ Ixl hti /hi
\ \ s sr kh qh h
/m l In/ ¥ ¥
m n n n
hi /a/ ful
i a u
Long consonants and vowels are indicated by doubling the letter, except that long ch is written 
tch. For an explication ofthe orthography, see Kaplan (1980,1998 [1976]).
No more than two consonants can cluster, except word-initially or word-finally, where 
consonant clusters are not allowed.
No more than two vowels can cluster. Any cluster of two vowels is possible. However, some 
clusters are phonetically leveled. Thus, the following are the nine possible vowel clusters and their 
phonetic realizations:
ii [ii] ia [e:] ill [iu]
ai [e:] aa[aa] au [o:]
ui [ui] ua [o:] UU [uu]
Some examples follow:
(3) a panai [pane:] ‘his spears’
b. pania [pane:] ‘his daughter’
c. qauq [qo:q] ‘forehead’
d. quaq [qo:q] ‘frozen meat’
e. niu [ni:] ‘leg’
For more on vowel-cluster leveling, see Kaplan (1981b: 158-162).
Some base-final vowel clusters have what I call a ‘hidden consonant’ between them, the
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historical existence of which is confirmed by comparison with other Eskimo languages. But there 
is also internal synchronic evidence that suggests the existence of such consonants. ‘Hidden’ 
consonants appear on the surface when followed by certain suffixes that trigger gemination of a 
preceding single consonant. Consider the following examples:
(4) a  nanuq ‘-k -» nannuk
‘polar bear’ ABS.D ‘two polar bears’
b. nanuq -nun nannunun 
‘polar bear’ TRM.P ‘to polar bears’
c. nigi- ‘-in -> niggiin
‘eat’ IIM.2S ‘eat!’
These examples show that the suffixes ‘-k (4a), -nun (4b) and ‘-in (4c) trigger gemination of a 
preceding single consonant (for details on these suffixes, see Section 2.2.3). Compare (4) with the 
following examples:
(5) a kuuk ‘-k kurrak
‘river’ ABS.D ‘two rivers’
b. puuq -nun puggunun
‘seal skin poke’ TRM.P ‘to seal skin pokes’
c. qai-2 ‘-in qaggain
‘come’ IIM.2S ‘come!’
These examples show that kuuk ‘river’ (5a) turns out to have a ‘hidden’ r, puuq ‘seal skin poke’ 
(5b) a ‘hidden’ g, and qai- ‘come’ (5c) a ‘hidden’ g between the vowels. For more on ‘hidden’ 
consonants, see Kaplan (1981b: 182-188,1982) and MacLean (1986b: 25).
The phonemes i and q each have two sub-types, or, it may be more correct to say that each of 
them consists of two phonemes, as evidenced by the following:
2 In the Kobuk dialect, qai- ‘come’ is defective, used only in imperative forms. But it is found, for 
example, in qai-t- ‘give’ as well.
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(i) i has two sub-types, called strong i and weak i (cf. MacLean (1986a: 19)). The former comes 
from Proto-Eskimo i, and the latter from Proto-Eskimo a. In this section on phonology and 
morphophonology, I will differentiate them by writing strong i as I and weak i asw hen 
differentiation is needed; in the following sections and chapters, they will be differentiated 
only on morphemes given in isolation (and not in morpheme breakdowns on the second line 
of the examples). The reason for distinguishing them is not only historical but synchronic as 
well. They behave differently in the following ways:
a. I, but notT, palatalizes succeeding alveolars or velars. For example:
(6) a. nigi +niaq +kaa -> niginiagaa
‘eat’ ‘will’ ind.3s3s ‘he will eat it’
b. apigi' -miaq -i-kaa -» apiginiagaa
‘ask’ ‘will’ ind.3s3s ‘he will ask her’
Notice that \ turns the following n into fi (6a), but noti (6b).
b. T, but not I, alternates with a when next to another vowel. Consider the following examples:
(7) a  tapsT :u +tuq -> tapsiuruq
‘belt’ ‘be’ ind.3s ‘it is a belt’
b. atigi :u +tuq -> atigauruq
‘parka’ ‘be’ ind.3s ‘it is a parka’
Notice that I in taps! does not change when foltowed by U (7a), whereas T in atigi’turns into 
a when foltowed by U (7b). Despite their different phonological behaviors, I and T sound 
exactly alike. So we can see whether i is strong or weak only when it is followed by particular 
suffixes; elsewhere we cannot tell whether i is strong or weak. Thus, we cannot tell whether 
the first i of nigt (6a) and that of apigi’ (6b) are strong or weak, because these i’s are never 
directly followed by suffixes. Forafioller explication of two types ofi, see Kaplan(1981a, 
1981b: 110-165) and MacLean (1986a: 19-23).
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(ii) q alsohastwosub-types:strongqandweakq(cf.Kaplan(1981b:241)).Inthissectionon 
phonology and morphophonology, I will differentiate them by writing strong q as Q and 
weak q as q, when differentiation is needed. Q and k make up one class as opposed to q in
terms of some morphophonological processes. The former are called strong consonants, while 
the latter is called a weak consonant. Strong consonants and weak consonants differ in the 
ways they interact with suffixes, which will be explicated in Section 2.2.3. Here are some 
examples:
(8) a iv'ik -Hnun -> ivirjmun
‘grass’ TRM.S ‘to grass’
b. aiviQ -Hnun -> aivigmun
walrus TRM.S ‘to a walrus’
c. qipmiq -Mnun qipmimun
dog TRM.P ‘to a dog’
As is shown in (8a-b), strong consonants are not dropped when followed by a suffix -^mun, 
while, as in (8c), weak consonants are dropped when followed by this suffix. For a fuller 
explication oftwo types of q, see Kaplan (1981b: 241-245) and MacLean (1986a: 45-46).
2.2.2. Phonemic alternations
The process of suffocation conditions various phonemic alternations at morpheme boundaries. 
Some alternations are phonological in that they work not only al morpheme boundaries but 
throughout the language: thus, phoneme combinations avoided by these alternations at morpheme 
boundaries are not found elsewhere. Other alternations are morphophonological in that they work 
only in the process of suffocation: thus, phoneme combinations avoided by these alternations in the 
process of suffocation can be found elsewhere—within single morphemes, for example. I will
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examine each of them below. Symbols before suffixes such as + and - are explicated in Section
2.2.3., so they need not concern us here.
2.2.2.1. Phonological alternations
In this subsection I will took at those alternations that are not restricted to morpheme boundaries.
(i) T alternates with a when next to another vowel, as illustrated by the following example:
(7) b. atigi' :u +tuq -> atigauruq
‘parka’ ‘be’ ind.3s ‘it is a parka’
(ii) S, St, and y becomes ch when preceded by t, as illustrated by the following examples:
(9) a. nuqit +sruu +kaa -> nuqitchuugaa
‘pull’ ‘always’ ind.3s3s ‘he always pulls it’
b. iput +yuvich -> iputchuvich
‘row’ CND.2S ‘if  you row’
(iii) Palatalization: when (a) directly preceded by I or (b) preceded by a consonant preceded by I, 
alveolars and velars become palatal, thus:
t  becomes ch (word-finally) or S (otherwise),
k ch,
g y,
\ t,
i
n
I, and 
h.
For example:
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(10) a qaqqt +pkaq +kaa -> qaqqipchagaa
‘bake bread’ ‘make’ ind.3s3s ‘he made him bake bread’
b. iqpiq +fugu iqpiqtUgu
‘uncover’ CTR./3S ‘uncovering it’
c. katchi +lu -> katchiju
‘wall’ ‘and’ ‘and a wall’
d. ani +niaq +tuq -> aniniaqtuq
‘go out’ ‘will’ IND.3S ‘he will go out’
22.2.2. Morphophonological alternations
There are several types of assimilations that take place only in the process of suffixatioa
(i) When followed by a nasal: 
k becomes I"),
q g,and
t  n.
For example:
(11) a sinik +niaq +tuq -> siniqniaqtuq
‘sleep’ ‘will’ IND.3S ‘he will sleep’
b. aqpaqsruq +niaq +tuq -> aqpaqsrugniaqtuq
‘run’ ‘will’ bmd.3s ‘he will run’
c. aquvit +niaq +tuq -> aquvinniaqtuq
‘sit down’ ‘will’ IND.3S ‘he will sit down’
See (v) below for exceptions.
(ii) When followed by a vowel or a continuant V, I, or I: 
k becomes g, and
q g-
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For example:
(12) a  atuq +uta -> atuguta
‘sing’ ClU.lP ‘we singing’
b. aglak +luni aglagluni
‘write’ CTU.4S ‘he writing’
(iii) When flanked by vowels:
p becomes V,
k g, and
t r.
For example:
(13) a  iga +paa -> igavaa
‘cook’ ksm.3s3s ‘he suddenly cooked it’
b. iga +kaa -» igagaa
‘cook’ ind.3s3s ‘he cooked it’
c. iga +tuq -» igaruq
‘cook’ IND.3S ‘he cooked’
See (viii) and (ix) below for exceptions.
(iv) q and k combine into g when adjacent.
For example:
(14) qiniq +kaa -> qinigaa
‘see’ ind.3s3s ‘he saw her’
(v) The first stop of a suffix is deleted in cases where three successive consonants would otherwise 
result. Alternations described thus far do not take place across deleted stops. Consider the following 
examples:
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(15) a ui +kniaq +ka-> uikniaga
‘husband’‘poor’ ABS.1SS ‘my poor husband’
b. igni'q +kniaq +ka-> igniqniaga
‘son’ ‘poor’ abs.1ss ‘my poor son’
In (15a), k remains, because keeping it does not result in three successive consonants, but in (15b), 
k is deleted, to avoid the occurrence of three successive consonants (*qkn). Also note that in (15b), 
q does not become g as stipulated in (i) above, because ofthe deleted k between q and n. For 
more on this rule, see Kaplan (1981b: 45-50).
(vi) The final!' of a base is deleted when preceded by t  and followed by a postbase beginning with 
r or I (for postbases see Section 2.3.1). For example:
(16) a. aggtq :ut'f +ri +tuq -> aggiutriruq
‘come’ ‘with’ antip ind.3s ‘he brought something’
b. tuti' +fi'q +kaa tutligaa
‘step on’ ‘quickly’ 1ND.3s3s ‘he quickly stepped on it’
(vii) The final T of a base is deleted when preceded by t  and followed by an oblique case ending 
beginning with m (for oblique case endings see Section 2.3). Alternations described thus for do not 
take place across deleted fs. For example:
(17) arjutY -Hnun -> aqutmun
man trms ‘to a man’
Notice that t  does not become n as stipulated in (i), because ofthe deleted T. For more on this rule 
see Kaplan (1981b: 50-55).
(viii) No alternation takes place when attaching ‘-’ suflBxes (for which see Section 2.2.3.1).
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Compare (13a) with:
(18) pana -piaq panapiaq
‘spear’ ‘real’ ‘real spear’
where p does not turn into V as stipulated in (iii), because of the ‘-’ suffix -piaq.
(ix) A mora being a vowel or a coda, kk following more than one odd mora counting from the 
beginning of a word is reduced to k. For example:
(19) a. tautuk +kaa -> tautukaa
‘see’ ind.3s3s ‘he saw it’
b. nuttak +kisi +tuq -> nuttakisiruq
‘jump’ ‘will’ ind.3s ‘he will jump’
where kk is reduced to k because it follows three moras (ta-U-tU, nu-t-ta).
Compare these with the following examples:
(20) afik +kaa -> alikkaa
‘tear’ ind.3s3s ‘he tore it’
where kk is not reduced to k because it follows two moras (a-li).
A single k resulting from this reduction is not subject to further alternations. Thus, k in 
tautukaa (19a) and nuttakisiruq (19b), which is flanked by vowels, does not become g as 
stipulated in (iii).
2.2.3. Types of suffixes
Suffixes may be classified according to how they attach to a base. I will indicate by several 
symbols preceding the suffix how each suffix attaches to a base. Most ofthese symbols have been
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commonly used in Alaskan Eskimo linguistics (cf. MacLean (1980,1986a, b, n.d.-b), Jacobson 
(1984,1995,2001), Badten et al. (1987)). Let us look at each ofthe classes of suffixes in turn.
(i) suffixes
Some suffixes delete the final consonant, if any, of the base. Such suffixes are marked by at the
beginning. Consider the following example:
(21) atuq -tla +tuq atutlaruq
‘sing’ ‘can’ IND.3S ‘he can sing’
where q of atuq- is deleted because ofthe suffix -tla.
(ii) ‘+’ suffixes
Some suffixes attach to the base without deleting the final consonant of the base. Such suffixes are 
marked by ‘+’ at the beginning. Consider the following example:
(22) sinik +kisi +tuq -> sinikkisiruq
‘sleep’ ‘will’ ind.3s ‘he will sleep’
where k of sifiik is not deleted when +kisi- follows.
Recall from the preceding sections that no more than two consonants can be combined in a 
cluster. Therefore, if a ‘+’ suffix that begins with a consonant cluster is attached to a base that ends 
in a consonant, resulting in three successive consonants, the first consonant ofthe ‘+’ suffix is 
deleted, as we saw in Section 2.2.2.2. (v). For example:
(23)qipmiq +kmatun -» qipmiqmatun
‘dog’ ‘sounding like’ ‘sounding like a dog’
where k of kmatun is deleted to avoid three successive consonants (*qkm).
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(iii) ‘ suffixes
Some suffixes geminate the consonant preceding the semi-final short vowel of the base, changing 
semi-final T to a. Such suffixes are marked by ‘ at the beginning. (Note that ‘ and ’ are different 
signs: ‘ indicates consonant gemination, while ’ indicates /?/ morpheme.)
Thus, consider the following examples:
(24) a. inuk ‘-k -> innuk
‘person’ ABS.D ‘two people’
b. iri ‘-k irrak
‘eye’ ABS.D ‘eyes’
c. nigaq -k -> niggak
‘rainbow’ ABS.D ‘two rainbows’
However, when the consonant to be geminated (a) is g or g and (b) is not the first consonant of the 
second syllable preceded by a single vowel, the consonant is geminated to kk or qq (cf. Kaplan 
(1981b: 221-268), MacLean (1986a: 27)). For example:
(25) a  iyagak ‘-k -> iyaqqak
‘stone’ ABS.D ‘two stones’
b. tulugaq ‘-k -> tulukkak
‘raven’ ABS.D ‘two ravens’
Compare (24c) and (25b). In (24c), g is geminated to gg, because it is the first consonant of the 
second syllable preceded by a single vowel, while in (25b), the same consonant is geminated to kk, 
because it is not the first consonant ofthe second syllable.
This consonant gemination is obligatory in some cases and optional in others. Generally, it is 
obligatory where it is the only marker ofthe suffix, but is otherwise optional Thus, with innuk 
‘two people’ (24a), the gemination is obligatory, since otherwise the dual and singular forms would
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be identical, whereas with irrak (24b), the gemination is not crucial, since the final k already 
indicates dual. So irik is possible alongside of irrak.
These suffixes geminate ‘hidden’ consonants (for which see Section 2.2.1.) as well, as 
illustrated by the following examples:
(26) a  aqiak ‘-k -> aqirrak
‘belly’ ABS.D ‘two bellies’
b. sisuaq ‘-k -> sisurrak or sisuak
‘beluga’ ABS.D ‘two belugas’
In some cases, especially when the base has a consonant cluster rather than a single consonant 
preceding the semi-final vowel, rendering consonant gemination impossible, the vowel after the 
consonant cluster is lenghthened instead. I becomes 83 when thus lengthened (Recall that I 
becomes a when adjacent to another vowel See Section 2.2.2.1. (i).). Thus, for example, we have 
iyagaak alongside of iyaqqak ‘two stones’ (25a). The following are some examples in which 
vowel lengthening is the only possibility due to the presence of a consonant cluster:
(27) a. aqptk ‘-k aqpiik
‘salmonberry’ ABS.D ‘two salmonberries’
b. akkak ‘-k akkaak
‘uncle (father’s brother)’ ABS.D ‘two uncles’
For more details on this type of suffix, see Kaplan (1981b: 225-250) and MacLean (1986a: 26-27).
(iv) ‘±’ suffixes
Some suffixes retain the final t, but drop the final k or q, of the base. Such suffixes are marked by 
‘±’ at the beginning. For example:
(28) a. tuqut iqqayaq +kaa -> tuqutqayagaa
‘kill’ ‘almost’ ind.3s3s ‘he almost killed her’
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b. kunik iqqayaq +kaa -> kuniqqayagaa
‘kiss’ ‘almost’ ind.3s3s ‘he almost kissed her’
In (28a), t  of tuqut is not dropped when followed by ±qqayaq; instead, the first q of ±qqayaq 
is dropped to avoid three successive consonants (*tqq). On the other hand, in (28b), k of kunik is 
dropped when followed by ±qqayaq; the first q of ±qqayaq is not dropped, because the Mure 
to drop it would not result in three successive consonants.
(v)A suffixes
Some suffixes drop the final t, but retain the final k or q, of the base. Such suffixes are marked by 
‘A’ at the beginning. For example:
(29) a iput Atit  +kaa -> iputitkaa
‘row’ ‘make’ IND.3S3S ‘he made her row’
b. savak Atit +kaa -> savaktitkaa
‘work’ ‘make’ IND.3s3s ‘he made her work’
In (29a), t  of iput is dropped when foltowed by Atit; in (29b), k of savak is not dropped when 
foltowed by Atit.
(vi) suffixes
Some suffixes drop final weak consonants, but retain final strong consonants of the base. Such 
suffixes are marked by at the beginning. For example:
(30) a  narvaq +mun -> narvamun
b.
c.
‘lake’ TRM.S
tupiQ -Hnun 
‘house’ trm.s 
aglagvik-^mun
‘school’ TRM.S
‘to the lake’ 
tupidjmun 
‘to the house’ 
aglagvirjmun 
‘to the school’
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In (30a), Cj of narvaq is dropped when followed by -HTlun, whereas Q of tupiQ (30b) and k of
aglagvik (30c) are not dropped wben followed by -Hnun.
When weak final consonants are dropped, they geminate the preceding consonant in 
compensation For example:
(31) a tulugaq -^ mun tulukkamun
‘raven’ TRM.S ‘to the raven’
b. amaguq -^ mun amaqqumun
‘w olf’ TRM.S ‘to the w o lf
c. qanusriq -HTlUn qanutchimun
‘how many’ TRM.S ‘to how many’
(v ii): suffixes
Some suffixes drop the semi-final T of the base. Such suffixes are marked by ’ at the beginning. 
For example:
(32) a iv'ik :u +tuq -> ivguruq
‘grass’ ‘be’ 1ND.3S ‘it is grass’
b. imi'q :u +tuq -> imguruq
‘water’ ‘be’ IND.3S ‘it is water’
These suffixes do not drop T when doing so would yield three successive consonants. For
example:
(33) a parjniq :u +tuq -> paqnigumq
‘bull caribou’ ‘be’ IND.3S ‘it is a bull caribou’
b. ikni'q :u +tuq -> ikniguruq
‘fire’ ‘be’ IND.3S ‘it is fire’
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If the base does not have a semi-final i and ends in a consonant, the final consonant of the base is 
dropped. For example:
(34) a  savik :u +tuq -> saviuruq
‘knife’ ‘be’ IND.3S ‘it is a knife’
b. natchiq :u -i-tuq -> natchiyruq
‘seal’ ‘be’ IND.3S ‘it is a seal’
If the base ends in a vowel, the suffix is just attached to the base without dropping anything. For 
example:
(35) a katchi :u -i-tuq -> katchiuruq
‘wall’ ‘be’ IND.3S ‘it is a wall’
b. niq'i :u -i-tuq niqauruq
‘meat’ ‘be’ ind.3s ‘it is meat’
If the base ends in t, t  is replaced with IT. For example:
(36) nalaut :uti -i-tuk nalaurrutiruk
‘meet’ ‘each other’ ind.3d  ‘they met each other’
If three successive vowels would result, I) is inserted before the suffix, or, if the base ends in k, g is 
inserted. For example:
(37) a palapkaaq :u +tuq palapkaarjuruq
‘tent’ ‘be’ IND.3S ‘it is a tent’
b. naluagmiu :u +tuq naluagmiurjuruq
‘white person’ ‘be’ IND.3S ‘he is a white person’
c. kikiak :u -i-tuq kikiaguruq
‘nail’ ‘be’ IND.3S ‘itisanail’
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(viii) Replacive suffixes
Some suiBxes drop the semi-final vowels of the base as well as whatever follows them and 
geminate the now-final consonant. Such suffixes are marked by ‘R’ (mnemonic for ‘replacive’) at 
the beginning. For example:
(38) a  qayaq Ri +tuq -> qayyimq
‘kayak’ ‘make’ IND.3S ‘he made a kayak’
b. panik Ri panni
‘daughter’ ABS.4SS ‘his own daughter’
t  followed by semi-final T becomes sr, and S followed by semi-final T becomes tch, when thus 
geminated. For example:
(39) a  iputi Ri -i-tuq -> ipusriruq
‘oar’ ‘make’ ind.3s ‘he made an oar’
b. akisi Ri -i-tuq -> akitchiruq
‘pillow’ ‘make’ ind.3s ‘he made a pillow’
Hidden consonants show up when these suffixes attach. For example:
(40) a  asriaq Riuq -i-tuq asrirriuqtuq
‘berry’ ‘cook’ ind.3s ‘he cooked berries’
b. tasriuq Riq :uti +kaa -> tasrirriutigaa
‘hold by hand’ ‘quickly’ APPiiC END.3S3S ‘he quickly grabbed her by the hand’
Replacive suffixes have an alternative form beginning with -I or -n (the latter is found only in Ri ~ 
-ni ‘abs.4ss’). Thus, alongside (38a, b) and (40a, b), the following forms are also possible:
(41) a  qayaq -Ii -i-tuq -> qayaliruq
‘kayak’ ‘make’ ind.3s ‘he made a kayak’
b. panik -ni -> panini
‘daughter’ ABS.4SS ‘his own daughter’
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c. asriaq -liuq +tuq -» asrialiuqtuq
‘berry’ ‘cook’ IND.3S ‘he cooked berries’
d. tasriuq -ITq :uti +kaa -> tasriuliutigaa
‘hold by hand’ ‘quickly’ APPUC IND.3S3S ‘he quickly grabbed her by the hand’
For more details on replacive suffixes, see Kaplan (1981b: 250-254).
2.3. Morphology
The principal parts of speech in Inupiaq are nominals, adverbs, verbs and a small residual set of 
particles. Of those three, nominals are marked by obligatory endings for case and number and, if 
possessed, for person and number of possessor as well. Adverbs are marked for case. Verbs are 
marked by obligatory endings for mood, and person and number of the arguments. Intransitive 
verbs cross-reference S, while transitive verbs cross-reference both A and O. Particles do not 
inflect.
As to the constituent order, Eskimo languages are generally considered to have SOV order, as 
Fortescue (1984:93) states for West Greenlandic. In this respect, Inupiaq may be exceptional in 
freely allowing SVO order, as is seen from the ample examples in this work. In feet, in North Slope 
Inupiaq, SVO is the preferred order for many speakers, apparently due to influence from English 
(Lawrence Kaplan (p.c.)). At any rate, SVO is a well-entrenched order in present-day Inupiaq.
In the following sections, we will discuss the makeup of a word, nominals and adverbs, verbs, 
postbases, enclitics and particles in that order.
2.3.1. Makeup of a word
The structure of a word may be formulated as follows:
(42) Structure of a word
base + (any number of postbases) + ending + any number of enclitics
stem
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Endings fall into two types, one of which is further subdivided in two:
(i) noun endings, which yield nouns, marking case and number and, if possessed, number and 
person of possessor.
(ii) verb endings, which yield verbs, marking mood as well as person and number of one or two 
arguments. They are subdivided in two:
(a) intransitive verb endings, which yield intransitive verbs, marking mood as well as person 
and number of one argument (S).
(b) transitive verb endings, which yield transitive verbs, marking mood as well as person 
and number of two arguments (A and O).
Accordingly there are two types of bases:
(i) noun bases, which will be followed by noun endings, if not by postbases.
(ii) verb bases, which will be followed by verb endings, if not by postbases.
Besides nouns, nominals include demonstrative, interrogative and personal pronouns, which 
also inflect for case and number (but not for person and number of possessor). There is also a class 
of adverbs (demonstrative and interrogative adverbs), which inflect for case. They all differ from 
nouns in that they do not allow postbases between the base and the ending (so that the division 
between the stem and the ending is hard, if not inpossible, to draw). So here, of the sub-categories 
of nominals and adverbs, we will be concerned only with nouns, which can freely take a number of 
postbases between the base and the ending.
Now, consider the following examples:
(43) a tupiga 
tupiq+ka
house-ABS.ISS 
‘my house’
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b. uqaqturja 
uqaq+tuqa 
talk-ind. Is 
‘I talked’
c. tautukiga 
tautuk+kiga 
see-iND.3sls 
‘I saw it’
In (43a) tupiq is a noun base, and +ka a noun ending; in (43b) uqaq- is a verb base, and +tuqa 
an intransitive verb ending; and in (43c) tautllk- is a verb base and +kiga a transitive verb ending. 
Verb bases will be followed by a hyphen and noun bases by no hyphea The reason for 
diiferentiating verb bases from noun bases by the presence or absence of a following hyphen is that 
verb bases must always be followed by some non-zero ending, whereas noun bases may occur 
with a zero ending, which marks absolutive singular.
In the examples in (43), the stem is made up of a base, so the noun base tlipiq (43a) functions 
as a noun stem, the verb base uqaq- (43b) as an intransitive verb stem, and the verb base tautuk- 
(43c) as a transitive verb stem But, as (42) shows, it is possible to put a postbase after the base to 
make a larger stem Postbases attach to bases to modify them We will refer to the base that the 
postbase attaches to as its input, and to the resultant base as its output. Thus, compare (43) with:
(44) a  tupitchiaga
tupiq-tchiaq+ka
house-new-ABS. 1 ss 
‘my new house’
b. uqaguuruqa 
uqaq+uu+tuqa
talk-always-iND. 1 s 
‘I talk (habitually)’
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c. tautugukkiga 
tautuk+uk+kiga
see-wantto-lND. 1 s3s 
‘I want to see it’
In (44a), the input of the postbase -tchiaq is the noun base tupiq, and its output is the noun base 
tupitchiaq, winch functions as a noun stem In (44b), the input o f+UU- is the verb base uqaq- 
and its output is the verb base uqaguu-, which functions as an intransitive verb stem And in (44c), 
the input o f+uk- is the verb base tautllk- and its output is the verb base tautuguk-, which 
functions as a transitive verb stem
Now, in the examples of (44), the type ofthe output ofthe postbase is the same as that of the 
input, for example, the input and the output of the postbase -tchiaq (44a) are both noun bases; but 
this is not always the case. Postbases may change the base they attach to from one type to another. 
Compare (43,44) with:
(45) a. tuppirurja
tupiq-li+turja
house-make-lND. 1 s 
‘I built a house’ 
b. uqaqti 
uqaqAti 
talk-Ver 
‘preacher’
In (45a), the input of the postbase -ll- is a noun base (tupiq), but its output is a verb base (tuppi-), 
which functions as a stem In (45b), the input of the postbase AtT is a verb base (uqaq-), but its 
output is a noun base (uqaqti).
In (45), the bases are followed by only one postbase, but this is not always the case, either. As 
(42) shows, a base may be foltowed by any number of postbases, semantics permitting. Thus, 
consider:
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(46) a  innitkisirutin
inuk-lit+kisi+tutin 
person-reach-will-iND.2s 
‘you will reach people’ (14:50)
b. anaqaksrisiragigaatigut. 
anaqa-ksraq-li:uti+ragi+kaatigut
night-early-spend-APPiic-always-iND3slP 
‘he always spent evenings with us’ (31:71)
(46a) contains two postbases. The first postbase (-lit-) turns the noun base (inuk) into a verb base 
(innit-), and the second (+kisi-) then turns it into another verb base (innitkisi-), which functions 
as a stem. (46b) has four postbases. The first postbase (-ksraq) turns the noun base (anaqa) into 
another noun base (anaqaksraq), the second (-Ii-) turns it into a verb base (anaqaksri-), the third 
(:utT) turns it into another verb base (anaqaksrisT), and finally, the fourth (+ragi-) turns it into 
still another verb base (anaqaksrisiragT), which functions as a stem.
That is how bases, postbases and endings interact in Inupiaq word-building. Let us now move 
on to look at two principal parts of speech: nominals and verbs.
2.3.2. Nominals and adverbs
In this section, I will mainly examine nominals, which inflect for case and number. We will also 
look at adverbs, which inflect for case but not for number, because of their formal and functional 
similarity to nominals that will be apparent later. Nominals and adverbs M  into four 
sub-categories: nouns, demonstratives, personal pronouns and interrogatives. Let us look at each of 
them in turn:
2.3.2.1. Nouns
Nouns are an open class. Besides eight cases and three numbers (singular, dual and plural), they
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inflect for person and number of possessor if possessed, unlike other nominals. In the citation form, 
or absohidve singular form, nouns end in a vowel, k, q, or n. The base form for those that end in n 
in the citation form is achieved by replacing n with ti, whereas for others, the citation form and the 
base form are identical, as illustrated by the following examples:
(47) citation form base form
tUttU tu ttu  ‘caribou’
qaluk qaluk ‘fish’
agnaq agnaq ‘woman’
arjun arjutT ‘man’
We will examine each of the three categories for which nouns inflect: case, number, and person 
and number of possessor.
2.3.2.1.1. Case
Nouns inflect for eight cases. These eight cases are: absolutive, relative, modalis, terminalis, 
ablative, localis, vialis and similaris (the case labels are from MacLean (1986a) and Jacobson 
(1995)). We will look at each ofthem in turn:
(i) Absolutive case
The absolutive case marks S or O. It also functions as a citation form. Its endings appear in Table 1:
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Table 1. Absolutive case endings
possessor | possessum s d p
Unpossessed + 0 ‘-k -t/.-ich1
3s :(n)a ‘-k -(n)i
3d :(q)ak -rjTk -(n)ik
3p :(n)at -rjich -(n)ich
Is +ka/+a2 ‘-ka/Raka3 -tka/Ratka3
Id +kpuk/-vuk3 ‘-vuk -vuk/Ravuk3
Ip +kput/-vut3 ‘-vut -vut/Ravut3
2s -n/:in4 ‘-kin -tin
2d +rik/+tik5 ‘-tik -tik
2p +n/+si6 -sri' -sn
4s -ni/Ri7 -Onnt -nl
4d +rik/+tik5 -tik -tik
4p +ri'r)/+tTr)8 -tin -tin
1 -t after a vowel or a weak consonant; :ich after a strong consonant.
2 +ka after a vowel; +a after a consonant.
3 Alternate forms.
4 -n after a vowel or a weak consonant; :in after a strong consonant.
5 +r'lk after a vowel, deleting stem-final T; 4-f lk after a consonant.
5 +li' after a vowel, deleting stem-final i‘; +Si‘ after a consonant.
7 Alternate forms, -ni deletes stem-final i.
8 +rir) after a vowel, deleting stem-final T; 4-tif) after a consonant.
The above table contains fourth person for the person of possessor, in addition to first, second, and 
third persons. It is reflexive third person, referring back to the subject ofthe clause, as in ‘He, tost 
hisi pen’ as opposed to ‘Hei tost hisj pen’. For details on fourth person, see Section 2.3.2.1.3.
The following is an example in which the absolutive case marks S:
(48) Tittaaligguuq tara una paqnauraagaqsijgataqtuq.
tittaaliq+0=gguuq paqna:uraaq-aqsi-lgataq+tuq
mudshark-ABS.s=HS H.ADV PR.ABS.S get.ready-stowly-start-finally-iND.3s 
‘It is said that Mudshark has finally started getting ready to go.’ (6:1)
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The following is an example in which the absolutive case marks O:
(49) Taragguuq piayaarja unnii qakitkaa.
tara=gguuq piayaaq:a qakit+kaa
H.adv=hs child-ABS.3ss even bring.up.out.ofwater-BsiD.3s3s
‘It is said that he even brought up its (a monster’s) child out of water. ’ (38:224)
The following is an example in which the absolutive case is used as a citation form:
(50) Taapkunani tasramma ‘Mamirrutit’ itna makpigaani,...
mamirruti-t makpigaaq-mi
AVN.LOC.P APN.ADV way.of.healing-ABS.P this way book-LOC.P 
‘And in that book titled ‘Mamirrutit’, ... ’ (36:53)
(ii) Relative case
The relative case marks A or possessor of another noun. Its endings appear in Table 2:
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Table 2. Relative case endings
possessor | possessum s D p
Unpossessed -m /(‘)-m/:uny ‘-k -t/:ich2
3s :(n)an ‘-kkin -(r))in
3d :(rj)aknik -rjiknik -rjiknik
3p :(rj)ata -qisa -(O)isa
Is +ma3 ‘-kma +ma
Id -mnuk ‘-mnuk -mnuk
Ip -pta ‘-pta -pta
2s +pich ‘-kpich -vich
2d -ptik ‘-ptik -ptik
2p -psT ‘-ps? -psT
4s a !+mr ‘-kmT +m?
4d +mik3 ‘-kmik -i-mik
4p +mii)3 ‘-kmi'n +mi'Q
1 -m after a vowel; (‘)-m after a weak consonant; :um after a strong consonant.
2 -t after a vowel or a weak consonant; :ich after a strong consonant.
3 Deletes stem-final T.
There are two irregular nouns: taata ‘father’ and aana ‘mother.’ Their 1SS relative case forms are 
taataa ‘my father’ and aanaa ‘my mother,’ respectively, rather than the expected *taatama and 
*aanama.
The following is an example in which the relative case marks A:
(51) Tautuqutlaitchaa maamarjan.
tautuk-qu-tla:it+kaa maamaran
see-want_to.V-can-not-iND.3s3s mother-REL3.ss
‘His mother didn’t want him to be seen.’ (38:48)
And the following is an example in which the relative case marks possessor
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(52) Niqaanlu amianlu qitqakni ittuq
niqi:an=lu amiq:an=lu qitqak-mi it+tuq 
meat-REL.3ss=and skin-REL.3ss=and between-LOC.3SD be-lND.3s 
natchium uqsrua. 
natchiq:um uqsruq:a
seal-REL.s fe.t-ABS.3SS
‘The seal’s fet is between its meat and its skin.’ (10:15-16)
(iii) Modalis case
The modalis case has various functions. Let us first look at its endings, set out in Table 3:
Table 3. Modalis case endings
possessor | possessum s D p
Unpossessed -rriik ‘-rjnik -riik
3s :(n)ariik ‘-kriik :(n)iriik
3d :(r))aknik -rjiknik -rjiknik
3p :(n)atriik -rjitnik -rjitriik
Is -mnik/Ramnik1 ‘-mnik -mnik
Id -ptikriik ‘-ptikriik -ptiknik
Ip -ptitriik/-ptikriik/Raptitriik/Raptikriik' ‘-ptikriik -ptitnik
2s +priik/-priik1 ‘-priik -pnik
2d -ptikriik ‘-ptikriik -ptiknik
2p -psitriik ‘-psitriik -psitriik
4s +miriik2 ‘-rjmiriik +miriik
4d +mikriik2 ‘-rjmiknik +miknik
4p +mikriik2 ‘-rjmiknik +miknik
1 Alternate forms.
2 Deletes stem-final L
The modalis case marks, first of all, instruments, as illustrated by the following example:
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(53) Uumir)agguuq saumianik itna paksraqugaa.
uumir)a=gguuq saumik:anik paksrak-qu+kaa
PR.MOD.S=HS left.hand-M0D.3ss this.way dig-want_to.V-iND.3s3s
‘He wantedher to dig with her left hand.’ (18:66)
Second, it marks topic of speech, as illustrated by the following example:
(54) Unipchaaqtuallanniaqturja uwa ifuuqinigmik.
unipchaaq+tuaq-llak+niaq+turja ifuitqiniq-mik
telLa.story-slowly-long-will-iND.lS PR.ADV blackfish-MOD.S
‘I am going to tell a story about a blackfish.’ (17:1)
Third, it marks the theme (thing transferred) ofthe verbs of giving and receiving. For example:
(55) ‘Uwa argaaksratin’ itnaqfugu aatchulgitchaa argaanik.
argaaq-ksraq-tin itnaq+fugu aatchuq-lgit+kaa argaaqn-nik
PR.ADV gtove-future-ABS.2sp say-CTR73s give-again-iND.3s3s glove-MOD.P
‘Saying ‘Here are gtoves for you’ to him, she gave him gloves again.’ (14:138)
Finally, it marks nouns that modify other nouns that are foltowed by a postbase. For example:
(56) Qitungauraqagniqsuk atautchimik.
qitungauraq-qaq+niq+tuk atausriq-s-mik
small.child-have-EVlD-lND.3D one-MOD.S
‘The two of them evidently had one child. ’ (18:2)
where atautchimik ‘one-MOD.S’ modifies qitungauraq ‘small child,’ which is foltowed by the 
postbase -qaq- ‘have,’ which turns a noun base into a verb base.
Here is another example:
(57) Qatlumik atilirjmik ijaqatnitqiksurja.
Qatlu+mik atiq-lik-^mik i|aqati+nik-tqik+tur)a
Qathi-MOD.s name-N.haver-MOD.s spouse-get-V.again-iND.ls
‘I got married again to one named Qatlu (one who had a name Qatlu).’ (28:95)
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where Qatlumik ‘Qatlu-MOD.S’ modifies atiq- ‘name,’ which is followed by the postbase -flk- 
‘one who has N ,’ which turns a noun base into another noun base.
(iv) Terminalis case
The terminalis case is used for goal-of-action in a broad sense. The terminalis case endings are the 
same as the corresponding modalis case endings (Table 3) except that they end in mun/nun 
instead ofthe modalis m'lk/mik.
Most often, the terminalis case indicates the place to which the action is directed, as illustrated 
by the following example:
(58) Tatkigga isingitchugunnii tupigmun.
isiq-ngit+tuq=unnii tupiq-mun
ATR.ADV come.in-not-lND.3s=even house-TRM.S 
‘Out there he didn’t even come into the house.
It also marks the purpose, as illustrated by the following example:
(59) Ukiumun niqiksraq katitlugu. 
ukiuq^-mun niqi-ksraq+0 katit+lugu
winter-TRM.S food-fiiture-ABS.S gather-CTR./3s 
‘(We) gathered food for winter.’
It also marks the beneficiary, as illustrated by the following example:
(60) Kikmifinaq una siksisaqtuamun 
kikminnaq+0 siksisaq+tuaq-Hnun 
cranberry-ABS.s PR.ABS.S have.shingles-one.who.Vs-iRM.s 
medicine-airaqniaaat.
-gi+raqniq+kaat 
-use.as-used.to-lND.3p3s
‘They used to use cranberry as medicine for people who had shingles.’ (36:13)
(28:12)
(31:48)
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Finally, it marks the addressee as well.
(61) Aglaan Jesus niviaqsiamun uqagniqsuq.
niviaqsiaq-mun uqaq+niq+tuq
but young.woman-TRM.S speak-EVlD-lND.3s
‘But Jesus evidently spoke to a young woman.’ (1:23)
There is another case that is formally and semantically related to the terminalis case, called 
second terminalis case (c£ Jacobson (1995:102)). This case marks the destination toward which a 
movement is made. Thus, whereas the terminalis case indicates ‘to,’ the second terminalis case 
indicates ‘toward.’ This case is limited to a small number of nouns that indicate relative position, 
called positional nouns, and to demonstrative adverbs (Section 2.3.2.2). For positional nouns, the 
second terminalis case ending is invariably +tmun. It marks neither number nor possessor. An 
example with a noun in the second terminalis case follows:
(62) Ulgunaqsi’ami kilutmunguuq ulgullarjniqsuq napaaqtuq.
ulgu+naqsi+’ami kilu+tmun=gguuq ulgu-llak+niq+tuq napaaqtuq+0
fell-it.is.time.to.V-CNS.4s baek-TRMlI=HS fall-really-EV[D-lND.3s tree-ABS.S
‘When it was time for it to fell down, the tree fell down backwards.’ (25:25)
Nouns other than positional nouns, which cannot take second terminalis case, express a similar 
meaning by combining the noun in the relative case with the possessed form of tur)i’ ‘direction’ in 
the terminalis case, as illustrated by the following example:
(63) Ulgurjaugagaqtuq kuugum tuqaanun.
ulguqa+ugaq+aq+tuq kuuk:um tuqi:anun
lean-continuously-always-lND.3s river-REL.S direction-TRM.3ss
‘It leaned toward the river.’ (25:24)
If we count the terminalis case and the second terminalis case as two separate cases, then
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Inupiaq would turn out to have nine cases in all. Here, I opt for counting them as one case, to 
accord with other works on Eskimo grammar.
(v) Ablative case
The ablative case marks the place from which a motion is made. The ablative case endings are the 
same as the correponding modalis case endings (Table 3) except that they end in mifi/nin instead 
of the modalis mik/nik. Here is an example with a noun in the ablative case:
(64) Qayaq taunna kuur)min nuisaagaqsiruq 
qayaq+0 kuuk+min nuisaaq-aqsi+tuq
kayak-ABS.s ADE.ABS.S river-ABL.S appear-start-iND.3s
‘That kayak appeared from the river, going up the river.’
(vi) Localis case
The localis case marks the place at, in or on which the event takes place. The localis case endings 
are the same as the corresponding modalis case endings (Table 3) except that they end in mi/ni 
instead ofthe modalis mik/rilk. An example with a noun in the localis case follows:
(65) Nuliagiigguuq kuugum sinaani inuuniaqtuak.
nuliaq+iiq-k=gguuq kuuk:um sinirani inuuniaq+tuak
wife-N.and.partner-ABS.D=HS river-REL.S edge-LOC.3ss live-PRT.3D
‘It is said that a man and his wife were living at the bank of a river.’ (14:5)
(vii) Vialis case
The vialis case is used for things or places through which something is done. Its endings appear in 
Table 4:
tagraqhuni.
tagraq+huni
go.up.river-CTR.4s
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Table 4. Vialis case endings
possessor | possessum S D p
Unpossessed -^kun ‘-kkun Ptigun
3s :(r|)agun ‘-kkun -qigun
3d :(r))akkun -rjikkun -qikkun
3p :(n)atigun -rjisigun -qisigun
Is -pkun ‘-pkun -pkun
Id -ptikkun ‘-ptikkun -ptikkun
Ip -ptigun ‘-ptigun -ptigun
2s -pkun ‘-pkun -pkun
2d -ptikkun ‘-ptikkun -ptikkun
2p -psigun ‘-psigun -psigun
4s -i-migun1 ‘-kmigun +migun
4d -i-mikkun1 ‘-kmi(kti)kkun -i-mikkun
4p -uniktigun1 ‘-kmiktigun +misigun/+miktigun2
1 Deletes stem-final!.
2 Alternate forms.
By for the most common function of this case is to mark paths of movement, as illustrated by the 
following example:
(66) Huuqinigguuq kuuqqukun tagraqsaaqtuq. 
ituuqiniq+0=gguuq kuuguq-kun tagraq+saaq+tuq
blackfish-ABS.S=HS creek-VlA.S go.up.river-right.now-lND.3s
‘It is said that a blackfish was going upriver through a creek.’ (35:1)
It also marks the means of transportation, as illustrated by the following example:
(67) Tara tirjmisuutiqpakkun tirjirugut. 
tinmisuutiqpak-kun tirji+tugut
H.ADV jet-VIA.S fly-IND.lP
‘We flew by jet.’ (29:19)
It marks a leader in transportation as well, as illustrated by the following example:
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(68) Itqihsigun aullaqpalurpqsuq.
Itqiliq-f-tigun aullaq+paluk+niq+tuq 
Indian-via.p go-may-Evn>iND.3s
‘He may have gone with Indians (led by them).’ (30:85)
It also marks the topic of speech, as illustrated by the following example:
(69) Uqaksraq uumuuna nunakun pijgataqapta
uqaq-ksraq+0 nuna-kun pi-lgataq’-apta
speech-material-ABS.S PR.VIA.S village-VIA.S do-long-CNS.lP
inugiakkaluaqtuq. 
inugiak+kaluaq+tuq
be.many-though-iND.3s
‘When we talk about this village, there is a tot to say.’ (6:74)
Finally, it marks part of a whole by which the whole is affected, as illustrated by the following 
example:
(70) Kaviqsuaq una siulgum sipkagun siktallaqnigaa. 
kaviqsuaq+0 siulik:um sipik:agun siktaq-llak+niq+kaa
mudsucker-ABS.S this.ABS.Spike-REL.s tail-viA.3ss shoot-rea%-Evn>iND3s3s
‘The pike evidently shot this mudsucker in the tail. ’ (22:6)
(viii) Similaris case
The similaris case marks likeness (‘as,’ ‘like’). Its endings appear in Table 5:
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Table 5. Similaris case endings
possessor | possessum S D p
Unpossessed +tun ‘-ktun Ptitun
3s :(r|)atun ‘-ktun -qisun
3d :(r))aktitun ‘-ktun -rjiktitun
3p :(n)atitun -qisitun -rjisitun
is -ptun ‘-ptiktun -ptun
Id -ptiktun ‘-ptiktun -ptiktun
Ip -ptitun ‘-ptitun -ptitun
2s -ptun ‘-ptun -ptun
2d -ptiktun ‘-ptiktun -ptiktun
2p -psitun ‘-psitun -psitun
4s -i-misun1 ‘-kmisun -i-misun
4d -i-miktitun1 ‘-kmiktitun +miktitun
4p -i-mittitun1 ‘-kmittitun -i-mittitun
1 Alternate forms.
The following is an example with a noun in the similaris case:
(71) Taatna nutaatun asriaqtuuraagaqsiplutirj asriavirjnik.
nutaaq+tun asriaq+tuq:uraaq-aqsi+plutir) asriavik-nik
that.way fresh.one-SlM.S berry-eat-slowly-start-CTR.4p blueberry-MOD.P 
‘That way they started eating blueberries as if  they were fresh.’ (11:24)
The similaris case is unlike other cases, as its endings can follow not only noun stems but also foil 
nominals with case endings or particles, in which case it means ‘as if. ’ The following is an example 
with a case-marked demonstrative pronoun foltowed by a similaris case ending:
(72) Taatna maanisun inniagniqsurja.
maanktun ififiiaq+niq+turja 
that.way PE.loc-sm .s visit-EVEMND.ls
‘I went to visit as if I had been here at home.’ (29:59)
And the following is an example with a particle followed by a similaris case ending:
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(73) Qanutun sijaluum agitchaatin unnii alatkagniaqnak. 
qanuq+tun silaluk:um agit+kaatin alatkaq+niaq-nak
how-SiM.S rain-REL.S wet-lND.3s2s even go.to.check-try.to.V-PRH.2s
‘No matter how much you get wet with rain, don’t come to check. ’ (38:188)
These are the eight cases in Inupiaq. Of these eight cases, the absolutive and relative cases have in 
common that the nouns they mark are cross-referenced by the head, that is, the verb when they are 
S, A or O, or the possessum when they are possessor. In all the examples given, the absolutive noun 
is cross-referenced by the verb, and the relative norm is cross-referenced by the verb if it is Aor by 
the possessed noun if it is possessor. This is not true of the other six cases, collectively called 
oblique cases.
2.3.2.1.2. Number
Nouns are marked for one o f the three numbers: singular, dual and plural. In addition to the 
previous examples, the following is an example with a singular noun:
(74) Uqautiaqsiyaa iliappauraq taavruma agnam. 
uqauti-aqsi+kaa Hiappak:uraq+0 agnaq-m
speak.to-start-iND.3s3s orphan-small-ABS.S AVN.REL.S woman-REL.S
‘That woman started speaking to the small orphan.’ (39:91)
Singular is used as a generic number, which may be expressed by plural in other languages such as 
English, as illustrated by the following examples:
(75) Tuttu uwa una qanupayaaq iganaqtuq. 
tu ttu+0 qanuq=payaaq iga+naq+tuq
caribou-ABS.S PR.ADV PR.ABS.S how=every cook-can.be.Ved-iND.3s
‘Caribou can be cooked in any way.’ (7:7)
The following is an example with a dual noun:
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(76) Uwa aasriin taapkuak aglaktik ikayugagigaakqa.
aglakti-k ikayuq+ragi+kaakqa
PR.ADV and that.REL.D teacher-REL.D help-always-lND.3Dls
‘And now those two teachers helped me.’ (28:63)
And the following is an example with a plural noun:
(77) Taragguuq ukalliurat uutmagich nigitchuagaqsiruq.
tara=gguuq ukalliq:uraq-t uut+kmagich nigi+tuaq-aqsi+tuq
H.adv=hs rabbit-small-ABS.P be.cooked-CNS.3s3peat-slowly-staxt.Ving-iND.3s 
‘When the rabbits were cooked, he started eating.’ (16:24)
2.3.2.I.3. Person and number ofpossessor
Besides case and number, nouns inflect for person and number of possessor, if possessed.
Examples of a noun with first-person possessor include (43a) and (44a) as well as the 
following:
(78) Tara nukatchiaga aglaktigaqsigiga.
nukatchiaq+ka aglakAtit-aqsi+kiga 
H.ADV younger.sibling-ABS.ISS go.to.sehool-CAUS-start-iND.ls3s 
‘I started making my younger sibling go to school’ (28:76)
And here is an example with second-person possessor:
(79) llipsi kamagiyumagiksi aapari suli maamari.
kamagi+yuma+kiksi aapa+ri maama+ri
2P.REL respect-shoxild-lND.2p3s father-ABS.2ss and mother-ABS.2ss
‘Youpi should respect your lather and your mother.’ (1:11)
Examples of a noun with third person possessor include (52), (53) and (70) as well as the 
following:
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(80) Tara niviaqsiam tuvliinik sipiksraqtuq.
niviaqsiaq-m tuvliq:inik sipik-ksraq+tuq
H.ADV young. woman-REL.S braids-MOD.3SP tail-get-DslD.3s
‘He [Mudsucker] took a young woman’s braids for his tail.’ (6:3)
There is an additional complication in the marking of person of possessor. That is, two types of 
persons are distinguished in what corresponds to third person in other languages: third and 
so-called fourth. This distinction arises when the possessed noun is anything other than main clause 
S or A. Third person is used when the possessor is not coreferent with S or A, whereas fourth 
person is used when the possessor is coreferent with S or A. Thus, consider the following 
examples:
(81) a Itnagaagguuq panni.
itnaq+kaa=gguuq panik:ni
tellthis.to-iND.3s3s=HS daughter-ABS.4ss
‘It is said that he told this to his (own) daughter.’ (16:30)
b. Itnagaagguuq pania.
itnaq+kaa=gguuq panik:a
tell.this.to-lND.3s3s=HS daughter-AS.3ss 
‘It is said that he told this to her daughter.’
(81a), in which panik ‘daughter’ is marked for fourth-person possessor, indicates that the 
possessor of panik ‘daughter’ is correferent with S, whereas (81b), in which panik ‘daughter’ is 
marked for third-person possessor, indicates that the possessor of panik ‘daughter’ is not 
coreferent with S.
2.3.2.2. Demonstratives
Demonstratives are a closed class. They are deictic in nature, describing entities or places with 
regard to their location and dimension.
Demonstratives are divided into two types depending on whether they refer to entities or
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places: demonstrative pronouns and demonstrative adverbs. The former refer to entities or persons, 
and the latter to places. Thus, consider the following examples:
(82) a  Ukpigigivuttuuq uumuuna Jesus Christ and all these people.
ukpigi+kivut=ptuuq
belie ve-lND. 1 P3p=too PR.VIA.S -
‘We also believe Jesus Christ and all these people through this [Bible].’ (1:3)
b. Tara uvuuna aquutaagun ayaagnaqtuq.
aquutiiagun ayaaq+naq+tuq
H.ADV PR. VIA fish.fin-VlA.3ss puLstick.to.stretch-should.be.Ved-lND.3s
‘You should put a stick through its fin here.’ (3:43)
uumuuna ‘through this’ (82a) and UVUUna ‘through here’ (82b) are both demonstratives with 
referents that are close to the speaker and restricted in dimension But they differ in that the former 
is a demonstrative pronoun whereas the latter is a demonstrative adverb. The former refers to an 
entity, ‘this,’ while the latter refers to a place, ‘here.’
Demonstrative pronouns inflect for eight cases and three numbers, just like nouns (Section 
2.3.2.1). The following is an example of a demonstrative pronoun:
(83) Makuniqa pisruktuanik piniagvigikhuni.
pisruktuaq+nik pi+niaq+vik+ik+huni 
PE.mod.p bear-MOD.P do-try.to.V-place.to.V-be.good.N-ciR.4s
‘It is a good place for hunting these bears.’ (25:12)
where makuniqa ‘these’ is a demonstrative pronoun inflecting for modalis plural
Demonstrative adverbs inflect for case but not for number. They have six forms: inteijectional, 
terminalis, second terminalis, ablative, localis and vialis (or for five cases if we combine the 
terminalis and second terminalis cases, as we did for nouns in Section 2.3.2.1.1). All the forms 
except inteijectional are the same in function as for nouns and demonstrative pronouns, except that 
they refer to places rather than entities in the case of demonstrative adverbs. The inteijectional form
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is unique to demonstrative adverbs. This form is used to attract the addressee’s attention to the 
referent place. For example:
(84) Tara tatqamma tatqavurja tagraqtuq.
tagraq+tuq
H.adv AIN.adv AIE.trm go.up.river-iND.3s
‘Then, there upriver, he went upriver.’ (23:7)
The first and second demonstrative adverbs, tara ‘there, then’ and tatqamma ‘upriver,’ are in the 
interjectional forms, while the third demonstrative adverb, tatqavurja ‘upriver,’ is in the 
terminalis case.
As we just saw, demonstratives mostly inflect for the same set of cases as nouns, but their case 
endings are different than those of nouns. I will examine them shortly, but first, let us turn to the 
stems of demonstratives.
Demonstratives can be classified according to two parameters:3
(i) location relative to the deictic center;
(ii) dimension.
The parameter of dimension has three values:
(i) Restricted (abbreviated as ‘R’): indicates that the referent is compact and stationary, so that the 
speaker can point at its entirety without moving his or her index finger.
(ii) Extended (abbreviated as ‘E’): indicates that the referent is spread out or moving, so that the 
speaker can point at its entirety only by moving his or her index finger.
(iii) Non-visible (abbreviated as ‘N’): indicates that the referent is not visible, so that the speaker
3 The analysis provided here is my own. It differs both from MacLean’s (1986a, b) and Seiler’s 
(2005). It is likely that discrepancies between MacLean’s (1986a) analysis and mine are due to 
dialectal differences, because MacLean (1986a, b) deals with North Slope Inupiaq. On the other 
hand, discrepancies between Seiler’s (2005) analysis and mine are more likely due to lack of 
understanding on my part. Since I got access to Seiler (2005) so late, I have not had an opportunity 
to do fieldwork to incorporate Seiler’s insights into this description.
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could only point to its direction.
Consider the following examples:
(85) a. Tainurjautiqhuni tuttum  amianik aggiutriruq.
utiq+huni tuttu-m  amiq:anik aggiq:uti+ri+tuq
AVR.lRMgo.back-CTR.4s caribou-REL.S skin-MOD.3ss come-APPLlC-ANTFP-!ND.3s
‘He went back to that [herd o f caribou] and brought caribou skin.’ (18:58)
b. Avuqa Yukon-mun avurja Kuukparjmun taavuqagniqsuq.
-mun Kuukpak-e-mun taavuqa+q+niq+tuq
VE.TRM -TRM.S VE.IRM Yukon.River-TRM.SAVE.TRM-gO.tO-EVID-IND.3S
‘He evidently went over to the Yukon River.’ (30:84)
c. Taamuqa tuwagvianun takugaluagaat.
tuwaq+vik:anun taku+kaluaq+kaat 
AVN.TRM puLaway-place.to.V-TRM.3ss go.to.see-though-lND.3p3s 
'They went there where he [Jesus] had been put away to see him. ’ (1:53)
tainurja (85a), avurja (85b), and taamuqa (85c) are all demonstrative adverbs in the terminalis 
case that refer to the ‘over there’ location. But they differ in the parameter of dimension, tainuna 
(85a), which refers to a herd of caribou, indicates that the referent is restricted in dimension; avurja 
(85b), which refers to the Yukon River, indicates that the referent is extended; and taamurja (85c), 
which refers to the place where Jesus was put away, indicates that the referent is non-visible.
The parameter of location relative to the deictic cento has ten values:
(i) Here (abbreviated as ‘P’ for proximal): Demonstratives with this value refer to entities or 
places that are located close to the deictic center. An example follows:
(86) Pinayuakni uvluk piitkisirurja uvakrja ijuvguvimnin. 
pinayut:akni uvluq-k piit+kisi+turja i[uviq:u+vik-mnin
three-LOC.3DS day-REL.D be.gone-will-lND.lsPR.ABL grave-be-place.to-ABL.lsS 
‘On the third day, I will be gone from my grave here.’ (1:24)
where uvakqa ‘from here’ is a demonstrative adverb in the ablative case with ‘here’ and
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‘restricted’ values.
(ii) Over there (abbreviated as ‘V’): Demonstratives with this value refer to entities or places that 
are located far from the deictic center, without further specifying the spatial relation between 
the referent and the deictic center. Examples with a demonstrative that has this value include 
(85) and the following:
(87) Saunirjik tasramma taapkuak 
sauniq-rjik
bone-ABS.3DD APN.adv AVN.abs.d
itna qagrupiatun sauniqaqtuk akiguaraliqnik
qagruq-piaq-tun sauniq-qaq+tuk akiguq:uraq-lik-nik
this.way arrow-real-SlM.S bone-have-!ND.3D branch-small-N.with -MOD.P
‘That’s why the bones o f those two [Mudsucker and Pike] have small branches like an 
arrow.’ (23:10-11)
where taapkuak ‘those two non-visible over there’ is a demonstrative pronoun in the 
absolutive dual form with ‘over there’ and ‘non-visible’ values.
(iii) Up there (abbreviated as ‘U’): Demonstratives with this value refer to entities or places that 
are located higher than the deictic center (‘up there’). An example follows:
(88) Tatpichuqa ikigauragmiknun qakitlugu aullaaqsiruq.
ikigaq:uraq+miknun qakit+lugu aullaq-aqsi+tuq
AUR.TRM opeacache-small-TRM.4DP bring.up-CTR./3s go-start-[ND.3s 
‘He brought her up to their small open cache and started going.’ (39:15)
where tatpichurja ‘up there restricted’ is a demonstrative adverb in the terminalis case with 
‘up there’ and ‘restricted’ values.
(iv) Down there (abbreviated as ‘D’): Demonstratives with this value refer to entities or places that 
are located lower than the deictic center (‘down there’). This value may indicate not only 
‘down’ along the vertical axis, but also ‘down’ along a river (‘downriver’). An example
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follows:
(89) Tara takanani Qalugraitchiamigguuq aanaga 
Qalugraitchiaq^mi=gguuq aana+ka
D .adv A D R jloc Qalugraitchiaq-LOC.s=HS mother-ABS.lSS
taamna Sanmigana animaruq.
ani+ma+tuq
AVN.ABS.S Samnigana. ABS.S be.bom-PERF-lND.3s
‘My mother Sanmigana was bom downriver at Qalugraitchiaq.’ (32:10)
where takanani ‘down there restricted’ is a demonstrative adverb in the localis case with 
‘down there’ and ‘extended’ values.
(v) In there (abbreviated as ‘I’): Demonstratives with this value refer to entities or places that are 
located in something (‘in there’) or further inward on the land along a river (‘upriver’). For 
example:
(90) 1958-mi qamakrja Shungnak-min nuuttusri uvurja Ambler-m un.
-mi -min nut+tusri -mun
-LOC.S 1N.ABL -ABL.S move-IND.2P PR.TRM -TRM.S
‘In 1958 youpi moved from Shungnak upriver to Ambler here.’ (4:2)
where qamakrja ‘from in there restricted’ is a demonstrative adverb in the ablative case with 
‘in there’ and ‘non-visible’ values.
(vi) Out there (abbreviated as‘T’): Demonstratives with this value refer to entities or places that 
are located outside. For example:
(91) Inuuniagialgitjutik aanagiik tatqaani. 
inuuniaq+iaq-lgit+luni aana+iik
work-go.to.V-again-CTR.4D mother-N.and.counterpart.ABS.D ATE.LOC 
‘The mother and daughter went to work outside.’ (38:34)
where tatqaanT ‘out there extended’ is a demonstrative adverb in the localis case with ‘out
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there’ and ‘extended’ values.
(vii) Across there (abbreviated as ‘A’): Demonstratives with this value refer to entities or places 
that are located across a road or a river from the deictic center (‘across there’). For example:
(92) Ikautiaqsiyaa taichuqa nalimun.
ikaaq:uti-aqsi+kaa
cross-applic-start-lND.3s3s AAR.TRM straight
‘He took him straight across the river.’ (13:34)
where taichlirja ‘across there restricted’ is a demonstrative adverb in the terminalis case with 
‘across there’ and ‘restricted’ values.
(viii)Back there (abbreviated as ‘B’): Demonstratives with this value refer to entities or places that 
are located behind the deictic cento- (‘back there’). An example follows:
(93) Aullaqman tatpavurja aqniguqmipluni. 
aullaq+kman arjniq+uq+kmi+pluni
go-CNS.3s ABE.trm be.stormy-become-too-CTR.4s
‘When she went back there, it became stormy.’ (38:92)
where tatpavurja ‘back there extended’ is a demonstrative adverb in the terminalis case with 
‘back there’ and ‘extended’ values.
(ix) In the past (abbreviated as ‘S’): Demonstratives with this value refer to entities or places that 
are located in the memory or consciousness of the speaker. This value indicates that the 
speaker assumes the referent is beatable only in his or her memory or that the speaker is not 
interested in the location of the referent at the time of speech. Thus, this value differs from 
other location values in locating the referent not physically but mentally, if you will Unlike 
the location values we have seen thus far, this value does not differentiate three dimension 
values. An example of a demonstrative with this value follows:
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(94) Taipchuali 
taipchua=li
AS.REL.P=as.for that.way eat-used-lND.3p3s AY 
‘As for the ancestors, they used to eat cranberries that way. ’
taatna nigiraqnigaat 
nigi+raqniq+kaat
taamna kikminnaq. 
kikminnaq+0
VN.ABS.S cranberry-ABS.S
(7:12)
where taipchlia ‘those in the past’ is a demonstrative pronoun in the relative plural form with 
an ‘in the past’ value. In feet, as in this example, taipchua is most often used in the meaning 
‘ancestor’.
(x) There (abbreviated as ‘H’): Demonstratives with this value are anaphoric in nature; they refer 
back to places that have been mentioned in the discourse. Thus, this value differs from other 
location values in locating the referent not in the real world but in the discourse. Like ‘in the 
past’ value, this value does not differentiate three dimension values. Also, unlike all the other 
location values, there are no demonstrative pronouns with this value; all the demonstratives 
with this value are demonstrative adverbs. An example of a demonstrative with this value
where tarakrja ‘from there’ is a demonstrative adverb in the ablative case with ‘there’ value.
We have looked at the parameters of location and dimensioa The deictic center for these 
parameters can be someone other than these. Consider the following example:
follows:
(95) Avinnauraq aniliqami tarakrja
avinhaq:uraq+0 ani-liq-’ami 
mouse-small-ABS.s go.out-suddenfy-CNS.4s H.ABL
aatchallaqhuni
aatchallaq+huni
akpittuq.
akpit+tuq
open.one’s.mouth.wide-CTR.4s start.singing-lND.3s
‘A small mouse came out from there, opened his mouth wide and started singing. ’
(19:31)
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(96) Unitchaat tatpauqa qipaluam qaaqanuutiuragniaqfugu. 
unit+kaat qipaluaq-m qaa:anun-k:uti:uraq+niaq+fugu
leave-iND.3p3sAUE.TRM bank-REL.S top-TRM.3ss-go.to-APPUC-just-try-ciR./3s
‘They left her, bringing her to the top ofthe bank up there.’ (30:49)
Here, the top of a bank to which ‘they’ brought ‘her’ is referred to as tatpaurja ‘up there 
extended. ’ This does not mean that the top of the bank is located above the speaker, but that it was 
located above ‘them’ and ‘her.’ Thus, in this example, the location value of the referent of 
tatpaurja ‘up there extended’ is determined in relation to someone other than the speaker. Also, 
the text from which this example is excerpted is the narrator’s retelling of what her father had told 
her about his youth. So the referent of tatpaurja ‘up there extended’ is non-visible to the narrator 
at the time of narration. However, it has ‘extended’ value, rather than ‘non-visible’ value, ofthe 
dimension parameter. It should be extended only from the viewpoint o f‘them’ or ‘her.’ So here, the 
dimension value is also determined from the viewpoint of someone other than the speaker. Thus, in 
this example, both the location and dimension values are determined with regard to someone other 
than the speaker.
Also let us consider Text 13. This is a folk tale about a porcupine waiting at the shore of a river 
for someone to take him across to the other side. A kayak comes from downriver. The porcupine 
asks the kayak to take him across, and then comes the next sentence:
(97) Taatnaqmanigguuq kiugaa taurmma qayyam.
taatnaq+kmani=gguuq kiu+kaa qayaq‘-m
say.that-CNS.3s4s=HS answer-!ND.3s3s ADE.REL.S kayak-REL.S
‘When he said so to the kayak, the kayak coming upriver answered him.’ (13:9)
Here, the kayak, the referent of taurruma ‘down there extended,’ is downriver in relation to the 
porcupine, rather than to the speaker; and it is extended (moving in this case) from the viewpoint of 
the porcupine, rather than from that ofthe speaker. Thus, in this example as well, both the location
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and dimension values are determined in relation to someone other than the speaker.
Thus, in Inupiaq, the deictic center of spatial deixis may be someone other than the speaker 
(and addressee). This may be uncommon amongst the world’s languages, considering Anderson 
and Keenan’s (1985) statement that “All languages identify locations by reference to that ofthe Sp 
[speaker]. It is also possible to determine locations by reference to that ofthe Adr [addressee], and 
many (but not all) languages utilize this possibility as well” (1985:277).
Thus, the dimension parameter has three values; ‘restricted,’ ‘extended,’ and ‘non-visible,’ while
the location parameter has ten values; ‘here,’ ‘over there,’ ‘up there,’ ‘down there,’ ‘in there,’ ‘out
there,’ ‘across there,’ ‘back there,’ ‘in the past,’ and ‘there. ’ These two parameters would combine
to give us 30 series of demonstratives in theory, but since, as we said above, the ‘in the past’ and
‘there’ values ofthe location parameter do not differentiate dimension values, we actually have 26
series of demonstratives, as tabulated below:
location | dimensionRestrictedExtended Non-visible
here (Proximal) PR PE PN
oVer there VR VE VN
Up there UR UE UN
Down there DR DE DN
In there IR IE IN
ouT there TR TE TN
Across there AR AE AN
Back there BR BE BN
in the paSt S (not differentiated with regard to the dimension parameter)
tHere H (not differentiated with regard to the dimension parameter)
Table 6 provides the absolutive singular, relative singular, absohitive/relative plural forms of 
demonstrative pronouns and the inteijectional form of demonstrative adverbs for each of the 26 
series of demonstratives: (I will expound on the rightmost column later.)
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Table 6. ABS.S, REL.S, ABS.P/REL.P and ADV forms and the prefix of demonstratives
series | form ABS.S REL.S ABS.P/REL.P ADV prefix
PR una uuma ukua uwa —
PE manna marruma makua marra ta-
PN samna savruma sapkua samma ta-
VR inna irruma itchua inna ta-
VE amna avruma apkua awa ta-
VN amna avruma apkua amma ta-
UR pikna piksruma pichigua pitcha tat-
UE parjna pagruma pakkua pagga tat-
UN pakimna pakivmma pakipkua pakma tat-
DR kanna kanuma katkua kanna ta-
DE unna urruma utkua unna ta-
DN samna savmma sapkua samma ta-
IR kimna kivruma kipchua kiwa tat-
IE qamna qavruma qapkua qawa tat-
IN qamna qavruma qapkua qamma tat-
TR kirjna kigruma kikkua kigga tat-
TE qaqna qagruma qakkua qagga tat-
TN qakimna qakivmma qakipkua qakma tat-
AR ikna iksruma ichigua itcha ta-
AE arjna agruma akkua agga ta-
AN akimna akivruma akipkua akma ta-
BR pinna pirruma pitchua pinna tat-
BE pamna pavmma papkua pawa tat-
BN pamna pavruma papkua pamma tat-
S imna ivruma ipchua imma ta-
H — — — tara —
The following are examples of some ofthese in sentences:
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(98) a Nunaaqqiqqaapupluni tatqamna.
nunaaqqiq±qqaaq:u+pluni
village-first-be.N-CTR.4s AIN.ABS.S
‘That up one river [Kobuk] was the first village.’ (26:3)
b. Paniuranikmiuguglu taavruma unitchaarja.
panik:uraq+nik+kmi+tuguk=lu unit+kaaqa
daughter-little-get-too-lND. 1 D=and AVN.REL.S leave-lND.3slS
‘Then after we got a baby girl, that man [died and] left me.’ (25:21)
c. Tatkiwa aasrii Niyaliami itluta.
Niyaliaq-mi it+luta
AIR. ADV and Niyaliaq-LOC.S be-CTR.lP
‘There upriver, we were at Niyaliaq. ’ (4:10)
All the other forms of demonstratives can be formed on the basis of the relative singular, 
absolutive/relative plural and interjectional adverb forms. All the other singular forms of 
demonstrative pronouns can be formed by replacing the final part of the relative singular form. The 
modalis, terminalis, ablative, localis, vialis and similaris singular forms of una ‘PR. ABS.S,’ built on 
its relative singular form, appear in Table 7, where the replaced portion is underlined:
Table 7. The singular case forms of una ‘PRABS.S’
REL.S ultima
MOD.S uumipa
TRM.S uumuna
ABL.S uumakna
LOC.S uumani
VIA.S uumuuna
SM.S uumatun
Here are some examples with a singular form of some demonstrative pronouns:
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(99) a  Pakaktuagraaqhuni tamaaniatuuraaqhuni taavmmipa. 
pakak+tuaq:uraaq+huni atuq:uraaq+huni
search-long-keep.Ving-CTR.4sAPE.LOC sing-keep.Ving-cm.4s AVN.MOD.S 
‘He searched here, singing about that person.’ (15:16)
b. Taavrumuria siksisapanun
siksisaq:anun 
A V N .t r m .S shingles-TRM.3ss
mattutigiraqnigaat. 
matu:uti+gi+raqniq+kaat 
cover-toolfor.Ving-have.as._.N-used.to.V-lND.3p3s
‘They used to use it as a cover for those shingles of his.’ (7:19)
c. Samma nukatpiagugataqhuni taavani taavrumani
nukatpiaq+uq+ataq+huni 
PN.ADV young.man-become-finally-CNS.4s AVE.LOC AVN.LOC.S 
inuuniaqsimasruknaqtuq Itqijimi.
inuuniaq+srima+suknaq+tuq ltqi|iq+mi 
live-PF-I.think-lND.3s Indian-LOC.S
‘He became a young man when, I think, he stayed with that Indian over there. ’ (30:96)
All the other dual and plural forms of demonstrative pronouns can be formed by replacing the 
final part of the absohitive/relative plural form. The dual and plural forms of una ‘PR.ABS.S,’ built 
on its absolutive/relative plural form, are shown in Table 8, where the replaced portion is 
underlined:
Table 8. The dual and plural case forms of una ‘PR.ABS.S’
case |number D p
ABS/REL ukuak ukua
MOD ukupnipa ukunipa
TRM ukunnuna ukunupa
ABL ukunnakna ukunakpa
LOG ukupnapni ukunani
VIA ukupnuuna ukuDuuna
SIM ukupnaktun ukunatun
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The following are some examples with a dual or plural form of some demonstrative pronouns:
(100) a  Makunupa qattanun five eallon-nun pijigaich.
qattaq-mun -nun pi-liq+kaich
PE.TRM.P bucket-TRM.p -trm.p put-start-iND.3p3p
‘They started putting them in these five-gallon buckets.’ (10:25)
b. Tara aglaan inuuniafigmik i|itchupaptuuq taapkunakpa.
inuuniaq-Uqn-mik i!it+tupa=ptuuq 
H.ADV but live-Ving-MOD.s leam-iND.ls=too AVN.ablp
‘And I learned how to live fiom those people.’ (28:31)
c. Taapkupnapnigguuq tara apugaatchaapni inuuniagaqsiruq.
taapkupnapni=gguuq apugaatchiaq-pni inuuniaq-aqsi+tuq
AVN.loc.d=hs H.adv old.man-LOC.D live-start-iND.3s
‘He started living with that old couple.’ (39:172)
All the other forms of demonstrative adverbs can be formed by replacing the final part ofthe 
inteijectional adverb form. The adverb case forms of uwa ‘PR. ADV,’ built on its inteijectional 
form, are displayed in Table 9, where the replaced portion is underlined:
Table 9. The case forms of uw a ‘PR.ADV’
ADV uwa
TRM uvuqa
TRMlI uvunatmun
ABL uvakpa
LOC uvani
VIA uvuuna
The examples below show case forms of some demonstrative adverbs.
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(101) a Uwa aasriin taavrumani anittamni, nuunniqsut
ani-tiqRamni nuut+niq+tut
PR adv and AVN.LOC.S be.born-Ving-LOC. 1SS move-EVTD-lND.3P
kanurja Shungnak-mun.
-mun
DRTRM -TRM.S
‘And in that year I was bom, they moved downriver to Shungnak.’ (26:5)
b. Taagakrja akiptitnin masrunniagaqtugut.
aki-ptitnin masru+t+niaq+aq+tugut
AAE.abl place.across-ABL.lPS Eskimo.potato-pick-try.to-used.to-iND.lP
‘We used to pick Eskimo potatoes across from us.’ (31:37)
c. Pichuuna igalikun kataktigaqsiligai.
igaliq-kun katakAtit-aqsi-liq+kai 
U R  VIA window-viA.S foll-CAUS-start-quickly-lND.3s3p
‘He threw them down through a window up above.’ (16:13)
Notice from the examples given thus far that many demonstratives have some extra element in 
front of them. For example, reconsider the following demonstratives found in the examples given 
thus for:
tatpaurja pauqa ‘UE.trm’ (96)
taurruma urruma ‘DE.REL.S’ (97)
tatqamna qamna ‘IN.ABS.S’ (98a)
taavruma avruma ‘V N .rel.s’ (98b)
tatkiwa kiwa ‘IR adv’ (98c)
From Tables 6 through 9 we would expect those forms to the right, but in these examples we 
actually find those forms to the left, which are preceded by ta- or tat-. Demonstratives, except 
those of series ‘PR’ or ‘H’, are often preceded by a prefix. This is actually the only prefix found in 
the language. The function of this prefix is very difficult to pinpoint, but generally, it appears that 
demonstratives with this prefix tend to be anaphoric, referring back to entities or places already 
alluded to. There are two variants of this prefix: ta- and tat-. Each series of demonstrative takes
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one of the variants. The rightmost column in Table 6 shows the variant of the prefix that each series 
of demonstratives takes. In the examples, this prefix is marked by ‘A’ (for ‘anaphoric’) in front of 
the name of the series of demonstratives. The following is a set of examples with one and the same 
demonstrative with or without the prefix:
(102) a. Taatna uwa inuuniatiqput
inuuniaqTiq+kput
that.way PR.ADV live-Ving-ABS.lPS
ittuq. 
it+tuq
be-iND.3s
‘Our life is like that in Kobuk here.’
b. Atchaqaqtugguuq tamaani
atchak-qaq+tuq=gguuq
aunt-have-[ND.3s=HS APE.LOC
uvagutli maani Kuuvarjmi 
uvagut=li Kuuvak-^ mi
Ip.rel—as.for PE.LOC Kobuk-LOC.S
nunaaqqimi. 
nunaaqqiq-^ mi
town-LOC.S
‘It is said that she has an aunt here in the town.’
(33:37)
(38:74)
2.3.2.3. Personal pronouns
Personal pronouns distinguish four persons; first, second, third and fourth, and three numbers; 
singular, dual and plural. Their case forms are displayed in Table 10:
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Table 10. The case forms of personal pronouns
3s 3d 3p Is Id lp
ABS ilaa ilir)ik ilirjich uvarja uvaguk uvagut
REL ilaan ilirjikn'ik ilirjisa
MOD ilaanik ilinikn'ik ilirjitnik uvamnik uvaptikriik uvaptitnik
VIA ilaagun ilinikkun ilinisigun uvapkun uvaptikkun uvaptigun
SIM ilaatun ilirjiktun ilirjisitun uvaptun uvaptiktun uvaptitun
2S 2d 2p 4s 4d 4p
ABS
ilvich iliptik ilipsi
— — —
REL — — —
MOD ilipnik iliptiknik ilipsitnik inminik inmikn'ik inmikn'ik
VIA ilipkun iliptkkun ilipsigun irimigun inmikkun irimiktigun
SIM iliptun iliptiktun ilipsisun irjmisun igmiktitun inmiktitun
The terminalis, ablative and localis cases are the same as the corresponding modalis case except 
that they end in nun, nin and nT, respectively, instead of the modalis rilk.
Personal pronouns are not used often, for the following reasons:
(i) The notional import of personal pronouns in the absolutive and relative cases is always carried 
by the ending of the verb of which they are the argument or the possessed noun of which they 
are the possessor. So, personal pronouns in the absolutive or relative case are always 
redundant.
(ii) Demonstrative pronouns (Section 2.3.2.1.2) are much more commonly used in place of third 
person pronouns.
So only the first, second, and fourth person pronouns in an oblique case constitute requisite 
elements ofthe clause. The following are some examples of such personal pronouns that cannot be 
omitted without changing the meaning of the sentence:
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(103) a Uvaptiktun ingitchuq.
it-ngit+tuq
1D.SIM be-not-lND.3s
‘He is not like us.’ (1:34)
b. Aasriin tarani simmijiutivak ilipnun kisuk?
simmiq:uti+pak kisu-k
and H.LOC change-APPUC-lNT.3D 2S.TRM who-ABS.D
‘And then who took your place?’ (5:14)
c. Iqminun naagga piniaqhuni isragutiraqtuq qanuqmatni
pi+niaq+huni israguti+raq+tuq qanuq+kmatni
4S.TRM or do-try.to.V-CTR.4s start-always-ind.3s do.how-CNS.3p4s
arjayuqaami. 
aqayuqaaq-^mi
parent-REL.4SP
‘He tries to kill himself when his parents scold him. ’ (34:77)
Other personal pronouns are used for such purposes as emphasis and contrast. The following are 
some examples in which personal pronouns are used for such purposes:
(104) a 1958-mi qamakqa Shungnak-m in nuuttusri uvuqa Ambler-m un.
-mi -min nuut+tusri -mun
-LOC.S IN.ABL -ABL.S move-IND.2P PR.TRM -TRM.S
‘In 1958, yoUpi moved from Shungnak upriver to Ambler here.
Uvagugli aasrii samuna Noorvik-suauk tara 1958-mi.
uvaguk=li -tuguk -mi
lD-ABS=aS.for and DN.TRM -gO.tO-lND.lD H.ADV -LOC.S
As for US2, Wes went to Noorvik in 1958. ’ (4:2-3)
b. 4 vears-tun tasramma ittuk tarani.
-tun it+tuk
-SM.S APN.adv stay-iND.3D H .loc
‘The two of them stayed there about four years.
Iliptik aasrii...
2D.ABS and
And as for you two ...’ (5:10-11)
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2.3.2.4. Interrogatives
Interrogatives are a closed class of words that do not refer to anything but request information. 
They are subdivided into four types: interrogative pronouns ‘who’ and ‘what,’ an interrogative 
adverb ‘where,’ interrogative particles ‘how’ and ‘when (in the fixture)’ and interrogative verb bases 
‘do what’ and ‘do how.’ The interrogative particles and verb bases will be considered together with 
nominals in this section due to their semantic and functional coherence with the other types of 
interrogatives.
The interrogative pronoun base for ‘who’ is kT- for singular and kisil- for dual and plural kh is 
irregular in that its absolutive form is kina, rather than expected *ki, and its relative form kia, 
rather than expected *kim. Other than that, it inflects just like unpossessed nouns, kisu- inflects 
just like unpossessed nouns for all the cases:
(105) a. Ravmond-tkuk aquakkun ki-na uwa piva?
-tkuk aqu:akkun pi+pa
-N.and.spouse-REL.D end-viA.3DS who.S-ABS PR.ADV do-iNT.3s
SU- is an interrogative pronoun base ‘what.’ It is irregular in that its absolutive singular form is 
SUna or SUa, rather than expected *SU. In all other forms, it inflects like unpossessed nouns. The 
following are some examples:
‘Who came after Raymond and his wife?’ (5:49)
b. Kisurjnik ikayuuraqpak tarani? 
kisu-rjnik ikayuq:uraq+pak
who-MOD.D help-just-INT.3D H.LOC 
‘Who did they help?’ (5:16)
(106) a  Uwa sua sulitai puuyuqtiqpiyu samma?
sua suli=tai puuyuqAtiq+piyu
PR.ADV what.ABS.S and-NSP forget-quickly-lNT. 1 s3s PN.ADV
‘Now what did I forget, I wonder?’ (6:19)
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b. Taatnaqman sumik pakiksilaarja kaQiqsingitchaat.
taatnaq+kman su-mik pakikAtilaaq:a karjiqsi-ngit+kaat
say.that-CNS.3s what-MOD.S look.for-Ving-ABS.3ss understand-not-lND.3p3s 
‘When he said that, they didn’t understand what he was looking for.’ (38:175)
There is also an interrogative verb base SU- ‘do what,’ as illustrated by the following example:
(107) Taimmasutilaaqa nalullakaak panirjmik.
suAtilaaq:a nalu-llak+kaak panik-^mik
AS.ADV do.wbat-Ving-ABS.3ss noLknow-really-lND.3D3s daughter-REL.4DS 
‘They didn’t know what their daughter did.’ (14:157)
‘Why’ is expressed by Sllkman, which is the third person singular subject intransitive 
consequential mood form (Section 2.3.3.1) of SU- ‘do what,’ as illustrated by the following 
example:
(108) Sukman uwa aggiutingitpiurj?
su+kman aggiq:uti-ngit+piur)
do.wbat-CNS.3s PR.ADV come-APPLic-not-iNT.2s3s
‘Why didn’t you bring him here?’ (Sun et al. (1979:295))
na- is an interrogative adverb base ‘where.’ It inflects in its own way. Its case forms are shown 
in Table 11:
Table 11. The case forms of the interrogative adverb base na- ‘where’
TRM napmun
ABL nakin
LOC nani
VIA naukun
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(109) a Napmun imna inuk imna tammaqpalii?
inuk+0 tammaq+pa=lii
where.TRM S.ABS.S person-ABS.s S.ABS.S tose-iNT.3s=?
‘Where did that person get tost?’ [song] (15:14)
b. Nani ipiaqtilaarjich Hitchugiplugich.
it-piaqAtilaaq:ich ijitchugi+plugich
where-LOC be-really-Ving-ABS.3PP know-CTR./3P
‘[He] knew where they really were.’ (2:17)
qanuq is an interrogative particle ‘how’:
(110) Qanuq siiqnaqtilaaoat uwa alapigigiga.
siik+naqAtilaaq:at alapigi+kiga
how cut-should.be.Ved-Ving-ABS.3PS PR.adv forget-iND.ls3s
‘I forgot howto cut them [whitefish].’ (3:23)
There is also an interrogative verb base qanuq- ‘do how,’ as illustrated by the following example:
(111) Taatna unipchaagiragigaat 
unipchaaq+i+ragi+kaat 
that.way story-have_as-generally-lND.3p3s 
taamna tu ttu  qanuqhuni kigutaifqha.
tu ttu+0 qanuq+huni kiguti:iq-fiq:a 
AVN.ABS.S caribou-ABS.S do.how-CTR.4stooth-fose-Ving-ABS.3ss 
‘That is what they say about how caribous tost their teeth.’ (12:45)
qakugu is an interrogative particle ‘when (in the future).’ An example follows:
(112) Qakugu niksiksugiagniaqpich?
niksiksuq+iaq+niaq+pich 
when hook-go.to.V-will-int.2s
‘When are you going hooking for fish?’ (Sun et al. (1979:293))
For ‘when (in the past),’ naukun, the vialis case form ofthe interrogative adverb na- ‘where’
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(Table 11), is used, as in the following example:
(113) ineram-tkuk naukun pivak?
-tkuk pi+pak
-N.and.spouse.ABS.D where, via do-lNT.3D
‘When did Ingram and his wife do [come]?’ (5:61)
All these interrogatives may function as indefinites. Thus, napmun ‘where.TRM’ may mean 
‘to somewhere’ as well as ‘to where,’ and SU- ‘do what’ may mean ‘do something’ as well. In such 
cases, interrogative pronouns, adverbs and particles are often followed by an enclitic =tai, which 
emphasizes the indefinite or non-specific tone o f the word to which it is attached. Some examples 
follow:
(114) a Taapkua siammayaaqhutir) taimma napmuntai.
siammayaaq+hutirj napmun=tai
AVN.ABS.P spread.out-cm.4p A S.adv where.TRM=NONSP
‘Those people spread out wherever. ’ (30:77)
b. Qiruktagniaqhuta supluta inuuniaqsimarugut.
qiruk+taq+niaq+huta su+pluta inuuniaq+srima+tugut
wood-go.to.get-tiy.to-CTR.lP do.what-cm lP live-PF-DSD.lP
‘We lived by going to get wood and doing other things.’ (31:15)
Interrogatives may be followed by a postbase +payaaq- ‘every’ or an enclitic =payaaq 
‘every’ to function as universal pronouns ‘everyone, everything, everywhere,’ as illustrated by the 
following examples:
(115) a  Supayaamigguuq nigiuraagniqsuk taatna.
su+payaaq-^mik=gguuq nigi:uraaq+niq+tuk
what-every-MOD.S=HS eat-long-EVlD-lND.3D that, way
‘They ate everything.’ (39:81)
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b. Puqiksaat 
puqikAtaaq-t
inuich taavakrja government 
inukiich
be.wise-one.that.Vs-ABS.P person-ABS.P AVE.ABL
atauksraqtaagiplugich nakipayaaq. 
atauksraqtaagi+plugich nakin=payaaq
invite-CTR./3P where.ABL==every
‘[They] invited wise people from the government, from everywhere. (2:41-42)
2.3.3. Verbs
Verbs are an open class of words that inflect for (i) mood and (ii) person and number of one or two 
arguments. Those that inflect for person and number of one argument (S) are intransitive verbs, 
while those that inflect for person and number oftwo arguments (A and O) are transitive verbs 
(with the exception of those in contemporative mood, for which see below). Verb bases m i in a 
vowel, k, q or t. Let us look at mood and person and number of arguments in that order.
2.3.3.1. Mood
There are twelve moods. These twelve moods are: indicative, participial, kiisaimma, interrogative, 
immediate imperative, remote imperative, prohibitive, contemporative, consequential-conditional, 
simultaneitive, dubitative and proverbial (the mood labels are from MacLean (1986a, b, 1995, 
n.d.-b), unless otherwise noted). The first seven moods are collectively called independent moods, 
because they form independent or main clauses, whereas the rest of the moods are collectively 
called dependent moods in that they mainly form dependent clauses. Some dependent moods 
distinguish third from fourth person (for which see Section 233.2). Let us look at each of the 
moods in turn:
(i) Indicative mood
The indicative mood is the most frequent independent mood for making statements. Its intransitive
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endings are displayed in Table 12, and its transitive endings in Table 13:
Table 12. Intransitive indicative mood endings4
s S S s
3s +tuq Is +tuqa 2s +tutin 4S +tumi
3d +tuk Id -i-tuguk 2d -i-tut'ik 4d -i-tum'ik
3p +tut Ip +tugut 2p -Ftusri 4p +tumi'n
Table 13. transitive indicative mood endings
S 0
3s 3d 3p Is Id Ip 2s 2d 2p
3s a k i aqa atiguk atigut atin atik asn
3d ak nik qik akqa atiguk atigut atin atik asri
3p
+kl
at nich (n)fch atqa atiguk atigut atin atik asri
Is ga ka tka kpin ptik psi
Id kpuk vuk vuk ptikkin ptigin ptigin
Ip kput vut vut ptigin ptigin ptigin
2s n kin tin kma ptiguk ptigut
2d +kt kt'ik tik tik ptikqa ptiguk ptigut
2p kst sri sri psitna ptiguk ptigut
Besides the examples previously provided, the following shows an intransitive verb in the 
indicative mood:
4 In this table I tentatively place endings +tumT, +tumik and +tumif) as fourth-person subject 
intransitive indicative endings, because of their morphological similarity to other intransitive 
indicative endings (+tu) and fourth-person possessor relative endings (ml, mik and mil]). But 
they actually have no functional similarity to other indicative endings. They yield ‘although’ 
clauses followed by unnii ‘even.’For example:
(1)  Siniktumi unnii nakuuruq.
sihik+tumi nakuu+ruq
sleep-iND.4s even be.good-tND.3s
‘It’s OK even though he sleeps.’
Their real place in the mood system is yet to be determined.
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(116) Tallimat malgunni ukiuni taavani ittuq Hawaii-mi paniga.
malguk-rjni ukiuq-mi it+tuq -mi panik+a
five two-LOC.D year-LOC.P AVE.IjOC be-lND.3s -LOC.S daughter-ABS.lSS
‘My daughter lived over there in Hawaii for seven years.’ (29: 111)
And the following is an example with a transitive verb in the indicative mood:
(117) Arjugaatchiaq Taaqsisagat itnaatilik nalaunnigaa.
ar)ugaatchiaq+0 Taaqsisagat atiq-lik+0 nalaut+niq+kaa
old.man-ABS.S Taaqsisagat thus name-N.haver-ABS.S meet-EV!D-lND.3s3s
‘He evidently met an old man named Taaqsisagat’ (30:87)
(ii) Participial mood
The participial mood is an independent mood for making statements. The participial mood 
specifically indicates past tense, as opposed to the indicative mood which is neutral in this regard. 
Its intransitive endings are shown in Table 14, and its transitive endings in Table 15:
Table 14. Intransitive participial mood endings
s | S s
3s +tuaq Is +tuami 2s +tuat!n
3d +tuak Id +tuarjni 2d +tuatik
3p +tuat Ip +tuani 2p +tuasn
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Table 15. Transitive participial mood endings
O
s 3s 3d 3p Is Id lp
3s V+kka qa k oi qani' qatiguk qatigut
3d qak r)Tk qik qaknT qatiguk qatigut
3p qat rjTch qich qatni' qatiguk qatigut
Is ga ka tka
Id qpuk vuk vuk
Ip qput vut vut
2s n kin tin qma ptiguk ptigut
2d qtik tik tik ptikqa ptiguk ptigut
2p k, q-kka qsi sri sri psitria ptiguk ptigut
0
S 2s 2d 2p
3s qati'n qatik qasri
3d qati'n qatik qasri
3p qati'n qatik qasri
Is qpiri ptik psi
Id ptikkiri ptigin ptigin
Ip t-ta ptigin ptigin ptigin
Examples with an intransitive verb in the participial mood include (65) as well as the 
following:
(118) Tatpakimna aasrii irigim qaaqani ittuaq.
ingiq-m qaa:ani it+tuaq
AUN.abs.S and mountain-REL.S top-LOC.3ss be-PRT.3s
‘That was on top o f the mountain.’ (2:47)
And the following is an example with a transitive verb in the participial mood:
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(119) Tara aanamninji ilisaagikkaga killaiyaliq.
aana-mnin=li ijisaq-aq+i-kkaga killaiyaq-tiq+0
H.ADV mother-ABL.lSS=as.for leam-one.Ved-have.as-PRT.ls3s sew-Ving-ABS.S
‘Then from my mother I learned to sew.’ (27: 82)
(iii) Kiisaimma mood
The kiisaimma mood is an independent mood for making statements. It is so called in Inupiaq 
grammar (MacLean (nd.-b)) because verbs in this mood are often accompanied by the particle 
kiisaimma ‘suddenly.’ To use a more general term, this mood is mirative (DeLancey (1997)); it 
conveys the suddenness or unexpectedness of an event. This mood is infrequently seen Its 
intransitive endings are set out in Table 16, and its transitive endings, yet to be completed, in Table 
17:
Table 16. Intransitive kiisaimma mood endings
s S 1 s
3s +puq is +puqa 2S +put!n
3d +puk Id +puguk 2d +put'ik
3p +put Ip +pugut 2p +pusri
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Table 17. Transitive kiisaimma mood endings
0
s 3s 3d 3p Is Id Ip 2s 2d 2p
3s a gik t na tiguk tigut tin tik sri
3d tku tkik tkik krja tiguk tigut tin tik sri
3p at tigik tigik tqa tiguk tigut tin tik sri
Is 9a ka tka qpiri ptik psri
Id +pa qpuk vuk vuk ptigiri PtigTk psigich
Ip qput vut vut ptigiri ptigik
2s n kin tin qma ptiguk ptigut
2d qik tik ptikrja ptiguk ptigut
2p qsi sri sri psitria ptiguk ptigut
The following is an example with an intransitive verb in the kiisaimma mood:
(120) Haatni kiisaimmatai aqsrautralguihqpuq.
kiisaimma=tai aqsrautraq-lgu:it-liq+puq 
one.time suddenly=NSP ptey.football-well-not-start-KSM.3s 
‘One time she suddenly became unable to play football well.’ (38:23)
And the following is an example with a transitive verb in the kiisaimma mood:
(121) Kiisaimmatai Haatni tutiniqpaa tuttum .
kiisaimma=tai tuti+niq+paa tutu-m
suddenly=NSP one.time step.on-EVlD-KSM.3s3s caribou-REL.S
‘Evidently one time the caribou suddenly stepped on her.’ (18:45)
(iv) Interrogative mood
The interrogative mood is an independent mood for asking questions, either yes/no or content. Its
intransitive endings are shown in Table 18, and its transitive endings in Table 19.
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Table 18. Intransitive interrogative mood endings
s | S n r
3s +pa is +plk 2s +pich
3d +pak Id +pinuk 2d +pisik
3p +pat Ip +pisa 2p -f-pisT
Table 19. Transitive interrogative mood endings
o
s 3S 3d 3p is Id lp 2s 2d 2p
3s up gik gich qa tiguk tigut tin tik sri
3d +pa tku tkik tkik kqa tiguk tigut tin tik sn
3p trurj tigik tigik tqa tiguk tigut tin tik sn
Is yu sik gich gin sik si
Id tchu sigik sigik sigin tchik si
Ip +pi sigu sigik sigik sigin sigin sigich
2s uq gik gich ha siguk sigut
2d tchu sigik tchik sitqa siguk sigut
2p siurj sigik sigik sitqa siguk sigut
The following is an example with an intransitive verb in the interrogative mood:
(122) Qanutnamun suli qalugruaq una siiqnaqpa? 
qanutnaq-^mun qalugruaq+0 siik+naq+pa
which.way-TRM.S and salmon-ABS.S PR.ABS.S cut-shoukibe.Ved-lNT.3s 
‘Which way should this salmon be cut?’ (3:54)
And the following is an example with a transitive verb in the interrogative mood:
(123) Aasrii Pamiuqtatkuk tuvligingitpatkik Browns?
Pamiuqtaq-tkuk tuvliq+i-ngit+patkik
and Pamiuqtaq-N.and.spouse.REL.D next-have_as-not-!NT.3D3D -ABS.D
‘Weren’t Browns after Pamiuqtaq and his wife?’ (5:42)
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(v) Immediate imperative mood
The immediate imperative mood is an independent mood for giving commands, suggestions or 
exhortations that request the action to take place immediately. Its intransitive endings are shown 
Table 20, and its transitive endings in Table 21.
Table 20. Intransitive immediate imperative mood endings
s 1 s
3S +IT/-IIT1 Is +lana/-llar)a2 2s +(g)iri/‘+ iri/‘+iri/+tiri3
3d -t-nkz-iftk4 Id +luk/-lluk5 2d ‘+ titik/+ itik/+ titik6
3p +lich/-llich7 Ip ‘+ta/+ta8 2p ‘+titchT/+itchi/+titchf
1 +IT is used after a vowel, k or q, and -111 after t.
2 +larja is used after a vowel, k or q, and -llarja after t.
3 (g)Tri is used after a vowel, except that ‘+ifi is used when the stem has the form 
#(C)VCV-; ‘-t-iri is used after k or q; and +tiri is used after t.
4 +lik is used after a vowel, k or q, and -llik after t.
5 +lllk is used after a vowel, k or q, and -llllk after t.
6 ‘+titik is used after a vowel, +itik after k or q, and +titik after t.
7 +tich is used after a vowel, k or q, and -Itich after t.
Q .
+ta is used after a vowel, and + ta after a consonant.
9 ‘+titchl is used after a vowel, -t-itch? after k or q, and +titchi after t.
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Table 21. Transitive immediate imperative mood endings
0
s 3s 3d 3p Is Id Ip
3s V+lt up gik gich ha siguk sigut
3d k,q+IT tchu tchik tchik trja siguk sigut
3p t-lli trurj sigik sigich trja siguk sigut
Is V+la gu gik gich
Id k,q+la kpuk vuk vuk
Ip t-lla kput vut vut
2s
(see
below)1
‘±kkik ‘±kich -nna +tiguk +tigut
2d ‘-tku ‘-tkik ‘-tkik +titrja +tiguk +tigut
2p ‘+sriur) ‘+srigik ‘+srigich +sritr)a +tiguk +tigut
0
S 2s 2d 2p
3s V+li sin sik si
3d k,q+li sin sik si
3p t-lli sin sik si
Is V+la kpin ptik psi
Id k,q+la ptigin ptikkin ptigin
Ip t-lla ptigin ptik psi
1+UQ is used after a vowel, except that ‘+urj is used when the stem has the form 
#(C)VCV-; +ur) is used after k or q preceded by a single vowel, and +illQ is used after k 
or q preceded by a two successive vowels; -rruq is used after t.
The following is an example with an intransitive verb in the immediate imperative mood:
(124) Ani’amigguuq piyaa: ‘Isigin,’ itnagaa.
ani+’ami=gguuq pi+kaa isiq+in itnaq+kaa
go.out-CNS.4s=HS do-lND.3s3s come.in-nM.2ssay.this.to-lND.3s3s
‘When he; came out, he* said to him: ‘Come in,’ he said to him’ (39:112)
And the following is an example with a transitive verb in the immediate imperative mood:
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(125) ljumun Agaayyutim ignigikpatin, uvakrja piiqsigut.
Agaayyuti-m igniq+i+kpatin piiq+tigut
truly God-REL.s son-have_as.N-CND.3s2D PR.ABL take.out-nM2slP
‘Ifyou are really God’s son, take us out from here.’ (1:31)
Verbs in this mood with first or third person S or A may be called optative (MacLean (1986b)). 
The following is an example with a verb in an optative function with a first person S:
(126) Uumaa, atigiptiknik simmigluk.
atigi-ptiknik simmiq+luk
female.fiiend.of.same.age parka-MOD. 1 DP exchange-llM. 1D
‘Friend, let’s exchange our parkas.’ (18:9)
And the following is an example of a verb in an optative function with a third person S:
(127) Qammagguuq arjugaatchiaq Kituq tatqamuqaglichguuq.
qamma=gguuq arjugaatchiaq+0 Kituq+0 tatqamurja-q-lich=gguuq
INA adv=hs old.man-ABS.S Kituq-ABS.S AIN.TRM-go.to-llM.3p=HS
‘There was an old man Kituq upriver, who said: Let them come up.’ (30:70)
(vi) Remote imperative mood
The remote imperative mood is another independent mood, in addition to the immediate 
imperative, for giving commands. Unlike the immediate imperative, this mood requests that the 
action be done not immediately, but in the future. This mood appears to have only forms for second 
person S or A. Its endings are shown in Table 22.
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Table 22. Remote imperative mood endings
intransitive transitive 0
S A 3s 3d 3p Is Id lp
2s +kna 2s uq gik gich ha siguk sigut
2d +kisik 2d +ki tchu tchik tchik sitrja siguk sigut
2p +kist 2p siuq sigik sigich sitrja siguk sigut
The following is an example with an intransitive verb in the remote imperative mood:
(128) AnaqaksriHuataqna. 
anaqa-ksraqRi-lluataq+kna 
evening-fottire.N-make-well-RlM.2s 
‘Have a good evening.’
And the following is an example with a transitive verb in the remote imperative mood:
(129) “Sumik uwa una nigiraqtuaq?” itnaqpatin, 
su-nriik nigi+raq+tuaq itnaq+kpatin
what-MOD.S PR.ADV PR.ABS.Seat-always-PRT.3s say.this.to-CNS.3p2s 
“Avatramik samma nigiraqtuq” itnagigich. 
avatraq-^mik nigi+raq+tuq itnaq+kigich 
ffipper-MOD.S PN.ADV eat-ahvays-lND.3s say.this.to-RlM.2s3P
‘Ifthey say, “what did this [child] eat, tell them “He ate flippers.”’ (38:116-117)
(vii) Prohibitive mood
The prohibitive mood is an independent mood for expressing prohibition. In spite of its function as 
an independent mood, its endings are formally parallel to those of the contemporative mood, a 
dependent mood, which we will examine next This mood appears to have only forms for second 
person S or A. Its intransitive endings are shown in Table 23, and its transitive endings in Table 24.
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Table 23. Intransitive prohibitive mood endings
s
2s V+na/C+’na k
2d V+na/k,q+’a /t+ ’na tik
2p V+na/k,q+’a /t+ ’na sn
Table 24. Transitive prohibitive mood endings
0
S 3s 3d 3p is Id Ip
2s V+na/C+’na gu gik gich qa tiguk tigut
2d V+na/k,q+’a or k,q+’na/t+ ’na tku tkik tkik tikqa tiguk tigut
2p V+na/k,q+’a or k,q+’na/t+ ’na sriuq tkik srigik sritna sriguk srigut
The following is an example with an intransitive verb in the prohibitive mood:
(130) Tara iqsiniaqnak. 
iqsi+niaq-’nak
H.ADV be.afraid-will-PRH.2s
‘Don’t be afraid.’ (39:90)
And the following is an example with a transitive verb in the prohibitive mood:
(131) Qiniqqautraqnagu iyaalugruaq.
qiniqqaq:uti+raq-’nagu iyaalugruaq+0
be.angry-APPLic-always-PRH.3s child-ABS.S
‘Don’t get mad at the child.’ (1:17)
(viii) Contemporative mood
The contemporative mood is a dependent mood for expressing the manner in which the main 
clause action is carried out, comparable to English -ing clauses. It has two series of aspects: 
realized and unrealized. The realized aspect expresses events that have occurred prior to or
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simultaneous with the time of speech, whereas the unrealized aspect expresses events that may 
occur after the time of speech. The endings ofthis mood are displayed in Table 25.
Table 25. Contemporative mood endings
SorO
3s (realized) V+plu/k,q+tu/t+lu 
(unrealized) V,k,q+lu/t-llu
gu
3d gik
3p gich
Is na
Id (realized) V+plu/k,q+hu/t+lu 
(unrealized) V+lu/k,q+u/t-llu
nuk
Ip ta
2s tin
2d tik
2p sn
4s nt
4d tik
4p tin
Notice in Table 25 that this mood has only one series of endings and does not formally differentiate 
intransitive from transitive endings. This mood also has the following unique characteristics:
(a) One and the same ending cross-references either S or O.
(b) A is never cross-referenced, being coreferent with main clause S or A.
Examples with an intransitive verb in realized contemporative mood include (64) and (71) as 
well as the following:
(132) Aanamarja ifuangiqhuni tuqullaktuq.
aanaruaq:a ituaq-ngiq+huni tuqu-llak+tuq
grandmother-ABS.3s be.well-not.any.longer-ClR.4s die-really-lND.3s
‘Having got sick, his grandmother died.’ (39:13)
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Examples with a transitive verb in realized contemporative mood include (55) and (59) as well as 
the following:
(133) Puuyuqfugu i|ar)a samma uqautigisruknaitchaluagiga.
puuyuq+fugu ija:a uqautigi+sruknaq:it+kaluaq+kiga
forget-cncGs part-ABS.3ss PN.ADV tehabout-must-NEG-though-iND. 1 s3s
‘Having forgotten some part of it, I must have foiled to tell about it, though’ (41:179)
The following is an example with an intransitive verb in unrealized contemporative mood:
(134) Qalurjmik siitigmik uqauraallagunuk pisaaqsiruguk.
qaluk-nnik siik-fiqH-mik uqaq:uraaq-llak+unuk pi+saaqsi+tuguk
fish-MOD.S cut.fish-Ving-MQD.Stalk-long-long-Ciu.lD do-start-iND.lD
‘We are starting to talk about cutting fish.’ (3:4)
And the following is an example with a transitive verb in unrealized contemporative mood:
(135) Nunamlu sHamlu akungak tautuglugu paqalikkisirutin.
nuna-m=lu si!a-m=lu akuniq:ak tautuk+luguparjalik+kisi+tutin
land-REL.S-andsky-REL.S-and between-ABS.3ss see-CTU./3s run-will-lND2s
‘You will run seeing the place between the land and the sky (the horizon)’ (18:75)
The negative version o f the contemporative mood may be formed by using the negative 
postbase -ngTt- or :Tt- (Section 2.3.4.4.1), but this mood also has special negative endings. The 
negative contemporative mood does not differentiate between realized and unrealized aspects. Its 
endings appear in Table 26:
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Table 26. Negative contemporative mood endings
SorO
3s
-sruqaqna
gu
3d gik
3p gich
Is qa
Id -srurjaqa nuk
1p ta
2s -srurjaqna k
2d -srurjaqa tik
2p sri
4s nT
4d tik
4p tin
An example follows:
(136) Ijarjisa taatna avusrurjaqnagu, niqausriraqnigaat.
ila-rjisa avu-smrjaqnagu niqi:unRi+raqniq+kaat
part-REL.3PP that.way add-CTN./3s food-stoie.ofN-make-always-iND.3P3s 
‘Some ofthem used to store it [food made o f caribou fat] without adding it [marrow].’
(8:27)
The contemporative mood is used not only to express the manner in which the action is done, 
but also to mark all but one ofthe members of semantically coordinated clauses. Thus, (132) may 
mean ‘His grandmother got sick and died’ as well. Here is another example:
(137) Anipjuni ukalligriiuraagaqsihqtuq.
anl+pluni ukalliq+t+nik:uraaq-aqsi-liq+tuq
go.out-CTR.4s rabbit-hunt-try.to.V-keep.Ving-start.Ving-quickly-Bsro.3s
‘He went out and started trying to hunt rabbits.’ (16:11)
In narratives, the contemporative mood is often used in place of the indicative mood when the
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S or A of the clause is coreferent with that of the closest independent clause. Consider the following 
example:
(138) a Taatna aasriin ikniqsuqhuni.
ikniq+tuq+huni 
that.way and fire-use-CTR.4s
‘And then he built a fire.’ (16:15)
b. Argipqhuni sinaanun qapsiniktai ukuniqa
argiq-liq+huni siniranun qapsiq-mik=tai
roast-start.Ving-CTR.4s edge-TRM.3ss how.many-MOD.P=NSP PR.MOD.P
ukalliuranik. 
ukalliqiuraq-mik
rabbit-small-MOD.P
‘He started roasting these rabbits, I don’t know how many, by the edge of the fire.’
(16:16)
c. Tatkivur)agguuq qitnuanun tupqata naluktiqatagai
tatkivur)a=gguuq qitnuq:anun tupiq:ata nalukAtiqataq+kai
A1R.trm=hs back-TRM3ss house-REL.3PS throw-keep.Ving-iND.3s3p
iqaluaqich. 
irjaluaqiich
gUtS-ABS.3PP
‘He threw their guts into the back of their house.’ (16:17)
(138a, b, c) are successive sentences from a narrative. They have the S or A in common. (138a, b) 
are in the contemporative mood, while (138c) is in the indicative. In feet, it may be more correct to 
consider an Inupiaq sentence much more complex than those of other languages, such as English, 
with the potential of comprising a whole paragraph, rather than to consider such uses of the 
contemporative mood as deputies of the indicative mood, so that (138a, b, c) are really one 
sentence rather than three successive ones. In this respect, this deputy use of the contemporative 
mood is not so different from its use for coordinate clauses as exemplified in (137).
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(ix) Consequential-conditional mood
The consequential-conditional mood is a dependent mood used to express events prior to the event 
of the main clause, comparable to English ‘when’ or ‘if  clauses. It has two series of aspects: 
consequential and conditional. The former is used for realized events (‘when in the past’), while the 
latter is used for unrealized events (‘if  or ‘when in the fiiture’). Its intransitive endings appear in 
Table 27, and its transitive endings in Table 28.
Table 27. Intransitive conditional-consequential mood endings
s s
3s (consequential) +kma 
(conditional) +kpa
n 2s
(consequential) V,k,q+’a/t+na 
(conditional) V,t+yu/k,q+ku
vich
3d krfik 2d ptik
3p ta I 2p pst
Is (consequential) V,k,q+’a /t+ ’na 
(conditional) V,t+yu/k,q+ku
ma 4s mi
Id mnuk I 4d mik
Ip pta 1 4p mir)
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Table 28. Transitive consequential-conditional mood endings
0
s 3s 3d 3p is Id Ip
3s (consequential) +kma gu gik gich ga tiguk tigut
3d (conditional) +kpa tku tkik tigik trja tiguk tigut
3p trur) tigik tigik trja tiguk tigut
Is (consequential) pku pkik pkich
Id V,k,q+’a ptigu ptigik ptigich
Ip t+ ’na ptigu ptigik ptigich
2s pku pkik pkich pga ptiguk ptigut
2d (conditional) ptikku ptigik ptigik ptitqa ptiguk ptigut
2p V,t+yu psiurj psigik psigich psitrja ptiguk ptigut
4s k,q+ku miurj migik migich rniha misiguk misigut
4d mitchu mitchik mitchik mitrja misiguk misigut
4p mitrnrj misigik misigich mitrja misiguk misigut
Table 28. Transitive consequential-conditional mood endings (continued)
0
S 2s 2d 2p 4s 4d 4p
3s (consequential) +kma tin tik sn n! tik tin
3d (conditional) +kpa tin tik sn kni tik tin
3p tin tik sn tni tik tm
Is (consequential) pktn ptik psi mni ptik pti'n
Id V,k,q+’a ptikkin ptikkin ptigin ptikn'f ptikkik ptigik
Ip t+ ’na ptigin ptigin psigin ptitn'i ptigik ptigich
2s pni pkik pkich
2d (conditional) ptikku ptikkik ptitkik
2p V,t+yu psiurj psigik psigich
4s k,q+ku misi'n misik mist
4d misi'n misik mist
4p misi'n misik mist
The following is an example with an intransitive verb in the consequential mood:
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(139) 59-mi takku aggiguknaqtuk ukiagmi
-mi aggiq+uknaq+tuk ukiaq-^mi
-LOC.S because come-must-iND.3D M -loc.s
agaayyuvipsaaqsikmata. 
agaayyuvik-li+saaqsi+kmata 
church-make-start-CNS.3p
‘Theyi must have come in the tall of 1959 when they started building the church.’ (5:7) 
The following is an example with a transitive verb in the consequential mood:
(140) Taitchua tu ttu t taku’amitrur) upaktuaqsipgnigaat.
tu ttu -t taku-’amitrur) upaktuq-aqsi-liq+niq+kaat
AVR.REL.P caribou-REL.S see-CNS.4p3s run.after-stait-quickly-EVlD-iND.3p3s
‘When those caribou; saw him, evidently they, started running after him.’ (12:10)
The following is an example with an intransitive verb in the conditional mood:
(141) Suapayaaq uwa nakuuruq taatna itnami.
sua-payaaq+0 nakuu+tuq it-’nami
what-every-ABS.S PR.ADV be.good-lND.3s that.way be-CNS.4s
‘Everythingi is good (if it; is) that way’ (1:15)
And the following is an example with a transitive verb in the conditional mood:
(142) Utiguminaitchuq tara aksisuaqpakni.
utiq+uminaq:it+tuq aksik-tuaq+pakni
come.back-will-not-iND.3s H.ADV touch-ever-CND.3D4s
‘She; wouldn’t come back if they ever touched her;.’ (14:178)
(x) Simultaneitive mood
The simultaneitive mood is a dependent mood for expressing ‘while’ clauses. It has three 
sub-moods: I, II and HI. The simultaneitive I and III moods are used when its S or A is coreferent 
with the main clause S or A, whereas the simultaneitive II mood is used when its S or A is not
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coreferent with the main clause S or A  The difference between the simultaneitive I and III moods 
is not known to me. The intransitive endings of this mood, yet to be completed, are shown in Table 
29, and its transitive endings, yet to be completed, in Table 30.
Table 29. Intransitive simultaneitive mood endings
s s
3s © -Ha an 2S (I)-lla qpich
3d (n )± 0 0 a 2d (H)±nna ptik
3p (HI) isa 2p (HI) psT
Is V+mma gma 4s V+mma gmi
Id k,q+simma mnuk 4d k,q+simma gmik
1p t-srimma pta 4p t-srimma gmi'n
Table 30. Transitive simultaneitive mood endings
0
s 3s 3d 3p Is Id 1p
3s © an gmiria gmisiguk gmisigut
3d -lla gmisiguk gmisigut
3p gmisiguk gmisigut
Is an aknik triik
Id (D) an aknik triik
1p ±00a an aknik triik
2s an aknik triik gma mnuk pta
2d an aknik triik gma mnuk pta
2p (HI) an aknik triik gma mnuk pta
4s V+mma an aknik triik gmiria gmisiguk gmisigut
4d k,q+simma an aknik triik gmisiguk gmisigut
4p t-srimma an aknik triik gmisiguk gmisigut
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Table 30. Transitive simultaneitive mood endings (continued)
o
s 2s 2d 2p 4s 4d 4p
3s (I) gmisi'n ptik/gmisik1 gmist
3d -lla gmisi'n gmisik gmisi
3p gmisi'n gmisik gmist
is qpin ptik psi pti'n
Id (D) qpich ptik psi ptikni
Ip ±nna qpich ptik psi ptitni
2S
2d
2p (u i)
4s V+mma gmis'in ptik/gmisik1 psi/gmisi1
4d k,q+simma gmisi'n gmisik psi/gmisi1
4p t-srimma gmis'in gmisik gmisi
Alternate forms.
The following is an example with a verb in the simultaneitive I mood:
(143) Avinnauram sisauraqa tautuktuagutigillaan,
avinnaq:uraq-m sisiq:uraq:a tautuktuaq:uti+gi-llaan
mouse-small-REL.S hole-small-ABS.3ss watch-tooLfor.Ving-have_as-SMVl.3s3s
avallauraagaqsiruq. 
avallak:uraaq-aqsi+tuq
tum.to.cross.river-slowly-stait.Ving-lND.3s
‘As hei kept watching the mouse hole, he* turned to cross the river.’ (19:28-29)
The following is an example with a verb in the simultaneitive II mood:
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(144) Taimani.freezer-nik makunirja qiqitchiivirjriik piiriqaisa,
qiqitchiivik-mik pi:it+r)r)aisa 
PE.mod.p freezer-MOD.P thing-not.have-SMVlI.3p
asriusriuragniagnaqtuq. 
asriaq:unRi:uraq+niaq+naq+tuq 
berry-stoie.ofN-make-just-try.to. V-should.be. Ved-iND.3s 
‘In those days, when they did not have these freezers, berries were stored in wooden 
barrels.’ (37:21-22)
Taimani.fre zer-nik
-nik
AS.loc -MOD.P
qattagrurjmun
qattagruk+mun
wooden.barrel-TRM.s
And the following is an example with verbs in the simultaneitive II and III moods:
(145) Kapuaqsimmaanguuq iyagaich kavisich akungatigun
kapuaq+srimmaan=gguuq iyagakrich kavisiq-t akuniq:atigun
poke-SMVlH.3s3s=HS rock-REL.P scale-REL.P between-VIA.3PS
nigluqtigutigillaan, nigluqtiqataqsimaniqsut.
nigluqAtiq:uti+gi-llaan nigluqAtiqataq+srima+niq+tut
cut.throat-quiekfy-tool-have.as-SMVlI3s3s cut.throat-onee.in.a.while-PF-Evn>iND.3p 
‘He poked it through between rock scales and cut it by the throat, and they were cut by 
the throat.’ (38:226-228)
(xi) Dubitative mood
The dubitative mood (cf. Spalding (1993:20-21)) is a dependent mood for expressing ‘whether’
clauses. Its intransitive endings are displayed in Table 31, and its transitive endings in Table 32.
Table 31. Intransitive dubitative mood endings
s 1 s S
3s n Is gma 2s qplch
3d +kmar]aa knik Id +kmar)aa mnuk 2d +kmar)aa ptik
3p ta lp pta 2p psT
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Table 32. Transitive dubitative mood endings
O
s 3s 3d 3p Is Id Ip
3s gun gik gich na tiguk tigut
3d kku tkik tkich kna tiguk tigut
3p truq tigik tigich tna tiguk tigut
Is gun knik pkich
Id +kmar]aa ptigu ptigik ptigik
Ip ptigu ptigik ptigich
2s n/qsT kin/ti'n gich gma ptiguk ptigut
2d kku pkik/tik ptigich kma ptiguk ptigut
2p psiun psigik/sri psigich gma ptiguk ptigut
0
2s 2d 2p
3s tin tik sri
3d tin tik sri
3p tin tik sri
Is pktn ptikkin ptigu
Id pkik ptigik ptigik
Ip pkich ptigich ptigin
The following is an example with a verb in the dubitative mood:
(146) Taatnatun qasrunigmi nutqarjakmaoaata qinigiagnaqtut.
taatna-M:un qasruniq-^minutqarja+kmaqaata qiniq+iaq+naq+tut
thatway-siM.s eddy-LOC.s stop-DUB.3p see-go.to. V-should.be. Ved-iND.3p
‘You should go to see whether they [salmon] have stopped at the eddy like thal.’(21:13)
(xii) Proverbial mood
The proverbial mood is a dependent mood for expressing ‘whenever’ clauses. Its ending is 
invariably +tlini. Thus, it cross-references no arguments. Its O, if any, is interpreted as coreferent 
with the main clause S or O. The following is an example in which the O of a proverbial verb is
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coreferent with the main clause S:
(147) Qalugruich tara tamatkua sarjQirut qaaktuni.
qalugruaq:ich sar)r)i+tut qaak+tuni
salmon-abs.p H.adv APE.abs.p be.strong-iND.3p seine-PRV
‘Salmon are strong when you seine them.’ (21:15)
The following is an example in which the O of a proverbial verb is coreferent with the main clause 
O:
(148) Maani itna asrini itittuni taimma piingigagigai.
itAtit+tuni piingiq+agi+kai
PE.LOC this.way outside be-CAUS-FRV AS.adv spoil-generally-lND.3s3p 
‘If you put [blueberries] outside [without a cover], they get spoiled [lit: it spoils them]. ’
(11:17)
When the main clause S is impersonal third person, it refers to the proverbial clause. For example:
(149) Patiqtuqtuni kayumiktuq. 
patiq+tuq+tuni kayumik+tuq 
bone.marrow-eat-PRV be.delicious-iND.3s
‘It is delicious to eat bone marrow.’ (Sun et al. (1979:159))
Comparative notes
At this point, it may be in order to provide some comparative notes on the terminology used for 
moods. Eskimo languages generally have a set of similar moods, but different grammars often use 
different tarns for equivalent moods, so that it is often hard to compare moods in different 
languages. In Table 33,1 provide the mood terminology that has been used for three 
languages/dialects to facilitate comparison across Eskimo languages: Inupiaq (this work), 
Greenlandic (Fortescue (1984)) and CAY (Jacobson (1995)).
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Table 33. Mood terminology in this work, Fortescue (1984) and Jacobson (1995)
Inupiaq (this work) Greenlandic (Fortescue (1984)) CAY (Jacobson (1995))
indicative indicative (p. 288) indicative (p. 17)
participial participial (p. 289) participial (p. 382)
kiisaimma — —
interrogative interrogative (p. 289) interrogative (p. 51)
immediate imperative imperative/optative (p. 291) optative (p. 67)
remote imperative — optative fixture (p. 68)
prohibitive — negative optative (p. 203)
contemporative contemporative (p. 297) subordinalive (p. 227)
consequential-conditional causative-conditional (p. 290) connective (p. 268)
simultaneitive — —
dubitative — —
proverbial — —
2.3.3.2. Person and number of arguments
Intransitive endings cross-reference one argument (S) in person and number, while transitive 
endings cross-reference two arguments (A and O) in person and number (except those in 
contemporative mood, which, as we saw above, cross-reference only O). Thus, consider the 
following example with an intransitive verb:
(150) T aatniuttuagaqsilgitchuq ijuqutaq.
taatniut+tuaq-aqsi-lgit+tuq iluqutaq+0
stay.still-slowly-start.Ving-again-EsD.3s porcupine-ABS.S
‘The porcupine began staying still again.’ (13:13)
where the ending of the verb, -tuq, cross-references one argument, ijuqutaq ‘porcupine’, in 
person (third person) and number (singular).
And consider the following example with a transitive verb:
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(151) Tasramma tamatkua uwa itqagilguitchitka.
itqagi-lgu:it+kitka
APN.adv this.ABS.P PR.ADV remember-much-NEG-lND. 1 s3p
‘And I do not quite remember these.’ (36:48)
where the ending of the verb, -kitka, cross-references two arguments, the speaker as A and 
tamatkua ‘these’ as O, in person and number, first person singular and third person plural, 
respectively.
Another point to consider, here, is the fourth persoa Just as noun endings distinguish third from 
fourth person possessor (Section 2.3.2.1.3), dependent mood endings distinguish third from fourth 
person argument. Third person markers are used for arguments not coreferent with the main clause 
S or A, while fourth person markers are used for arguments coreferent with the main clause S or A. 
Thus, consider the following example:
(152) Tara qaaqanigataqamigich aullautigai.
qaaq-anik+ataq-’amigich aullaq:uti+kai 
H.ADV mash-PF-finally-CNS.4s3P go-APPUC-lND.3s3P
‘After shej got done with mashing them [cranberries], shej took them with her.’
(12:21)
The dependent clause verb qaaqanigataqamigich ‘when she got done with mashing them’ is 
marked for fourth person A, so this A is interpreted as coreferent with the A of the main clause verb 
aullautigai ‘she took them with her.’ That is, the person who mashed them is the same as the 
person who took them. Compare this with the following sentence:
(153) Tara qaaqanigataqmagich aullautigai.
qaaq±anik+ataq+kmagich aullaq:uti+kai
H.adv mash-PF-finally-CNS.3s3p go-APPUC-iND.3s3p
‘After she got done with mashing them, he took them with him. ’
In this sentence, the dependent clause verb qaaqanigataqmagich ‘when she got done with
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mashing them’ is marked for third person A, so this A is interpreted as not coreferent with the A of 
the main clause verb aullautigai ‘he took them with him.’ The person who mashed them is 
different from the person who took them.
2.3.4. Postbases
Postbases are suffixes that follow a base to form a larger base. They modify the semantic and/or 
grammatical properties of the base they attach to. They may be divided into four types according to 
the type of their input and output—that is, whether their input is noun or verb bases, and whether 
their output is noun or verb bases. The four types are:
(i) Noun-elaborating postbases, whose input is noun bases, and whose output is noun bases;
(ii) Verbalizing postbases, whose input is noun bases, and whose output is verb bases;
(iii) Nominalizing postbases, whose input is verb bases, and whose output is noun bases; and
(iv) Verb-elaborating postbases, whose input is verb bases, and whose output is verb bases.
I will illustrate each type in turn:
2.3.4.1. Noun-elaborating postbases
Noun-elaborating postbases have meanings comparable to those of adjectives in other languages, 
and meanings such as and partner,’ ‘one having _.’ Examples of noun-elaborating postbases
include (44a), (46b), (55), (57), (59) and (123) as well as the following:
(154) a. tuttugaagruich
tuttu+gaagruaq:ich
caribou-many-ABS.P 
‘many caribou’ (18:52)
b. ignauratuaqniar)a
igniq:uraq-tuaq+kniaq:a
son-little-only-poor-ABS.3s3s 
‘his only poor little son’ (12:16)
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c. taamna Tulugamik atilik inuk
Tulugaq-^mik atiq-lik+0 inuk+0
that.ABS.sTulugaq-MOD.S name-having-ABS.S person-ABS.S
‘that person having a name Tulugaq, that person named Tulugaq’ (15:8)
Some noun-elaborating postbases, such as :uraq- ‘little, small’ (154b), may follow a verb base to 
modify the argument of the verb. For example:
(155) Paipiuraq sinquraqtuq. 
paipiuraq+0 sinik:uraq+tuq
baby-ABS.S sleep-small-iND.3 S
‘Asmall baby is sleeping.’ (Sun et al. (1979:64))
where :uraq- ‘little, small’ formally follows the verb base sinik- ‘sleep’ to semantically modify the 
noun paipiuraq ‘baby’.
2.3.4.2. Verbalizing postbases
Verbalizing postbases have meanings comparable to those of copulas or transitive verbs in other 
languages. Examples of verbalizing postbases include (45a), (46a, b), (56), (71), (119) and (139) as 
well as the following:
(156) a  Tara Ivisaappaagmiuquniqsuat taapkua Kilvagiatkut.
Ivisaappaat>miu:u+niq+tuat Kilvagiaq-tkut
H.ADV Ivisaappaat-resident.of-be-EVlD-FRT.3P AVN.ABS.P Kfivagiaq-’s. family. ABS.P 
‘Evidently those Kilvagiaq’s family were Ivasaappaat [Ambler] people. ’ (25:9)
b. Uwa aasriin atautchimik paniuraqaqhunuk.
atausriq+mik panik:uraq-qaq+hunuk
PR.ADV and one-MOD.S daughter-little-have-CTR. 1D
‘And we had one little daughter.’ (28:39)
c. Iknipiakun saiyutuqtuni nakuuruq. 
iknipiaq-^kunsaiyu+tuq+tuni nakuu+tuq 
open, fire-VIA. s tea-consume-PRV be.good-iND.3s
‘It’s good to drink tea through open fire.’ (33:44)
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2.3.4.3. Nominalizing postbases
Nominalizing postbases have meanings such as ‘act of doing,’ ‘place to do,’ ‘person who does.’ 
Examples of nominalizing postbases include (45b) and (119) as well as the following:
(157) Ivisaappaat una inuuniagvigikhuni inniqsuaq.
ihuuniaq+vik+ik+huni it+niq+tuaq
IvissaappaatABS.S PR.ABS.S live-place.to.V-be.good._-CTR.4s be-EVD>PRT.3s 
‘This Ivisaappaat [Ambler] was evidently a good place to live.’ (25:22)
Recall that transitive verbs cross-reference two arguments, A and O, while nouns cross-reference 
one—namely, the possessor—at most. So cross-referencing possibilities are narrowed when a 
transitive verb is converted to a noun by a n o m inalizing postbase. When the noun formed by a 
nominalizing postbase cross-references a possessor, that possessor corresponds to the S or O ofthe 
input verb base or possessor of the noun. The following is an example in which the possessor of a 
noun formed by a nominalizing postbase corresponds to the S ofthe input verb base:
(158) Uqaaqtullarpaqturja qanuq qaaktuguulfaptitnik.
uqaaqtuq-llak+niaq+turja qaaktuq+uu-fiqRaptitnik
talk-for.a while-will-lND. 1S how seine-always-Ving-MOD.lPS
‘I’m going to talk about how we seine.’ (21:1)
And the following is an example in which the possessor of a noun formed by a nom inalizing 
postbase corresponds to the O ofthe input verb base:
(159) Sapignaqtuq qaugniattia qiagum.
sapiq+naq+tuq qauq+niaq41q:a qiaguq-m
find.hard-should.be. Ved-iND.3s peel.off-try.to-Ving-ABS.3s3s birch.bark-REL.S 
‘Peeling off birch bark should be hard.’ (20:6)
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23.4.4. Verb-elaborating postbases
Verb-elaborating postbases correspond in meaning to adverbs and auxiliaries in other languages.
As they are the most diverse, numerous and frequent, we will examine each of their functional 
subgroups in turn: polarity, tense, aspect, modality and others. Verb-elaborating postbases that 
change valency will be examined in Section 2.4.
2.3.4.4.1. Polarity
Except for the imperative moods, which have a corresponding negative mood, namely prohibitive 
(Section 2.3.3.1), negative polarity is marked by -ngit- or :it- (The contemporative mood has 
negative forms, but they can be used with these postbases as well.) -ngit- is used for verb bases 
that denote actions. lit- is used for verb bases that denote state, i. e., verbs whose meaning is 
adjectival or those that are expanded by modality postbases such as -tla- ‘can.’ Examples with 
each of these follow:
(160) a  Qayakitlutikguuq ikautingitchaak Huqutaq.
qayaq-kit+lutik=gguuq ikaaq:uti-ngit+kaak iluqutaq+0
kayak-have.small.N-CTR.4D=HS cross-APPUC-NEG-iND.3D3s porcupine-ABS.S
‘It is said that, as their kayaks were small, they did not take the porcupine across.’
(14:49)
b. Quptik suli siitjaitchaat.
quptik+0 siik-tla:it+kaat
sharp.nose.whitefish-ABS.S and cut-can-NEG-lND.3P3s
‘They cannot cut sharp-nose whitefish.’ (3:87)
-ngiq- and :iq- indicate inception of negative state, ‘not V any longer, stop Ving,’ corresponding to 
-ngit- and :it-, respectively. For example:
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(161) a. Sakpakiqsuliqpagitjuta uvluvak atuurapiangigivut.
sakpakiq+tuq-liq+pagit+luta atuq:uraq-piaq-ngiq+kivut
boots-use-start-very.much-CTR.lP today use-just-really-notany.more-iND.lP3P
‘As we have started using boots, we don’t use them (mukluks) any more today.’
(11:45)
b. Savatlaiqman 
savak-tla:iq+kman
aglagvirjmi savaktuaq. 
aglagvik-mi savak+tuaq
work-can-not.any.more-CNS.3s school-LOC.S woik-FRT.3s 
‘When he became unable to work, he was working at school’ (28:54)
2.3.4.4.2. Tense
Whereas present and past tenses are not marked by any specific postbase—the latter being 
optionally differentiated from the former by the participial mood (Section 2.3.3.1)—future tense is 
marked by postbases -t-gisT- and +niaq-. The difference between these two is not clear, but 
+niaq- seems to be more involved with the subject’s intention than +gisi-; more often than not 
+niaq- is used with first person S or Aand more properly translates ‘try to,’ start to.’ Examples of 
each follow:
(162) a  Takugisiyaluagikma piitkisirurja timituuggagma.
taku+kisi+kaluaq+kikma piit+kisi+turja timi+tuuggaq+ma
come.to.see-will-though-lND.2sls be.gone-will-lND. 1S body-with-REL. 1SS 
‘Even though you come to see me, I will be gone with my whole body.’ (1:48)
b. Unipchaaqtuallar)niaqtur)a uwa Htiuqinigmik.
unipchaaq+tuaq-llak+niaq+turja rftjuqiniq-HTiik
tellastory-slowly-for.awhile-will-iND.ls PR ADV blackfish-MOD.S
‘I am going to tell a story about a blackfish’ (17:1)
2.3.4.4.3. Aspect
We will look at perfect, inceptive and habitual aspects in turn
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©Perfect
±ariik- indicates perfect aspect. It marks ‘after’ clause when used in a subordinate clause. For 
example:
(163) a  Ipchuak imma aullaqtirjaniktuk.
aullaq+tiq±anik+tuk
S.ABS.D S.ADV gO-quickly-PF-IND.3D
‘They were gone.’ (18:50)
b. Taragguuq kikmiaqtuanikamiur),
tara=gguuq kikmiaq+tuqianik-’amiuq 
H.adv=hs step.oawith.heel-keep.Ving-PF-CNS.4s3s 
qayagminun qayagminukhuni ayauraagaqsiyaluaqtuq.
qayaq+minun qayaq+minun-k+huni ayak:uraq-aqsi+kaluaq+tuq
canoe-TRM.4ss canoe-TRM.4ss-go-CTR.4s push.off-just-start.Ving-although-lND.3s
‘After he stepped on it, he got into his canoe and went.’ (20:39-40)
-srima- (after a vowel or t) ~ +sima- (after k or q) or +ma- (after a vowel) also indicates perfect 
aspect But, compared to ±arilk-, the present relevance of the past event that -srima- ~ -FSrima- 
or +ma- indicates is often almost null, so that it might well be viewed as a past tense marker rather 
than perfect aspect. For example:
(164) a. Taatna uwa inugugniaqsimarugut.
inuguq+niaq+sima+tugut
that, way PR.ADV grow.up-try.to-PF-lND. 1P
‘We grew up that way. ’ 
b. Takanani Qalugraitchiamigguuq aanaga
Qalugraitchiaq-j-mi=gguuq aana+ka
ADR.LOC Qalugraitchiaq-LOC.S=HS mother-ABS.ISS
‘My mother was bom down at Qalugraitchiaq. ’
(ii) Inceptive
-aqsi- indicates inceptive aspect (‘start Ving’). It is used for inception of actions. For example:
(31:13) 
animaruq. 
ani+ma+tuq
be.bom-PF-lND.3s 
(32:10)
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(165) a Qaaguraqiugich kikminnat
qaaq:uraq+tugich kikminnaq-t
mash-just-CTR73P cranberry-ABS.P
‘She started mashing the cranberries.’ 
b. Kuurjmun siniqtilgataqhuni 
kuuk+mun siniqtit-lgataq+huni 
river-lRMS go.to.shore-finally-CTR.4s
piaqsiyai. 
pi-aqsi+kai
do-start.Ving-lND.3s3P
(12:20)
taimma ittuagaqsiruq.
ittuaq-aqsi+tuq 
AS.adv stay.still-stait.Ving-iND.3s
‘He went to the shore o f the river and began to stay still. (13:3)
-ITq- indicates inceptive aspect as well. It is most often used for inception of state (‘become’). For 
example:
(166) a Uwa aasrii siirirjuliqfugich
siik-nrju-liq+fugich 
PR.ADV and cut-be.tired.of.Ving-become-CTR./3P
‘Getting tired o f cutting them, I didn’t do (cut) them. ’ 
b. Taatna inuuniaqhutir) Qayaqtuagiqnaqtuaq 
inuuniaq+hutirj Qayaqtuagirjnaqtuaq+0 
that.way live-CTR.4P Qayaqtuagir)naqtuaq-ABS.S
‘As they were living, Qayaqtuagirjnaqtuaq got hungry. ’
tatkigga pingitchitka. 
pi-ngit+kitka
ATR. ADV do-NEG-tND. 1S3P
(3:91)
nigisuliqsuq. 
nigisuk-liq+tuq
be.hungry-become-iND.3s
(16:9)
(iii) Habitual
+SI1IU- (after a vowel or t) ~ +UU- (after k or q) indicates habitual aspect For example:
(167) a Qausrijuich niqautiginiaqtuni qakiguugai.
qausri|uk:ich niqi:uti+gi+niaq+tuni qakiq+uu+kai
short.nose.whitefish-ABS.P food-store.of.N-have_as-try.to-PRV spoil-always-iND.3s3P
‘These short-nose whitefish always get too spoiled to store.’ (3:29)
b. Nigiruni tarvauwaa nakuusruurut uqsruuplutir).
nigi+tuni nakuu+sruu+tut uqsruu+plutir)
eat-PRV right.away be.good-always-lND.3P be.fat-CTR.4p
‘They are always good to eat right away as they are fat.’ (3:30)
+ragT (after a vowel) ~ +tagi- (after t) ~ +agY- (after k or q), ft)r transitive verbs, and +raq-
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(after a vowel) ~ +taq- (after t) ~ +aq- (after k or q), for intransitive verbs, indicate habitual
aspect. The difference between +sruu l-UU- and +ragi htagi hagT/+raq l-taq- ~
+aq- is elusive, but it appears that the former tends toward ‘always, whenever there is an 
opportunity to V,’ whereas the latter tends towards ‘generally, as a rule.’ Here are some examples 
with the latter:
(168) a. Tara taatnatchimun taamna aimmaq atugaqtuq.
taatnasriq-mun aimmaq+0 atuq+aq+tuq
H.ADV that.kind-TRM.S AVN.ABS.S basket-ABS.S use-always-lND.3S
‘That basket is always used for that kind (of purpose).’ (20:16)
b. Tara uwa quviagiragigigali upingityafiga.
quviagi+ragi+kiga=li upingi+tyaq^lq+ka 
H.ADV PR.ADV like-always-lND.ls3s=as.for be.aLspring.camp-go.to-Ving-ABS.lsS
‘I always liked to go for a spring camp.’ (27:29)
+raqniq- (after a vowel) ~ Ttaqniq- (after t) +aqniq- (after k or q) indicates past habitual 
aspect (‘used to V in those days’). It may be the combination o f+ragi- ~ tagi- ~ +agT-/+raq- ~ 
+taq taq- and +niq- (evidential; Section 2.3.4.4.4). For example:
(169) Taipchuali taatna nigiraqnigaat taamna kikminnaq.
taipchua=li nigi+raqniq+kaat kikminnaq+0
AS-REL.P=as.for that.way eat-used.to-lND.3p3s AVN-ABS.S cranberry-ABS.S
‘As for our ancestors, they used to eat cranberries that way. ’ (7:12)
2.3.4.4.4. Modality
We will first examine postbases that have to do with prepositional modality, which are ‘concerned 
with the speaker’s attitude to the truth-value or factual status ofthe proposition’ (Palmer (2001:24)), 
and then proceed to postbases that have to do with event modality, which ‘refer to events that are 
not actualized, events that have not taken place but are merely potential’ (Palmer (2001: 70)).
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+sruknaq- (after a vowel or t) ~ +llknaq- (after k or q), +paltq- and +paluk- are epistemic. 
The forma- two are deductive (‘must’), the functional or semantic difference between them being 
unknown to me, while the third is speculative (‘may’)- Examples of each follow:
(170) a Paaniikaliatkut ukua tatqavani itchuknaqtut.
Paaniikaliaq-tkut it+smknaq+tut
Paaniikaliaq-N.and. family. ABS.P PR abs.P AIE.LOC be-must-lND.3P
‘Paaniikaliaq and his family must have been upriver.’ (4:13)
b. Iriuk ayakpalilgitchuq.
iriuk-0 ayak+paliq-lgit+tuq
person-ABS.S push-must-again-lND.3s
‘Afnother] person must have pushed off’ (14:135)
c. Taimmaqanuqtai taquaqauragaruaqpaluktut.
qanuq=tai taquaq-qaq:uraq+kaluaq+paluk+tut 
AS.adv how=NSP food.to.carry-have-just-though-may-DMD.3p 
‘They may have somehow had some food to carry, though.’ (30:54)
+niq- is evidential It indicates that the speaker got the information given in the sentence from 
indirect evidence. Examples follow:
(171) a  Jesus Christ taipchua arguaqtuqtugu tuqutkaluagnigaat.
arguaqtuq+fugu tuqut+kaluaq+niq+kaat 
AS.RELP notbelieve-CiR./3s kill-though-EVlD-lND.3p3s
‘In those days they did not believe Jesus Christ and killed him ’ (1:20)
b. Taatarjat takanani Tulukkaani
taata:at Tulukkaat- -^ni
father-ABS.3PS A D R loc Tulukkaat-LOC.p
naluagmiut aggiqpakmata tuquniqsuq. 
naluagmiu-t aggiq+qpak+kmata tuqu+niq+tuq
white.person-ABS.P come-lots-CNS.3P die-EVlD-lND.3s
‘Evidently their father died at Tulukkaat when tots ofwhite people came.’ (30:16)
(i) Prepositional modality
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(ii) Event modality
+yuma- (after a vowel or t) ~ +kuma- (after k or q) marks weak obligation (‘should’). For 
example:
(172) a  Tupigiyumagiksi tumaa Atangum.
tupigi+yuma+kiksi tumi:a Ataniq:um
obey-should-iND.2p3s way-ABS.3ss Lord-REL.S
‘ Youpi should obey the way of the Lord.’ (1:8)
b. Taatnatun taamaniatigivich qaaqatnun atqagumagikma. 
taatna-f-tun atigi-vich qaa:atnun atqaq+kuma+kikma
thaLway-SM.sAVN.LOCparka-REL.2SP top-TEM.3PS put.down-should-lND.2s 1S 
‘You should put me down on the top o f your parkas like that.’ (38:114)
+yumu- (after a vowel or t) ~ +kumu- (after k or q) marks a wish. This postbase drops the 
first t  ofthe intransitive indicative endings. For example:
(173) a  llipsi takitlukumuugli inuutiqsi
taki-tluk+kumu+tuq=li inuiiiq+si
2P.REL be. long-more-wish-lND.3s=as.for life-ABS.2PS
‘May yourpi life be longer on the earth.’ 
b. Qaqavak tatimannavuk
tati+ma+niq‘-vuk 
forever lean.on-one.that.is.Ved-place.to.V-ABS.lEO
‘May the parts we leaned on have no fat forever.’
nunami. 
nuna-Hmi
earth-LOC.s
(1:16)
uqsruitchumuuk. 
uqsruq:it+yumu+tuk
fet-have.no.N-wish-iND.3D 
(13:37)
+suguminait- (after a vowel or t) ~ -yuyumihait- (after k or q) marks fear. For example:
(174) Marra nuna qiqitiyuyumihaitchaa.
nuna+0 qiqitAtiq-yuyuminait+kaa
PE.adv ground-ABS.s fieeze-quickly-fear-iND.3s3s
‘I’m afraid that the ground may be frozea’ (3:113)
+nayaq- (after a vowel or t) ~ +kayaq- (after k or q) marks apodoses. For example:
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(175) a  Uwa ammimik pifiayagikpin atigisrukuvich.
amiqH-mik pi+nayaq+kikpin atigi+suk+kuvich
PR.ADV skin-MOD.S give.would-lND 1 s2s put.oaparka-want.to-CND.2s
‘I will give you a skin ifyou want to put on a parka.’ (18:55)
b. Ukuak Panitchiatkuk qiagunniutinayagaatiguk
Panitchiaq-tkuk qiagut+nik:uti+nayaq+kaatiguk
PR.REL.D Panitchiaq-N.and.spouse.REL.D pick.birch.bark-try.to-APPliC-would-lND.3DlD
taagurjaqattaallakumnuk. 
taaguqa+qiqattaaq-llak+kumnuk
AAE.TRM-go.to-for.atrip-really-CND. Id
‘Panitchiaq and her husband will help us pick birch bark if we go there.’ (29:158-159)
-tla- marks abilitive (‘can’). For example:
(176) a  Killaiyauratlaplurja nikniaguratlaplurja taatna ittuqa.
killaiyaq:uraq-tla+pluqa nikniaq:uraq-tla+pluqa it+tuqa
sew-just-can-ClR.lS cook-just-can-CTR.lS that.way be-lND.ls
‘But I could sew and cook.’ (28:28)
b. Uqaqatigitlagai Itqilich taataa.
uqaq±qati+gi-tla+kai ItqiHq-t taata+ma
talk-partner.in.Ving-have_as-can-lND.3s3p Indian-ABS.P father-REL.lsS
‘My fether could talk with Indians.’ (30:98)
The negation of this postbase, -tlailt-, may indicate not only inability but also emphatic negation 
(‘never’). For example:
(177) a  Kikminnat piungitjaitchai ukiuvak.
kikmifinaq-t pingiq-tla:it+kai ukiuq-vak
cranberry-ABS.P spoil-can-NEG-lND.3s3p winter-whole
‘Cranberries never spoil all winter long.’ (37:3)
b. Uilauraaqutlainnikkar)ich. 
ui!aq:uraaq-qu-tla:it+niq-kkaqich
eat.raw-slowly-tell_to-can-NEG-EVlD-PRT.3p3P
‘Evidently they never told [us] to eat them raw.’ (9:16)
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-sruk- (after a vowel or t) ~ -Ilk- (after k or q) indicates desiderative (‘want to’). For example:
(178) a Naliat unnii tara utiguguni niplingitchuq.
naliq:at utiq+uk+uni nipliq-ngit+tuq
which-ABS.3PSeven H.ADV go.back-want.to-ciu.4s say-NEG-iND.3s 
‘None of them said they wanted to go back.’ (4 :81)
b. Tusraasrungigaatigut makua nutaat.
tusraa+sruk-ngiq+kaatigut nutaaq-t
listeato-want.to-not.any.more-lND.3PlP PE.REL.P young.one-REL.P
‘These young people don’t want to listen to us any more.’ (35:104)
2.3.4.4.5. Other verb-elaborating postbases
Here, I will present some of the more frequent verb-elaborating postbases that do not fit into the 
categories previously covered:
+km?- means ‘too, also, evea’ This postbase drops the first t  of the intransitive indicative 
endings. For example:
(179) Ukiiviuraqputunnii natchisiqaqtuq taatna napaaqtunik.
ukiivik:uraq+kput=unnii natchisi-qaq+tuq napaaqtuq-nik
winter.cabin-small-ABS. 1 PS=even flooring-have-lND.3s that.way tree-MOD.P
Quliguaqaqmiugut napaaqtunin uvaptitnik lampaliuqhuta.
quliguaq-qaq+kmi+tugut napaaqtuq^-nin lampaq-liuq+huta
cupboard-have-too-lND. 1P tree-ABL.P Ip.mod lumber-make-CTR. 1P
‘Our winter cabin even had wooden flooring. We also had a cupboard from trees we 
made lumber out o f by ourselves.’ (31:11-12)
+kaluaq- means ‘though.’ For example:
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(180) Aglatlasri’amali samma naangitchitka ukua seventh grade.
aglak-tlasri+’ama=li naat-ngit+kitka
go.to.school-staxt.Ving-CNS.lsPN.ADV finish-not-iND.ls3P PR.ABS.P 
Sixth grade naatkaluaqpalukkitka.
naat+kaluaq+paluk+kitka 
finish-though-may-iND. 1 s3p 
‘When I started school, I didn’t finish the seventh grade. I may have finished the sixth 
grade, though.’ (26:29-30)
-tqtk- and -IgTt- mean ‘again.’ Their difference is not known to me. For example:
(181) Ukiutqikman aggilgitnamik aullaquaqsilgitmatiguk
ukiuq-tqik+kman aggiq-lgit-’namikaullaq-qu-aqsi-lgit+kmatiguk
be.winter-againCNS.3s come-again-CNS.4D go-tellJo-start.Ving-again-CNS.3Dl D 
tara aullauragniaqtuguk.
aullaq:uraq+niaq+tuguk
H.ADV go-just-try.to-iND.lD
‘When the next winter came, when they came back and told us to go again, we went.’
(28:104-105)
-tluk- is used for comparative sentences, meaning ‘more’. For example:
(182) Natchium amia una atutluktuq tara.
natchiqrum amiq:a atuq-tluk+tuq
seal-REL.s skin-ABS.3ss PR.ABS.S be.useful-more-iND.3s H.adv
‘Seal skin is more usefoL ’ (11:43)
-piaq- means ‘really’. For example:
(183) Utuqqaupiaqtilaarja ijitchugisragataqfugu.
utuqqaq:u-piaqAtilaaq:a ilitchugi+sragataq+fugu
old.one-be-really-Ving-ABs3ss understand-still-CTR73s
‘(They) understood that it was really old.’ (2:27)
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2.3.5. Enclitics
Enclitics are a functionally miscellaneous class of morphemes that are attached to words after 
endings. I present some of the more frequent enclitics.
=lu ‘and’ coordinates NPs. For example:
(184) Kikminnatlu paungatlu piungit|aitchai.
kikminnaq-t=lu paungaq-t=lu pingiq-tla:it+kai
cranberry-ABS.P=and blackberry-ABS.P=and spoil-can-NEG-lND.3s3P
‘Cranberries and blackberries never go bad.’ (37:4)
=ltl does not coordinate clauses, because clauses that are semantically coordinated are expressed as 
the combination of one clause in an independent mood and the other clause(s) in a dependent 
mood (Section 2.3.3.1). But there is one case where =lu connects two clauses that are both in 
independent moods. Thus, a verb marked with the postbase +kmi- ‘too’ (Section 2.3.4.4.5), the 
indicative mood ending, and =lu, is used as a dependent clause meaning ‘when’ For example:
(185) Tara sisamat uvlut naatmiyaitlu,
sisamaq-t uvluq-t naat+kmi+kaich=lu
H.ADV four-ABS.P day-ABS.Pfinish-too-lND.3p3P=and
qamakrja Kuuvarjmin tusraqtitkaich.
Kuuvak-mintusraqAtit+kaich
IN.ABL Kuuvak-ABL.S hear-CAUS-lND.3p3p
‘After four days, news came to them from Kobuk upriver.’ (30:69)
This is the only case that I know of where the indicative mood marks dependent clauses.
=gguuq marks hearsay information (‘it is said’). For example:
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(186) Taragguuq suna 
tara=gguuq 
H.adv=hs what.ABS.S 
taapkua qiamat 
qia+tuat
AVN.ABS.P cry-PRT.3P
uwa taatnaqhutir) 
taatnaq+hutirj
PR.ADV do.that-CTR.4p
aanaruagmiknun.
aanaruaq+miknun
grandmother.TRM.4PS
‘It is said that that is why they cried for their grandmother.’ (16:45)
=ptuuq means ‘too, also,’ Here is an example with =ptuuq.
(187) Ikayuurallaaplurjaptuuq tasramma qanuq uqatignik.
ikayuq:uraq-llaa+pluqa=ptuuq uqatiq+nik
help-just-once.in.a.while-CTR. 1 S=too APN.adv how word-MOD.P
‘I also helped with some words.’ (36:29)
=ptuuq and +kmt- (Section 2.3.4.4.5), which appear to have similar meanings, differ in that the 
former can, but the latter cannot, attach to nominals.3 For example:
(188) a. Uvarjaptuuq. 
uvarja=ptuuq
lS.ABS=tOO 
‘Me, too.’ 
b. *uvar)akmi 
uvaqa+kmi
1 S.ABS-tOO
=ll marks change of topic (‘as for’). For example:
5 I owe this observation to Lawrence Kaplan.
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(189) Qalugruagli, tara una aqusralut atlakaagiiksut
qalugruaq+0=li arjusraluq-t atlakaaq+iik+tut
salmon-ABS.S=as. for H.ADV PR. ABS.S male-ABS.P different.type-have-lND.3P
agnasralutlu siiksuni. 
agnasraluq-t=lu siik+tuni
female-ABS.P=and cut-PRV
‘ [Having discussed how to cut whitefish:] As for salmon, there are different ways of 
cutting for males and females.’ (3:32)
=tai attaches to interrogatives and adds non-specific or indefinite tone, similar in function to 
English some in somewhere (Section 2.3.2.4). For example:
(190) Mr. ZibellAkualuk maurjaqtuq 1964-mi sumitai.
Akugluk+0 maurja+q+tuq -mi su-r-mi=tai
Akugluk-ABS.S PE.TRM-gO.tO-IND.3S -LOC.S what-LOC.S=NSP
'Mr. Zibell, or Akugluk, came here sometime around 1964.’ (36:2)
2.3.6. Particles
Particles are a residual class of unanalyzable words.
Recall from Section 2.2.1 that ai is phonetically leveled to [e:]. In this regard, some particles are 
unique in that ai is not leveled but pronounced [ai]. Thus, apai ‘lots!’ is pronounced [apai], not 
*[ape:] as expected.
I present some of the more common particles. Those in which ai is not leveled are followed by 
phonetic transcription.
(i) Particles with adverbial function that form part of a sentence:
akku ‘awhile ago,’ kiisaimma ‘all o f a sudden,’ naagga ‘or,’ qakugu ‘when in the future,’ 
qanuq ‘how,’SUli ‘arxf’ takku ‘because.’
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(ii) Particles with exclamatory function that form utterances on their own:
aarigaa ‘good,’ alappaa ‘cokf’ai [ai] ‘pardon?’, ami ‘welf’ anaatuk ‘what a pity,’ 
aniqsa ‘lucky,’ arjrjiia ‘don’t,’ apai [apai] ‘lots, enough,’ arii ‘ouch,’ ii ‘yes,’ ikkii ‘icky, 
messy, yukky,’ ki ‘let’s,’ qarjaa ‘no,’ SUUrjrjUq ‘I envy you,’ taikuu ‘thank you,’ yai [yai] 
‘fun, happy.’
Some particles are like noun bases in that they may be followed by noun-elaborating or 
verbalizing postbases. The following is an example in which a particle is followed by a 
noun-elaborating postbase:
(191) Taikuuqpauraq. 
taikuu+qpak:uraq+0 
thank.you-big-small-ABS.s 
‘Thank you very much.’
And the following is an example in which a particle is followed by a verbalizing postbase:
(192) Qimigjugich takku aarigaagurut.
qimigluk-gich aarigaa:u+tut
back.offish-ABS.3PP because good-be-lND.3P
‘Their back parts are good.’ (3:26)
2.4. Valency
In this section, I will first look at the types of verb bases, particularly agentive and patientive bases, 
in Section 2.4.1, and then turn to valency-changing operations, in Section 2.4.2.
2.4.1. Agentive and patientive bases
First, we will examine two types of verb bases traditionally referred to in Eskimo linguistics as
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agentive and patientive. They will be the main topic of the following chapters, and we will provide 
our definition of them in Chapter 3. So, here, I will just provide a fairly standard criterion for 
distinguishing them, to give the reader a general idea of what they are like.
Recall that there are two types of verb endings: intransitive and transitive. Now, we can divide 
verb bases into three groups according to which endings they can take:
(i) verb bases that can only take intransitive endings.
(ii) verb bases that can only take transitive endings.
(iii) verb bases that can take either type of ending.
Bases of type (i) are called intransitive-only bases, those oftype (ii) transitive-only bases. An 
example of an intransitive-only base follows:
(193) a. Aggiqsuq.
aggiq+tuq 
come-lND.3s 
‘He came.’ 
b. * Aggigaa. 
aggiq+kaa 
come-[ND.3s3s
Notice that the verb base aggtq- ‘come’ can take intransitive endings, but not transitive endings. 
Thus, it is an intransitive-only base.
And the following is an example of transitive-only base:
(194) a llisautrigigaa.
ilisautri+gi+kaa 
teacher-have_as-lND.3s3s 
‘He is her teacher; lit.: She has him as her teacher.’ 
b. * llisautrigiruq. 
ilisautri+gi+tuq 
teacher-have as-!ND.3s
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Notice that the verb base ilisautrigT ‘have _ as a teahcer’ can take transitive endings, but not 
intransitive endings. Thus, it is a transitive-only base.
These two types are fairly straightforward. Bases that belong to type (iii), verb bases that can 
take either intransitive or transitive endings, are more complicated. Some examples follow:
(195) a  Arjutim nigiyaa niqi.
arjuti-m nigi+kaa niqi+0
man-REL.s eat-lND.3s3s meat-ABS.s
‘The man ate the meat.’ 
b. Arjun nigiruq.
ar)uti+0 nigi+tuq
man-ABS.s eat-lND.3s
‘The man ate.’
(196) a  Arjutim tammagaa aluutaq.
arjuti-m tammaq+kaa aluutaq+0
man-REL.s lose-iND.3s3s spoon-ABS.S
‘The man lost the spoon.’ 
b. Aluutaq tammaqtuq.
aluutaq+0 tammaq+tuq
spoon-ABS.S get.tost-iND.3s
‘The spoon got tost.’
Both nigh ‘eat’ (195) and tammaq- ‘lose’ (196) can take either intransitive or transitive endings. 
Notice that, even though they can both take either ending, they differ in the correspondence among 
the arguments of the transitive and intransitive versions. Thus, for nigT- ‘eat’ (195), S corresponds 
with A, whereas for tammaq- ‘lose’ (1%), S corresponds with O. The categories ‘agentive’ and 
‘patientive’ are intended to capture this difference. Thus, verb bases for which S corresponds with 
A, such as nigh ‘eat’ (195), are called agentive, whereas verb bases for which S corresponds with 
O, such as tammaq- ‘lose’ (196), are called patientive.
Now I will examine the semantic relation between the intransitive and transitive versions of
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The intransitive version of agentive bases refers to events with an indefinite or unspecific object, 
as in (195b). An indefinite or unspecific object may be expressed in an oblique, most often modalis, 
case. Thus compare (195) with:
(197) Arjun nigiruq niqimik.
arjuti+0 nigi+tuq niqh-mik
man-ABS.s eat-iND.3s meat-MOD.s
‘The man ate meat.’
On the other hand, the intransitive version of patientive bases takes on spontaneous meaning, as in 
(196b), orreflexive meaning, as in the following:
(198) a  Ar)utim tuqutkaa agnaq.
arjuti-m tuqut+kaa agnaq+0
man-REL.s kill-lND.3s3s woman-ABS.s 
‘The man killed the woman’
b. Agnaq tuquttuq.
agnaq+0 tuqut+tuq
woman-RELS kill-lND.3s 
‘The woman killed herself. ’
Actually, these two meanings of the intransitive version of patientive bases are neither discrete nor 
fixed for each patientive base.
To summarize so for, the intransitive version of agentive bases expresses supression ofthe O of 
the corresponding transitive version, while that of patientive bases expresses supression of the A of 
the corresponding transitive version, if we observe the intransitive version from the viewpoint of 
the transitive version. However, whereas the intransitive version of agentive bases may express the 
suppressed O in an oblique case (197), that of patientive bases cannot express the suppressed Ain 
any way. Of course, it would always be possible to express it in another clause, such as in ‘The
agentive and patientive bases a little more closely.
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woman killed herself because the man teased her’ with regard to (198b), but it is not possible to 
express it in an oblique case comparable to ‘by’ phrases in English passives.
The intransitive version of both agentive and patientive bases can express reflexive meanings. 
As we saw above, the intransitive version of agentive bases may express an indefinite or unspecific 
object in an oblique case, and that object may be a pronoun coreferent with S, which results in 
reflexive meaning. Consider the following examples with an agentive base tautuk- ‘see’:
(199) a  Ar)utim tautukaa agnaq.
ar)uti-m tautuk+kaa agnaq+0
man-REL.s see-lND.3s3s woman-ABS.S
‘The man saw the woman.’
b. Arjun tautuktuq. 
arjuti+0 tautuk+tuq
man-ABS.S see-lND.3s
‘The man saw’
c. Aqun tautuktuq iqminik/iQminun. 
arjuti+0 tautuk+tuq iqminik/irjminun
man-ABS.s see-iND.3s 4s.mod/4s.irm  
‘The man saw himself.’
(199c), with a fourth-person oblique pronoun, has reflexive meaning.
On the other hand, turning to patientive bases, as we saw in (198b), the intransitive versions of 
patientive bases may have reflexive meaning by themselves, so oblique pronouns are not necessary 
for reflexive meaning with patientive bases. But oblique cases, in this case modalis or terminalis, 
may be used to emphasize the reflexive meaning. Compare (198b) with:
(200) Agnaq tuquttuq iqminik/irjminun. 
agnaq+0 tuqut+tuq iqminik/irjminun 
woman-REL.S kill-iND.3s 4s.mod/4s.irm  
‘The woman killed herself. ’
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(200) puts more emphasis on the reflexivity ofthe action than (198b). In the same vein, oblique 
pronouns may be used to emphasize spontaneous meaning, but here only modalis case, but not 
terminalis case, is used. Compare (196a) with:
(201) Aluutaq tammaqtuq iqminik/*iominun.
aluutaq+0 tammaq+tuq ir)minik/*ir)minun
spoon-ABS.S lose-iND.3s 4s.mod/*4s.trm
‘The spoon got lost by itself. ’
(201) only has spontaneous meaning, as opposed to (196a), which may have result-state meaning 
(‘The spoon is lost’).
2.4.2. Valency-changing operations
In Inupiaq, valency-changing operations are handled by valency-changing postbases. Some of 
those postbases are valency-decreasing in that they turn transitive bases into intransitive ones, while 
others are valency-increasing in that they turn intransitive bases into transitive ones, or transitive 
bases into other transitive ones by rearranging the arguments. We will examine valency-decreasing 
operations in Section 2.4.2.1 and valency-increasing operations in Section 2.4.2.2.
2.4.2.1. Valency-decreasing operations
Valency-decreasing postbases turn transitive bases into intransitive bases, choosing the A or O of 
the original transitive base as the S of a new intransitive base. They may be divided according to 
which argument ofthe original transitive base they choose as the S of a new intransitive base, as 
follows:
(i) those that choose O as S (passive, etc.);
(ii) those that choose A as S (antipassive);
(iii) those that choose plural participants acting on each other as S (reciprocal); and
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(iv) those that choose participants) acting on itself/themselves as S (reflexive).
Of these four possible patterns, we have already seen (iv), reflexive, above. So we will examine the 
remaining three patterns in turn.
2.4.2.1.1. Operations choosing O as S (passive, etc.)
There are three postbases involved in operations of this kind:
(a) passive Atau-
(b) +naq- ‘should/can be Ved’
(c) resultative ±1)3-
Let us look at each of them in turn:
(a) Passive Atau-
The postbase Atau-, which is actually the combination of Ataq ‘one that is Ved’ and :u- ‘be N,’ is 
often called a ‘passive’ postbase. It attaches to transitive bases and yields intransitive-only bases 
with the passive meaning, ‘to be Ved,’ with the following results:
(i) original O becomes new S;
(ii) original A may be optionally expressed by oblique case.
Formulaically:
Input: relative absolutive base-transitive.ending
A O transitive verb
Output: oblique absolutive base-tau-intransitive.ending
S intransitive verb
The following is an example of a transitive clause and a passive clause derived from it:
(202) a Inuich arjun kikiaktuutigaat.
inuk:ich arjuti+0 kikiaktuq:uti+kaat
person-REL.P man-ABS.S nail-APPLlC-iND.3p3s
‘People nailed the m an’
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b. Ar)un kikiaktuutrauruq.
arjuti+0 kikiatuq:utiAtau+tuq
man-ABS.S nail-APPLic-PASS-iND.3s
‘The man was nailed.’ (1:29)
Although I noted this postbase for the sake of completeness, it is actually very rare. It is mostly 
used for translating Biblical terms (in feet, (202b) is adopted from a narrative on Jesus Christ), so, 
functionally, it may be considered as a kind of caique for English passive. Also, in the rare 
instances of this postbase, original A is almost always not expressed; some speakers tolerate it in 
the ablative case, so that (202b) would be rendered:
(203) Aqun inuqnin kikiaktuutrauruq.
aquti+0 inuq-min kikiaktuq:utiAtau+tuq
man-ABS.S person-ABL.P nail-APPLlC-PASS-lND.3S
‘The man was nailed by people.’
but many others do not allow it in any oblique case. Overall, it is unclear whether Inupiaq has a 
passive, and if it does, passive in Inupiaq should not be considered as occupying as significant a 
place in the grammatical system as it does in other languages, such as English. In this respect 
Inupiaq may contrast with more eastern Inuit dialects, such as Greenlandic and ECI, for which 
several linguists treat passive as equally significant to its treatment in other languages (Woodbury 
(1977a: 323-324), Malfon (1976:86-87)). The feet that parallel formatives are not accorded a 
special status as a passive postbase in grammars of Yupik languages (Menovscikov (1962,1967a, 
1975), Jacobson (1995)) may suggest that in Eskimo languages passive becomes more important 
in the grammatical system as one moves east.
(b) +naq- ‘should/can be Ved’
The postbase +naq- attaches to verbal bases, either intransitive or transitive, and yields
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intransitive-only bases with the meaning, ‘one should/is supposed to/can V, be Ved,’ with the 
following results:
If the input is an intransitive base:
(i) new S is third-person singular;
(ii) original S is never expressed.
If the input is a transitive base:
(i) original O becomes new S;
(ii) original A is never expressed.
The agent of the action of the output base is understood to be generic (‘we, you, one,’ etc.). 
Formulaically:
base-intransitive.ending(i) Input: 
Output:
absolutive
S
(ii) Input: relative absolutive
A O 
Output: absolutive
S
intransitive verb
base-naq-intransitive(3s)
intransitive verb with third-person singular S
base-transitive.ending
transitive verb
base-naq-intransitive.ending 
intransitive verb
The following is an example of an intransitive clause and a clause derived from it with +naq-
(204) a  Qaluqnik nutaanik
qaluk+nik nutaaq-^nik
fish-MOD.P new.one-MOD.P 
‘We eat fresh fish.’ 
b. Qaluqnik nutaanik
qaluk-mik nutaaq+nik
fish-MOD.P new.one-MOD.P
qaluktuqtugut.
qaluk+tuq+tugut
fish-eal-iND.lP
qaluktugnaqtuq.
qaluk+tuq+naq+tuq
fish-eat-should-lND.3s
‘We are/ One is supposed to eat fresh fish. ’ (33:17)
And the following is an example of a transitive clause and a clause derived from it with -naq-:
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(205) a. Qalupiat siikkivut atlakun suli.
qalupiaq-t siik+kivut atla-kun suli
whitefish-ABS.P cut-lND.lP3P other-viA.S still
‘We cut whitefish in still another way.’ 
b. Qalupiat siirjnaqtut atlakun suli.
qalupiaq-t siik+naq+tut atla-kun suli
whitefish-ABS.P cut-should.be.Ved-lND.3Pother-VlA.S still
‘Whitefish are supposed to be cut (we are supposed to cut) in still another way.’ (3:22)
This postbase is productive, and, unlike ‘passive’ Atau-, is used frequently. That it is productive 
is evident in the feet that it can follow other productive postbases. Consider the following example:
(206) Qaugaqsijignaqtut. 
qauq-aqsi-liq+naq+tut
pull.offifrom.ground-start-quickly-should.be. Ved-IND.3P
‘They (spruce roots) should be pulled out ofthe ground.’ (20:27)
where +naq- follows two other productive postbases, -aqsi- ‘start Ving’ and Tiq- ‘start Ving’.
(c) Resultative ±rja-
The postbase ±rja- attaches to verb bases, either intransitive or transitive, and yields 
intransitive-only bases with the resultative meaning, ‘to be in the state of Ving or being Ved’ (the 
term ‘resultative’ is from Vaxtin (1988)), with the following results:
If the input is an intransitive base: 
original S becomes new S;
If the input is a transitive base:
(0 original O becomes new S;
(ii) original A is never expressed, the agent ofthe action being understood to be unspecific. 
Formulaically:
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(i) Input: 
Output:
(ii) Input: 
Output:
relative
A
absolutive
S
absolutive
S
absolutive 
O
absolutive 
S
base-intransitive.ending 
intransitive verb 
base-rja-intransitive 
intransitive verb 
base-transitive.ending 
transitive verb 
base-r)a-intransitive.ending 
intransitive verb
The following is an example of an intransitive clause and a resultative clause derived from it:
(207) a. Aqun sikirnq.
aquti+0 siki+tuq
man-ABS.S put.head.down-lND.3s
‘The man put his head down.’ 
b. Ar)un sikiqaruq.
aquti+0 siki±qa+tuq
man-ABS.S put.head.down-RESULT-iND.3s
‘The man is keeping his head down.’
And the following is an example of a transitive clause and a resultative clause derived from it:
(208) a Aqutim qiruk saqugaa.
aquti-m qiruk+0 saqu+kaa
man-REL.S wood-ABS.S make.crooked-lND.3s3s
‘The man made the wood crooked.’ 
b. Qiruk saquqaruq.
qiruk+0 saqu±qa+tuq
wood-ABS.S make.crooked-RESULT-iND.3s 
‘The wood is crooked.’
This postbase is lexically restricted, being only attached directly to verb bases that refer to 
movement or change.
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2.4.2.1.2. Operations choosing A as S (antipassive)
There is a set of postbases that turn original A into new S: +si-, :T-, +tnik- and +kltq-, called 
half-transitive postbases (cf Kleinschmidt 1991 [1851]). They attach to transitive bases and yield 
intransitive-only bases with the following results:
(i) original A becomes new S;
(ii) original O becomes optional and may appear in an oblique case (mostly modalis). 
Formulaically:
Input relative absohitive base-transitive.ending
A O transitive verb
Output: absohitive oblique base-HT-intransitive.ending
S intransitive verb
Semantically, the input and output ofthe half-transitive postbases do not appear to differ greatly, 
and what little difference they do have is beyond the scope of this work. In this work, I will assume 
the orthodox stance since Kleinschmidt (1991 [1851]) that the O intransitive clauses is definite, 
while the corresponding oblique NP in half-transitive or antipassive clauses is indefinite, only for 
the practical reason that this is the easiest way to differentiate half-transitive or antipassive clauses 
from transitive ones in English translations (I have not yet introduced ‘antipassive,’ which I will 
cover shortly). The semantico-pragmatic difference between transitive clauses and the 
corresponding half-transitive or antipassive ones has been one ofthe most debated topics in 
Eskimo linguistics, proposed differences including: logical accent, definite vs. indefinite, given vs. 
new, foregrounding, specificity, topicality, etc. For this topic, on which this work will not offer a 
definitive commitment, I refer the reader to Bamum(1970 [1901]: 248), Menovscikov (1967b, 
1974,1984), Kalmar (1977,1979a, b),KlokeidandArima (1977), Reed et al. (1977:183-184), 
Seiler (1978), M. Johnson (1980), Fortescue (1982,1984:248-249), Bittner (1987), Miyaoka 
(1987), Vaxtin (1987:97-105,1995:59-67), Benua (1995), Manga (1996), Berge (1997), Johns 
(1999,2001), Sprung (2001) and Sadock (2003:40-41), among others.
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The following is an example of a transitive clause and a half-transitive clause derived from it 
with +SI-:
(209) a  Makua uqqat uqafqhich mumiktugich.
uqaq‘-t uqafiq:ich mumik+fugich
this.ABS.P speech.ABS.P word-ABS.P translate-CTU./3p
‘(They) translated these words.’ 
b. Makunirja uqqanik uqafignik mumiksiplutik.
uqaq-mik uqatiq-nik mumik+si-plutik
this.MOD.P speech-MOD.P word-MOD.P translate-HT-CTU.4D
‘They translated these words’ (36:7)
And the following is an example of a transitive clause and a half-transitive clause derived from it 
with :h
(210) a  liuviguunikkaqat.
i!uviq+uu+niq-kkar)at
bury-HT-always-EVlD-PRT.3p3s 
‘Evidently, they used to bury it.’ 
b. Iluvgisuuniqsuat.
iluviq:i+sruu+niq+tuat
buiy-HT-always-EVlD-PRT.3P
‘Evidently, they used to bury (dead bodies). ’ (30:35)
And the following is an example of a transitive clause and a half-transitive clause derived from it 
with+trflk-:
(211) a  Qiaguq qaugiga.
qiaguq+0 qauq+kiga
birchbark-ABS.S peel.off-lND.ls3s 
‘I peeled off the birch bark.’
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b. Qiagumik qauqniktuqa.
qiaguq^-mik qauq+tnik+turja
birch.bark-MOD.S peel.oflF-HT-BsD.ls 
‘I peeled offbirch bark’
The following is an example of a transitive clause and a half-transitive clause derived from it with 
+kfiq-:
(212) a Qaluich aigitka.
qaluk:ich ai+kitka
fish-ABS.P fetch-BsD.ls3p
‘I fetched the fish.’ 
b. Qalurjnik aik{1qsurja.
qaluk-mik ai+ktiq+tuqa
fish-MOD.P fetch-HT-BsD.lS
‘I fetched some fish.’
In connection with half-transitive postbases, I need to introduce antipassive clauses. 
Antipassive clauses may be defined as intransitive clauses (i) that correspond with transitive 
clauses and (ii) whose S corresponds with the A of the corresponding transitive clauses.
Formulaically:
Transitive: A O transitive verb
Antipassive: S intransitive verb
It follows from this definition that the intransitive version of agentive bases (Section 2.4.5.1) is an 
antipassive corresponding to the transitive version of the same verb base. Thus, in the following 
examples with an agentive base nigi- ‘eat’:
(213) a  Arjutim nigiyaa niqi.
aquti-m nigi+kaa niqi-0
man-REL.S eat-iND.3s3s meat-ABS.S
‘The man ate the meat.’
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b. Ar)un nigiruq niqimik.
arjuti+0 nigi+tuq niqkmik
man-ABS.S eat-lND.3s meal-MOD.s
‘The man ate meat.’
(213b) is an antipassive clause corresponding to (213a). However, the same does not hold for 
patientive bases, with which the S of the intransitive version corresponds with the O, rather than A, 
of the transitive version (Section 2.4.5.1). Thus, in the following examples with a patientive base 
tammaq- ‘lose’:
(214) a Arjutim tammagaa aluutaq.
arjuti+0 tammaq+kaa aluutaq+0
man-RBLS lose-lND.3s3s spoon-ABS.S
‘The man lost the spoon.’ 
b. Aluutaq tammaqtuq.
aluutaq+0 tammaq+tuq
spoon-ABS.S get.fost-iND.3s
‘The spoon got lost.’
(214b) is not an antipassive clause corresponding to (214a), because the S of (214b) does not 
correspond to the A (but to the O) of (214a). Thus, although we can get an antipassive clause out of 
agentive bases by simply using their intransitive version, we cannot do the same thing with 
patientive bases. Here, the half-transitive postbase is required. Thus, the antipassive clause 
corresponding with (214a) is as follows:
(215) Arjun tammairuq aluutamik.
ar)uti+0 tammaq:i+tuq aluutaq-Hmik
man-ABS.S fose-HT-BsD.3s spoon-MOD.s
‘The man tost a spoon’
where the verb is marked by a half-transitive postbase. That is, half-transitive clauses turn out to be 
antipassive clauses overtly marked with a postbase. As is evident form this statement, I use the
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terms ‘antipassive’ and ‘half-transitive’ differently, that is, ‘antipassive’ irrespective of the presence 
or absence of an overt (half-transitive) postbase, and ‘half-transitive’ where there is an overt 
(half-transitive) postbase.
Now, considering their function of forming antipassive verbs out of patientive bases, whose 
simple intransitive version is not antipassive, we may predict half-transitive postbases to be 
unnecessary for agentive bases, whose simple intransitive version is already antipassive. And this 
prediction is confirmed by the feet that many agentive bases cannot be followed by any 
half-transitive postbase.
Having clarified the position of half-transitive postbases in relation to agentive and patientive 
bases in the grammatical system, let us look at differences among those four postbases.
(i) They differ slightly in their phonological environments. Thus, for example, :T- appears to be 
favored over +Sh after k or q, while it does not appear after vowel or t.
(ii) Related to the first point, they differ in the verb bases they attach to. That is, they cannot all 
attach to any verb bases whose phonological environment will allow them. Rather, in many 
cases the possible choice appears to be fixed for each base. Many verb bases can take only 
one of them, while quite a few of them can take more than one. I have not been able to 
discover the principle of this assignment of postbases to each base, if such a principle exists.
(iii) There is a difference in the number of verb bases they can attach to. In this respect, these four 
postbases divide into two groups: +Sh and :T-, on the one hand, and +trilk- and +kfiq-, on 
the other. It appears that the former group can attach to just about any verb base as long as the 
phonological environment allows them. In contrast, the latter group is feirly restricted in 
occurrence. According to my count, -4-tn'lk- can attach to 30 verb bases, and +kfiq- can attach 
to six verb bases.
(iv) There may be some semantic difference among them. Thus, Bittner (1987) describes the 
semantic difference among the half-transitive postbases in Greenlandic. According to her, the
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Greenlandic equivalents of Inupiaq +ST-, :T- and + trilk - mark imperfective aspects of some 
sort or allow a fiequentative interpretation, while the Greenlandic equivalent of Inupiaq 
+kfiq- marks some kind of inceptive aspect. In Inupiaq as well, antipassive sentences are 
likely to refer to atelic situations as opposed to transitive sentences, which are likely to refer to 
telic situations, as I have observed the tendency of speakers to translate antipassive sentences 
into English progressive aspects, and transitive sentences into English non-progressive aspects. 
I have, however, been unable to uncover any clear semantic difference among these four 
half-transitive postbases as Bittner did for Greenlandic.
(v) There is one significant difference between +SI- and :T-, on the one hand, and + trilk - and 
+kTiq-, on the other. That is, the former, but not the latter, have another function besides that 
of half-transitive. They also function as adversative (this will be discussed in Section 
2.4.2.2.3).
As for their productivity, +sT- and :i- are clearly productive. This is because (a) they appear to 
be able to attach to almost any verb base as long as the phonological environment allows; and (b) 
they can attach to bases that are already derived by productive postbases. Thus consider the 
following examples:
(216) a  Taipchua inuich qitungagmiknik Haqatniktitchiraqniqsuat.
taipchua inukiich qitungaq+mikniki!aqatnikAtit+si+raqniq+tuat
that.ABS.P person-ABS.P child-MOD.4PP marry-CAUS-HT-used.to-PRT.3P
‘Those people used to make their children get married.’ (28:6)
b. Taatna tuqurikmata nigipchaitjainniqsut taipchua.
tuqu+ri+kmata nigi+pkaq:i-tla:it+niq+tut
that.way die-ADVERS-CNS.3Peat-CAUS-HT-can-not-EViD-iND.3P that.ABS.P
‘That way, when somebody died, those people evidently did not feed others. ’ (30:60)
In (216a) +SI- follows another productive postbase Atit- ‘CAUS,’ and in (216b) :T- follows another 
productive postbase +pkaq- ‘caus,’ which shows that +si- and :T- are both productive postbases.
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By contrast, +trilk- and +kfiq- are not so straightforward. In terms of the sheer number of verb 
bases they can attach to, they are not as productive as the other two. However, at least for +tnik- 
we have evidence that it is productive. That is, it can attach to verb bases that are already derived 
by a productive postbase, although I have found only one such productive postbase so far. Consider 
the following example:
(217) Anirailitniktuq.
ani+raili+tnik+tuq 
go.out-try.notto.let-HT-lND.3s 
‘He tried not to let others go ou t’
In (217), +tn'lk- follows another productive postbase +rai|T- ‘try not to let,’ which shows that 
+tnik- is productive. As for +kltq-, I have not found any productive postbase that may be 
followed by this postbase.
2.4.2.1.3. Operations choosing plural S acting on each other (reciprocal)
For operations of this type, the postbase :utV- is used. This postbase attaches to transitive bases and 
yields intransitive or transitive bases. It has various functions, but when it yields intransitive bases, 
it functions as a reciprocal, meaning ‘to V to each other,’ thus changing original A and O 
collectively into new S.
Formulaically:
Input: relative absolutive base-transitive.ending
A O transitive verb
Output: absolutive base-Uti-intransitive.ending
S intransitive verb
The following is an example of a transitive clause and a reciprocal clause derived from it:
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(218)a. Siulgum siktagaa kaviqsuaq qagrupianik.
siulik:um siktaq+kaa kaviqsuaq+0 qagrupiaq-mik
pike-REL.S shoot-lND.3s3smudsucker-ABS.S arrow-MOD.P 
‘The pike shot at the mudsucker with arrows.’
b. Siuliglu kaviqsuaglu siktautiruk qagrupianik.
siulik+0=lu kaviqsuaq+0=lu siktaq:uti+tuk qagrupiaq-nik
pike-ABS.S=and mudsucker-ABS.S=and shoot-REClP-lND.3D amow-MOD.P
‘The pike and the mudsucker shot at each other with arrows.’ (22:3)
Inupiaq does not have naturally reciprocal verbs such as English meet, as in he met her and he 
and she met. So verbs that would translate into naturally reciprocal verbs in other languages 
need IUtT to express reciprocal meaning. Thus, consider the following examples:
(219) a Arjutik nalaurrutiruk tumitchiami.
arjuti-k nalaut:uti+tuk tumitchiaq-Hni
man-ABS.D meet-REOP-lND.3D road-LOC.S
‘The two men met on the road.’ 
b. *Ar)utik nalauttuk tumitchiami.
arjuti-k nalaut+tuk tumitchiaq-mi
man-ABS.D meet-iND.3s road-LOC.S
which shows that nalaut- ‘meet’ has to be overtly marked by:Utl- to express reciprocal meaning.
The reciprocal use of this postbase is one of its several uses. Its other uses will be outlined in 
Section 2.4.2.2.2, because they are valency-increasing in nature.
2.4.2.2. Valency-increasing operations
Valency-increasing postbases turn intransitive bases into transitive bases, or transitive bases into 
other transitive bases, by adding a new A or O. They may be divided according to whether they add 
anewAorO:
(i) those that add a new A;
(ii) those that add a new O;
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(iii) those that add either a new A or O depending on the transitivity ofthe input.
We will examine each case in turn.
2.4.2.2.1. Operations adding a new A (causative, etc.)
The first and foremost cases of valency-increasing operations of this type are causatives. We will 
first look at postbases that express causatives, and then at other postbases related to operations of 
this type.
Causatives
There are four postbases that meet general definitions of causative formatives (cf Nedyalkov and
Silnitsky (1973 [1969])): (a) +t-, (b) +saq-, (c) -It git- and (d) +pkaq- ~ AtTt-. Let us look at
each of them in turn:
(a) +t-
The postbase +t- attaches to intransitive bases and yields patientive bases whose transitive version 
has the meaning ‘to cause to V,’ with the following results:
(i) a new A  referring to causer, is added;
(ii) original S, referring to causee, becomes new O.
Formulaically:
Input: absolutive base-intransitive.ending
S intransitive verb
Output: relative absolutive base-t-transitive.ending
A O transitive verb
The following is an example of an intransitive clause and a transitive causative clause derived 
from it by +t-:
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(220) a  Aqun tuquruq.
arjuti+0 tuqu+tuq
man-ABS.S die-lND.3s
‘The man died.’ 
b. Agnam tuqutkaa aqun.
agnaq-m tuqu+t+kaa aquti+0
woman-REL.S die-TR-lND.3s3s man-ABS.S
‘The woman killed the man.’
Causatives formed by this postbase express direct causation. Thus, (220b) refers to a situation 
in which the woman brings about the man’s death by physically murdering him, rather than, say, 
by telling him to die.
The output of this postbase is a patientive base, which means that it yields not only transitive 
verbs, as in (220b), but also intransitive verbs as well. Thus compare (220) with:
(221) Aqun tuquttuq.
aqun+0 tuqu+t+tuq
man-ABS.S die-TR-lND.3s
‘The man killed himself the man was killed’
This postbase is unproductive, for which we have two pieces of evidence:
(i) It does not attach to bases that have already been derived, but only to underived bases.
(ii) It can attach to a limited number of intransitive bases, but never to transitive bases. Thus, the 
following is a complete list of verb bases that can take this postbase and the resultant transitive 
base that I have found so far:
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(222) input output
a. ani- ‘go out’ anit- ‘kick out, throw out, send out’
b. iki- ‘bum’ ik'lt- ‘bum’
c. ipT ‘choke, drown’ ipi't- ‘choke’
d. iqT ‘shrink (of clothes)’ iqi't- ‘make fist of (hand)’
e. kat'l- ‘gather’ katit- ‘gather’
f. kitnu- ‘capsize’ kitnut- ‘capsize’
g- kivT- ‘sink’ kivTt- ‘sink’
h. naa- ‘finish’ naat- ‘finish’
i. nail- ‘grow (of plant)’ naut- ‘grow’
j- nurju- ‘be all gone’ nurjut- ‘use up’
k. qai- ‘come’6 qait- ‘give, hand over’
1. qak'i- ‘come up (of boat etc.)’ qaki't-‘bring up’
m. qami- ‘go out’ qami't- ‘extinguish’
IL qasru- ‘untie’ qasrut- ‘untie’
o. sarju- “turn’ sarjut- ‘turn’
P- saqu- ‘turn’ saqut- ‘turn’
q- tasn- ‘stretchout’ tasnt- ‘stretchout’
r. tirj'i- ‘fly’ tirji't- ‘bfowaway’
s. tuqu- ‘die’ tuqut- ‘kill’
t. ulgu- ‘M  (of tree)’ ulgut- ‘fell’
(b) +saq-
The postbase +saq- attaches to intransitive bases and yields patientive bases with the meaning ‘to 
cause to V,’ with the same side-effects as the postbase +t- Thus, the following is an example of an 
intransitive clause and a transitive clause derived from it by +saq-:
6 This verb base is found in the whole paradigms in North Slope dialect, but in Kobuk dialect it is 
found only in the following fossilized form:
(0 qaggain 
qai-in
come-!MP.2s
‘come!’
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(223) a. Savik ipiktuq.
savik+0 ipik+tuq
knife-ABS.S be.sharp-lND.3s
‘The knife is sharp.’ 
b. Arjutim ipiksagaa savik.
arjuti-m ipik+saq+kaa savik+0
man-REL.S be.sharp-TR-iND.3s3s knife-ABS.S
‘The man sharpened the knife.’
Just as with +t-, causatives derived by this postbase express direct causation. Thus, (223b) cannot 
be properly translated ‘the man got the knife sharpened (by someone).’
As the output o f this postbase is a patientive base, we have an intransitive version 
corresponding to (223b), as follows:
(224) Savik ipiksaqtuq.
savik+0 ipik+saq+tuq
knife-ABS.S be.sharp-m-iND.3s3s
‘The knife is sharpened.’
This postbase is unproductive, for which we have two pieces o f evidence.
(i) Just as + t-, it does not attach to bases that have already been derived, but only to underived 
ones.
(ii) It can attach to a limited number o f intransitive bases, never to transitive bases. The following 
is a complete list o f verb bases that can take this postbase and the resultant transitive bases that 
I have found so for:
(225) input output
a. ifuaq- ‘work properly’ Hliaqsaq- ‘fix’
b. ip'lk- ‘be sharp’ ipiksaq- ‘sharpen’
c iti'q- ‘wake up’ itiqsaq- ‘wake up’
d. qaiq- ‘be smooth’ qaiqsaq- ‘iron’
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Thus, this postbase is in complementary distribution with +t-
(c) -Ii gll-
The postbase -Ii- (after vowels) ~ -gli- (after t) attaches to intransitive bases with adjectival 
meaning and yields patientive bases with the meaning ‘to cause to V,’ with the same side effects as 
the postbases +t- and +saq- The following is an example of an intransitive clause and a transitive 
clause derived from it by -IT gli-:
(226) a. Qipmiq arjiruq.
qipmiq+0 ar)i+tuq
dog-ABS.S be.big-iND.3s
‘The dog is big.’ 
b. Arjutim agliyaa qipmiq.
arjuti-m arji-li+kaa qipmiq+0
man-REL.s be.big-m-iND.3s3s dog-ABS.S
‘The man raised the dog.’
Just as +t- and +saq-, causatives formed by this postbase express direct causation Thus, (226b) 
does not mean ‘the man let the dog grow.’
The output of this postbase is a patientive base, which means we have an intransitive version 
vis-a-vis (226b), as follows:
(227) Qipmiq agliruq.
qipmiq+0 arji-li+tuq
dog-ABS.S be.big-m-iND.3s
‘The dog grew.’
This postbase is unproductive, for which we have two pieces of evidence:
(i) It does not attach to bases that have already been derived, only to underived bases.
(ii) It can attach to a limited number of intransitive bases, never to transitive bases. The following
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is a complete list of verb bases that can take this postbase and the resultant transitive bases that 
I have found thus for:
(228) input output
a amit- ‘be narrow’ amigli- ‘make narrow’
b a ijl-‘bebig’ agli- ‘make big, raise’
c ikkat- ‘be shallow’ ikkagli- ‘make shallow’
d mikT ‘be small’ mikfl- ‘make small’
e. saat- ‘be thin’ saagli- ‘make thin, slice’
Thus, this postbase is in complementary distribution with +t- and +saq-
(d)+pkaq-~Atit-
The postbase +pkaq- (after vowels) ~ AtTt- (after consonants) attaches to verbal bases, either 
intransitive or transitive, and yields patientive bases with the meaning ‘to cause to V,’ with the 
following results:
(i) Ifthe input base is intransitive:
(a) a new A, referring to causer, is added;
(b) original S, referring to causee, becomes new O;
(ii) Ifthe input base is transitive:
(a) a new A, referring to causer, is added;
(b) original O becomes new O;
(c) original A, referring to causee, becomes optional and may now appear in terminalis case. 
Formulaically:
(1) Input: absolutive base-intransitive.ending
S intransitive verb
Output: relative absolutive base-pkaq~tit-transitive.ending 
A O transitive verb
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(ii) Input: relative absolutive base-transitive.ending
A O intransitive verb
Output: relative terminalis absolutive base-pkaq~tit-transitive.ending
A O transitive verb
The following is an example of an intransitive clause and a causative clause derived from it by 
+pkaq— At!t-:
(229) a Nukatpiat qi|ar)min atqaqtut.
nukatpiaq-t qilak-min atqaq+tuq
youth-ABS.S sky-ABL.S go.down-lND.3P
‘The youths went down from the sky. ’ 
b. Inuich nukatpiat qilarjmin atqaqtitkaich.
inukrich nukatpiaq-t qijak-mih atqaqAtit+kaich
person-REL.s youth-ABS.S sky-ABL.S go.down-CAUS-iND.3p3p 
‘People made the youths go down from the sky.’ (24:1)
And the following is an example of a transitive clause and a causative clause derived from it by 
+pkaq— Atit-:
(230) a  Arjutim nukatpiaq ilitchugigaa.
arjuti-m nukatpiaq+0 ilitchugi+kaa
man-REL.S youth-ABS.S recognize-lND.3s3s
‘The man recognized the youth.’ 
b. Agnam arjutmun nukatpiaq ijitchugipkagaa.
agnaq-m arjuti-mun nukatpiaq+0 ilitchugi+pkaq+kaa
woman-R£L.S man-TRM.S youth-ABS.S recognize-CAUS-lND.3s3s
‘The woman made the man recognize the youth.’
Causatives formed by this postbase express either direct or indirect causation Thus, (229b) may 
mean either ‘people let the youth. . .  ’ or ‘people made the youth. . . , ’ and (230b) may mean either 
‘the woman let the man...  ’or‘the woman made the m an. .. ’
The output o f this postbase is a patientive base, so we could have intransitive versions as 
opposed to transitive versions such as (229b, 230b). In the intransitive version, the A  and O o f the
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transitive clause are collapsed in S. That is, if the input base is transitive, as in (230), the causer and 
the original object are collapsed in S (‘causer* makes/lets terminalis causee V to him/her*’). Thus, 
compare (230) with:
(231) Agnaq arjutmun ilitchugipkaqtuq.
agnaq+0 arjutkmun ijitchugi+pkaq+tuq
woman-ABS.S man-TRM.S recognize-CAUS-iND.3s
‘The woman made herself known to the man; The woman* made the man recognize her,’
If on the other hand, the input base is intransitive, as in (229), the causer and the causee would be 
collapsed in S (‘causer makes/lets him/herselfV’), which does not make sense (in the conception 
of Inupiaq grammar). So, we do not have an intransitive version to match (229b). However, the 
intransitive version of output bases with +pkaq- ~ Ati’t- from an input intransitive base is possible 
in other cases. That is, when the input is an elemental intransitive base, the intransitive version of 
the output base signifies inceptive aspect (literally, ‘it* makes it* V’). Thus, consider the following 
examples:
(232) a Silalukman tara inuugaqsiruq.
si|aluk+kman inuu-aqsi+tuq
rain-CNS.3s H.ADV be.alive-lNCEP-lND.3s
‘When it rained, he became alive. ’ 
b. Silaluktitman tara inuugaqsiruq.
si!alukAtit+kman inuu-aqsi+tuq
rain-CAUS-CNS.3s then be.alive-lNCEP-lND.3s
‘When it started raining, he became alive.’ (17:26)
In (232b), +pkaq- ~ Atlt- adds inceptive meaning to the input intransitive base silaluk- ‘rain.’
In contrast with the three causative postbases we saw above, this postbase is productive, for the 
following reasons:
(i) It attaches to any verb base, not just to underived ones. Thus, consider:
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(233) Inuich taatna igligaqtillakkaatqa. 
inuk:ich igliq+aqAtit-llak+kaatr)a
person-REL.P that.way travel-always-CAUS-really-lND.3pl S
‘People really always made me travel like that.’ (29:151)
In (233), +pkaq- ~ Atlt- does not directly attach to an underived base, but after another 
productive postbase +aq- ‘always.’
(ii) It can attach to any verb base, intransitive or transitive, including those intransitive bases to 
which one ofthe unproductive causative postbases we saw above attach. Thus, compare the 
following examples:
(220) b. Agnam tuqutkaa aqun.
agnaq-m tuqu+t+kaa aquti+0
woman-REL.S die-TR-lND.3s3s man-ABS.S
‘The woman killed the man.’
(234) Agnam tuqupkagaa aqun.
agnaq-m tuqu+pkaq+kaa aquti+0
woman-REL.s die-CAUS-iND.3s3s man-ABS.S
‘The woman made the man die.’
This shows that +pkaq- ~ AtTt- attaches to tuqu- ‘die,’ which +t- can attach to. The 
difference between (220b) and (234) is, as we saw above, that of direct causation for +t- 
(220b) and either direct or indirect causation for +pkaq- ~ AtTt- (234).
We have treated +pkaq- and AtTt- as phonologically-conditioned suppletive allomorphs: 
+pkaq- after vowels and Ati't- after consonants. This is how they have been treated in Eskimo 
grammar, and it works very well. However, there is a small piece of evidence to suggest that these 
two postbases are not quite allomorphs. If they are allomorphs, they should be functionally 
equivalent: they should behave in the same way except that they appear in different phonological
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circumstances. This, however, is not the case. There is one case in which +pkaq- and At!t- behave 
differently. Thus, consider the following examples:
(235) a  Nigiruq.
nigi+tuq 
eat-lND.3s 
‘He ate.’ 
b. Mayuqtuq. 
mayuq+tuq 
climb-lND.3s 
‘He climbed.’
(235a, b) can of course be made causative by the productive causative postbase, nigi- ‘eat’ (235a) 
ends in a vowel, so it should take +pkaq-; and may uq- ‘climb’ (235b) ends in a consonant, so it 
should take Ati‘t-. Compare (235) with:
(236) a  Nigipchagaa.
nigi+pkaq+kaa 
eat-CAUS-iND.3s3s 
‘She made him eat; She fed him.’ 
b. Mayuqtitkaa. 
mayuqAtit+kaa 
climb-CAUS-iND.3s3s 
‘She made him climb.’
Now, we may want second causatives built on (236). nigipchaq- ‘make eat’ (236a) aids in a 
consonant, so it should take Ati’t-; and mayuqti’t- ‘make climb’ (236b) also ends in a consonant, 
so it should take Ati’t- as well. This is where the discrepancy arises. Compare (236) with:
(237) a Nigipchaqtitkaa. 
nigi+pkaqAtit+kaa
eat-CAUS-CAUS-iND.3s3s
‘Hej made someone make himj eat; He; made someone feed him,. ’
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b. *Mayuqtititkaa. 
mayuqAtitAtit+kaa
climb-CAUS-CAUS-iND.3s3s
‘He* made someone make himj climb.’
(237a), with +pkaq- followed by Atl’t-, is felicitous, but (237b), with two Ati't-’s spearing one 
after another, is not. The reason for this is unknown to me. Maybe two Afit-s in a row (titit) are 
avoided for euphonic reasons, as Lawrence Kaplan (p.c.) has suggested. Or, perhaps, second 
causatives cannot be formed with two identical formatives in a row, although this cannot be 
checked with +pkaq-, which, because it ends in a consonant, would never appear after itself 
Although (237b) is not felicitous, the meaning that (237b) intends can be expressed by making 
the first At'lt- half-transitive. Compare (237b) with:
(238) Mayuqtitchipchagaa. 
mayuqAtit+si+pkaq+kaa
Climb-CAUS-HT-CAUS-IND.3S3S 
‘He made her make someone climb.’
Although the unspecific participant is different, (238) expresses a meaning similar to what (237b) 
intends. But this is possible with (237a) as well. Compare (237a) with:
(239) Nigipchaipchagaa. 
nigi+pkaq:i+pkaq+kaa
eat-€AUS-HT-CAUS-IND.3s3S
'He made her make someone eat; He made her feed someone.’
So it still remains that intransitive bases ending in a consonant, such as mayuq-, have a smaller 
range of possible expressions than those ending in a vowel, such as nigi-.
Thus, there is at least one case where +pkaq- and Ati’t- do not behave as equivalent 
allomorphs.
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Parenthetically, it appears that this is not a petty irregularity that somehow happens in Inupiaq, 
but something a little more deeply rooted in Eskimo languages, because parallel phenomena are 
found in other Eskimo languages / dialects as well. This is observed also in ECI (Midori Hayashi 
(p.c.)). And in CAY, only one instance is found in a corpus where cete-, the equivalent of Inupiaq 
appears after itself (Steven Jacobson (p.c.)); so here it may not be prohibited, but is strictly 
restricted in occurrence.
Another related issue is the etymological identity of these two formatives. That is, even though 
+pkaq- and AtTt- now function as near-allomorphs, their forms are so dissimilar that it is not 
likely that they were originally a single formative which has now diversified in form. Rather, it 
would be more plausible to assume that they originate from two different sources and have now 
merged in function, which may account for the different behaviors noted above; it may be that 
these two formatives from different sources have not yet merged in function in every respect. Their 
origin is an interesting consideration In this respect, comparative data does not help us, since, 
according to Fortescue et cd. (1994:427,433), these two formatives were in complementary 
distribution as they are now already in Proto-Eskimo (*-vkaR- and *-/o/-). The exact origin of 
-pkaq- is not known to me, but there is one hypothesis regarding AtTt-, which Anthony Woodbury 
(p. c.) has suggested: that Proto-Eskimo (> Inupiaq Ati't-) originates in the doubling ofthe
unproductive causative *-/- (> Inupiaq +t-). Thus: This is an intriguing hypothesis,
and indeed matches up with what is observed in languages outside Eskimo. Thus, it is not 
uncommon to observe that formatives that express direct causation are doubled to portray indirect 
causatioa For instance, in Oromo, direct causation is marked by -s, whereas indirect causation is 
marked by -si(i)s, a doubling ofthe former (Dubinsky etal. (1988)). For example:
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(240) Qromo (Dubinsky et al. 1988:486)
non-causative direct causation indirect causation
a. gog- ‘be dry’ gog-s- ‘make dry’
b. Dug- ‘drink’ Dug-siis- ‘make drink’
In Hungarian, a marker for indirect causation, -tatl-tet, originates in the doubling of -t, a marker for 
direct causation (Hetzron (1976)). For example:
(241) Hungarian (Hetzron (1976:381))
non-causative direct causation indirect causation
a  robban ‘blow up’ robban-t ‘blow something up’
b. setal ‘take a walk’ setal-tat “lake somebody for a walk’
In Japanese, the productive causative formative -(s)ase-, characterized by two /s/s, appears to be the 
result of a doubling of unproductive causative formatives such as -se- and -as-, characterized by 
one Isl. For example:
(242) Japanese
non-causative direct causation indirect causation
a  ne-‘lie, go to bed’ ne-se-‘lay, put to bed’ ne-sase-‘cause to lie, cause to go to bed’
b. mi-‘see’ mi-se-‘show’ mi-sase-‘cause to see’
Thus, it is sometimes observed that formatives expressing direct causation are doubled to designate 
indirect causation. So it would be no surprise if*-/-, an unproductive causative marker expressing 
direct causation, were doubled, to form a productive causative marker expressing indirect 
causation. If this hypothesis is correct, then Inupiaq AtTt- results from the doubling of+t-. If so, 
this may account for the impossibility ofthe doubling of Atft- noted above. That is, the 
impossibility of the doubling of AtTt- may date from a stage when *-tet- had not yet been fully 
established as a single formative and retained vestigial properties as a doubling of a formative, 
since generally doubling of an already doubled element, which would result in quadrupling of an
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element, is uncommon or infelicitous.
Other valency-increasing operations that add a new A
There are four more postbases that add a new A: (a) -tqu-----qu-, (b) +raiji- ~ +sai|i-, (c) +ni-,
and (d) +nasrugi- ~ +kasrugT. They are all like +pkaq- ~ Atlt- All these are productive and 
they attach to either intransitive or transitive bases to yield patientive bases, with the same side 
effects as those for +pkaq- ~ Ati‘t-  Now I will briefly examine each of these postbases in turn:
(a) -tqu— qu-
The postbase -tqu- (after a vowel or t) ~ -qu- (after k or q) means ‘to ask/tell/want original S or A 
to V.’ The following is an example of an intransitive clause and a transitive clause derived from it 
with this postbase:
(243) a. Aikfiuraqama qaluqnik,...
ai+ktiq:uraq-’ama qaluk+nik
fetch-ANllP-just-CNS. 1S fish-MOD.P 
‘When I fetched fish,... ’
b. Akkarjma Inuqtuam aikfiuraqukmarja qalurjnik,...
akkak+ma Inuqtuaq-m ai+kfiqiuraq-qu+kmarja qaluk+nik
uncle-REL.lsS Inuqtuaq-REL.sfetch-ANllP-just-tell-CNS.3s 1S fish-MOD.P 
‘When my uncle Inuqtuaq told me to fetch fish,... ’ (27:53)
And the following is an example of a transitive clause and a transitive clause derived from it with 
this postbase:
(244) a igniqa Haqatigiplurja
igniqia Haqatigi+plurja
son-ABS.3ss many-CTRyis
‘his son marrying me’
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b. Ignigminurguuq ilaqatigitqupiuna (apiqsrugiagniqsuaq).
igniq+minun=gguuq ijaqatigi-qu+pluga (apiqsruq+iaq+niq+tuaq)
son-TRM.4ss=HS marry-tell-CTR./l s (ask-come.to-Evn>PART.3s)
‘(He came to ask) so that, it is said, his son would marry me;
lit. (He came to ask,) wanting his son to marry me’ (28:18)
(b)+rai!i-~+sai!T-
The postbase +raili- (after a vowel) ~ -saitl- (after a consonant) means ‘to try not to let original S 
or A V.’ The following is an example of an intransitive clause and a transitive clause derived from 
it with this postbase:
(245) a. Agnaq kataktuq. 
agnaq+0 katak+tuq 
woman-ABS.S fall-lND.3s 
‘The woman fell.’ 
b. Aqutim agnaq kataksaijiyaa 
aquti-m agnaq+0 katak+saili+kaa
man-REL.S woman-ABS.S fall-try.not-lND.3s3s 
‘The man tried not to let the woman fall.’
Since the output of this postbase is a patientive base, we can have an intransitive clause in contrast 
to (245b). Thus, compare (245b) with:
(246) Agnaq kataksaijiruq. 
agnaq+0 katak+saiji+tuq
woman-ABS.S drop-try.not-lND.3s
‘The woman tried not to tall; lit. The woman tried not to let herself fall. ’ (18:20)
Thus, when the valency ofthe input and the output do not change, as in (245a) and (246), this 
postbase, in effect, means ‘try not to.’ The following is another example, in this case based on a 
transitive clause:
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(247) a. Agnam amia alikkaa. 
agnaq-m amiq:a alik+kaa 
woman-REL.s skin-ABS.3ss tear-iND.3s3s 
‘The woman tore its skin.’ 
b. Agnam amia aliksaipyaa. 
agnaq-m amiq:a alik+saiH+kaa 
woman-REL.S skin-ABS.3ss tear-try.not-lND.3s3s
‘The woman tried not to tear its skin.’ (10:2)
Although +raiti- ~ -saiti- yields patientive bases, in this case we do not have an intransitive clause 
corresponding to transitive (247b), which would be as follows:
(248) * Amiq aliksaihruq.
amiq+0 alik+saih+tuq
skin-ABS.S tear-try.not-iND.3s
Would mean: ‘The skin tried not to get tom.’
which is pragmatically infelicitous.
(c) +nt-
The postbase +nl- means ho say that original S or A Ved/Vs.’ The following is an example of a 
transitive clause and a transitive clause derived from it with this postbase:
(249) a  tamatkua suurai atugisipjugich taavruma
tamatkua su:uraq:i atuq+kisi+plugich taavruma
APE.abs.p what-small-ABS.3sPuse-will-CTR./3p AVN.rel.s
‘thatj (person) being going to use those items o f hisj’ 
b. tamatkua suurai atugisiniplugich taavrumuqa
tamatkua su:uraq:i atuq+kisi+ni+plugich taavrumuqa
APE.abs.p what-small-ABS.3sP use-will-say-CTR73p AVN.trm.S
‘saying that that; (person) is going to use those items o f hisj’ (30:29)
The following is an example of an intransitive clause and a transitive clause derived from it with
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this postbase:
(250) a. Agnaq pisrugataqtuq. 
agnaq+0 pisruk+ataq+tuq
woman-ABS.S walk-long-[ND.3s 
‘The woman walked for a long time.’ 
b. Arjutim agnaq pisrugatagniyaa. 
arjuti-m agnaq+0 pisruk+ataq+ni+kaa 
man-REL.S woman-ABS.S walk-long-say-lND.3s3s 
‘The man said that the woman walked for a long time.’
Since the output of this postbase is a patientive base, we can have an intransitive clause in contrast 
to (250b). Compare (250b) with:
(251) Agnaq pisrugatagniruq. 
agnaq+0 pisruk+ataq+ni+tuq
woman-ABS.S walk-long-say-lND.3s
‘The woman, said that she, walked for a long time.’ (18:91)
(d) +nasrugi- ~ +kasugi-
The postbase +nasrugT (after a vowel or t) ~ -kasrugT (after k or q) means ‘to think that 
ordinal S or AVed/Vs.’ The following is an example of an intransitive clause and a transitive 
clause derived from it with this postbase:
(252) a Qulit atautchimik tatkivani inuuniaqamir) ukiuqaqtuq.
qulit atausriq-mik tatkivani inuuniaq-’amir) ukiuq-qaq+tuq
ten one-MOD.S AIR.LOC live-CNS.4p year-have-lND.3s
‘He, was eleven years old when they* lived upriver’
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b. Qulit atautchimik tatkivani ihuuniaqamir)
qulit atausriq-^ mik tatkivani ihuuniaq-’amirj
ten one-MOD.S AIR.LOC live-CNS.4P
ukiuqagasrugigaa. 
ukiuq-qaq+kasrugi+kaa
year-have-think-lND.3 S3 S
‘He, thought that he* was eleven years old when theyj+ lived upriver.’
Since the output of this postbase is a patientive base, we can have an intransitive clause in contrast 
to (252b). Compare (252b) with:
(253) Qulit atautchimik tatkivani ihuuniaqamir)
qulit atausriq-^mik tatkivani inuuniaq-’amii)
ten one-MOD.S upriver.LOC live-CNS.4P
ukiuqagasrugiruq. 
ukiuq-qaq+kasrugi+tuq
year-have-think-!ND.3s
‘He, thought that hei was eleven years old when they* lived upriver.’ (30:39)
These four postbases are all productive just as +pkaq- ~ AtTt-..
2.4.2.2.2. Operations adding a new O (applicative, possessor ascension)
We can distinguish two types of valency-increasing operations that add a new O:
(i) Applicatives, which add a new O that does not correspond to the possessor of the original O;
(ii) Possessor ascensions, which add a new O that corresponds to the possessor of the original O. 
Let us look at each of them in turn:
Applicative
Involved in applicative operations is the postbase :utT, whose function as a reciprocal postbase we 
have seen in Section 2.4.2.1.3. As an applicative postbase, it attaches to verb bases, either 
intransitive or transitive, to add a new O or a new terminalis NP. The behavior of this postbase is
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somewhat complex, so it will be most convenient to divide it into cases in which the input is 
intransitive bases and those in which the input is transitive bases. Let us examine each of them in 
turn:
When the input is intransitive bases, :utT- has the Sallowing results:
(a) a new O is added;
(b) original S becomes new A;
Formulaically:
Input: absolutive base-intransitive.ending
New Os that are added by :uti- vary widely in semantic range and which meaning is conveyed in 
each instance appears to depend on the meaning of the input and the context (mainly the former). 
Let us look at some ofthe meanings ofthe O added by :utT-:
(i) Object of emotion. For example:
(254) a. Qiniqqagaqnak. 
qiniqqaq+aq-’nak
be.angry-always-PRH.2s 
‘Don’t be angry.’ 
b. Qiniqqautraqnagu iyaalugruaq.
qiniqqaq:uti+raq-’nagu iyaalugruaq+0
be.angry-APPHC-always-PRH.2s3s child-ABS.S
‘Don’t be angry at the child.’ (LIT)
(ii) Addressee. For example:
S intransitive verb 
base-Uti-transitive.ending 
transitive verb
Output: relative 
A
absolutive
O
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(255) a Taataga isiqami uqaqtuq.
taata+ka isiq-’ami uqaq+tuq
father-ABS.lSS enter-CNS.4s speak-lND.3s
‘My lather came in and spoke.’ 
b. Taataa isiqami uqautigaatigut.
taata+ma isiq-’ami uqaq:uti+kaatigut
father-REL.lss enter-CNS4s speak-APPUC-DMD3slP
‘My lather came in and spoke to us.’
(iii) Causee of sociative causation (‘new Ahelps new O V’). For example:
(256) a  Inuuniaqhuni taataga ipsaqhuni.
ifiuuniaq+huni taata+ka i[isaq+huni
live-CTR.4s fether-ABS.lssleam-ciR.4s
‘My lather living and learning. ’ 
b. inuuniutipluta taataa ipsautipluta.
inuunik:uti+p!utataata+ma ipsaq:uti+pluta
live-APPUC-CTR./lPfether-REL.lsS fearn-APPLlC-CTR./lP 
‘My father raising us and teaching us.;
lit.: My father helping us to live and helping us to learn.’
(iv) Beneficiary. For example:
(257) a  Igaliqhunuk nigipchagagigaatiguk Barbara-m.
iga-liq+huni nigi+pkaq+agi+kaatiguk Barbara-m
cook-quickly-CTR.4s eat-CAUS-always-FND.3sl D -REL.S
‘Barbara always cooked and fed us.’ 
b. Iggatliqhunuk nigipchagagigaatiguk Barbara-m.
iga:uti-liq+hunuk nigi+pkaq+agi+kaatiguk Barbara-m
cook-APPUC-quickly-CTR./lD eat-CAUS-always-iND.3slD -REL.S 
‘Barbara always cooked for us and fed us.’
(v) Maleficialry. For example:
(28:17)
(31:14)
(29:141)
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(258) a. Kiisaimmatai tara panigaqsivuq.
kiisaimma=tai paniq-aqsi+puq
suddenly=NSP H.ADV dry-start-KSM.3s
‘Suddenly it started drying up.’ 
b. Kiisaimmatai tara pangutiaqsivaa
kiisaimma=tai paniq:uti-aqsi+paa
suddenly=NSP H.ADV dry-APPUC-start-KSM.3s3s
‘Suddenly it started drying up on the blackfish.’
(vi) There is another use, rather syntactic, of :uti'-, when it is combined with the postbase Riq- 
Riq-, which marks inceptive aspect, has a side effect of turning the transitive base into an 
intransitive base in such a way that the A of the former corresponds to the S of the latter. Thus, 
consider the following example:
(259) a. Malikkaak tirjmiuraq.
malik+kaak tiqmiuraq+0
follow-iND.3D3s bird-ABS.s
‘The two o f them followed the bird.’ 
b. Malliqsuk.
malikRiq+tuk 
follow-start-lND.3D 
‘The two ofthem started following.’
Notice that transitive malTk- ‘follow’ (259a) becomes intransitive when followed by Riq- (259b). 
malliq- ‘start to follow’ (259b) is an intransitive-only base, since it cannot be followed by transitive 
endings, as shown by the following example:
(260) * malligaak 
malikRiq+kaak
follow-start-iND.3D3s
Thus, Riq-, in effect, has syntactic functions similar to half-transitive postbases (Section 2.4.2.1.2). 
However, it differs from half-transitive postbases in that bases to which Riq- attaches are agentive.
157
ifuuqiniq.
ifuuqiniq+o
blackfish-ABS.S
(35:14)
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Thus, compare (259) with the following example:
(261) Maliktuq. 
malik+tuq
follow-IND.3S 
‘He followed.’
I have found no patientive base unable to take any ofthe four half-transitive postbases but Riq- 
Also, unlike the four half-transitive postbases, speakers quite explicitly mention the semantic 
import of the inceptive aspect of Riq- when they translate verbs with this postbase. For these 
reasons, I chose not to include it in the category of half-transitive postbases in Section 2.4.2.1.2.
In order to inflect such verb bases with Riq- transitively, we need to attach :utT after Riq-. 
Thus, compare (259) and (260) with:
(262) Malliutigaak tirjmiuraq.
malikRiq:uti+kaak tirjmiuraq+0
foltow-start-APPUC-iND.3D3s bird-ABS.s
‘The two ofthem started following the bird.’ (14:168)
Thus, :uti- has here a function of retransitivizing bases that are made intransitive-only by the 
postbase Riq-.
When the input is a transitive base, :uti- changes the subcategorization of the base. First consider 
the following two clauses:
(263) Taipchua uwa tuttum  amia killaiyaqtiqfugu.
taipchua uwa tuttu-m  amiq:a killaiyaqAtiq+tugu
AS.REL.P here caribou-REL.S skin-ABS.3ss sew-quickly-CTR73S
‘Those people sew the caribou skin ’ (8:31)
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(264) Taatna aasriift killaiyautiaqsipjugu unaqsigauranun.
taatna aasriin killaiyaq:uti-aqsi+plugu unaqsiq+auraq-nun
that.way and sew-APPL[C-start-CTR./3S stick-small-TRM.P
‘They started sewing it onto small sticks.’ (20:23)
As (263) shows, killaiyaq- ‘sew’ subcategorizes for what one sews, such as clothes, while, as 
(264) shows, killaiyazutT ‘sew-APPLic’ subcategorizes for what one sews on something, such as 
buttons.
In general, when the input is a transitive base, the verb base with ZUtT means ‘to do the action 
designated by the input so that something (let us call it figure or ‘F’) moves to the domain of 
something (let us call it ground or ‘G’).’The figure appears as O and the ground appears in the 
terminalis case. Thus, the addition of ZUt'l- has the following results:
(i) If the original O is ground:
(a) a new O, referring to figure, is added;
(b) original A becomes new A;
(c) original O becomes new terminalis NP.
(ii) If the original O is figure:
(a) a new terminalis NP, referring to ground, is added;
(b) original A becomes new A;
(c) original O becomes new O.
Formulaically:
Input: relative absolutive base-transitive
A 0(=G ) transitive verb
Output: relative absolutive terminalis base-APPUC-transitive
A 0(=F) (G) transitive verb
Input: relative absolutive base-transitive
A 0(=F) transitive verb
Output: relative absolutive terminalis base-APPUC-transitive
A 0(=F) (G) transitive verb
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Thus, the following is an example of a transitive clause and an applicative clause derived from it in 
which the original O is ground:
(265) a. Aqutim kikiaktugaa tupiq.
aquti-m kikiaktuq+kaa tupiq+0
man-REL.S nail-lND.3s3s house-ABS.s
‘The man nailed the house.’ 
b. Aqutim kikiaktuutigaa qiruk tupigmun.
aquti-m kikiaktuq:uti+kaa qiruk+0 tupiq+mun
man-REL.S nail-APPLlC-lND.3s3s wood-AS.s house-TRM.s
‘The man nailed the wood to the house.’
And the following is an example of a transitive clause and an applicative clause derived from it in 
which the original O is a figure:
(266) a. Aqutim imugaa ulitchiani.
aquti-m imu+kaa ulitchiaq-ni
man-REL.s fold-iND.3s3s blanket-ABS.4ss
‘The man folded his blanket.’ 
b. Aqutim immutigaa ulitchiani puuksraagminun.
aquti-m imu:uti+kaa ulitchiaq-ni puuksraaq+minun
man-REL.s fold-APPUC-iND.3s3s blanket-ABS.4ss sleeping.bag-TRM.4ss 
‘The man folded his blanket into his sleeping bag.’
Thus, what is interesting about this postbase used with transitive bases is that we cannot 
categorically say whether its function is to add a new O or a new terminalis NP. That depends on 
the meaning ofthe input base; if the input base subcategorizes for a ground O, then this postbase 
adds a new O, putting the original O in terminalis case, whereas if the input base subcategorizes for 
a figure O, then this postbase just adds a terminalis NP, without changing the semantic role of the 
original O.
That is the usage of :utT when it attaches to transitive bases. This postbase is productive, as is
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shown by examples such as the following:
(267) Ukua Bantist-tkut taagurjaqattaagutigaatigut.
-tkut taagur)aq±qattaaq:uti+kaatigut
this.RF.i-P -and.others.REL.P go.there-for.a.trip-APPUC-lND.3Pl P
‘These Baptists took us over there for a trip.’ (29:99)
in which :utT attaches to bases already derived by a postbase, ±qattaaq-.
Possessor ascension
The possessor ascension operation may be applied to a transitive clause to yield another transitive 
clause, without the aid of any postbase. This operation has the following effects:
(i) The possessor ofthe original O becomes new O;
(ii) The possessed NP in the original O becomes new vialis NP;
(iii) The original A becomes new A.
Formulaically:
Input: relative relative possessed absolutive
A
Output: relative 
A
[possessor
absolutive
O
possessumjo
vialis
base-transitive.ending 
transitive verb 
base-transitive.ending 
transitive verb
Thus, the following is an example of a transitive clause and a possessor ascension clause 
corresponding to it:
(268) a. Agnam aqigaa aqutim niuqa.
agnaq-m aqi+kaa aquti-m niu:a
woman-REL.S kick-iND.3s3s man-REL.S Ieg-ABS.3SS
‘The woman kicked the man’s leg.’ 
b. Agnam aqigaa aqun niuqagun.
agnaq-m aqi+kaa aquti+0 niuragun
woman-REL.S kick-iND.3s3s man-ABS.s leg-viA.3ss
‘The woman kicked the man in the leg.’
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The semantic difference between the original clause (268a) and the possessor ascension clause 
(268b) is parallel to that between their respective English translations. Thus, the possessor 
ascension clause implies a more holistic impact on the person or thing receiving the action rather 
than local impact on the specific part that receives the action.
Although we are assuming what we consider as the possessor ascension clause to be derived 
from what we consider as the original clause, the analysis in the opposite direction would work just 
as well, as the verb form is the same in both clauses. Our decision on one or the other direction of 
derivation is immaterial to our ensuing discussions.
2A2.2.3. Operations adding either new A or O (adversative)
Here belong two postbases, +SI- andca l l ed  adversative. They attach to either intransitive or 
transitive bases and yield bases that involve an NP referring to a participant adversely affected by 
the event denoted by the base. They have the following side effects:
(i) Ifthe input is an intransitive base:
(a) a new A, referring to the adversely affected participant, is added;
(b) original S becomes new O.
(ii) Ifthe input is a transitive base:
(a) a new O, referring to the adversely affected participant, is added;
(b) original A becomes new A;
(c) original O becomes optional and may appear in an oblique case.
Formulaically:
(i) Input: absolutive base-intransitive.ending
S intransitive verb
Output relative absolutive base-ADVERS-transitive
A O transitive verb
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(ii) Input: relative absolutive base-transitive.ending
A O transitive.ending
Output: relative absolutive oblique V-ADVERS-transitive
A O transitive verb
The following is an example of an intransitive clause and an adversative clause derived from it:
(269) a  Tulugaq qiaruaq.
Tulugaq+0 qia+tuaq 
Tulugaq-ABS.S cry-PRT.3s 
‘Tulugaq cried’ 
b. Iriuich Tulugaq qiaritchaqat.
iriuk:ich Tulugaq+0 qia+ri-kkaqat
person-REL.P Tulugaq-ABS.S cry-ADVERS-PRT.3p3s
‘Tulugaq cried on the people.;
People were adversely affected by Tulugaq’s crying.’ (15:21)
And the following is an example of a transitive clause and an adversative clause derived from it:
(270) a. Aqutim aglaun tiglikaa.
aquti-m aglauti+0 tiglik+kaa
man-REL.s pen-ABS.s steal-iND.3s3s
‘The man stole the pen.’ 
b. Aqutim agnaq tigligiyaa aglautmik.
aquti-m agnaq+0 tiglik:i+kaa aglautkmik
man-REL.S woman-ABS.S steal-advers-lND.3s3s pen-MOD.P
‘The man stole a pen from the woman’
These adversative postbases are very unproductive in Inupiaq, found only with a dozen or so 
verb bases.
Notice that these postbases are identical in form to two of the half-transitive postbases we have 
seen in Section 2.4.2.1.2. Actually, they are not homonyms, but one and the same postbases, as 
demonstrated by Miyaoka (1984), who, based on data from CAY, where the adversative postbases 
are productive, shows that the adversative and half-transitive postbases are the same postbases, and
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explains how their adversative and half-transitive uses are related Because of the significant 
unproductivity of the adversative uses in Inupiaq, it is difficult to reproduce his arguments using 
appropriate Inupiaq examples, so I would refer the reader to Miyaoka (1984) for details on this 
point.
This completes our grammatical sketch of North Alaskan Inupiaq, and should provide an 
appropriate background to our probe into agentive and patientive verb bases in the rest of this work. 
In the next chapter, we will examine how agentive and patientive verb bases may be defined in the 
Eskimo language.
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From this chapter on, we will start to examine agentive and patientive bases in Inupiaq as briefly 
introduced in Chapter 1 and Section 2.4.1. In this chapter, we will look at how they have been 
treated in Eskimo linguistics, and present the definition of them that we will use in this work.
Although linguists have generally agreed on distinguishing between what we call agentive and 
patientive bases, their classifications are not identical In Section 3.1, we will examine how the 
classification of verb bases has been discussed in Eskimo linguistics, by reviewing how verb bases 
have been classified by different linguists; in Section 3.2, we will look at the similarities and 
differences between those classifications; in Section 3.3, we will present a working definition of 
agentive and patientive bases that will be used in the following chapters; and in Section 3.4. we 
will took at the terms ‘agentive’ and ‘pafientive’ as used in Eskimo linguistics, because their use is 
unique in Eskimo linguistics.
3.1. Literature on the classification of verb bases
In this section we will review how verb bases have been classified in Eskimo linguistics. Those 
classifications are made according to morphosyntactic criteria such as the following:
(i) whether the verb base inflects intransitively, transitively or both;
(ii) if both, whether S corresponds with A or O.
Though the classifications agree on basic criteria as above, they do not agree on finer points. As a 
result, proposed classifications are not isomorphic with each other.
Before reviewing each classification, we need to introduce one set of terms here: ‘agent’ and 
‘patient’ First consider the following examples:
Chapter 3. Defining agentive and patientive bases
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(271) Inupiaq
a. Aqutim nigiyaa niqi.
aquti-m nigi+kaa niqi+0
man-REL.s eat-!ND.3s3s meat-ABS.S
‘The man ate the meat.’
b. Aqun nigiruq niqimik.
aquti+0 nigi+tuq niqkmik
man-ABS.S eat-!ND.3s meat-MOD.S
‘The man ate meat.’
c. Aqutim tautukaa agnaq.
aquti-m tautuk+kaa agnaq+0
man-REL.S see-iND.3s3s woman-ABS.S
‘The man saw the woman’
d. Aqun tautuktuq agnamik.
aquti+0 tautuk+tuq agnaq-mik
man-ABS.S see-lND.3s woman-MOD.S
'The man saw a woman’
e. Aqutim mayugaa ikpik.
aquti-m mayuq+kaa ikpik+0
man-REL.S go.iqj-lND.3s3s bluff-ABS.S
‘The man went up the bluff. ’
f. Aqun mayuqtuq ikpiqmun.
aquti+0 mayuq+tuq ikpik+mun
man-ABS.S go.up-lND.3s bluff-TRM.S
‘The man went up a bluff. ’
g. Aqutim navikkaa ayaupiaq.
aquti-m navik+kaa ayaupiaq+0
man-REL.S break-lND.3s3s cane-ABS.S
‘The man broke the cane.’
h. Ayaupiaq naviktuq.
ayaupiaq+0 navik+tuq
cane-ABS.S break-lND.3s
‘The cane broke.’
i. Aqun navgiruq ayaupiamik.
aquti+0 navik:i+tuq ayaupiaq-^mik
man-ABS.S break-HT-!ND.3s cane-MOD.S
‘The man broke a cane.’
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All the instances of arjun ‘man’ in (271a - g, i) have in common that they are either an A in a 
transitive clause (271a, c, e, g) or an NP in an intransitive clause that would appear as an A in a 
corresponding transitive clause (271b, d, f  i). All the instances of niqi' ‘meat’ in (271a, b), of 
agnaq ‘woman’ in (271c, d), of ikpTk ‘b lu r in (271e, f) and of ayaupiaq ‘cane’ in (271g - i) 
have in common that they are either an O in a transitive clause (niqi in (271a), agnaq in (271c), 
ikpik in (271e) and ayaupiaq in (271g)) or an NP in an intransitive clause that would appear as an 
O in a corresponding transitive clause (niqi in (271b), agnaq in (271d), ikpik in (271f) and 
ayaupiaq in (271 h, i)). For our purposes, it is most convenient to have one term to refer to the 
former class of NPs and another to refer to the latter class ofNPs, rather than further differentiating 
each class with such terms as ‘experiencer’ and ‘location.’ So let us call them ‘agent’ and ‘patient,’ 
respectively. That is, we will refer to the NP that is an A or would be an A in a transitive clause as 
‘agent,’ and to the NP that is an O or would be an O in a transitive clause as ‘patient.’ Thus, we will 
use the terms ‘agent’ and ‘patient’ as morphosyntactically defined categories, not as semantic 
categories as they are normally used. Do not mistake my use of these terms to mean that, for 
example, all the instances of niqi' ‘meat’ in (271a, b), of agnaq ‘woman’ in (271c, d), of ikpik 
‘bluff in (271e, f) and of ayaupiaq ‘cane’ in (271g - i) refer ‘to the entity which is affected by the 
action of the verb’ (Crystal (2003:340)). It would be more neutral to use such terms as ‘X’ and ‘ Y’ 
for what I call ‘agent’ and ‘patient,’ but I opt for using ‘agent’ and ‘patient,’ because these match 
with the terms ‘agentive’ and ‘patientive’ as used in Eskimo linguistics, which are also used as 
morphosyntactic rather than semantic categories. Thus, agentive bases are verb bases whose S is 
agent, while patientive bases are verb bases whose S is patient.
We will review each classification of verb bases in turn. For this review, it is convenient to 
divide works into three regions, (i) Greenland and Canada, (ii) Alaska, and (iii) Russia, since the 
topic has been investigated independently in each region, especially in Russia. We will look at each
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region in the order noted above.
3.1.1. Greenland and Canada
Here, we will examine works on Greenlandic and Canadian Inuit which pertain to the classification 
ofverb bases: Kleinschmidt (1991 [1851]) and Bergsland (1955).
3.1.1.1. Kleinschmidt(1991 [1851])
Kleinschmidt (1991 [1851]: 54-55) is the first attempt to classify verb bases in Eskimo. He 
classifies verb bases in Greenlandic into three types:
(i) naturally-transitive (‘von natur transrtiv’);
(ii) naturaUy-intransitive (‘von natur intransitiv’); and
(iii) both-transitive-and-intransitive (‘beides transitiv und intransitiv’).
They are characterized as follows:
(i) Naturally-transitive bases refer to an action that is directed to a patient (‘sie besagen eine auf 
irgend einen gegenstand gerichtete that des projects’). They inflect transitively, and many of them 
inflect intransitively as well: when the agent and the patient are distinct, they inflect transitively; 
whereas (a) when they are coreferent (that is, when a reflexive meaning is involved), or (b) when 
the identity of the agent is unimportant (that is, when a passive meaning is involved), they inflect 
intransitively. For example:
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(272) Greenlandic (Kleinschmidt 1991 [1851]: 54-55)
intransitive 
a  toquppoq
toqut-poq
kill-lND.3s
transitive
toquppaa
toqut-paa
kill-iND.3s3s
‘he kills himself; he is dead, he has been killed’ ‘he kills him’
b. avigpoq 
avik-poq 
cut.up-lND.3s
‘he cuts himself, he has been cut’
avigpaa 
avik-paa 
cut.up-iND.3s3s 
‘he cuts it’
(ii) Naturally-intransitive bases refer to an action without regard to who brings about the action. 
They inflect intransitively, and many of them also inflect transitively, in which case the O, often 
indicating location, stands in closer relation to the action For example:
(273) Greenlandic (Kleinschmidt 1991 [1851]: 55)
‘he walks (around)’ ‘he walks on it (the ground, the ice, etc.)’
(iii) Both-transitive-and-intransitive bases, which he does not characterize semantically, can inflect 
both transitively and intransitively. For example:
(274) Greenlandic (Kleinschmidt 1991 [1851]: 55) 
intransitive transitive
sanavoq sanavaa
sana-poq sana-paa
work-iND.3s work-lND.3s3s 
‘he works’ ‘he works on it’
To summarize Kleinschmidt’s classification, for our purposes, his three classes of verb bases 
can be grouped into two in terms of correspondence of S with Aor O. That is, naturally-intransitive
intransitive transitive
pisugpoq pisugpaa
pisuk-poq pisuk-paa
walk-lND.3s walk-lND.3s3s
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bases and both-transitive-and-intransitive bases can be grouped together apart from 
naturally-transitive bases, in that with the former, S corresponds with A, whereas with the latter, S 
corresponds with O. Actually, the distinction between the former two classes is not very clear, 
because the only morphosyntactic characterization he gives for both-transitive-and-intransitive 
bases appears to apply to naturally-intransitive bases as well. As their morphosyntactic behavior is 
alike in terms of correspondence of S with Aor O, the grounds for their distinction should be 
sought in semantics, but he does not characterize both-tiansitive-and-intransitive bases semantically. 
From the few examples he gives, he seems to imply that the meaning of O is the basis of the 
distinction, so that naturally-intransitive bases have location NPs as O, while 
both-transitive-and-intransitive bases have other kinds of NPs as O. At any rate, the grounds for 
dividing them is not on a par with distinguishing them as a unit from naturally-transitive bases. And 
indeed, later linguists have focused more on the distinction between his naturally-transitive bases 
and the other two classes as a unit than on the subdivision of the latter.
This three-way classification is adopted by Bok-Bennema (1991:43-47).
3.1.1.2. Bagsland (1955)
Beigsland (1955:141-143) distinguishes three classes of bases, one of which is further subdivided 
into two sub-classes:
(i) Intransitive-only bases, which inflect only intransitively. For example:
(275) Greenlandic (Bagsland 1955:142) 
intransitive transitive
aqiwuq —
aqi-puq
be.great-iND.3s 
‘it is great, large’
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(ii) Transitive-only bases, which inflect only transitively. For example:
(276) Greenlandic (Bergsland 1955:142) 
intransitive transitive
— aawaa
ai-paa
fetch-ind.3s3s
‘he fetches it, goes after it’
(iii) Both-transitive-and-intransitive bases, which inflect both transitively and intransitively. This 
class is further subdivided in two sub-classes:
(iii-a) Those in which the S of the intransitive forms corresponds regularly to the A of the transitive 
forms. For example:
(277) Greenlandic (Bergsland 1955:142)
intransitive transitive
aqalawuq arjalawaa
aqala-puq aqala-paa
be.inmotion-lND.3s be.inmotion-iND.3s3s
‘he is in motion, he walks about, he is traveling’ ‘he wanders through it’
(iii-b) Those in which the S ofthe intransitive forms corresponds rather, or also, to the O of the 
transitive forms. For example:
(278) Greenlandic (Bergsland 1955:142) 
intransitive transitive
alippuq alippaa
alik-puq alik-paa
tear-EMD.3s tear-iND.3s3s
‘it has been tom’ ‘he tears it to pieces’
Thus, unlike Kleinchmidt’s, Bergsland’s classification is based on morphosyntactic rather than 
semantic criteria: whether the base inflects intransitively, transitively or both; and if both, whether
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the S corresponds with the A or O.
This four-way classification is most common in the literature, adopted by linguists such as 
Woodbury (1975:42-62,1977b, 1981:282-289), Fortescue (1984), MacLean (1986b: 81-84), 
Johns (1987:87-105), Allen (19%: 15-16) and Mithun (2000).
3.1.2. Alaska
We will next cover the classifications of verb bases by Alaskan linguists. As we saw in Section 1.1, 
there are four Eskimo languages in Alaska: Inuit, CAY, CSY and Alutiiq, and they are studied in 
the following works (I only present those works that address verb classification):
Inuit (North Alaskan Inupiaq): MacLean (1986b)
Alutiiq: Leer (1990)
CAY: Reed et d . (1977), Jacobson (1984,1995), Miyaoka (1984,1996)
CSY: Jacobson (2001)
Of these, MacLean (1986b) on North Alaskan Inupiaq uses the same classification as Bergsland 
(1955), that was summarized above. And Leer (1990) on Alutiiq and Jacobson (2001) on CSY 
each use the same classification as Miyaoka (1984,19%) and Jacobson (1984,1996), respectively. 
This leaves us with the three sets ofworks on CAY: Reed etd . (1977), Jacobson (1984,1995) and 
Miyaoka (1984,1996). Of these three, Reed etd . (1977) is the first one to address this issue, and 
then the classification presented there is elaborated upon by Jacobson (1984,1995) and Miyaoka 
(1984,1996), both co-authors of Reed et d . (1977), slightly differently. We will examine those 
three sets of works in turn.
3.1.2.L Reed etd . (1977)
Reed etd . (1977:230-231) divides verb bases that can take either transitive or intransitive endings 
in CAY into two classes: agentive and non-agentive. The former is equivalent to class (iii-a), and
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the latter to class (iii-b), ofBergsland (1955) that we have just seen. Thus, agentive bases are verb 
bases for which S corresponds with A, while non-agentive bases are verb bases for which S 
corresponds with O. This two-way distinction has been the basis of the verb base classification of 
Jacobson (1984,1995) and Miyaoka (1984,19%).
3.1.2.2. Jacobson (1984,1995)
Jacobson (1984:19-20) classifies verb bases into five classes: (i) intransitive-only, (ii) 
transitive-only, (iii) patientive, (iv) elemental, and (v) agentive. Of these, intransitive-only bases are 
equivalent to the intransitive-only bases ofBergsland (1995), which we saw in Section 3.1.1.2, so 
we will focus on the remaining four. They are characterized as follows:
(ii) Transitive-only bases are verb bases that do not normally take intransitive endings directly. 
Some of them ‘cow take intransitive endings, but only marginally and in conjunction with a word 
such as ellminek ‘himself and ak’a ‘already” (1984:19; italic and boldface original), in which 
case ‘the meaning is reflexive... or passive’ (1984:19). For example:
(279) CAY (Jacobson (1984:19,86,365))
intransitive transitive
a  ellminek assikuq assikaa
‘it has already been taken’ ‘he took it (in his hands)’
(iii) Patientive bases are verb bases that can take both intransitive and transitive endings, and for 
which the meaning of the intransitive version is passive or reflexive. For example:
ellminek assike-uq 
4s.mod like-iND.3s 
‘he likes him self 
b. ak’a teguuq
ak’a tegu-uq
already take-DMD.3s
assike-aa
like-IND.3s3s
‘he likes her or it’
tegua
tegu-aa
take-iND.3s3s
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(280) CAY (Jacobson (1984:356,222))
intransitive transitive
tamaraa
tamar-aa
lose-EMD.3s3s
‘he tost it’
rnaktaa
makete-aa
set.upright-lND.3s3s
‘he set it upright’
a. tamartuq 
tamar-tuq 
tose-iND.3s 
‘it is tost’
b. maktuq 
makete-uq 
set.upright-iND.3s 
‘he set himself upright; he got up’
(iv) Elemental bases are ‘a small group of verbs which deal with processes of nature and which 
take both transitive and intransitive endings’ (1984:20). For them, “the meaning stays the same if 
an intransitive ending is replaced by a transitive ending, with what was the subject [S] of the 
intransitive verb becoming the object [O] of the transitive verb’ (1984:20). For example:
(281) CAY (Jacobson 1984:20) 
intransitive transitive
cikuuq cikua
ciku-uq ciku-aa
freeze-lND.3s fieeze-lND.3s3s 
‘it froze’ ‘it froze’
Although it is not clear from the English translation, what froze in the transitive version is the O, 
rather than the S, which is clarified by looking at the case-marking of an explicit object, as in the 
following example:
(282) CAY 
intransitive transitive
neqa cikuuq neqa cikua
neqe-0  ciku-uq neqe- 0  ciku-a
fish-ABS.sfreeze-iND.3s fish-ABS.sfreeze-iND.3s3s 
‘the fish froze’ ‘the fish froze’
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Notice that neqa ‘fish’ appears in the absolutive case not only in the intransitive version but also in 
the transitive version. This shows that what is frozen in the transitive version of (281,282) is the O, 
despite the English translation which may suggest to the contrary.
(v) Agentive bases are verb bases that can take both intransitive and transitive endings, and for 
which, if the intransitive verb is replaced by the transitive verb, ‘the noun which was the subject 
[A] ofthe transitive verb remains the subject [S] ofthe intransitive verb’ (1984:20). For example:
(283) CAY (Jacobson 1984:357)
intransitive transitive
tangertuq tangrraa
tangerr-tuq tangerr-aa
see-iND.3s see-lND.3s3s
‘he sees (something)’ ‘he sees it’
Thus, transitive-only, patientive and elemental bases have in common S corresponding with O, 
while with agentive bases, S corresponds with A  The former three classes of verb bases differ 
from one another in that (a) transitive-only bases inflect intransitively only marginally as opposed 
to patientive and elemental bases, which can always inflect intransitively, and in that (b) elemental 
bases deal with processes of nature as opposed to transitive-only and patientive bases, which do 
not
3.1.2.3. Miyaoka(1984,1996)
Next let us look at Miyaoka’s (1984,19%) classification. He first classifies verb bases into 
mononominal, in which only one nominal is involved, and binominal, in which two nominals are 
involved, and subclassifies the latter into three: agentive, which corresponds to Jacobson’s (1984, 
1995) ‘agentive’; non-agentive, which corresponds to Jacobson’s (1984,1995) ‘patientive’ and 
‘transitive-only’; and impersonal, which corresponds to Jacobson’s (1984,1995) ‘elemental’.
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Thus, Miyaoka’s (1984,1996) classification is similar to Jacobson’s (1984,1995), as is 
expected from the fact that both were derived from Reed et al. (1977). However, unlike Jacobson 
(1984,1995), he does not divide his non-agentive bases into those that can marginally inflect 
intransitively (Jacobson’s (1984,1995) ‘transitive-only’) and those that always inflect intransitively 
(Jacobson’s (1984,1995) ‘patientive’).
Another feature of Miyaoka’s (1996) classification is that he points out semantic characteristics 
of agentive and non-agentive bases. Thus, he notes that agentive bases ‘generally describe events 
focusing on the process ofthe A’s [the agent’s] action’ (19%: 343), while non-agentive bases 
‘generally describe events focusing on the result ofthe A’s [the agent’s] action’ (1996:343). 
Although his semantic characterization is too vague for us to predict precisely whether a verb base 
is agentive or non-agentive from its meaning, his statement suggests that the classification into 
agentive and non-agentive bases—a classification made according to morphosyntactic 
criteria—has a semantic basis. This is the issue we will take up in depth in Chapter 4.
3.I.2.4. Leer (1990)
Leer (1990:198-202), on Alutiiq, classifies verb bases into three classes:
(i) intransitive-only bases, which corresponds to Jacobson’s ‘intransitive-only’ and Miyaoka’s 
‘mononominal’;
(ii) ‘agentive,’ which corresponds to Jacobson’s and Miyaoka’s ‘agentive’;
(iii) ‘patientive,’ which corresponds to Jacobson’s ‘transitive-only,’ ‘patientive’ and ‘elemental,’ 
and to Miyaoka’s ‘non-agentive’ and ‘inpersonal.’
Thus, his classification is the simplest in terms of the number of classes distinguished.
3.1.3. Russia
Now we will examine verb base classification in CSY by Russian linguists. In Russia, the issue has
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been addressed somewhat differently than in other areas. We will examine Menovscikov (1967a), 
EmePjanova (1982), and Vaxtin (1981) in that order.
3.1.3.1. Menovscikov (1967a)
Menovscikov (1967a: 65-73) is the first attempt in Russian Eskimo linguistics to classify verb 
bases. His criteria for classifying verb bases are as follows:
(0 whether the verb base can inflect both intransitively and transitively or only intransitively; and
(ii) if it can inflect only intransitively, whether it can be followed by the postbase ‘-to. ’
With these criteria, he divides verb bases into two classes, each with two sub-classes:
(i) Verb bases of type I are underived verb bases that inflect only intransitively. They are subdivided 
into:
(i-a) Verb bases of type la, to which the postbase ‘-to’ cannot attach to yield verb bases that can 
inflect transitively. For example:
(284) CSY 
intransitive 
mulaaghaquq 
mulaagh-aqe-uq 
howl-PROG-IND.3S 
‘it is howling’
Thus, mulaagh- ‘howl’ 1
I refer to the postbase in question with quotation marks (‘-to’) because, as will be shown below, 
there are actually two postbases involved in Menovscikov’s allegedly single postbase.
(i-b) Verb bases of type lb, to which the postbase ‘-to’ can attach to yield verb bases that can inflect 
transitively. For example:
transitive
*mulaaghaqaa
mulaagh-aqe-aa
howl-PROG-iND.3s3s
belongs to this type.
transitive with ‘-ta’ 
*mulaaghtaqaa 
mulaagh-te-aq-aa 
howl-‘ta’-PROG-iND.3s3s
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(285) CSY (Menovscikov (1967a: 71))
intransitive
a. tagiiquq
transitive
*tagiiqaa
tagi-aqe-aa
come-PROG-iND.3s3s
transitive with ‘-ta’ 
tagitaqaa 
tagi-ute-aqe-aa 
come-‘ta’-PROG-iND.3s3s 
‘he; is coming with himj’ 
taghtughtaqaa 
taghtugh-te-aqe-aa 
wake- ‘ta’-PROG-lND.3s3s 
‘he* is waking himj up’
tagi-aqe-uq 
come-PROG-iND.3s 
‘he is coming’
b. taghtughaquq *taghtughaqaa
taghtugh-aqe-aa
wake-PROG-iND.3s3s
taghtugh-aqe-uq 
wake-PROG-iND.3s 
‘he is waking up’
Thus, tagi- ‘come’ (285a) and taghtugh- ‘wake’ (285b) belong to this type.
(ii) Verb bases of type II are verb bases which can inflect both intransitively and transitively. They 
are sub-divided into:
(ii-a) Verb bases of type Ila, which are underived. For example:
(286) CSY (Menovscikov (1967a: 71-72))
intransitive transitive
a. ulimaaquq ulimaaqaa
The presence of the postbase -aqe- ‘PROG’ in these examples may appear to contradict the 
statement that these verbs are ‘underived.’ However, it is because I put glosses on Menovscikov’s 
examples in a standard way that these verbs appear to be derived. It is a convention in Russian 
Eskimo linguistics to cite verbs in the form with the progressive postbase -aqe-. Or, more precisely, 
-aqe- is treated as part of a ‘present indicative’ (Menovscikov (1967a: 67)) ending. Thus, it would
b. kuuvaquq 
kuuve-aqe-uq 
spilI-PROG-IND.3S 
‘it is spilling’
ulima-aqe-uq
make-PROG-iND.3s
‘he is making something’
ulima-aqe-aa
make-PROG-lND.3s3s
‘he is making it’
kuuvaqaa
kuuve-aqe-aa
Spll-PROG-IND.3s3S
‘he is spilling it’
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suit Menovscikov’s conception better to present (286a) as follows:
(287) intransitive
ulimaaquq
ulima-aquq
transitive
ulimaaqaa
ulima-aqaa
make-PRES.iND.3s 
‘he is making something’
make-PJtES.DvD.3s3s 
‘he is making it’
Or, it would be more common outside Russia to present them as follows:
(288) intransitive
ulimaaq
ulima-uq
make-!ND.3s
transitive
ulimaa
ulima-aa
make-lND.3s3s
‘he made something’ ‘he made it’
without -aqe-, which is actually optional (287) and (288) should show more clearly that the verb 
base involved is underived.
Thus, ulima- ‘make’ (286a) and kuuve- ‘spill’ (286b) belong to this type.
(ii-b) Verb bases of type lib, which are derived by attaching the postbase -to to verb bases of type 
lb. Thus, tagite- (< tagi-ute-) ‘come with’ in (285a) and taghtughte- (< taghtugh-te-) ‘wake’ in 
(285b) belong to this type.
It is clear that this classification is very different from those we have examined previously. That 
is, unlike those classifications we have looked at above, Menovscikov’s classification does not take 
into account the correspondence of S with A or O for verb bases of type Ha, which can inflect both 
intransitively and transitively. Thus, ulima- ‘make’ (286a) and kuuve- ‘spill’ (286b), which would 
be classified as agentive and patientive, respectively, by Jacobson’s (1984,1995) criterion, are 
assigned to one and the same class, type Ha In its stead, he brings in a criterion that is not found in 
the classifications we have seen: whether or not the verb base contains the postbase -to. It is
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important to note that his concern is not over whether a given verb base contains any postbase, but, 
as is shown above, over whether it contains the particular postbase -ta. Thus, compare (285b) with:
(289) CSY
taghtughtestaqaa 
taghtugh-teste-aq-aa 
wake-CAUS-PROG-iND.3s3s 
‘hei is making himj wake up’
taghtughte- (< taghtugh-te-) (285b) and taghtughteste- (< taghtugh-teste-) (289) are related to 
taghtugh- (285b) in a similar way—that is, in such a way that we may call them both causative in 
relation to taghtugh-.7 However, he takes into account only verb bases like the former, treating 
them as belonging to a special class, type lib, but not such verb bases as the latter. Thus, although 
taghtughte- and taghtughteste- are similar in containing some postbase and in the relation to 
taghtugh-, their positions in the classification are different. One is accorded a special place in the 
classification, but the other is not. The ground for his different treatment of them is evidently 
attributed to the difference between the postbases that yield them, and their difference lies in 
productivity. That is, ‘-fa,’ which yields taghtughte-, is unproductive, while -teste-, which yields 
taghtughteste-, is productive. This is exactly parallel to Inupiaq +t-, which is unproductive, and 
+pkaq- ~ AtTt-, which is productive, as we saw in Section 2.4.2.2.I. So, just as + t- is an 
unproductive postbase as opposed to +pkaq- ~ Af  It-, which is productive, ‘-to’ is an unproductive 
postbase as opposed to productive -teste-. Thus, his classification is based on the assumption that 
verb bases derived by an unproductive postbase should be accorded a place in classification, but 
those derived by productive postbases should not.
7 Note that -teste- in taghtughteste- is a single postbase, which cannot be analyzed as containing 
-te- of taghtughte- (cf. Badten et al. (1987:299,301)). So taghtughte- and taghtughteste- are 
derived from taghtugh- by two unrelated postbases, despite the partial surface resemblance of the 
postbases -te- and -teste-.
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Thus, he presents a unique view in the classification of verb bases that is not found in other 
works. However, there is one deficiency in it, because of his (mis)treatment ofthe postbase ‘-to,’ 
involved in types lb and lib. That is, he assumes that a single postbase is involved in all instances 
of type lib (and so type lb), which is not actually the case. In feet, he treats two different postbases, 
-te- and -ute-, as a single postbase, ‘-to’ (which is why I have referred to this allegedly single 
postbase with quotation marks (‘-to’)), -te- is an unproductive causative postbase that attaches to 
some intransitive bases to yield verb bases with the meaning ‘to cause to V,’ in the same way as 
Inupiaq +t- (Section 2.4.2.2.1). With this postbase, the S ofthe input verb base corresponds to the 
O of the transitive output base. Examples include (285b) and:
(290) CSY (Badten et al. (1987:301)) 
input intransitive output transitive 
tuquuq tuqutaa
tuqu-uq tuqu-te-aa
die-iND.3s die-TR-iND.3s3s
‘it died’ ‘he killed it’
On the other hand, -ute- is a productive applicative postbase that attaches to any verb bases, 
semantics permitting, to yield verb bases with the meaning ‘to V for, to V with’ etc., in the same 
way as Inupiaq :utT- (Section 2.4.2.2.2). With this postbase, the S ofthe input intransitive base 
corresponds to the A ofthe output transitive base (This postbase can attach to transitive bases as 
well, but we will disregard such cases because he does not consider them.). Examples include 
(285a) and:
(291) CSY (Badten et al. (1987:301)) 
input intransitive output transitive 
inghuuq inghutaa
inghu-uq inghu-ute-aa
pick.berries-lND.3s pick.berries-APPLic-lND.3s3s 
‘he picked berries’ ‘he picked berries for her’
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Thus, Menovscikov mixes two different postbases in verb bases of type lib (and so type lb). If we 
are right in assuming that what he considers crucial in this type is the unproductivity of the 
postbase, then type lib should be made up of only those verb bases that involve -te-, such as 
taghtughte- (285b) and tuqute- (290), but not those involving -ute-, such as tagite- (285c) and 
inghute- (291).
This mixing of postbases is apparently partly due to the formal resemblance of these two 
postbases. In feet, if the input base aids in a, i or u, the output forms are identical in form either 
with -te- or -ute-, so that tuqutaa (290) could mean ‘he, died for himj/ being interpreted as 
containing -ute- in place of -te- (whereas inghutaa (291) may not be interpreted as having -te-, 
which is an unproductive postbase). If he had had access to data on other Eskimo languages, where 
the equivalent of these two postbases is always formally distinguished, he may have distinguished 
-te- and -ute- in his classification.
However, the more essential reason for his mixing of these two postbases is that he does not 
take into account the semantic correspondence ofthe S with the A or O. The feet that with -te-, the 
original S corresponds to the new O, while with -ute-, the original S corresponds to the new Adoes 
not provoke him to recognize two different postbases, or two different functions ofthe allegedly 
single postbase. This disregard for the correspondence of S with Aor O is also found in type Ha, as 
mentioned above. Of course, his concern may have been solely for the strictly formal criteria of 
whether a verb base can inflect intransitively or transitively and whether it can take the postbase 
‘-to,’ and not over the semantic criterion of whether the S corresponds with the Aor O. If so, his 
concern in the verb base classification would appear even farther from those classifications we 
have seen previously, all of which have been concerned with the semantic correspondence of the S 
with the Aor O.
To summarize, Menovscikov’s classification of verb bases is unique in two respects:
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(i) he recognizes the involvement of the unproductive postbase -te- as crucial to the 
classificatioa
(ii) he does not take into account the correspondence of the S with the Aor O.
3.1.3.2. Emel’janova (1982)
Emel’janova (1982) is the only monograph that has ever been devoted exclusively to the 
classification of verb bases in Eskimo. She adopts Menovscikov’s (1967a) dichotomy of verb 
bases into underived and derived, and examines them separately, the former in Chapter in  and the 
latter in Chapter IV. In Chapter IV, she examines not only verb bases with ‘-to,’ for which she 
adopts Menovscikov’s mixing of -te- and -ute-, but also those with other 11 main productive 
postbases, one at a time, which makes this chapter look more a description of each postbase than a 
classification of verb bases, so it is less pertinent to our topic. More relevant to our issue is Chapter 
El, in which she discusses underived verb bases. In this chapter, she divides verb bases into three 
classes, one of them being further subdivided in two sub-classes:
(i) Verb bases with intransitive semantics, which inflect only intransitively.
(ii) Labile verb bases, which can inflect either intransitively or transitively. They are subdivided
into:
(ii-a) Those that cannot yield half-transitive verbs. For example:
(292) CSY (Emel’janova (1982:23))
intransitive
aleghqughaquq
aleghqugh-aqe-uq
speak.to-PROG-iND.3s
transitive
aleghqughaqaa *aleghqughiiquq
aleghqugh-aqe-aa aleghqugh-i-aqe-uq 
speak.to-HtOG-iND.3s3s speak.to-HT-PROG-lND.3s
half-transitive
‘he is speaking (to someone)’ ‘he is speaking to her’
(ii-b) Those that can yield half-transitive verbs. For example:
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(293) CSY (Em el’janova (1982:24)) 
intransitive transitive
aviighaquq aviighaqaa
aviigh-aqe-uq aviigh-aqe-aa 
wipe-PROG-lND.3S wipe-PROG-lND.3s3s 
‘it is being w iped’ ‘he is wiping it’
half-transitive 
aviighiiquq 
aviigh-i-aqe-uq 
wipe-HT-PROG-IND.3S 
‘he is wiping som ething’
(iii) Verb bases with transitive semantics, which inflect only transitively.
Thus, this classification has two criteria:
(a) whether the verb base inflects intransitively, transitively or both
(b) if both whether the verb base may yield half-transitive forms.
The first criterion is by now familiar to us, whereas the second criterion is new. At any rate, these 
two criteria are both strictly formal, just as are those in Menovscikov’s classification Thus, her 
concern is over the verb base classification according to strictly formal criteria, not according to the 
semantic criterion ofthe correspondence of S with Aor O. In this respect, ha- classification is 
similar to Menovscikov’s and differs from classifications we saw above.
3.I.3 .3 . Vaxtin (1981)
Vaxtin (1981), noting that some verb bases inflect only intransitively and others only transitively, 
classifies the rest ofthe verb bases, which may inflect either intransitively or transitively, in CSY 
into four types:
(i) Verb bases of type I are verb bases whose intransitive version has reflexive meaning vis-a-vis 
the corresponding transitive version. For example:
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(294) CSY (Vaxtin (1981:270))
intransitive intransitive
usuqaquq usuqaqaa
usuqe-aqe-uq usuqe-aqe-aa
praise-PROG-iND.3s praise-PRCX>]ND.3s3s
‘he is toasting, he is praising h im self ‘he; is praising hin^’
(ii) Verb bases of type II are verb bases whose transitive version has causative meaning vis-a-vis 
the corresponding intransitive version. For example:
(295) CSY (V axtin(1981:270)) 
intransitive transitive
aliighaquq aliighaqaa
aliigh-aqe-uq aliigh-aqe-aa
become.visible-PROG-lND.3s make.visible-PRCXj-DsD.3s3s 
‘it is becom ing visible’ ‘he is making it visible’
(iii) Verb bases oftype HI are verb bases for which a change of transitivity ‘does not change the 
meaning entirely’ (1981:271) but ‘has a communicative function and serves for logical 
apportionment [changes the definiteness/indefiniteness] of the direct object’ (1981:271). For 
example:
(296) CSY (Vaxtin (1981:271)) 
intransitive transitive
akuziiquq akuziiqaa
akuzi-aqe-uq akuzi-aqe-aa
talk-PROG-iND.3s akuzi-PRCXHND.3s3s
‘he is talking (to som eone)’ ‘he* is talking to hirrij’
(iv) Verb bases of type IV are a small class of verb bases that may behave either like those of type 
II or like those of type ID. For example:
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(297) CSY (Vaxtin 1981:271)
intransitive
gaaghaquq
gaagh-aqe-uq
COOk-PROG-IND.3S
transitive
gaaghaqaa
gaagh-aqe-aa
cook-PROG-!ND.3s3s
‘it is cooking’ or ‘he is cooking (something)’ ‘he is cooking it’
Thus, with the first reading ofthe intransitive version coupled with the transitive version, gaagh- 
‘cook’ behaves like type II, whereas with its second reading coupled with the transitive version, it 
behaves like type III.
To summarize, Vaxtin’s (1981) classification is more similar to those made outside Russia than 
to those by Menovscikov and Emel’janova, in that it is based on the correspondence of the S with 
the Aor O. Thus, for verb bases of types I and II, the S corresponds with the O, whereas for those 
of type III, it corresponds with the A
Another reason this classification is unique among those we have discussed, which are based 
on the correspondence of the S with the A or O is that he recognizes a class of verb bases for which 
the S may correspond either with the A or with O (type IV). This point has been made only by 
Vaxtin in Eskimo linguistics, but it is a significant point, and we will have more to say about such 
verb bases in Chapter 5.
This completes our survey of the literature on verb base classification in Eskimo linguistics. In the 
next section, we will discuss how they are similar and how they differ from one another, to prepare 
for our definition of agentive and patientive bases.
3.2. Discussion
Having reviewed the literature on classification of verb bases, let us examine the similarities and 
differences between the classifications. The table below shows how classes correspond among
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different classifications.
Kleinschmidt
(1991
[1851])
Bergsland
(1955)
Reedet
al.
(1977)
Vaxtin
(1981)
Jacobson
(1984,
1995)
Miyaoka 
(1984,1996)
Leer (1990)
A naturally-
intransitive
intransitive
only
(not
labeled)
(not
labeled)
intransitive-
only
mononominal intransitive-
only
B (not
labeled)
agentive type in agentive agentive agentive
C both-
transitive-
and-
intransitive
D (not noted) (not noted) (not
noted)
type IV (not noted) (not noted) (not noted)
E naturally-
transitive
(not
labeled)
non-
agentive
type II elemental impersonal patientive
F patientive non-agentive
G type I
H transitive
only
(not
labeled)
(not
labeled)
transitive-
only
Now, except for Kleinschmidt, we notice three groups of classes on which all the linguists 
concerned agree: class A, classes B-C, and classes E-H. Class A is a group of verb bases that only 
inflect intransitively; classes B-C are a group of verb bases that inflect either intransitively or
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transitively and for which the S corresponds with the A; and classes E-H are a group of verb bases
(a) that only inflect transitively or (b) that inflect either intransitively or transitively and for which 
the S corresponds with the O. The first two groups do not seem to need further comments, since no 
linguists subdivide either ofthem, except Kleinschmidt, who, as we saw in Section 3.1.1.1, does 
not provide the grounds for distinguishing classes B and C. Greater disagreement is found in 
classes E-H. Let us look at each dividing line and examine each linguist’s rationale for drawing or 
not drawing a line.
First, let us look at the line between E and F-H. Jacobson (1984) and Miyaoka (1996) draw a 
dividing line here to distinguish verb bases such as CAY ciku- ‘freeze,’ which deal with processes 
of nature, and other verb bases such as CAY tamar- ‘ lose. ’ This distinction is unique in that it is 
semantically motivated, while all the others are morphosyntactically motivated. Apparently, this is 
the reason why not all linguists draw a line here. Thus, on the morphosyntactic basis, class E may 
be viewed as constituting a sub-group of classes E-H, rather than as making up a class of its own 
on a par with F-H. However, there is some syntactic evidence that speaks for its possible status as a 
single class. Thus, whereas verb bases from classes F-H can become half-transitive, verb bases 
from class E cannot. Consider the following examples:
(298) Inupiaq
a. Tammagaa. 
tammaq+kaa 
lose-iND.3s3s 
‘He lost i t ’
b. Tammaimq. 
tammaq:i+tuq
lose-HT-[ND.3S 
‘He lost som ething.’
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(299) Inupiaq
a. Qiqitkaa. 
qiqit+kaa
freeze-JND.3s3s
‘It (natural force) froze it.; It froze.’
b. * Qiqitchiruq. 
qiqit+si+tuq
freeze-HT-lND.3s
Thus, as (298b) shows, tammaq- ‘lose,’ from classes F-H, can become half-transitive, while as 
(299b) shows, qiqit- ‘freeze,’ from class E, cannot. This morphosyntactic behavior of verb bases 
from class E is related to the fact that such verb bases always have as their A a third-person singular 
that vaguely implies natural force, which cannot be foregrounded by being put into the S of 
half-transitive clauses. That is, the division between E and F-H has a semantic as well as 
morphosyntactic motivation: verb bases from class E, unlike those from F-H, deal with processes 
of nature, and they cannot be made half-transitive, unlike the latter.
Next, let us look at a dividing line between class F and class G. Vaxtin (1980) draws a dividing 
line here. This distinction is motivated by the difference between verb bases for which the S 
assumes the semantic role ofthe corresponding O and those for which the S assumes the semantic 
role of both the corresponding A and O. Thus, their difference may be formulated as follows: 
class F: S = O ^A  
class G: S = 0 = A
In other words, class F is a class of verb bases whose intransitive version is semantically equivalent 
to the passive or anticausative ofthe transitive version, or—viewed in the opposite 
direction—whose transitive version is semantically equivalent to the causative ofthe intransitive 
version, whereas class G is a class of verb bases whose intransitive version is semantically 
equivalent to the reflexive ofthe transitive version. This distinction seems well motivated, since 
passive (or anticausative or causative) and reflexive are different processes in many other
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languages. However, it presents a difficulty when actually applied here. That is, one cannot divide 
the verb bases in question sharply in two. Actually, the intransitive versions of many, though by no 
means all, of these verb bases can have both passive (or anticausative) and reflexive meanings 
vis-a-vis the transitive version under appropriate circumstances. Note that Kleinschmidt (1991 
[1851]) gives both passive and reflexive meanings for the intransitive version of (272a, b):
(272) Greenlandic (Kleinschmidt (1991 [1851]: 54-55))
intransitive transitive
a  toquppoq toquppaa
toqut-poq
kill-iND.3s
‘he kills himself, he is dead, he has been killed’
toqut-paa
kill-iND.3s3s
‘he kills him’
avigpaa
avik-paa
cut.up-iND.3s3s
‘he cuts it’
b. avigpoq 
avik-poq 
cut.up-lND.3s
‘he cuts him self, he has been cut’
Also, see the following examples from Vaxtin (1981):
(300) CSY (Vaxtin (1981:269))
a  Yugem iqangighaqaa ilani anigumeng.
yuk-em  iqangigh-aqe-aa ila-ni anigu-meng
man-REL.S clean-PROG-iND.3s3s fiiend-ABS.3ss snow-MOD.S
‘The man is cleaning his friend o f  snow.’
b. Yuuk iqangighaquq anigumeng.
yuk-o iqangigh-aqe-uq anigu-m eng
man-ABS.S clean-PROG-lND.3s snow-MOD.S
‘The man is cleaning him self o f  snow.’
c. Anuqem tuma iqangighaqaa
anuqe-m tuma-0 iqangigh-aqe-aa
wind-REL.S road-ABS.s clean-PROG-iND.3s3s
‘The wind is cleaning the road.’
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d. Tuma iqangighaquq.
tume-0 iqangigh-aqe-uq
road-ABS.s clean-PR0G-iND.3s
‘The road is being cleaned. ’
Vaxtin (1981) claims that, since (300b) has reflexive meaning in contrast to (300a), iqangigh- ‘to 
clean’ in (300a, b) belongs to his type I (our present class G), whereas, since (300c) has causative 
meaning in contrast to (300d), iqangigh- ‘to clean’ in (300c, d) belongs to his type II (our present 
class F). From such examples, he concludes that in order to tell whether a given verb base is of type 
I or type II, it is necessary to consider the meaning of the related NPs. However, this is tantamount 
to saying that the distinction between his type I and type II is not one of verb bases but of clauses. 
Actually, given that the S of the verb base in question is identified at least with the O, it is 
predictable that (300b), with animate S, probably has reflexive meaning, the S assuming the role of 
the corresponding the A and O, and that (300d), with inanimate S, cannot normally have reflexive 
meaning but passive (or anticausative) meaning, the S assuming only the role of the corresponding
O. Thus, the following sentence, with one word added to (300b), is like (300d) rather than (300b) 
in having passive (or anticausative) meaning:
(301) CSY
Tuqumalghii yuuk iqangighaquq (anigumeng).
tuqu-ma-lghii-o yuk-o iqangigh-aqe-uq anigu-m eng
die-PERF-AN-ABS.S man-ABS.S clean-PROG-lND.3s snow-MD.S 
‘The dead man w as cleaned o f  snow .’
Thus, it is not clear that this distinction is real in Eskimo grammar, given that one needs to turn to 
the meaning of other elements in the clause in order to classify the verb base.
Next, let us examine class H as opposed to classes F-G The criterion of distinguishing class H 
is purely morphological that the verb base inflects transitively but not intransitively. For that matter, 
class H may seem equally distinct from all the other classes: class A, which inflects only
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intransitively, and classes B-Q which inflect either transitively or intransitively. However, 
Kleinschmidt (1851), Miyaoka (1996) and Leer (1990) do not set up a distinct class here, but rather 
combine it with classes F-G. Their reason for this combination is obviously that the border line 
between F-G and H is not clear. That is, verb bases in class H not only do inflect intransitively in 
some cases, but also, when they do, they behave like the verb bases in classes F-Q rather than like 
those in classes B-C. Thus, Jacobson (1984:19) notes that in CAY, ‘Some of the verbs in this 
group [H] can take intransitive endings, but only marginally and in conjunction with a word such 
as ellminek ‘himself or ak’a ‘already’. In such cases the meaning is reflexive... or passive....’ 
(italics and boldfaces original). This similarity of class H to classes F-G is also confirmed by data in 
Inupiaq. Thus, even when speakers reject verb bases from class H inflecting intransitively, they can 
nevertheless explain what they would mean. For example,
(302) Inupiaq
a. nuqitkaa 
niqit+kaa 
pull-iND.3s3s 
‘he pulled it’
b.? nuqittuq 
nuqit+tuq
pull-IND.3S
As (302) shows, nuqi’t- ‘pull’ belongs in class H, because it inflects transitively and not 
intransitively. However, it is not that the intransitive version (302b) has no meaning. When asked 
why such forms as (302b) are not good, speakers can actually explain by telling how odd their 
meaning would be. Thus, (302b) would mean something like ‘it pulled itself’ which would be 
practically absurd. It is very different from when verb bases in class A inflect transitively. For 
example:
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(303) Inupiaq
a. aggiqsuq 
aggiq+tuq 
come-lND.3s 
‘he cam e’
b. * aggigaa 
aggiq+kaa
com e-iND.3s3s
Speakers cannot explain why they reject such forms as (303b) as they do for (302b): it is rejected 
not because its meaning is strange, but because it is simply not a word. Thus, verb bases in class H 
normally do not inflect intransitively, but not in the same way as those in class A do not inflect 
transitively; the former do not inflect intransitively because of the resultant nonsensical meanings, 
whereas the latter do not inflect transitively because they cannot. Furthermore, when verb bases in 
class H inflect intransitively, though marginally, they are always like those in class F-G in having 
the S correspond with the O, as quoted above from Jacobson (1984) and as shown in (302), but 
never like those in classes B-C. That is, verb bases in class H are not as distinct from those in 
classes E-G as from those in classes B-C. They are similar to the former in such a way that it is 
often hard to distinguish clearly, whereas they are clearly distinct from the latter. Kleinschmidt’s, 
Miyaoka’s and Leer’s lumping together of class H and classes F-G is obviously motivated by this 
feet, while others still see some significance in setting up a separate class, blurred though its border 
maybe.
Thus, verb bases that are classified by some linguists as inflecting only transitively may 
marginally inflect intransitively as well. However, there is actually a set of verb bases that always 
inflect only transitively. Such are verb bases derived from a noun base by the postbase -gi- ‘have 
as.’ Consider the following examples:
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(304) Inupiaq
a Aqutim agnaq Hisautrigigaa.
arjuti-m agnaq+0 i|isautri+gi+kaa
man-REL.s woman-ABS.S teacher-have.as-iND.3s3s
‘The wom an is the man’s teacher.; lit.: The man has the wom an as his teacher. ’
b. * ilisautrigiruq
ilisautrigT ‘have as one’s teacher’ inflects transitively, as in (304a), but not intransitively, as in 
(304b), like any other verb bases derived from a noun base by -gT. For these verb bases, unlike 
such verb bases as nuqit- ‘pull’ (302), the intransitive version is not even marginally possible but 
is simply not a word, just like the transitive versions of verb bases of class A, as in (303b). Speakers 
reject such forms as (304b) without being able to explain how strange their meanings would be. 
Thus, verb bases like ihsautrigT- ‘have as one’s teacher’ are genuine verb bases that inflect only 
transitively. Actually, such are not restricted to verb bases involving -g'K Although few in number, 
some other verb bases, such as itchaqT- ‘enter N’s house’ and pituqqaqi- ‘appear in front o f’ are 
genuine verb bases that inflect only transitively, like ilisautrigT- ‘have as one’s teacher.’ What is 
common to all such verb bases seems to be that they all contain some postbase, that is, they are 
complex verb bases, consisting of a base plus (a) postbase(s), although I have not been able to 
identify the (probably unproductive) postbase(s) in many cases, as in the cases of itchaqT- ‘enter 
_’s house’ and pituqqaqi- ‘appear in front of ’ Class H may then be subdivided into two classes: 
verb bases such as nuqi’t- ‘pull,’ which may marginally inflect intransitively, and verb bases such 
as iHsautrigT- ‘have as one’s teacher,’ which never inflect intransitively. The forma- would be 
close to classes F-G, while the latter would be equally distinct from all the other classes, including 
the former. However, no classification yet examined considers the latter as an independent class. 
This is apparently due to the assumption implicit in those classifications that they are meant to 
classify only simplex verb bases, although in Eskimo—a highly polysynthetic language—it is not 
always easy to clearly distinguish simplex from complex or derived bases. It would be interesting
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if we could uncover some or other features, such as semantic, that distinguish verb bases such as 
nuq'l't- ‘puli’ from verb bases such as ilisautrigT- ‘have as one’s teacher,’ besides the 
morphological feature that the former can marginally, but the latter cannot, inflect intransitively. 
However, no such features are visible to me.
Lastly, some comments on class D are in order. This class is pointed out solely by Vaxtin 
(1981), but verb bases belonging in this class are by no means irregular or exceptional, nor 
restricted to CSY, even though they are fewer in number than others. Thus, Inupiaq does have this 
class of verb bases. For example:
(305) Inupiaq
a. Agnam igagaa imigauraq.
agnaq-m iga+kaa imigauraq+0
woman-RELS cook-lND.3s3s soup-ABS.S
‘The woman cooked the soup.’
b. Agnaq igaruq.
agnaq+0 iga+tuq
woman-ABS.s cook-iND.3s
‘The wom an cooked.’
c. Imigauraq igaruq.
imigauraq+0 iga+tuq
soup-ABS.S cook-lND.3s
‘The soup cooked.’
This finding of Vaxtin’s (1981) has not attracted due attention, but such verb bases invite further 
consideration. They will be the main topic of Chapter 5.
To summarize, despite various differences, all the classifications (except Kleinschmidt’s on a 
rather minor point) agree in distinguishing three major classes of verb bases:
(i) those that inflect only intransitively;
(ii) those that inflect either transitively or intransitively, with the S corresponding with the A; and
(iii) those that inflect either transitively or (at least potentially) intransitively, with the S
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corresponding with the O.
Most linguists make finer distinctions than these, and that, as we have seen, for good reason. 
Disagreements arise in where to draw such distinctions. For our purposes, more important than 
such disagreements is that most linguists agree in distinguishing the three major classes of verb 
bases as above. And this most basic distinction is the one by which we will recognize agentive and 
patientive bases. That is, class (ii) above will be agentive bases, and class (iii) will be patientive 
bases in the following chapters. This turns out to be the same as Leer’s (1990) classification 
(Section 3.1.2.4). It is not that the other classifications are inferior to Leer’s and my classification, 
but rather that, in the following chapters, I want to concentrate on the most basic distinction upon 
which all the linguists concerned have agreed.
3.3. My definition of agentive and patientive bases
I will now provide my definition of agentive and patientive bases. Agentive bases are verb bases (i) 
for which the S corresponds with the A or (ii) which do not require a half-transitive postbase to 
become antipassive, while patientive bases are verb bases (i) for which the S corresponds with the 
O or (ii) which require a half-transitive postbase to become antipassive. Thus, the following are the 
tests for determining the class of a verb base:
(306) Tests for determining the class of a verb base
a. Attach both intransitive and transitive endings to it:
i. If transitive endings are impossible, it is an intransitive-only base.
ii. If intransitive and transitive endings are both possible:
a. IftheS corresponds with the A, it is an agentive base,
p. If the S corresponds with the O, it is a patientive base.
iii. If the intransitive endings are infelicitous, it is either a transitive-only base or 
a patientive base.
b. (If transitive endings are possible,) Make it antipassive:
i. If it cannot become antipassive, it is a transitive-only base.
ii. If it does not require a half-transitive postbase, it is an agentive base.
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(306a) should be obvious from the discussion in the preceding section. Thus, intransitive-only 
bases are verb bases of class A in the preceding section, while transitive-only bases are verb bases 
that never inflect intransitively, even marginally, such as ihsautrigV- ‘have as one’s teacher’ in class 
H, which were discussed in the preceding section. All the rest, which can inflect either 
intransitively or transitively, belong to labile bases.8 Labile bases are divided in two: those for 
which the S corresponds with the A are agentive bases, and those for which the S corresponds with 
the O are patientive bases. Thus, consider the following examples:
(307) Inupiaq
a. Aqun iputtuq.
aquti+0 iput+tuq
man-ABS.S row-iND.3s
‘The man rowed.’
b. Ar)utim iputkaa qayaq.
aquti-m iput+kaa qayaq+0
man-REL.S row-lND.3s3s kayak-ABS.S
‘The man rowed the kayak’
c. Ayaupiaq pigittuq.
ayaupiaq+0 pigit+tuq
cane-ABS.S bend-lND.3s
‘The cane bent.’
d. Aqutim pigitkaa ayaupiaq.
arjuti-m pigit+kaa ayaupiaq+0
man-REL.S bend-lND.3s3s cane-ABS.S
‘The man bent the cane.’
iput- ‘row’ (307a, b) is an agentive base, because the S corresponds with the A  whereas pig'l't- 
‘bend’ (307c, d) is a patientive base, because the S corresponds with the O.
However, (306a) alone does not always work out. Consider the following examples:
8 The term ‘labile’ is from Okobava (1942).
iii. If it requires a half-transitive postbase, it is a patientive base.
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(308) Inupiaq
a. Ar)utim nuqitkaa aktunaaq.
aquti-m nuqit+kaa akfunaaq+0
man-REL.S pull-lND.3s3s rope-ABS.S
‘The man pulled the rope.’
b. ? aktunaaq nuqittuq
akfunaaq-0 nuqit+tuq
rope-ABS.S pull-iND.3s
The intransitive nuqi’t- ‘pull’ is not commonly accepted, as we saw in the preceding section, but 
this fact alone does not tell us whether it is not a word, in which case the verb base will be 
transitive-only, or it is a possible word but rejected because of semantic implausibility, in which 
case the verb base will be patientive. So we need another reliable test to determine whether verb 
bases such as nuqi’t- ‘pull’ are transitive-only or patientive, and that test is antipassivization (306b).
Recall from Section 2.4.2.1.2 that agentive bases do not require a half-transitive postbase to 
become antipassive, because their intransitive version is already antipassive, whereas patientive 
bases do. Compare (307a, b) and (307c, d) with the following:
(309) Inupiaq
a. Aqun iputtuq qayyami.
ar)Uti-0 iput+tuq qayaq-mi
man-ABS.S row-lND.3s kayak-LOC.S
‘The man rowed (in) a kayak. ’
b. Aqun pigitchiruq ayaupiamik.
ar)uti-0 pigit+si+tuq ayaupiaq-mik
man-ABS.s bend-HT-iND.3s cane-MOD.s
‘The man bent a  cane.’
iput- ‘row,’ which is agentive, does not take a half-transitive postbase to become antipassive, 
whereas pigit- ‘bend,’ which is patientive, does require a half-transitive postbase to become 
antipassive. This holds true not only for verb bases with well-accepted intransitive versions, but
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also for those for which intransitive versions are only marginal. Thus, compare (308) with:
(310) Arjun nuqitchiruq akfunaamik.
aquti+0 nuqit+si+tuq aklunaaq-Mmik
man-ABS.S pull-HT-lND.3s rope-MOD.S
‘The man pulled a rope.’
By contrast, transitive-only bases, for which the intransitive version is not a word, do not have 
antipassives, whether with or without a half-transitive postbase. Thus, compare (304) with:
(311) * arjun ilisautrigiruq/ ilisautrigisriruq agnamik
ar)uti+0 ijisautri+gi+tuq/ ijisautri+gi+si+tuq agnaq^-mik
man-ABS.S teacher-have.as-iND.3s/ teacher-have.as-HT-iND.3s woman-MOD.S
Thus, verb bases derived by +gi- cannot become antipassive. Therefore, whether or not a verb 
base requires a half-transitive postbase to be antipassive can be another test for determining 
whether it is agentive or patientive. That is, if a verb base that can inflect transitively does not 
require a half-transitive postbase to be antipassive, it is agentive; if it does require one, it is 
patientive; and if it cannot become antipassive in any way, it is transitive-only.
There is also a set of cases in which the correspondence test (306a) and the antipassive test 
(306b) do not yield the same result. Consider the following examples:
(312) Inupiaq
a. Kuuk qiqittuq.
kuuk+0 qiqit+tuq
river-ABS.S freeze-lND.3s
‘The river froze.’
b. Kuuk qiqitkaa.
kuuk+0 qiqit+kaa
river-ABS.S fieeze-lN D .3s3s
‘The river froze.’
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According to the correspondence test, qiqi't- ‘freeze’ will be a patientive base, because the S of the 
intransitive version (312a) corresponds with the O of the transitive version (312b). Thus, we would 
expect it to become antipassive with a half-transitive postbase. This expectation, however, is not 
borne out. It cannot become antipassive whether with or without a half-transitive postbase, as 
illustrated by the following examples:
(313) Inupiaq
*kuur)mik qiqitchiruq/ qiqittuq 
kuuk-Hmik qiqit+si+tuq/ qiqit+tuq
river-MOD.S freeze-HT-lND.3s/ freeze-lND.3s
Here we have a discrepancy between the correspondence test and the antipassive test. Actually, 
such discrepancies are found with all bases that refer to natural phenomena (class E in Section 3.2). 
We can attribute the impossibility of antipassives with such verb bases to their meanings. 
Antipassives are not possible with such verb bases because (i) such verb bases have ambient 
natural force as A and because (ii) the function of antipassive clauses is to foregound A, whereas 
ambient natural force may not be foregrounded by nature. Apiece of evidence that shows that Aof 
such verb bases may not be foregrounded can be seen from the feet that such an A cannot be 
expressed overtly by a personal pronoun.9 Thus, compare (312b) with the following example:
(314) *llaan kuuk qiqitkaa.
kuuk+0 qiqit+kaa
3s .rel river-ABS.s freeze-iND.3s3s
Thus, this discrepancy between the tests can be viewed as resulting from the non-fulfillment of 
(306b.iii) for semantic reasons, so we can turn only to (306a.ii.P) and consider such bases as 
patientive.
9 I owe this observation to Lawrence Kaplan (p.c.).
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Having defined agentive and patientive bases in Chapter 3, we will now examine how agentive 
and patientive bases are distributed, in other words, how the polarity of a labile base is determined. 
(I use the term ‘polarity’ to mean the property of a verb base of being agentive or patientive. 
Although this tom  has another sense, o f‘positive/negative contrastivrty’ (Crystal (2003:358)), 
which sense is intended in each instance of use will be clear from the context. The term ‘polarity’ in 
our sense was suggested by Steven Jacobson (p.c.).)
4.1. Previous studies
There are several Eskimo linguists who attempt to identify the semantic characteristics of agentive 
and patientive bases. So let us look at what they have to say.
Kleinschmidt (1991 [1851]), as we saw in the preceding chapter, characterizes classes of verb 
bases in Greenlandic in semantic terms. That is, his naturally-transitive bases (our patientive bases) 
are characterized as expressing an action performed by the agent and directed toward the patient, 
while his naturally-intransitive bases (overlapping with our agentive bases) are characterized as 
expressing an action autonomous of the agent without regard to who brings about this action.
Mallon (1976:47-48,1995:11-12) notes on ECI that patientive bases ‘are mostly verbs that 
suggest some sort of action impinging on the object, often but not always violent’ (1995:11) and 
that patientive bases denote momentary actions, while agentive bases denote continuous actions.
Woodbury (1981:287-289), in providing examples of agentive and patientive bases in CAY, 
divides each class into several semantic groups. Thus, he divides agentive bases into those that 
refer to communication, eating, sensation, obtaining, bringing about change of state, motion and 
others, and patientive bases into those that refer to bringing about qualities, speaking, change of 
state, causing to change position, subjective experience, motion and others.
Chapter 4. Distribution of agentive and patientive bases
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Hayatsu (1986:4-5) notes that the transitive version of patientive bases in CAY denotes actions 
whose primary purpose is to bring about a change in the patient, more specifically: change of shape, 
such as destruction and cutting; change of quality, quantity or state; movement or change of 
location; change of configuration, such as adding or removing; change of presence, such as 
appearance and disappearance; change of posture, direction or course; and so on
Johns (1987:90-103), onECI, characterizes agentive bases as ‘denoting ongoing activities, 
including those of movement’ (1987:93), and patientive bases as denoting an event or a change of 
state, e.g. of position, quality, etc., which may or may not have been brought about by an external 
entity.
Finally, Miyaoka (19%) notes on CAY that agentive bases ‘generally describe events focusing 
on the process of the A’s action’ (1996:343), and that patientive bases ‘generally describe events 
focusing on the result ofthe A’s action’ (19%: 343).
Thus, all the linguists cited above share the idea that agentive and patientive bases can be 
characterized in semantic terms, or, to put it differently, that a labile base is assigned to the agentive 
or patientive class (at least partially) on the basis of its meaning.
In the following sections, I will examine the issue ofthe distribution of agentive and patientive 
bases from the same point of view as the linguists cited above, but in more detail. More specifically, 
I will present the polarity of all the labile bases and identify semantic features that characterize 
agentive and patientive bases.
4.2. Agentive/patientive distribution
In this section, I will investigate how agentive and patientive bases are distributed in Inupiaq. For 
that purpose, I will divide the labile bases into two groups: lexical verb bases and those derived by 
postbases. I will show that there are several semantic features that characterize agentive and 
patientive bases that belong to the former group, whereas the polarity of the latter group is
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determined by the specific postbase used. I will examine the former group in Section 4.3.1 and the 
latter group in Section 4.3.2.
4.2.1. Lexical verb bases
In this section I will try to determine what kind of semantic feature makes an agentive base 
agentive and a patientive base patientive. To investigate this issue, I will present the polarity of all 
the labile bases that I have learned so far to pick out some semantic features that characterize 
agentive and patientive bases. To present the polarity of all the labile bases, I will divide them into 
semantic groups, because that will facilitate the understanding ofthe data than just presenting them 
in the alphabetical order. (For dividing them into semantic groups, I consulted such works as Dixon 
(1988,2005) and Levin (1993), as well as those works by Eskimo linguists cited in Section 4.1.) 
And in each semantic group, I will try to find out how the semantic features of each verb base 
contribute to its polarity.
I will now show the labile bases that belong to each semantic group. I will provide the meaning 
ofthe transitive version in double quotes, and that of the intransitive version in single quotes only 
where it is not predictable from that ofthe transitive version. In cases where a verb base has 
selectional restrictions on the patient, the type of patient it takes is indicated in brackets.
A. Motion and rest
Verb bases that refer to motion and rest may be subdivided into those that refer to:
(a) the agent’s motion or rest with respect to the patient;
(b) the patient’s motion or rest caused by the agent.
Let us examine each of them in turn:
A-a. Verb bases whose intransitive version refers to the agent’s motion or rest and whose transitive
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version refers to the agent’s motion or rest with respect to the patient. For example:
(315) a. Arjutim utigaa tupiq.
aquti-m utiq+kaa tupiq+0
man-REL.S retum-lND.3s3s house-ABS.S
‘The man returned to the house.’
b. Aqun utiqtuq tupigmun.
arjuti+0 utiq+tuq tupiq-^mun
man-ABS.S retum-lND.3s house-TRM.S
‘The man returned to a house.’
They may be further subdivided according to the semantic role of the patient. The patient may be:
A-a-L the goal of a translational motion.
Agentive: akpak- “enter up into”; inniaq- “go to visit (person)”; is'l’q- “enter”; mit- “land
at”; nakkaagaq- “dive into”; tikia- “come to (of wind etc.)”; tikisaaq- “approach”; tiklt- 
“reach from distance, after a journey”; tulak- “get to the other side of (river etc.)”; Uti'q- 
“retumto”.
Patientive: Utlak- “go up to”.
A-a-ii. the goal of a postural motion.
Agentive: aquvTt- “sit down on”; aquvrik- “fell and sit down on”; kirjiaq- “turn one’s head
forward to”; mau- “step into”; saat- “turn one’s body to”; Sitquq- “kneel down on”; tati- 
“lean on”; tuti- “step on”; tutmaq- “step on many times”.
A-a-iii. the locus of a motion.
Agentive: ataaq- “descend”; ataut- “go under”; atqaq- “go down”; ikaaq- “cross
slowly”; ikaqtuq- “cross swiftly”; itivrak- “jump over”; maugaq- “walk along”;
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mayuaq- “climb (tree)”; mayuq- “go up (hill etc)”; naluk- “swim across”; nuttagaq- 
“jump over step by step”; nutik- “jump over”; paamguq- “crawl on”; puuvraq- “swim 
in.”
A-a-iv. the point of passage of a motion
Agentive: apqusraaq- “pass”; qaarjiq- “pass”; sargut- “pass (something on land) by
boat.”
A-a-v. the axis of a rotation
Agentive: kaivTt- “go around (something)”; kaivraaq- “go around (something).”
A-a-vi. the point of departure of a (translational or postural) motion
Agentive: ayuuq- “go far away from”; qimak- “escape, flee”; tunut- “turn back to.”
A-a-vii. the locus of rest.
Agentive: aquppi- “sit on”; iva- “sit on (eggs) (of bird)”; tuk'l'q- “stand firm on”
For these types of bases, the patient is location, which may not be viewed as affected by the agent’s 
motion or rest, and they are agentive.
An exception is Utlak- “go up to” (A-a-i), which, nearly synonymous with agentive tikit- 
“reach from a distance, after travel” (A-a-i) at least as far as English translation goes, is 
nevertheless patientive. There is also a difference, however, in selectional restriction between these 
two: Utlak- “go up to” subcategorizes for humans or units of humans, such as a village, while 
tikit- “reach from a distance, after travel” can take any type ofNP, including location, as its patient 
as for as it denotes destinatioa Thus, compare:
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(316) a. Ar]utim tikitchaa agnaq/nunaaqqiq/kuuk.
aquti-m tikit+kaa agnaq+0/nunaaqqiq+0/kuuk+0
man-REL.S reach-lND.3s3swoman-ABS.s/village-ABS.S/river-ABS.S 
‘The man reached the woman/the village/the river.’
b. Aqun tikitchuq agnamuiVnunaaqqimun/kuuqmun
aquti+0 tikit+tuq agnaq-mun/nunaaqqiq-mun/kuuk-mun
man-abs.s reach-lND.3s woman-TRM.s/village-TRM.S/river-TRM.S
‘The man reached a woman/a village/a river.’
(317) a. Aqutim utlakaa agnaq/nunaaqqiq/*kuuk.
aquti-m utlak+kaa agnaq+0/nunaaqqiq+0/*kuuk+0
man-REL.S reach-ind.3s3s woman-ABS.s/village-ABS.S/*river-ABS.S
‘The man went up to the wom an/ the village/ *the river.’
b. Aqun utlairuq agnamik/nunaaqqimik/*kuuqmik.
aquti+0 utlak:i+tuq agnaq-^mik/nunaaqqiq+mik/*kuuk-HTiik
man-ABS.S reach-HT-!ND.3s woman-MCD.s/village-MOD.S/*river-MOD.S
‘The man went up to a woman/a village/*a river. ’10
Notice that tiklt- “reach,” which does not require a half-transitive postbase to be antipassive, 
making it agentive (316b), can have a location, such as kuuk ‘river,’ as its patient, whereas Utlak- 
“reach,” which does require a half-transitive postbase to be antipassive, making it patientive (317b), 
cannot have a location as its patient. Thus, Utlak- “reach” differs from other bases found in this 
semantic group, which have locations as their patient. Utlak- “reach” has human patients, and is 
patientive.
A-b. Verb bases whose intransitive version refers to the patient’s motion or state of rest and whose 
transitive version refers to the agent’s causing the patient to be in motion or at rest. They may be
10 The difference in case marking for the patient in the antipassive sentence, the terminalis for 
tiklt- and the modalis for Utlak- conforms to the general tendency that antipassive sentences 
overtly marked with the half-transitive postbase more strongly require the patient to appear in the 
modalis case than those not overtly marked, which more freely allow the patient to appear in other 
oblique cases depending on the meaning.
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A-b-i. Verb bases whose transitive version refers to the agent’s and patient’s joint translational 
motion under the agent’s control For example:
(318) a Arjutim akiyagaa suluun.
arjuti-m akiyaq+kaa suluuti+0
man-REL.S carry.by.hand-lND.3s3s box-ABS.S
‘The man carried the box by hand.’
b. Arjun akiyaqtuq suluutmik.
arjuti+0 akiyaq+tuq suluutkmik
man-ABS.S carry.by.hand-lND.3s box-ABS.S
‘The man carried a box by hand.’
Agentive: akiyaq- “carry by hand”; amaaq- “carry on the back”; iqsruk- “carry on
shoulder”; k a k a a q - “carry (person) on shoulders”; kafft- “drag (boat)”; n a tm a k - “carry on 
the back”; q a m u k - “pull (sled) along”; s a a g a q - “carry by hand”; u k a m m a q - “pull (boat) 
upriver with rope”; U S lia q - “take in vehicle.”
Patientive: aat- “take away”; ai- ‘Tetch”; isiq- “bring in”; UVUrjaq- “bring here.”
The difference between agentive and patientive bases, hoe, is that the former portray the 
manner in which the agent moves the patient or the specific locus of the agent while the patient is 
in motion, that is, they have ‘highly agent-oriented meaning components’ (Haspelmath (1993:93)), 
which are lacking in the latter. And those having agent-oriented meaning components are agentive, 
while those that are neutral in this respect are patientive.
A-b-ii. Verb bases whose transitive version refers to the agent’s causing the patient’s translational 
motion without the agent making the same motion. For example:
subdivided into:
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(319) a. Aqutim nuqitkaa aktunaaq.
aguti-m nuqit+kaa aktunaaq+0
man-REL.S pull-lND.3s3s rope-ABS.S
‘The man pulled the rope.’
b. Aqun nuqitchiruq aktunaamik.
arjuti+0 nuqit+si+tuq akfunaaq-mik
man-ABS.s pull-ANTiP-iND.3s rope-MOD.S
‘The man pulled a rope.’
Patientive: amu- “pull up (net)”; igi't- “throw”; ija- “add”; iqpiq- “pull off(blanket etc)”;
kivik- “lift”; man?- “show, bring forward”, ‘show up’; nuktaq- “move around”; nuq'l't- 
“pull”; nuut- “move”; piiq- “remove”; qaki't- “pull up”; qauq- “lift (something frozen and 
stuck to the ground)”; qigattaq- ‘Praise (house etc.)”; simmTq- “exchange, renew”; 
tuwaq- “put away.”
These verb bases denote the change of the patient’s location, but not that of the agent, and they 
are all patientive.
A-b-iii. Verb bases whose transitive version refers to the agent’s causing the patient’s 
non-translational motion and subsequent rest.
Patientive: ayak- “prop up”; makTt- “stand up,” ‘get up’; mumik- “turn over”; nappaq-
“stand, erect”; palluq- “turn over,” ‘lie on one’s stomach’; uh't- “turn inside out”; UVfq- 
“cause to list.”
The above verb bases refer to the patient’s change of posture, and they are patientive.
A-b-iv. A verb base whose transitive version refers to the agent’s causing the patient’s 
non-translational motion without implying the patient’s subsequent rest.
Agentive: ipsuk- “shake (to take dust or snow oft)”
Unlike those in the preceding group, this base does not denote the patient’s resultant posture,
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A-b-v. Verb bases whose transitive version refers to the agent’s putting the patient at some locus. 
Patientive: atalit- “put where it is not exposed to rain”; atqaq- “put down”; ikl- “put in
box, container, vehicle”; ikiggaq- “put in cache”; ikll- “put into”; iff- “put onto”; inillak- “put 
onto”; ini- “hang (fish)”; inq- “hide”; kaimft- “put into”; isiq- “put in”; kilvaq- “take down 
from stove,” ‘go back’; kini- “put (baby) in the toilet,” ‘go to the bathroom’; kinit- “put in the 
water,” ‘sink in the tub’; kinitchiq- “soak”; kivit- “sink”; man?- “put onto”; mayuq- “put 
up”; misruk- “soak”; naktit- “hang”; nirji't- “set (net)”; niu- “untoad”; niviqrjaq- “hang 
(rope, tarp etc)”; paurjaq- “put 15),” ‘go up mountain’; qulvaqtaaq- “put higher”; sagviq- 
“putout,” ‘showup’; unit- “leave.”
These verb bases may refer to the patient’s change of location like those in group A-b-ii, but 
unlike the latter, their focus is on the subsequent resting place ofthe patient. They are patientive, 
just as those in group A-b-ii.
A-b-vi. Verb bases whose transitive version refers to the agent’s putting the patient at rest at some 
locus with respect to the agent.
Agentive: amaq- “put on the back”; aqamak- “hold by arm”; israk- “reach (to grab),”
‘stretch one’s arm’ kaiv|uuq- “hold”; pukuk- “pick up, gather”; qulliqsruq- “hold”; 
tigummT- “hold”; qisruk- “grab, scratch”; qumik- “put inside the parka”; sagliaq- “put on 
the lap”; tiguullaq- “pick one by one,” tigu- “grab.”
Patientive: akkuaq- “catch (ball).”
Like those in the preceding group, these verb bases refer to the patient’s change of location and 
its subsequent rest, but, unlike the former, they portray the locus of the patient’s rest relative to the 
agent (mostly its hand), that is, they have highly agent-oriented meaning components, and they are
and it is agentive.
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agentive. The only patientive base belonging here, akkuaq- “catch (ball),” is unlike the others in 
that the agent is involved in the event passively. The agent cannot only decide whether to pick up 
something, but also when to pick up what; on the other hand, although the agent can decide 
whether or not to catch a coming ball, it is not under his or her control when to catch which ball. 
The agent can only catch a ball that is coming in his or her direction while it is within his or her 
reach. In that sense, the agent is more passively involved in the case of akkuaq- “catch (ball)” 
than in the case ofthe other verb bases in this group, akkuaq- “catch (ball)” is the only patientive 
base in this group.
To summarize group A-b; verb bases that refer to the agent’s causing the patient to be in motion or 
at rest are mostly patientive. We may consider this as related to the feet that such verb bases refer to 
the event wherein the locus of the patient is changed. On the other hand, verb bases of this type that 
have an agent-oriented meaning component are agentive.
To summarize verb bases that refer to motion and rest:
(i) Verb bases that refer to the agent’s motion or rest are agentive (A-a); and
(ii) Verb bases that refer to the patient’s motion or rest are patientive (A-b); 
except that:
(iii) A verb base with a human patient is more likely to be patientive than not (A-a-i);
(iv) A verb base with a highly agentoriented meaning component is agentive (A-b-i, A-b-vi);
(v) A verb base that does not denote any change in the patient is agentive (A-b-iv); and
(vi) A verb base that denotes an event in which the agent is passively involved is patientive 
(A-b-vi).
Of these, (iii), (v) and (vi) are each based on only one example, so their evidence is by no means 
sure. Note, however, that these statements are only made on the basis of the verb bases designating
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motion and rest. In this section, I hope to prove that semantic features such as these recur across 
various semantic groups. We will see that (iii), (v) and (vi) will be instantiated by other verb bases 
belonging to other groups. By the end of this section, I hope to have shown enough cases to 
instantiate these statements.
B. Affect
Next, we will examine verb bases whose transitive version refers to an action of the agent that has 
more or less impact on the patient. We will divide them according to the degree of inpact the 
action has on the patient.
B-a. Verb bases whose transitive version refers to the agent’s (or its instrument’s) contact with the 
patient, which usually does not involve physical impact on the patient.
Agentive: aksik- “touch”; alllk- “lick” aktuq- “touch”; kasrak- “beat (drum), ring (bell)”;
kauk- “hammer (nail)”; kunik- “kiss”; savi't- “pat (dog).”
For such verb bases, the patient does not normally change the state, and they are agentive.
B-b. Verb bases whose transitive version refers to the agent’s manipulating the surface ofthe 
patient:
Agentive: aglagaq- “mark (wood)”; allaq- “clean (gun) with metal”; allaqti’q- “wipe”;
minufiq- “paint”; qitchuk- “scratch”; titi'q- “mark (ground).”
For such verb bases, although the patient’s surface may be changed, the patient does not 
essentially change shape, and they are agentive.
B-c. Verb bases whose transitive version refers to the agent’s (or its instrument’s) contact with the 
patient, which often involves some physical impact on the patient.
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Patientive: anau- “whip”; aqT “kick”; kigi- “bite”; mijuq- “throw something and hit it”;
patlk- “slap once”; putyuk- “pinch”; qaki'q- “box”; tigluk- “hit with a fist”; ugiaq- “bite 
(person) (of dog).”
For such verb bases, the patient may not essentially change shape, but it is affected physically 
and psychologically, and they are patientive.
B-d. Verb bases whose transitive version refers to the agent’s instrument penetrating the patient. 
Verb bases of this class may be further subdivided into two groups depending on whether the 
patient is (i) things or fish; or (ii) animals higher than fish (I do not know of any verb base whose 
patient is primarily insects).
B-d-i. The patient being a thing or fish.
Agentive: amatchai- “cut (fish) leaving eggs on the sides”; naulik- “spear”; nivak- “shovel
(snow)”; paksrak- “shovel”; putu- “hole”; sarju- “cut wrong way”; siik- “cut (fish) open.”
B-d-ii. The patient being animals higher than fish.
Agentive: pijak- “butcher (game animal)”
Patientive: algTq- “skin leg of” amiiyaq- “peel skin off’; kapT- “stab”; nigluq- “cut the
throat of’; panat- “shoot with quills (of porcupine)”; Slk- “shoot.”
Actions denoted by verb bases of this type change the shape ofthe patient—that is, they have 
some impact on the patient. But whether that inpact on the patient is perceptible to the speaker 
depends on the degree of animacy in the patient. It is more perceptible to the speaker when the 
patient is higher in animacy: higher animals’ reaction to the impact is more perceptible to a human 
than that of tower animals or things. And if it is relatively perceptible (ii), the verb base is mostly
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B-e. Verb bases whose transitive version refers to the agent’s placing something in juxtaposition 
with the patient.
Patientive: ijuvTq- “bury”; matU- “cover”; nuvT- “thread”; pigu- “put a weight on
(something) to stop the wind from blowing it”; puuq- “wrap”; sau- “cover (sodhouse) with 
mud”; sim'lk- “plug”; ulitchiaq- “cover with blanket”
The patient’s state denoted by such verb bases may be viewed as being altered by the action, 
and they are patientive.
B-f Verb bases whose transitive version refers to the agent’s putting something into the patient’s 
domain.
Patientive: avu- “season”; immiq- “fill”; iglugusrfq- “fill half full”; mavliq- “put patch on
(clothes).”
Just like the preceding class, the patient’s state denoted by such verb bases may be viewed as 
being changed by the event, and they are patientive.
B-g. Verb bases whose transitive version refers to removing something from the patient.
Agentive: igitchaq- “pluck feathers off (bird)”; qiagut- “peel bark off (birch).”
Patientive: kiluaq- “rip stitches out of (clothes).”
We may expect them to be patientive, since they portray mirror images of the case ofthe 
preceding group, but they are actually divergent in their polarity. There are no apparent semantic 
features to distinguish the agentive from patientive bases in this group.
B-h. Verb bases whose transitive version refers to the agent’s changing the state of the patient.
patientive; otherwise (i), the verb base is agentive.
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Agentive: aqula- “wet to tan”; argTq- “roast”; iyamaaqfllk- “boil half-dry”; kifl't- “make
strip out of’; millllaq- ambiv “put soap on”; nimi'q- “sew string rim on (basket)”; sana- 
“carve”; saqaniqtaq- “firy”; savak- “work on”; siwuq- “squeeze”; tiktitaq- “clean 
(berries) with wind”; tilak- “brush off (dust)”; tinik- ‘knead”; tuuq- “chisel (ice)”; ulllk- 
“twist and mb (skin)”; urjiraq- “crimp sole.”
Patientive: agrt- “wet by spilling water”; arjmaq- “open”; ayaaq- “open (fish)”; imaguq-
“wet by pouring water”; imaq- “wet to tan”; imu- “fold (cloth-like thing)”; isivTt- “unfold”; 
ivaq- “stretch (animal skin)”; kipi’t-  “stain (cfothes)”; kisaq- “anchor”; makpTq- “open 
(book)”; murik- “close, put board on (window,door)”; nalguq- “straighten”; pasriksTq- 
“heat (birch bark) by stove”; pitlliq- “let loose”; pituk- “tie”; puvTq- “inflate”; puyat- 
“dirty”; qiliq- “tie (string)”; qilu- “stretch (cloth-like thing)”; qiluqqft- “stretch”, ‘sprain 
one’s back’; qipi't- “twist (rope)”; qitummak- “tan”; siam'l't- “scatter”; tasrft- “stretch”; 
pigi't- “bend”; sipTt- “fold (comer of basket)”; talll- “open (door)”; urrilk- “close, lock”; 
uunaqsiq- “heat”; uuyu- “lengthen.”
Thus, many such verb bases are patientive, but some of them are agentive. In this respect 
arjula- “wet to tan” contrasts with its apparent synonym imaq- “wet to tan.” The difference 
between these two verb bases is that the former refers to the agent’s wetting the patient as a process 
leading to the latter’s state of being tanned. The focus, however, is not on the patient’s changing 
state from not being wet to being wet, but on the agent’s process of wetting the patient Thus, even 
though it implies the agent’s changing the state of the patient, the focus is not on the patient’s 
change of state, but on the process of the agent’s being engaged in the activity of wetting the patient. 
On the other hand, imaq- “wet to tan” focuses on the patient’s changing state from not being wet 
to being wet. This difference is manifest in the following examples, which woo composed by a 
speaker when I asked about the difference between these two verb bases:
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(320) a Agnam imagaa amiq.
agnaq-m imaq+kaa amiq+0
woman-REL.S wet-iND.3s3s skin-ABS.S
‘The woman wet the skin to tan it.’ 
b. Agnam ukalliq arjulagaa qitummaqniaqfugu.
agnaq-m ukalliq+0 arjula+kaa qitummak+niaq+fugu
woman-REL.S rabbit-ABS.S wet-tND.3s3s tan-will-CTU.3s
‘the woman wet the rabbit (skin) to tan it’
Those examples show that arjllla- does not complete the sentence as imaq- does, without another 
verb indicating the event that completes the series of events involving what arjula- refers to. This 
shows that imaq- focuses more on the patient’s changing state from not being wet to being wet, 
while arjula- focuses more on the agent’s process of wetting something. And the former, which 
focuses on the patient’s change of state, is patientive, while the latter, which focuses on the agent’s 
process, is agentive.
Siwuq- “squeeze” may be understood in a similar fashion. That is, most often an object is 
squeezed not to change its shape, but as a means of dehydrating it Its focus is not so much on the 
change of state per se as on the process of the agent’s working on it. Thus, it focuses on the agent’s 
process, and it is agentive.
Of verb bases of this type, those that focus on the agent’s process are likely to be agentive, 
while those that focus on the patient’s change of state are likely to be patientive.
Some other agentive bases have a different-but-related semantic feature. Consider argtq- 
“roast”; iyamaaqfuk- “boil half-dry”; saqaniqtaq- “fry”; tinik- “knead”; urjiraq- “sew bottom 
of mukluk,” all of which are agentive. These verb bases all refer to complex actions that require 
conscious, intensive, prolonged involvement on the part ofthe agent. For example, to properly 
argiq- (roast) something, you will need to sit for some length of time and check it occasionally 
after putting it near fire. Such is not the case with patientive bases, say, agit- (wet by spilling 
water) and arjalat- (stir). Such verb bases refer to simple actions that do not require conscious,
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intensive, prolonged involvement on the part of the agent. For example, you can aglt- (wet by 
spilling water) something by tilting a glass that has water in it over that thing, and you can arjalat- 
(stir) soup by thrusting a ladle into it and moving the ladle around several times. Thus, verb bases 
that refer to complex actions requiring conscious, intensive, prolonged involvement on the part of 
the agent are more likely to be agentive than those that do not It would seem that this feature is 
related to the feature we have seen above. Actions that require conscious, intensive, prolonged 
involvement on the part of the agent are more likely than those that do not to attract focus on the 
agent rather than the patient.
To summarize, verb bases that refer to the state of the patient are generally patientive, except 
that those that focus on the agent’s process are agentive.
B-i. Verb bases that refer to the agent’s causing the patient to lose its physical unity.
Agentive: nuutkut'lt- “blast”; qaagaq- “bomb.”
Patientive: a Ilk- “tear”; av’lk- “cut (food) in two”; ipigaq- “chop”; iqfaaq- “split small piece
off’; kipT- “cut (rope etc) in two”; navik- “break (long object)”; piiyaq- “break (artifact)”; 
qaaq- “bust”; suqumit- “cut into pieces”; qup'l- “split in two”; qupptq- “cut (fish) in two”; 
llltq- “crack (of glass)”; uukkaaq- “break.”
Verb bases of this group denote the patient’s change of state, and they are mostly patientive. 
However, nuutkutTt- “blast” and qaagaq- “bomb” are agentive. They differ from other verb 
bases in this class in that they refer to events in which the patient loses its physical unity only after 
the agent’s relatively conscious, intenstive involvement using a special tool For example, tweaking 
(navik-) branches does not require many processes; it can be done all at once. By contrast, blasting 
(nuutkut'lt-) and bombing (qaagaq-) require some conscious, intensive processes on the part of 
the agent. For example, to properly blast (nuutkuti't-) something, one has to set gunpowder on the 
object and light a fire. Thus, nuutkuti't- “blast” and qaagaq- “bomb” refer to events that require
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the agent’s conscious, intensive involvement more strongly than other verb bases in this group. So 
they tend to focus more on the agent’s process than other verb bases do, and, unlike others, they are 
agentive.
To summarize verb bases that refer to the agent’s interaction with the patient:
(a) The more inpact on the patient a verb base portrays, the more likely it is to be patientive.
(b) If the patient is higher in animacy, the verb base is more likely to be patientive.
(c) Verb bases that focus more on the agent’s process are more likely to be agentive.
C. Giving and receiving
Next, let us examine verb bases of giving and receiving. By verb bases of giving and receiving we 
mean those verb bases that refer to the transfer of a (group of) thing(s) (which we will call ‘item’) 
from a (group of) persons) (‘source’) to another (group of) person(s) (‘goal’) initiated by either the 
source or the goal For example:
(321) a  Aqutim aatchugaa aglaun agnamun.
ar)uti-m aatchuq+kaa aglauti+o agnaq-mun
man-REL.S give-lND.3s3s peneil-ABS.S woman-TRM.S
‘The man gave the pencil to a woman.’ 
b. Agnam aatkaa aqun aglautmik.
agnaq-m aat+kaa aquti+0 aglautkmik
woman-REL.S rob-lND.3s3s man-ABS.S pencil-MOD.S
‘The woman robbed the man o f a pencil. ’
In both these sentences, aqun ‘man’ is the source, aglaun is the item and agnaq ‘woman’ is the 
goal
Now, verb bases of giving and receiving may be divided into two sub-groups:
(a) verb bases of giving, which have the source as agent (for example, ‘give’).
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(b) verb bases of receiving, which have the goal as agent (for example, ‘receive, ’ and ‘rob’).
Let us look at each in turn.
C-a. Giving
Verb bases of giving may be divided into two types: those that have the item as patient and those 
that have the goal as patient. By superimposing the agentive/patientive distinction, we get the 
following four possible types of verb bases of giving:
(i) agentive bases that have the item as patient;
(ii) agentive bases that have the goal as patient;
(iii) patientive bases that have the item as patient; and
(iv) patientive bases that have the goal as patient.
However, not all of these four possibilities are realized by actual verb bases. They are instantiated 
by actual verb bases as in the following table:
patient = item patient = goal
agentive aatchuq- “give (to s.o.)” 
akiqsruq- “owe (s.o.), promise (to s.o.)” 
payuk- “bring food (to s.o.)” 
tuyuq- “send (to s.o.)”
patientive naluk- “hand (s.t.)” 
qait- “give (s.t.)” 
tu n i-“sell(s.t.)”
akijiq-“pay(tos.o.)” 
atauksrit- “lend (to s.o.)” 
atch it- “lend (to s.o.)” 
attau sn q - “give (to s.o.) to thank” 
paitch lt- “give (to s.o.) as inheritance” 
pijft- “give money (to s.o.)”
Thus, if a verb base of giving has the item as patient, it is patientive, whereas if it has the goal as 
patient, it can be either agentive or patientive. This may be understood by considering that verb 
bases of giving portray the situation in which the item moves from the source to the goal Thus, the
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item is necessarily viewed as being affected by the event in changing the location, and we saw in 
section Athat those verb bases that refer to the patient’s movement are likely to be patientive. The 
goal, on the other hand, which does not change the location, may not be viewed as affected in the 
same way. However, it may be viewed as being affected in a less obvious, indirect way, that is, in 
changing from the state of not having the item to the state of having it, and we saw in the preceding 
section that those verb bases that refer to the patient’s change of state are likely to be patientive. To 
summarize:
(i) Verb bases of giving that have the item as patient are patientive;
(ii) Verb bases of giving that have the goal as patient can be either agentive or patientive.
C-b. Receiving
Just as verb bases of giving have four types as we saw, we have the following four possible types 
of verb bases of receiving:
(i) agentive bases that have the item as patient;
(ii) agentive bases that have the source as patient;
(iii) patientive bases that have the item as patient; and
(iv) patientive bases that have the source as patient.
Just like verb bases of giving, not all of those four possibilities are realized by actual verb bases. 
They are instantiated by actual verb bases as in the following table:
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patient = source patient = item
agentive atauksraq- “borrow (s.t.)” 
attaqsT- “borrow (s.t.)” 
ta u q siq -“buy(s.t.)” 
tiqrik- “steal (s.t.)”
patientive aat- “take away s.t. from (s.o.)” 
ivayaq- “rob (s.o.) o f s.t.”
akuqtuq- “receive (s.t.)” 
sa tu q - “get back (s.t.)”
It will help to further divide verb bases of receiving into two types:
(i) verb bases of forceful receiving; and
(ii) verb bases of neutral receiving.
The former are verb bases that refer to the transfer of an item where the goal forcefully initiates the 
transfer and the source is negatively affected, such as robbing, whereas the latter are all the other 
verb bases, such as those referring to receiving. To the former belong aat- “rob take away s.t. from 
(s.o.),” ivayaq- “rob (s.o.) of s.t.” and tiglik- “steal (s.t.),” while the others belong to the latter. Let 
us look at each of them:
C-b-i. Verb bases of forceful receiving 
Verb bases of this type are as follows:
patient = source patient = item
agentive tigflk- “steal (s.t.)”
patientive aat- “rob (s.o.) of s.t.” 
ivayaq- “rob (s.o.) of s.t.”
Thus, if the patient is a source, the verb base is patientive, while if the patient is an item, the verb 
base is agentive. For verb bases of this type, which imply some or other damage to the source by 
deprivation of the item, the source may be considered as more affected than the item, which just 
moves, and as we saw above, a more affected patient is more likely to render the verb base
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patientive. Thus, in this case, a source-patient has a stronger claim to make the verb base patientive 
than an item-patient.
C-b-ii. Verb bases of neutral receiving 
Verb bases of this type are as follows:
patient = source patient = item
agentive atauksraq- “borrow (s.t.)” 
attaqsi- “borrow (s.t.)” 
tauqsiq- “buy (s.t.)”
patientive akuqtuq- “receive (s.t.)” 
satuq- “get back (s.t.)”
Thus, atauksraq- “borrow (s.t),” attaqsi- “borrow (s.t.)” and tauqsiq- “buy (s.t)” are agentive, 
while akuqtuq- “receive (s.t.)” and satuq- “get back (s.t.)” are patientive. There is a semantic 
difference between the former and the latter. The former refer to transactions initiated by the 
goal-agent, while the latter refer to transactions not initiated by the goal-agent. For example, 
normally one borrows something when one wants to borrow it and asks the potential source to lend 
it. On the other hand, one normally receives what the source has previously sent out; and can 
control the end point of the transference by choosing whether or not to receive it, but cannot control 
the starting point of the transference. Thus, the latter are similar to akkuaq- “catch,” which refers 
to events in which the agent is only passively involved (A-b-vi), and thus are patientive.
To summarize on verb bases of giving and receiving:
(a) Verb bases that refer to the change of location of the patient are patientive (C-a).
(b) Verb bases that refer to events in which the patient is negatively affected are patientive (C-b-i).
(c) Verb bases that refer to events in which the agent is passively involved are patientive (C-b-ii).
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D. Body care
Let us look at verb bases whose transitive version refers to the agent’s body care action on the 
patient.
Agentive: akatak- “curl _’s hair”; argaaq- “put gloves on”; atnugaaqtuq- “dress”;
atnugaiyaq- “undress”; igguq- “bathe, wash”; iHaiq- “comb _’s hair”; ivik- “wipe _’s 
hands, face”; kum’lk- “scratch to relieve an itch”; mamitaq- “bandage”; nasraq- “put 
hood on”; nanuk- “mb”; sali- “cut _’s hair”; pijgaq- “braid _’s hair”; sirjTq- “tie _’s mukluk 
strip”; umrjiyaq- “shave”; uunnaiyaq- “wipe off ’s sweat”; uwaq- “bathe.”
Thus, verb bases of this type are all agentive, which may now make sense to us in light ofthe feet 
that they all denote the agent’s intensive, prolonged process on the patient.
E. Ingesting and expelling
Let us look at verb bases whose transitive version refers to the agent’s taking the patient into or out 
of the body through the mouth. I will divide them into those denoting the taking of the patient into 
the body and those denoting the taking of it out ofthe body.
E-a Ingesting
Verb bases whose transitive version refers to taking the patient into the body.
Agentive: imiq- “drink”; marjlk- “gnaw”; miluk- “suck”; nigT- “eat”; qaqquq- “crunch
with teeth”; quaq- “eat frozen”; sikaaq- “smoke”; tamuq- “chew”; uijaq- “eat raw”; 
sikaaq- “smoke (cigarette).”
Patientive: ii- “swallow.”
Thus, all the verb bases ofthis type are agentive, except ii- “swallow,” which is patientive. The 
characteristic that sets the latter apart from the others is that, unlike the others, it cannot denote the
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agent’s prolonged process. Thus, one can eat or smoke as long as one wants to, but it only takes a 
moment to swallow food, so swallowing cannot be of the same duration as eating and smoking. 
And, as we saw for groups B-h, j, the agent’s prolonged involvement in an action is likely to be 
viewed as the agent’s process, and verb bases referring to the agent’s process are likely to be 
agentive.
So, to summarize this group, verb bases that refer to events that can be prolonged—that is, 
those that may be more easily considered as the agent’s process—are agentive; otherwise the verb 
base is patientive.
E-b. Expelling
Next, let us look at verb bases whose transitive version refers to the agent’s taking the patient out of 
the body through the mouth
Agentive: migiaq- “vomit,” sisugiaq- “throw up,” tuwuaq- “spit.”
Verb bases of this type are agentive. In light of our reasoning for the preceding group, this may 
appear odd. After all, events such as vomiting may be viewed as events in the opposite direction of 
swallowing, and other than that, the former are like the latter in that they cannot be prolonged; they 
all refer to more or less instantaneous events. Because of this, we might expect them to be 
patientive, just as ii- “swallow.” However, they are actually agentive, unlike the latter. This 
difference may be attributed to the feet that the patient tends to be less important for vomiting etc. 
than for swallowing. That is, in saying that someone swallowed something, the speaker’s intention 
may be either to report the occurrence of the swallowing or to report what was swallowed, whereas 
in saying that someone vomited something, the speaker’s intention is very likely to report the 
ocurrence of the vomiting, rather than to report what was vomited. This is because, whereas a 
person can choose what to swallow, he or she cannot be selective in what to vomit. Thus, migiaq- 
“vomit,” sisugiaq- “throw up,” and tuwuaq- “spit” are less likely to put focus on the patient
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than is ii- “swallow,” and accordingly, the former are agentive unlike the latter.
To summarize on verb bases of ingesting and expelling:
(a) Verb bases referring to events that can be prolonged are agentive;
(b) A verb base referring to events that cannot be prolonged is patientive; and
(c) Verb bases that focus on the patient are more likely to be patientive.
F. Elemental verb bases
Let us examine elemental verb bases (cf Jacobson (1984)), which refer to events in which some
natural force is involved.
Patientive: agrak- ‘get much ash (of stove etc.)’; auraq- ‘be summer’; ikaullak- ‘flare’; ikT-
‘bum’; iknak- ‘start burning’; ikniguuq- ‘start (of fire)’; imiatmuk- ‘flow (of river)’; 
imaaq- ‘get wet by rain’; iqiat- ‘lie down without doing anything’; ivukutaq- ‘flap’; 
ivulula- ‘flutter’; kusriq- ‘have a leak’; maptuq- ‘become thick (of ice)’; niglaq- ‘become 
cold’; paliq- ‘dry up completely’; panaagmk- ‘become half-dry (of food)’; paril'q- ‘get 
dry,’ ‘become skinny’ (only if intransitive); piungiq- ‘become spoiled (of food)’; qaki’q- 
‘become old (of food)’; qattq- ‘rust’; qiggaq- ‘become stifF; qiqi't- ‘become frozen’; 
qitiqquq- ‘be midday’; sagvaq- ‘float with current’; saupti't- ‘become strong (of wind)’; 
siku- ‘freeze over’; sijalT- ‘get tanned’; tipi- ‘stop at the shore (of driftwood)’; tipliq- 
‘become smelly (of food)’; tuqulluq- ‘wither’; ukiaksraaq- ‘be early M ’; ukiaksraq- ‘be 
M ’; ukiuq- ‘be winter’; unnuk- ‘be eve’; upingaaq- ‘be late spring’; upingaksraaq- ‘be 
early spring’; upingaksraq- ‘be spring’; uquk- ‘get moldy’; UUt- ‘be done (of cooked 
food)’; uvluq- ‘be day.’
Verb bases of this type are patientive. Their transitive version takes third-person singular A that
refers to natural force, analogous to English it, usually without any overt NP. For example:
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(322) a Nuna qiqittuq.
nuna+0 qiqit+tuq
land-ABS.s ffeeze-lND.3s
‘The land froze.’
b. Nuna qiqitkaa
nuna+0 qiqit+kaa
land-ABS.S freeze-iND.3s3s
‘Zf froze the land., The land froze.’
The semantic difference between the intransitive and transitive versions of verb bases of this type, 
such as that between (322a) and (322b), is very elusive at best; I can only say that they are 
practically the same. But according to Vaxtin (1995:47-48) on CSY, there is a negligible, yet 
clearly determinate, semantic difference between them. He notes that the S of the intransitive 
version is an active participant, the instigator ofthe action, while the O of the transitive version is 
an inactive participant, the receiver of the action He points out some differences in their use that 
may testify to that abstract generalization: the transitive version is often accompanied by the 
particle sum  ‘suddenly,’ and it often denotes unexpected, involuntary, and sometimes unpleasant 
actions. Such is the case in CSY. There may be some similar differences along this line in Inupiaq 
as well, and, a priori, we can expect that two different forms will necessarily be different in 
meaning somehow, but what those differences are in Inupiaq will have to wait for future research.
Another characteristic of verb bases of this type is the fact that, as noted in Chapter 3, unlike 
other patientive bases, they cannot become antipassive. As discussed there, this may be related to 
the fact that the agent of verb bases ofthis type is a general natural force, which may not be 
normally foregrounded.
G Unintentional action
Verb bases whose transitive version refers to the agent’s normally unintentional action involving
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the patient:
Patientive: katak- “drop”; kifl’q- “cut (person) by accident,” kuvi- “spill”; tammaq- “lose.”
Verb bases of this type are like akkuaq- “catch” (A-b-iv) and akuqtuq- “receive” (C-b-ii) in 
that the agent is not in lull control of the entire process. For example, one normally has no control 
over whether and when one loses something. And, like akkuaq- “catch” and akuqtuq- 
“receive,” verb bases of this type are patientive.
H. Perception
Verb bases whose transitive version refers to the agent’s perceiving the patient. Let us look at each 
ofthe five senses in turn:
H-a. Visual perception
Agentive: alatkaq- “go to see”; itchauq- “peek at”; naipiqtuq- “inspect, watch”; paqi't-
“find”; qin'l'q- “see”; qiviaq- “turn to see”; sifiiqsraq- “look over”; taku- “check”; 
tautuk- “see”; tikkuaq- “point at.”
H-b. Auditory perception
Agentive: naalagni- “listen to”; naalaktuaq- “listen to”; tusraq- “start hearing”; tusraa-
“hear.” aula- “dance to” and sayuq- “dance to” may also belong here.
H-c. Olfactory perception 
Agentive: nai- “smell.”
H-d. Gustatory perception 
Patientive: uuk- “taste.”
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Verb bases denoting tactile perception were presented in B-a: aksTk- “touch”; aktuq- “touch,” 
which are agentive.
To summarize on verb bases of perception: verb bases of visual, auditory, olfactory and tactile 
perception denote events in which the patient does not change in any way, in terms of shape, state, 
location, or whatever, and they are agentive.
By contrast, a verb base of gustatory perception implies the agent’s consuming part of the 
patient, hence the patient’s (partial) change of state. It also differs from verb bases of ingesting, 
such as nig?- “eat” (E-a), which are agentive, in that events it denotes cannot normally be 
prolonged as can those denoted by the latter. Thus, to taste soup, one can only take one or two 
spoonfuls of it; any more than that, and it no longer qualifies as tasting, but eating. Thus, gustatory 
perception implies the patient’s partial change of state, happens for a shorter period than ingesting; 
and a verb base denoting it is patientive.
I. Mental activity
Verb bases whose transitive version refers to the agent’s mental activity about the patient.
Agentive: arguaqtuq- “not believe”; alapTt- ‘Torget”; ijisima- “know”; ijTt- “learn”;
irjiqsruq- “pray to”; itqaq- “remember”; karjiqsT- “understand”; nalu- “not know”; 
puuyuq- ‘Torget”; qia- “cry for.”
Verb bases of this type denote events in which the patient does not change in any way, and they 
are agentive.
J. Verbal activity
Verb bases whose transitive version refers to the agent’s verbal activity. Their patient is either (a) a
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content, (b) an addressee or (c) atopic of speech.
J-a. Those whose patient is a content.
Agentive: agliqi- “read”; akpi’t- “start singing”; atliq- “sing”; imrjalllk- “hum”;
unipchaaq- “tell (story).”
Such verb bases denote events in which the patient is non-human and does not change, and 
they are agentive.
J-b. Those verb bases whose patient is an addressee may be subdivided into: (i) those whose patient 
is expected to act only as an addressee and (ii) those whose patient is expected to play some other 
role besides that of addressee. Let us look at each of them in turn:
J-b-L Verb bases whose patient is expected to act only as an addressee.
Agentive: aglak- “write to”; arj’fq- “say yes to”; avill- “shout to”; isivmk- “whisper to”;
itnaq- “say thus to”; pagla- “welcome”; quya- “thank”; tipsisaaq- “joke to”; tuqful a- 
“shoutto”; tuqtuq- “call”; uqaq- “talk to”; uqqaagTk- “talk to.”
Patientive: kilik- “tell news to.”
Verb bases of this type denote events where the patient does not change and is not expected to 
initiate some event after the verbal activity, and they are mostly agentive.
J-b-ii. Verb bases whose patients are expected to play some other role besides that of addressee. 
Verb bases of this type refer to verbal activity in which the patient is expected to be more actively 
involved than those in the preceding group, in that the verbal activity is done in response to what 
the addressee said or that the addressee is expected to act in some way in response to the verbal 
activity.
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Agentive: apiqsruq- “ask”; nuluqsaq- “wave to come over”; qanniq- “ask to come”; ir|Tq-
“ask (someone) for something”; saukataq- “scold.”
Patientive: aiyugaaq- “invite”; algaqsruq- “warn, advise”; arjallaqfuk- “insult”; arak-
“comfort (crying child)”; iniqti’q- “forbid”; isilgiq- “warn, advise”; kill- “answer to”; 
kiuma- “talk back to”; nangaq- “praise”; natqik- “forgive,” ‘get better’; pasri- “blame”; 
qinnuaq- “ask for (something, somebody)”; urriqsuq- “show howto do something.”
Verb bases of this type designate events wherein the patient is supposed to be involved more 
actively than those in the preceding group, and they are more likely than the latter to be patientive, 
although I cannot pinpoint the difference between the agentive and patientive bases in this class.
Classes J-b-i and J-b-ii do not neatly separate agentive from patientive bases, so the semantic 
criterion we rely on here—that of the patient-addressee’s active involvedness—may be misdirected. 
There may be a better criterion that would more neatly separate agentive from patientive bases 
here.
J-c. Verb bases whose patient is a topic.
Patientive: itqaa- “recall (and talk about)”; sar)Ut- “gossip about (person).”
Although we might now expect them to be agentive, because their patient does not change in 
any way nor is it actively involved, they are actually patientive. I do not hy to account for why they 
should be so, but just note that sarjut- may be a combination of sarju- ‘go wrong way’ and +t-, 
the unproductive causative postbase (Section 2.4.2.2.1), thus literally meaning “make go wrong 
way,” in which case the patientivity of sagut- is dictated by +t-, which always yields patientive 
bases.
To summarize on verb bases of verbal activity, there are many things that I cannot readily account
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for, but one thing may be clear: that all the verb bases of group J-a necessarily take non-human 
patients, while those of group J-b must, and those of group J-c may take human patients. We may 
see this as correlated with their polarity: those that always take non-human patients are agentive, 
while those that may or must take human patients are patientive. Recall that the same thing is 
observed with group A, where Utlak- “reach,” which always takes patients that are humans or 
units of humans, is patientive, whereas tikit- “reach,” which may take either human or non-human 
patients, is agentive.
K. Making
Verb bases whose transitive versions refer to the agent’s bringing the patient into existence. 
Agentive: aglak- “write”; killaiyaq- “sew”; minuk- “paint (picture)”; qijak- “make (net).”
Patientive: ini'q- “finish making (artifact)”; itqanaiq- “finish making/cooking”; nappaq-
“build.”
Verb bases of this type generally refer to events that bring a patient into existence rather than 
changing an already existing patient, and they are agentive. Besides that, there are three patientive 
bases belonging here. Of them, iniq- and itqanaiq- have an aspectual twist that focuses on the 
final phase of the event rather than its process as a whole, and they are patientive. As for nappaq- 
it appears that the meaning “build” of this verb base is metaphorically derived from its other 
meaning “stand,” “erect” (A-b-iii), which makes it patientive. The evidence that the latter meaning 
is original is that in all the other Eskimo languages and dialects, the cognate of this verb base 
means “erect, stand, raise”, and “build” is confined to North Alaskan Inupiaq (Fortescue et al. 
(1994:216)).
To summarize,
(0 Verb bases that denote bringing the patient into existence rather than changing the patient are 
agentive.
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(ii) Verb bases that focus on the final phase of the event are likely to be patientive.
L. Cooking
Verb bases whose transitive version refers to the agent’s cooking the patient.
Agentive: argiq- “roast”; iga- “cook”; igapiaq- “boil”; iyamaaqfuk- “boil half-diy”;
nikniaq- “cook”; saqaniqtaq- “fiy”; siik- “cut (fish)”; tinik- “knead”; uuktT- “cut as for 
cooking.”
Patientive: aqalat- “stir”; auksiq- “thaw out”; kiniqusrfq- “thicken (soup etc.)”; niglaqsTq-
“cooL”
Many of the verb bases of this type denote the agent’s prolonged process of working on the 
patient, and they are agentive. Some others do not denote such prolonged processes of the agent. 
Thus, whereas to properly roast something one would need to sit for some length of time and 
check it occasionally after putting it near fire, to properly stir or thicken soup one would just need 
to do some relatively instantaneous actions, such as thrusting a ladle into it and moving it several 
times (to stir) or to put in more ingredients (to thicken). Besides, as for auksiq- “thaw out” and 
niglaqsTq- “cool,” their being patientive may be related to the feet that such events may take place 
without the agent being intentional, just as we saw for group G
M. Acquiring subsistence food
Verb bases whose transitive version refers to acquiring subsistence food (animals, fish, berries, 
etc.).
Agentive: aki’t- “hook (fish)”; arjuniaq- “hunt”; aullaqsruq- “pick (berries)”; kuvraq-
“catch (fish) with net”; napTt- “snare”; naril’q- “trap”; pitchaq- “catch (game animal)”; 
qaak- “seine”; qalllliq- “dip-net (fish).”
This class may be understood in relation to verb bases of making (K). That is, although patients
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of these verb bases are not literally brought into existence by the event, in that they exist prior to the 
event, they are made available to the agent, or come into the agent’s control, through the event, as 
are patients of verb bases of making. In that respect, these verb bases are similar in meaning to 
group K, and they are agentive just as the latter..
N. Emotion/judgment
Verb bases whose transitive version refers to the agent’s emotion/judgment with regard to the 
patient.
Agentive: kaviuq- “be anxious for”; paya- “find too heavy”; sapiq- “find too difficult”;
tUSIXI- “envy.”
Verb bases of this type denote events wherein the patient does not change in any way, and they are 
agentive.
O. Reciprocal actions
Verb bases whose transitive version refers to a reciprocal action between the agent and the patient. 
Agentive: aquyak- “fight with”; avi't- “divorce”; ijall- “greet with”; paaq- “meet”; suguk-
“wrestle with”; tasriuq- “join hands with”; ugTk- “fight with (of dog).”
Patientive: nalaut- “encounter”; paaq- “encounter.”
These verb bases denote events wherein the agent is affected in the same way as the patient—that 
is, the focus on the patient’s affectedness is relatively light, and they are mostly agentive.
There are two patientive bases for “encounter”: nalaut- and paaq-. Notice that paaq- may 
mean “meet,” in which case it is agentive. Thus, consider the following examples:
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(323) a Arjutim paagaa ilani.
arjuti-m paaq+kaa ija-ni
man-REL.S meet/encounter-lND.3 s3 s ffiend-ABS.4ss
‘The man met/encountered his friend’
b. Aqun paaqtuq ilaminik.
anuti-0 paaq+tuq Ha+minik
man-ABS.S meet-lND.3s friend-MOD.4ss
‘The man met his friend.’
c. Arjun paagiruq ilaminik.
arjuti+0 paaq:i+tuq Ha+minik
man-ABS.S encounter-HT-lND.3s friend-MOD.4ss
‘The man encountered his friend’
paaq- in (323a, b) is agentive, because the antipassive form (323b) does not take a half-transitive 
postbase; here it means “meet.” On the other hand paaq- in (323a, c) is patientive, because the 
antipassive form takes a half-transitive postbase; here it means “encounter.” And following are 
examples with nalaut-:
(324) a Arjutim nalautkaa ilani.
arjuti-m nalaut+kaa i[a-ni
man-REL.s eneounter-lND.3s3s fiiend-ABS.4ss
‘The man encountered his friend’ 
b. Arjun nalautchiruq/ *nalauttuq ilaminik.
arjuti+0 nalaut+si+tuq/ nalaut+tuq ija+minik
man-ABS.S eneounter-HT-lND.3s/ *encounter-lND.3s friend-ABS.4ss
'The man encountered his friend.’
nalaut- can only mean “encounter,” and it is always patientive. Notice from (324b) that its 
antipassive form requires a half-transitive postbase. Thus, these two verb bases are patientive when 
they mean “encounter,” but agentive when they mean “meet” (if it is possible at all). Now, the 
semantic difference between “meet” and “encounter” is that the former, which denotes arranged 
events, implies that the agent has some control over the patient in that they can make arrangements
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and know each other’s wheareabouts, whereas the latter, which denotes accidental events, implies 
that the agent has no such control over the patient In other words, in “encounter,” the event is more 
unintentional than in “meet.” And, as we saw in section G, verb bases referring to unintentional 
actions are likely to be patientive.
To summarize:
(i) Verb bases that denote events in which not only the patient is affected are agentive.
(ii) Verb bases that denote events in which the agent is unintentional are patientive.
P. Inducing
Verb bases whose transitive versions refer to the agent’s inducing the patient to do some action.
Patientive: qani- “walk with to see off’; sivulltq- “lead”; uqapsaaq- “forbid.”
Verb bases of this type denote events in which the agent and the patient cooperate to bring 
about the event, although, unlike the preceding group, the roles of the agent and the patient in the 
event are not the same. Thus, with verb bases of this type, the agent does not have total control over 
the event; whether or not the event proceeds successfully depends on the patient’s will, and, like 
other verb bases denoting events over which the agent does not have total control (e.g., Q O), they 
are patientive.
Q. Failing to attain the patient
Verb bases whose transitive version refers to the agent’s foiling to attain the patient.
Agentive: ayuq- “cannot reach (something at a high place)”; inuq- “shoot but miss,” inuk-
‘Tail to catch (game animal) by letting it go”; uniuq- “shoot but miss.”
Verb bases of this type denote events in which the patient is not attained, that is, not affected in 
any way, and they are agentive.
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Verb bases whose transitive version refers to the agent’s attempt to attain the patient in some way. 
Agentive: itchuq- “hide and wait for (game animal)”; maflk- “follow”; irruaq- “imitate
(someone)”; natchTk- “cry wanting to follow”; nuvimmi- “aim at”; pakak- “look for”; 
taqqi- “wait for”; tuvraq- “imitate.”
Verb bases of this type denote events in which the patient is not necessarily attained, that is, not 
affected in any way, and they are agentive.
S. Patient being a place
Verb bases whose transitive version refers to the agent’s doing something to a patient that is a place 
or a vehicle in which the agent is located.
Agentive: iput- ‘tew  (boat)”; kinitak- “brake (sled)”; nanniq- “put light on”; natchiqT
“mop”; qalll- “bail (boat)”; salummaq- “clean (room etc.)”; sapT “block (river, road)”; 
Slipumik- “blow (stove etc.) to start fire”; Ullkkuaq- “curtain (room etc.).”
Verb bases of this type are characteristic in that many of them may mark the patient in the 
antipassive clause by localis as well as modalis case. Consider the following examples:
(325) a  Ar)utim supumikaa iknigvik.
ar)uti-m supumik+kaa iknigvik+0
man-REL.s blow-iND.3s3s stove-ABS.s
‘The man blew the stove (to start fire).’ 
b. Arjun supumiksuq iknigvirjmik/iknigvinmi.
arjuti+0 supumik+tuq iknigvik-^mik/iknigvik-^mi
man-ABS.S blow-nMD.3s stove-MOD.s/stove-LOC.s
‘The man blew a stove.’
Note that in the antipassive clause with supumik- “blow” (325b), the patient, iknigvik ‘stove,’ 
may be marked either by modalis or localis case. As this shows, the patient of verb bases of this
R. Trying to attain the patient
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type is viewed not so much as something affected by the agent’s action as it is a place where the 
agent acts, and, just as verb bases of movement whose patient is a location (class A-a), they are 
agentive.
T. Interpersonal activities
Now let us look at verb bases whose transitive version refers to events where a human acts on 
another human. I will divide them into three groups: (a) those that denote events that change the 
physical condition of the patient; (b) those that denote negative mental impact on the patient; and
(c) others.
T-a Change of state ofthe patient
Verb bases denoting events that change the physical condition ofthe patient:
Patientive: atniq- “hurt”; atqunaq- “hurt badly”; pisag'l- “kill (monster etc.).”
As other verb bases that denote the change of state of the patient, verb bases ofthis type are 
patientive.
T-b. Negative mental impact on the patient
Verb bases denoting negative mental inpact on the patient:
Patientive: arjallaglllk- “treat badly”; ayak- “refuse (someone)”; ijaksia- “sexually harass”;
kisir)r)uq- “leave atone”; minit- “disfavor”; piyuaq- “bother”; saaqTq- “stand in 
(someone)’s way”; tupak- “startle.”
As otter verb bases that denote mental damages on the patient (C-b-i), verb bases ofthis type 
are patientive.
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T-c. Others 
Other verb bases:
Agentive: ikayuq- “help”; ikkusriq- “pay _’s plane fere”; nuliaq- “many”; tiguaq-
“adopt”.
Patientive: ar)U- “catch up with”; atchTq- “name”; inat- “take care o f’; inutllT- “help back to
life”; maligut- “obey”; tai- “call _ by name”; tuvluaq- “protect
As these verb bases do not share any positive semantic characteristics except that their patient 
is (mostly) human, there is little to say about the correlation between their meaning and polarity.
U. Miscellaneous
Finally, there are some verb bases that do not fit neatly into any of the groups presented above. I 
will provide them here for the sake of completeness, but without any further comments because 
these verb bases do not share any positive semantic characteristics correlated with their polarity: 
Agentive: atuq- “use”; atlllimmi- “carry out (plan)”; i|aku- “leave (food)”; kinniqi- “make
a mistake on”; paqna- “prepare”; pi[l't- “let go of’; qasruq- “quit”; Ullktuq- “measure.” 
Patientive: ig|utuq- “endure”; upaktuq- “run after (of dog).”
Now that we have examined all the lexical verb bases, let us next move on to postbases.
4.3.2. Postbases
In this section, I will look at how each postbase determines the polarity of the output verb bases. As 
the number of postbases is naturally much smaller than that of lexical verb bases, it is not 
worthwhile to divide them into semantic groups, so we will just enumerate those postbases that 
yield agentive or patientive verb bases. We will first look at verb-elaborating postbases and then at 
verbalizing postbases.
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As we saw in Chapter 2, +t- ‘tr ,’ +saq- ‘tr ,’ -IT gIT- ‘tr ,’ +pkaq- ~ Atlt- ‘caus,’ -tqu—
-qu- ‘to ask/tell/want _ to V,’ +raiJT l-saijl- ‘to try not to let _ V,’ +nT- ‘to say that _ Ved/Vs,’
+nasrugT--- l-kasugi- ‘to think that _ Ved/Vs’ and :utl- ‘APPUC’ all yield patientive bases.
Examples with each of these postbases are provided in Chapter 2.
Verbalizing postbases
Many verbalizing postbases yield verb bases whose transitive version has a beneficiary as its 
patient. Let us look at such postbases first, and then at other postbases.
A. The patient being beneficiary
The following are postbases that yield verb bases whose transitive version has a beneficiary as its 
patient:
Agentive: :Tt- “have no N for,” ‘have no N’; -ksraku- “save N for,” ‘save N’; -ksraq- “get
N for,” ‘get N’; -ksriaq- “go to get N for,” ‘go to get N’; -IT- “make forN,” ‘makeN’; -saq- 
“go to get N for,” ‘go to get N’; -taq- “go to get N for,” ‘go to get N.’
Below is a set of examples with a verb base derived by -ksraq- “get N for,” ‘get N’:
(326) a  Aoutim igligutiksragaa agnaq.
ar)uti-m igliguti-ksraq+kaa agnaq+0
man-REL.s snow.m achine-get-iND.3s3s woman-ABS.S
‘The man bought a snow  machine for the wom an.’ 
b. Arjun igligutiksraqtuq agnamun.
arjuti+0 igliguti-ksraq+tuq agnaq+mun
man-ABS.S snow.machine-get-lND.3s woman-TRM.S
‘The m an bought a snow  machine for a wom an.’
Verb-elaborating postbases
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Verb bases derived with these postbases refer to events wherein the patient does not change its 
state; it merely receives or expects to receive something denoted by the noun base. And those verb 
bases are agentive.
B. Others
Other postbases that yield verb bases are:
Agentive: RiqT-“workon_’s N,” ‘work on N’; Riuq- “make N out of” ‘make N.’
Patientive: -aq- “break ’sN(bodypart),” ‘breakone’sownN’; +Cjuq- “make N,” ‘become
N’; :Tq- “remove N from,” ‘have no more N’; Riq- “put _ onN,” ‘have N’; -rilk- “provide _ 
with,” ‘haveN.’
Below is a set of examples with a verb base derived by Riuq- “make N out of” ‘make N’:
(327) a Arjutim qaqquqtuusriugaa asriavik.
arjuti-m qaqquqtuutiRiuq+kaa asriavik+0
man-REL.S jam -make-lND.3s3s blueberry-ABS.S
‘The man made jam  from the blueberries.’
b. Arjun qaqquqtuusriuqtuq asriavirjmik.
arjuti+0 qaqquqtuutiRiuq+tuq asriavik-f-mik
man-ABS.S jam-make-lND.3s blueberry-MOD.S
‘The man made jam  from blueberries.’
And the following is a set of examples with a verb base derived by :iq- “remove N from,” ‘have no 
moreN’:
(328) a  Agnam imgigaa qattaq.
agnaq-m imiq:iq+kaa qattaq+0
woman-REL.S water-remove-[ND.3S3S bucket-ABS.S 
‘The wom an emptied the bucket.’
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b. Agnaq imgiiruq qattamik.
agnaq+0 imiq:iq:i+tuq qattaq-^ mik
woman-ABS.S water-remove-HT-lND.3s bucket-MOD.S
‘The wom an em ptied a bucket. ’
c. Qattaq imgiqsuq
qattaq+0 imiq:iq+tuq
bucket-ABS.s water-remove-iND.3S
‘The bucket has been em ptied.’
Verb bases derived by RiqT “work on _’s N,” ‘work on N’ and Riuq- “make N out of” ‘make N’ 
denote the agent’s process of working on the patient, and, like other verb bases that denote the 
agent’s process, they form agentive bases. By contrast, verb bases derived by other postbases 
denote a change of state in the patient, whether due to transforming the patient, having some part of 
the patient broken or removed, or having something added to the patient, and, like other verb bases 
that denote a change of state in the patient, they are patientive.
Thus, the polarity of verb bases derived by postbases is determined by the postbase. And the 
polarity that each postbase dictates is correlated with its meaning in a similar way as the polarity of 
a lexical verb base is correlated with its meaning.
I have presented the polarity of all the lexical verb bases and postbases. It may have been noticed 
that similar semantic features recur that characterize agentive or patientive bases. In the next 
section I will summarize these semantic features.
4.3. Semantic features that characterize agentive and patientive bases 
The reader may have noticed that the same semantic features recurred during the course of 
description ofthe semantic groups in the preceding section. This suggests that we may be able to 
make a generalization about those semantic features to point out what kind of verb bases are
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We may summarize the semantic features we saw related with agentive or patientive bases as 
in Table 34.
agentive and what kind of verb bases are patientive. And this is what we attempt to do here.
Table 34. Semantic features characterizing agentive and patientive bases
agentive bases patientive bases
I. denote agent’s motion or rest (A-a) denote patient’s motion or rest (A-b, C-a)
n. do not denote patient’s change-of-state 
(A-b-iv)
denote patient’s change-of-state (H-d)
IH. focus on the agent’s process (B-h, B-i, D, 
E,L)
IV. have agent-oriented meaning component 
(A-b-i, A-b-vi)
V. do not imply the agent’s attainment of 
the patient (Q, R)
VI. denote instantaneous actions (E-a, H-d)
v n . focus on the final phase of the event (K)
VIII. agent does not have control over the event 
(A-b-vi, C-b-ii, QO,P)
IX. less impact on the patient (B, T-c) more impact on the patient (B, T-c)
X. negative inpact on the patient (C-b-i, T-b)
XI. animacy ofthe patient is low (B-d-i) animacy of the patient is high (B-d-ii)
XII. the patient is location (A-a, S)
XIII. the patient is actively involved in the event 
(J-b-ii)
This table does not suggest that all the semantic features shown in the left-hand column are shared 
by all the agentive bases, or that those in the right-hand column are shared by all the patientive 
bases. Rather, it indicates that each agentive base is distinguished from patientive bases of similar 
meaningby the presence of at least one of the features in the left-hand column as opposed to the 
lack thereof in the latter, while each patientive base is set off from agentive bases of similar
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meaning by the presence of at least one ofthe features on the right-hand column as opposed to the 
lack thereof in the latter. Thus, the class of agentive bases is characterized by a network of semantic 
features shown in the left-hand column, while that of patientive bases is characterized by a network 
of semantic features shown in the right-hand columa
The semantic features in the left-hand column are not unrelated to each other; they are 
interrelated in such a way that each of them may be considered as a specific realization of some 
more abstract semantic property. Likewise, the semantic features in the right-hand column are 
interrelated in such a way that each of them may be viewed as a specific realization of some more 
abstract semantic property. We may characterize those abstract semantic properties related to 
agentive and patientive bases as: saliency of agent and saliency of patient, respectively. That is, we 
may say that agentive bases are those verb bases that denote events in which the agent is salient, or 
attracts attention, in one way or another, while patientive bases are those verb bases that denote 
events in which the patient is salient, or attracts attention, in one way or another. Next, we will turn 
to each of the semantic features in the table to see how they are derived from these abstract 
semantic properties.
I. ‘Denoting the agent’s motion or rest’ for agentive bases and ‘denoting the patient’s motion or 
rest’ for patientive bases. Whatever moves or stops moving in the event is apt to attract more 
attention than any other thing in the event that does not. Thus, if a verb base denotes the agent’s 
motion or rest, the agent is salient for the verb base, while if a verb base denotes the patient’s 
motion or rest, the patient is salient for the verb base.
II. ‘Not denoting the patient’s change of state’ for agentive bases and ‘denoting the patient’s change 
of state’ for patientive bases. Whatever changes state in the course of the event is apt to attract 
attention, so if the patient changes state, it is salient. By contrast, if the patient does not change the
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state, it is less salient—that is, the agent is apt to be more salient accordingly.
III. ‘Focus on the agent’s process’ for agentive bases. If the meaning of the verb base is such that it 
focuses on the agent’s process, the agent attracts attention.
IV. ‘Having agent-oriented meaning component’ for agentive bases. Ifthe verb base denotes the 
specific way in which the agent is involved in the event, the agent attracts attention acordingly.
V. ‘Not implying the agent’s attainment ofthe patient.’ Ifthe verb base does not imply the agent’s 
attainment of the patient, it indicates the agent’s engagement in the activity that may not reach the 
purported endpoint Thus, the agent attracts more attention than the patient
VI. ‘Instantaneous actions’ for patientive bases. Instantaneous actions, which cannot be prolonged, 
are harder to conceive as the agent’s process. That is, it is harder for the agent to attract attention. 
Accordingly, the patient is more apt to attract attention in such cases.
VII. ‘Focus on the final phase of the event’ for patientive bases. Ifthe verb base focuses on the final 
phase ofthe event, the event is less likely to be conceived as the agent’s process, just as 
instantaneous actions, and accordingly the patient is more apt to attract attention.
VIII. ‘The agent not having control over the event’ for patientive bases. In those events where the 
agent does not have control, the final phase of the event is more likely to attract attention, since, in 
such events, the starting time, the agent’s intention, the agent’s manner etc., which would make the 
agent salient, are lacking. Thus, the patient is more apt to attract attention just as we saw for the two 
preceding features.
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IX. ‘Less impact on the patient’ for agentive bases and ‘more impact on the patient’ for patientive 
bases. If there is more inpact on the patient, the patient is more apt to be conceived as changing 
state, which will make it more salient. By contrast, less impact on the patient makes it less salient, 
and accordingly the agent becomes more salient.
X. ‘Negative impact on the patient’ for patientive bases. A priori, this semantic feature may not be 
necessarily more related with the patient’s saliency than positive impact, but in this language it 
appears that it is.
XI. ‘Animacy ofthe patient being low’ for agentive bases and ‘animacy ofthe patient being high’ 
for patientive bases. In general, entities high in animacy are easier for speakers, who are human, to 
empasize than those low in animacy (Kuno and Kaburaki (1977)), and those easier to empasize are 
likely to attract attention.
XII. ‘The patient being an immobile thing’ for agentive bases. This is a subtype ofthe preceding 
feature. Thus, immobile things, or locations, are lowest in animacy, and like other patients low in 
animacy, they do not attract attention.
XIII. ‘The patient actively involved in the event’ for patientive bases. This is another subtype of the 
feature XI. Thus, only human patients can be actively involved in the event, and human patients, 
which are highest in animacy, are likely to attract attention.
Thus, all the semantic features in the left-hand column ofthe table may be seen as derived from 
the agent’s rather than the patient’s being salient in one way or another, while all the semantic
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features in the right-hand column ofthe table (except X, perhaps, which may be specific to this 
language) may be seen as derived from the patient’s rather than the agent’s being salient in one way 
or another. From this we can conclude the basic semantic features that characterize the classes of 
agentive and patientive bases as the saliency ofthe agent and the patient, respectively. Thus, 
agentive bases are verb bases that denote events in which the agent is salient, while patientive bases 
are verb bases that denote events in which the patient is salient. Here, we can see the isomorphism 
between form and meaning. That is, agentive bases, for which the agent is semantically salient, 
select the agent as the sole argument in the intransitive version—that is, they treat the agent as 
formally salient, while patientive bases, for which the patient is semantically salient, select the 
patient as the sole argument in the intransitive version—that is, they treat the patient as formally 
salient.
Thus, I have shown that agentive and patientive bases are each characterized by a bundle of 
semantic features. The question that arises at this point, as Anna Berge (p.c.) pointed out, is: what if 
there is a conflict among the semantic features of a verb base?
I was able to single out those semantic features by looking at verb bases with similar meanings. 
By comparing verb bases with similar meanings, which differ in polarity, I was able to focus on 
each of the semantic features that differentiate the agentive from pateintive bases. But, of course, 
the lexicon as a whole is much more complicated, each verb base being characterized by several 
(in feet, in theory, infinite) semantic features. Given that, it is not unlikely for a verb base to have 
both semantic features that characterize agentive bases and those that characterize patientive bases. 
And this does indeed happen. For example, migiaq- “vomit” (Section 4.2.1, E-b) is agentive. In 
Section 4.2.1,1 compared it with patientive ii- “swallow,” and said that, although they both refer to 
instantaneous events, migiaq- “vomit” is less likely to put focus on the patient than ii- “swallow,” 
and that is the semantic feature that is responsible for migiaq- “vomit” being agentive and ii-
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“swallow” being patientive. Thus, agentive migiaq- “vomit” has a semantic feature that 
characterizes agentive bases—that of less focus on the patient (and accordingly more focus on the 
agent) (HI). This does not mean, however, that it has all the semantic features we saw above that 
characterize agentive bases. Notice that it normally refers to events wherein the agent does not 
have control And the semantic feature of the agent having no control over the event was seen to 
characterize patientive, rather than agentive, bases (VIII). So agentive migiaq- “vomit” has both 
semantic features that characterize agentive bases and those that characterize patientive bases. Thus, 
we see a conflict among semantic features in this verb base. Such cases are not hard to come by.
For example, agentive tikit- “reach” (A-a-i) has not only the semantic feature of referring to the 
agent’s motion (T), which characterizes agentive bases, but also the semantic feature of referring to 
instantaneous actions (VI), which characterizes patientive bases. Or, to take another example, 
patientive navik- “break” (B-i) has the semantic feature of taking patients low in animacy, which 
characterizes agentive bases (XI), as well as the semantic feature of denoting the patient’s change 
of state (II), which characterizes patientive bases. These examples show that when there is a 
conflict among the semantic features of a verb base, some of them override others. Thus, in the 
case of migiaq- “vomit,” the semantic feature of less focus on the patient wins over that of 
referring to instantaneous actions, to make it agentive; in the case of tikTt- “reach,” the semantic 
feature of referring to the agent’s motion overrides that of referring to instantaneous actions, to 
make it agentive; in the case of navik- “break,” the semantic feature of denoting the patient’s 
change of state overrides that of taking patients low in animacy, to make it patientive. Thus, there 
may be hierarchies among the semantic features, such that semantic features higher on the 
hierarchy would always override those few on the hierarchy. This is an important point in order to 
M y clarify the semantic nature of agentive and patientive bases, but, at present, there is no obvious 
solution to this issue. What I can say at present is that all the semantic features uncovered thus far 
work when that is the only semantic difference between agentive and patientive bases similar in
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meaning. There is nothing here to predict what generally happens when there is a conflict. I have to 
leave this to fixture research.
Since it is generally a good strategy to attack complex problems under simple conditions, my 
strategy of comparing verb bases similar in meaning was a reasonable one, through which I was 
able to uncover relevant semantic features. But it is just a first step, and I would need to look at 
verb bases in their complexities to solve the problem of conflicts among semantic features. At 
present, however, this problem must remain unsolved.
4.4. Cross-linguistic survey
In this section, I will compare Inupiaq and other languages to see whether or not the agentive and 
patientive classes are distributed similarly in different languages.
If two or more languages have two classes of verbs that are morphosyntactically characterized 
in a similar way, and if the distribution of those two classes is semantically conditioned, then we 
would expect that those two classes of verbs will be distributed in a similar way across 
languages—verbs with similar meanings belonging to the class characterized in a similar way. This 
is indeed proven with various classes of verbs. Thus, as Hopper and Thompson (1980) show, the 
class of transitive verbs that are morphosyntactically characterized contains verbs with similar 
semantic characteristics across languages. Also, as Kemmer (1993) shows, the class of middle 
verbs, which are morphosyntactically characterized in languages that have them, is seen to contain 
verbs with similar meanings.
If this is generally the case, then we may expect the same with agentive and patientive bases as 
well. Thus, if the distribution of agentive and patientive bases in Inupiaq is semantically 
conditioned, we would expect it to coincide with other languages with similar classes of verbs in 
the meanings of verbs that belong to each class. Actually, some linguists point out semantic 
similarities between agentive and patientive bases in an Eskimo language and similar classes of
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verbs in other languages (Hayatsu (1986), Kazenin (1994), Jacobson (1995:123)). What I want to 
do in this section is similar in spirit to such works, but I will approach the issue statistically by 
counting the number of verbs in different languages.
In this section, I will compare 100 verbs in four languages, English, Japanese, CAY and 
Inupiaq, to see how many of them share the meaning and syntactic behavior of one type or the 
other. The choice of the three languages other than Inupiaq was made partly for a practical reason 
and partly for a methodological reason:
(i) These are languages with which I am familiar.
(ii) I wanted to include one language that is genetically related to Inupiaq, namely CAY.
To make this comparison, I will first need to show that these four languages do have similar 
classes of agentive and patientive bases—that is, verbs that can be either intransitive or transitive 
and for which the S corresponds with the A and those that can be either intransitive or transitive 
and for which the S corresponds with the O. Let us look at English, Japanese and CAY on this 
point.
English
It is clear that English has verbs that behave like Inupiaq patientive bases. Thus, break can be either 
intransitive or transitive and has the S corresponding with the O, as in he broke it vs. it broke. On 
the other hand, there are verbs such as eat, which may be viewed as functioning either as 
intransitive or as transitive. Under that assumption, they will have the S corresponding with the A, 
as in he is eating lunch vs. he is eating. Actually, it is not uncontroversial whether eat in he is 
eating is an intransitive verb or a transitive verb with the O omitted. Some linguists, such as Katz 
and Postal (1964:81), consider verbs such as eat as always transitive. In that case, verbs such as eat 
will not be exactly parallel to Inupiaq agentive bases in morphosyntactic terms. However, that issue 
is not important for our purposes; what is relevant to us is that some verbs, such as break, can have
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S corresponding with O, while others, such as eat, cannot. So let us refer to verbs such as break, 
which can have the S corresponding with the O, as patientive, and to verbs such as eat, which 
cannot have the S corresponding with the O as agentive.
Japanese
In Japanese, some transitive verbs have a corresponding intransitive verb such that the O of the 
former corresponds with the S ofthe latter (Hayatsu (1989)). For example:
(329) a. Otoko-ga enpitu-wo or-u.
man-NOMpeneil-ACC break.TR-PRES 
‘The m an w ill break the pen cil.’ 
b. Enpitu-ga ore-ru.
peneil-NOM break-lNTR-PRES 
‘The p encil w ill break.’
Thus, the pair of transitive or- ‘break’ and intransitive ore- ‘break’ is like patientive bases in Inupiaq 
in that it has S corresponding with O. On the other hand, other verbs, such as tabe- ‘eat,’ do not 
form a pair parallel to patientive bases in Inupiaq. It is not that verbs such as tabe- ‘eat’ form a pair 
of intransitive and transitive verbs like agentive bases in Inupiaq; it is rather that tabe- ‘eat’ is 
always transitive. What is important for our purposes is that some verbs form a pair of intransitive 
and transitive verbs for which the S corresponds with the O, while others do not. So let us refer to 
verbs like or- ‘break,’ which form a pair of intransitive and transitive verbs, as patientive, and to 
verbs like tabe- ‘eat,’ which do not form such a pair, as agentive.
CAY
CAY, an Eskimo language, does have agentive and patientive bases parallel to those in Inupiaq.
The following is an example with an agentive base:
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(330) a  Angutem neraa neqa
angute-m nere-aa neqe-0
man-REL.s eat-iND.3s3s fish-ABS.s
‘The man is eating the fish.’ 
b. Angun ner’uq.
angute-0 nere-uq
man-ABS.s eat-iND.3s
‘The man is eating.’
And the following is an example with a patientive base:
(331) a  Angutem navgaa cass’aq.
angute-m naveg-aa cass’aq-0
man-RELS break-iND.3s3s clock-ABS.s
‘The man broke the clock.’ 
b. Cass’aq navegtuq.
cass’aq-0 naveg-tuq
clock-ABS.s break-iND.3s
‘The clock broke.’
The only difference between Inupiaq and CAY in this regard is that CAY has many pairs of 
intransitive and transitive bases in which the latter is derived from the former with an unproductive 
postbase -te-, as illustrated by the following examples:
(332) a  Angutem niptaa kenurraq.
angute-m nipe-te-aa kenurraq-0
man-REL.S go.out-TR-lND.3s3s light-ABS.S
‘The man extinguished the ligh t ’
b. Kenurraq nip’uq.
kenurraq-0 nipe-uq
light-ABS.S go.out-iND.3s
‘The light went out.’
The relation between intransitive nipe- (332b) and transitive nipte- (332a) is the same as that
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between the intransitive and transitive versions of patientive bases, such as intransitive naveg- 
(331 b) and transitive naveg- (33 la). Thus, for our purposes of cross-linguistic comparison, pairs 
such as rtipe- (332b) and nipte- (332a) should be counted as patientive, just as pairs such as naveg- 
(331b) and naveg- (331a) (cf. Jacobson (1984:569)).
In Table 35,1 have collected 100 verbs that are translational equivalents in the four languages. I 
selected these 100 verbs to maximally represent the semantic groups of verb bases in Section 4.3.1; 
after each Inupiaq verb base, I indicate the group to which it belongs. For Japanese, I only indicate 
the transitive verb of a pair. After each verb, I indicate whether it is agentive or patientive; ‘A’ 
marks that the verb is agentive, and ‘P’ marks that the verb is patientive. If a meaning in question is 
expressed by an intransitive verb, that intransitive verb is provided, marked by ‘I.’ Where no 
appropriate verb is found for the meaning concerned, the cell is marked with In the right-most 
column, I put together the polarity of the verb in question in four languages, the left-most letter 
indicating the polarity of the verb in English, the next one indicating the one in Japanese, the next 
one in CAY, and the right-most one in Inupiaq.
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Table 35.100 verbs in English, Japanese, CAY and Inupiaq
English Japanese CAY Inupiaq polarity
approach (A) tikaduk-(I) alarute-(P) tikisaaq-(A-a-i;A) A/I/P/A
await (A) mat-(A) utaqa- (A) taqqi-(R;A) A/A/A/A
bite (A) kam-(A) kegge- (A) kiqi- (B-c; P) A/A/A/P
blast (A) bakuhasu-(A) - nuutkuti't-(B-i;A) A/A/-/P
bother (A) zyamasu- (A) tarike-(P) piyuaq-(T-b;P) A/A/P/P
break (P) or-(P) naveg- (P) navik-(B-i;P) P/P/P/P
bury (A) ume- (P) tungmagte-(P) ijuviq- (B-e; P) A/P/P/P
butcher (A) koros- (A) pilag-(P) pilak- (B-d-ii; A) A/A/P/A
buy (A) kaw- (A) kipute- (A) tauqsiq- (C-b-ii; A) A/A/A/A
call (A) yob- (A) qayaga- (A) tuqtuq- (J-b-i; A) A/A/A/A
carry (A) hakob- (A) pequmpag- (A) akiyaq-(A-b-i;A) A/A/A/A
catch (A) tor-(P) akuqar- (A) akkuaq- (A-b-vi; P) A/P/A/P
chew (A) kam-(A) tamua-(A) tamuq-(E-a; A) A/A/A/A
clean (A) souzisu- (A) carrir-(P) salummaq-(S;A) A/A/P/A
climb (A) nobor- (A) mayur- (A) mayuaq-(A-a-iii;A) A/A/A/A
comb (A) tokas- (A) nuyiur- (A) il aiq-(D;A) A/A/A/A
cook (A) ryourisu- (A) ega-(A) iga- (L;A) A/A/A/A
cover (A) oow- (A) teq’ar- (A) m atu- (B-e; P) A/A/A/P
descend (A) ori- (A) atrar-(A) ataaq-(A-a-iii;A) A/A/A/A
divorce (A) wakare- (I) awute- (A) avit- (0; A) A/I/A/A
drink (A) nom- (A) mer- (A) imi’q- (E-a; A) A/A/A/A
drop(P) otos-(P) katag-(P) katak- (G; P) P/P/P/P
eat (A) tabe-(A) nere-(A) nigi-(E-a;A) A/A/A/A
endure (A) tae- (I) cakviur- (I) igjutuq- (U; P) AM/P
enter (A) hair-(I) iter- (A) isi'q- (A-a-i; A) A/I/A/A
envy (A) netam-(A) ayuqniar- (A) tUSru-(N;A) A/A/A/A
escape (A) nige-(I) anag(I) qirnak- (A-a-vi; A) AM/A
fetch (A) tor- (A) aqva- (P) ai- (A-b-i; P) A/A/P/P
611(A) mitas-(P) imir-(P) immiq-(B-f;P) A/P/P/P
find (A) mituke-(P) nalaqe- (A) paqi't-(H-a;A) A/P/A/A
follow (A) ow- (A) maligte- (A) mafik- (R; A) A/A/A/A
forbid (A) kinzi-(A) inerqua- (P) uqapsaaq- (P; P) A/A/P/P
forget (A) wasure-(A) nalluyagute- (A) puuyuq-(l;A) A/A/A/A
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Table 35.100 verbs in English, Japanese, CAY and Inupiaq (continued)
English Japanese CAY Inupiaq polarity
freeze (P) kooras- (P) ciku-(P) qiqTt- (F; P) P/P/P/P
get moldy (I) kabiga hae- (I) mineg-(P) uquk- (F; P) I/I/P/P
give (A) yar- (A) cikir-(P) aatchuq- (C-a; A) A/A/P/A
go (around) (I) mawar- (A) negur- (A) kaivi't-(A-a-v;A) I/A/A/A
grab (A) tukam-(A) akuqar- (A) tiqu-(A-b-vi; A) A/A/A/A
hear(A) kik-(A) niite-(A) tusraa- (H-b; A) A/A/A/A
help (A) tasuke- (P) ikayur-(P) ikayuq-(T-c;A) A/P/P/A
hide(P) kakus- (P) iir-(P) iii'q- (A-b-v; P) P/P/P/P
hunt- (A) kar-(A) angussaaq-(A) ar)uniaq-(M;A) A/A/A/A
hurt(P) kidutuke- (P) akngirte- (P) atniq- (T-a; P) P/P/P/P
invite (A) manek- (A) keleg- (P) aiyuqaaq- (J-b-ii; P) A/A/P/P
kick (A) ker- (A) itegmig- (A) aqi- (B-c; P) A/A/A/P
kill (A) koros- (A) tuqute- (P) pisagi'-(T-a;P) A/A/P/P
lead (A) mitibik- (A) ciuliqagte- (A) sivullTq- (P; P) A/A/A/P
learn (A) sir- (A) elite- (A) ijlt-(I;A) A/A/A/A
leave (food) (A) nooks- (P) minar-(I) i|aku-(U;A) A/P/I/A
lick (A) name-(A) pair-(A) aluk-(B-a;A) A/A/A/A
lose (A) nakus- (P) tamar-(P) tam m aq-(G;P) A/P/P/P
meet (A) aw- (A) pairte- (A) paaq-(O; A) A/A/A/A
miss (A) nogas-(P) qulruarte- (A) uniuq-(Q;A) A/P/A/A
move (P) ugokas- (P) amlate- (P) nuut- (A-b-ii; P) P/P/P/P
obey (A) sitagaw- (I) maligtaqu- (A) maligut- (T-c; P) A/l/A/P
open(P) ake-(P) angparte-(P) arjmaq- (B-h; P) P/P/P/P
pass (A) tour-(I) kitur-(A) apqusraaq- (A-a-iv; A) A/I/A/A
pay (A) haraw- (A) akilir-(A) akiffq- (C-a; P) A/A/A/P
pluck (A) musir- (A) eritar-(A) igitchaq-(B-g;A) A/A/A/A
pull (A) hik-(A) amu-(P) amu- (A-b-ii; P) A/A/P/P
put (A) ok- (A) elli- (P) ill-(A-b-v; P) A/A/P/P
read (A) yom- (A) naaqe- (A) agliqT-(J-a;A) A/A/A/A
recall (A) omoidas- (A) neq’ar- (A) itqaa- (J-c; P) A/A/A/P
receive (A) moraw- (A) akurtur-(A) akuqtuq- (C-b-ii; P) A/A/A/P
rip(P) sak-(P) alpag-(P) kiluaq-(B-g;P) P/P/P/P
rob (A) ubaw- (A) wayar- (P) aat- (C-b-i; P) A/A/P/P
row (A) kog-(A) utqerr- (A) iput-(S; A) A/A/A/A
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Table 35.100 verbs in English, Ja lanese, CAY and Inupiaq (continued)
English Japanese CAY Inupiaq polarity
scold (A) sikar- (A) nunur- (A) saukataq-(J-b-ii;A) A/A/A/A
scratch (A) kak-(A) kumeg- (A) qitchuk-(B-b;A) A/A/A/A
season (A) azitukesu- (A) - avu- (B-f, P) A/A/-/P
see (A) mi-(A) tangerr- (A) tautuk- (H-a; A) A/A/A/A
sew (A) nuw- (A) mingqe- (A) killaiyaq-(K;A) A/A/A/A
shake(A) hur-(P) arulate-(P) ipsuk- (A-b-iv; A) A/P/P/A
shave(A) sor- (A) ungair- (A) umr)iyaq-(D;A) A/A/A/A
shoot (A) ut-(A) nuteg- (A) S'lk- (B-d-ii; P) A/A/A/P
shovel (A) bar-(A) aiggar- (A) nivak- (B-d-i; A) A/A/A/A
sing (A) utaw- (A) atur-(A) atuq-(J-a;A) A/A/A/A
sink(P) sizume- (P) kit’e-(P) kivit- (A-b-v; P) P/P/P/P
sit (down) (I) suwar-(T) aqume- (I) aquvi't- (A-a-ii; A) IM/A
smell (P) kag-(A) nare-(A) nai-(H-c;A) P/A/A/A
snare (A) tor- (P) negar- (A) napi't- (M; A) A/P/A/A
spear(A) sas-(P) - nauhk- (B-d-i; A) A/P/-/A
spill (P) kobos- (P) kuve-(P) kuvT- (G; P) P/P/P/P
spit (A) hak-(A) tewaar-(I) tuwuaq- (E-b; A) A/A/I/A
squeeze (A) sibor- (A) qemrar- (A) siwuq- (B-h; A) A/A/A/A
stand (P) tate-(P) naparte- (P) nappaq- (A-b-iii; P) P/P/P/P
startle (P) odorokas- (P) tatamte- (P) tupak-(T-b;P) P/P/P/P
steal (A) nusum- (A) tegleg- (A) tighk- (C-b-i; A) A/A/A/A
step (A) hum- (A) tut’e- (A) tilth (A-a-ii; A) A/A/A/A
stir (A) maze- (P) acute- (A) arjalat- (L; P) A/P/A/P
taste (P) aziwaw- (A) alme- (A) uuk- (H-d; P) P/A/A/P
tear(P) yabur- (P) alleg- (P) aflk- (B-i; P) P/P/P/P
thank (A) kansyasu-(I) quya-(I) quya- (J-b-i; A) AM/A
throw (A) nage- (A) egte- (P) ig'l't- (A-b-ii; P) A/A/P/P
tie (A) musub- (A) qillerte- (P) pituk- (B-h; P) A/A/P/P
touch (A) sawar-(I) agtur-(A) aksik- (B-a; A) A/I/A/A
tum(P) uragaes- (P) mumigte- (P) mumik- (A-b-iii; P) P/P/P/P
vomit (A) hak-(A) miryar- (A) migiaq-(E-b; A) A/A/A/A
wipe (A) huk- (A) perrir-(P) aliaqti'q-(B-b;A) A/A/P/A
write (A) kak-(A) alngar- (A) aglak-(K;A) A/A/A/A
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To summarize from the table, the following shows the number of agentive and patientive verbs in 
each of the languages:
(333) Number of agentive and patientive verbs in the sample
English Japanese CAY Inupiaq
Agentive verbs 81/100 63/100 56/100 58/100
Patientive verbs 16/100 26/100 35/100 42/100
Thus, in English, 81 out ofthe 100 sample verbs are agentive, and 16 out of the 100 sample verbs 
are patientive. That is, 81% of all the 100 verb concepts correspond with English agentive verbs, 
and 16% of all the 100 verb concepts correspond with English patientive verbs. And in Inupiaq, 58 
out ofthe 100 sample verbs are agentive, and 42 out ofthe 100 sample verbs are patientive. That is, 
58% of all the 100 verb concepts correspond with Inupiaq agentive verbs, and 42% of all the 100 
verb concepts correspond with Inupiaq patientive verbs.
Now, if the agentive and patientive verbs are distributed randomly either in English or in 
Inupiaq or in both, we would expect that the ratio ofthe number of Inupiaq agentive verbs that 
correspond with English agentive verbs to the number of all the Inupiaq agentive verbs will be the 
same as the ratio of the number of Inupiaq agentive and patientive verbs that correspond with 
English agentive verbs to the number of all the Inupiaq agentive and patientive verbs. And the latter 
is, as we saw, 81%, so if agentive and patientive verbs are randomly distributed either in English or 
in Inupiaq or in both, we would expect that 81% of the Inupiaq agentive verbs will correspond with 
English agentive verbs. In the same vein, if agentive and patientive verbs are randomly distributed, 
we would expect that 16% ofthe Inupiaq patientive verbs correspond with English patientive 
verbs.
The same reasoning applies between Japanese and Inupiaq and between CAY and Inupiaq as 
well. Thus, if agentive and patientive verbs are randomly distributed either in Japanese or in 
Inupiaq or in both, we would expect that 63% of the Inupiaq agentive verbs correspond with
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Japanese agentive verbs, and 26% ofthe Inupiaq patientive verbs correspond with Japanese 
patientive verbs. And if agentive and patientive verbs are randomly distributed either in CAY or in 
Inupiaq or in both, we would expect that 56% ofthe Inupiaq agentive verbs correspond with CAY 
agentive verbs, and 35% ofthe Inupiaq patientive verbs correspond with CAY patientive verbs.
To summarize, we would expect that the following percentage of the Inupiaq agentive or 
patientive verbs match the translational equivalent ofthe other languages in polarity if agentive and 
patientive verbs are distributed randomly in the two languages concerned:
(334) Expected percentage of Inupiaq agentive or patientive verbs that match the other languages
English Japanese CAY
Agentive verbs 81% 63% 56%
Patientive verbs 16% 26% 35%
Since Inupiaq has 58 agentive verbs and 42 patientive verbs in the sample from (334), we would 
expect that the fo lb wing number ofthe Inupiaq agentive or patientive verbs match the translational 
equivalents in the other languages in their polarity if agentive and patientive verbs are distributed 
randomly in the two languages concerned:
(335) Expected number of Inupiaq agentive or patientive verbs that match the other languages
English Japanese CAY
Agentive verbs 58 (81/100) = 47 58-(63/100) = 37 58-(56/100) = 32
Patientive verbs 42-06/1001 = 7 42426/1001=11 35-05/1001=12
Total 54 48 44
Thus, if agentive and patientive verbs are randomly distributed, we would expect to have 47 verb 
concepts that are agentive in both English and Inupiaq, 7 verb concepts that are patientive in both 
English and Inupiaq, and 54 verb concepts that have the same polarity, either agentive or patientive, 
in both English and Inupiaq. And similarly for Japanese and Inupiaq and CAY and Inupiaq as well. 
Next, let us look at the number of verb concepts that have the same polarity in all the four
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languages that we would expect if agentive and patientive verbs are distributed randomly across all 
the four languages. The following is the number of Inupiaq agentive verbs that correspond to 
agentive verbs in all the other three languages we would expect if agentive and patientive verbs 
were distributed randomly:
58-(81/100>(63/100>(56/100) = 17
And the following is the number of Inupiaq patientive verbs that correspond to patientive verbs in 
all the other three languages that we would expect if agentive and patientive verbs were distributed 
randomly:
42-(l6/100)-(26/l00)-(35/l 00) = 1
Thus, if agentive and patientive verbs are randomly distributed across all the four languages, we 
would expect that the following number of verb concepts have the same polarity in all the four 
languages:
(336) Expected number of verb concepts that have the same polarity in all the four languages 
Agentive verbs 17
Patientive verbs 1
Total 18
Thus, we would expect that 18 verb concepts have the same polarity, either agentive or patientive, 
in all the four languages.
Let us now compare the figures in (335) and (336) with the actual number that correspond.
The following is the number of the Inupiaq agentive or patientive verbs that actually match the 
translational equivalent of the other languages in polarity:
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(337) Number of Inupiaq agentive or patientive verbs that actually match the other languages
English Japanese CAY 
Agentive verbs 54 42 44
Patientive verbs 15________19_________ 28_____
Total 69 61 72
These figures are obtained by counting the number of Inupiaq agentive or patientive verbs that 
match the translational equivalents of the other languages in polarity. These figures show us that 54 
Inupiaq agentive verbs correspond with English agentive verbs, 15 Inupiaq patientive verbs 
correspond with English patientive verbs, and 69 Inupiaq verbs match the English verbs in polarity, 
either agentive or patientive, and similarly for Japanese and Inupiaq and CAY and Inupiaq.
And the following is the actual number of verb concepts that have the same polarity in all the 
four languages:
(338) Actual number of verb concepts that have the same polarity in all the four languages 
Agentive verbs 35
Patientive verbs 14
Total 49
These figures are obtained by counting the number of verb concepts that have the same polarity in 
all the four languages in the table. Thus, in the sample, 35 verb concepts are expressed by agentive 
verbs in all the four languages, 14 verb concepts are expressed by patientive verbs in all the four 
languages, and 49 verb concepts are expressed by verbs of the same polarity, either agentive or 
patientive, in all the four languages.
Now, comparing (335) and (337) shows that all the figures are greater in (337) than in (335). 
This means that both the agentive and patientive verbs in Inupiaq match in polarity more 
translational equivalents than we would expect by pure chance in all the three languages. Also, 
comparing (336) and (338) shows that all the figures are greater in (338) than in (336). This means 
that more verb concepts are expressed by verbs with the same polarity in all the four languages
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than we would expect by pure chance. In summary, verbs with similar meanings in different 
languages match in polarity more often than we would expect by pure chance.
Of course, the high figures of correspondence between Inupiaq and CAY may be attributed to 
their genetic relatedness; they may express the same meaning with verbs of the same polarity 
because they inherited the same verbs from the proto-language. However, even if that account 
works between Inupiaq and CAY, it does not work between Inupiaq and the other two languages. 
To make sense of this high figure of correspondence in polarity between Inupiaq and all the three 
languages, the only apparent answer is that the polarity of verb bases is determined similarly on a 
semantic basis in all the four languages concerned. Thus, in Inupiaq, as well as in English, Japanese 
and CAY, the polarity of verb bases is determined on a semantic basis, and the agentive and 
patientive classes in each language contain verbs with similar meanings, so that verb bases with 
similar meanings from different languages tend to have the same polarity. As a result, we observe 
the higher percentage of coincidence in polarity than expected by pure chance when we pick up 
verbs with similar meanings from Inupiaq and the other languages.
This completes my survey of how agentive and patientive bases are distributed. In the next 
chapter, I will address the question of whether or not the dividing line between agentive and 
patientive bases is clear cut.
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So tar, I have tacitly assumed that the classes of agentive and patientive bases are clear-cut, such 
that an agentive base will be always agentive and a patientive base will be always patientive. I hold 
this assumption because no Eskimo linguist has yet made claims to the contrary. More precisely, 
the question of whether the classes of agentive and patientive bases are clear-cut or not has never 
been addressed in Eskimo linguistics. In this chapter, I will address this questioa I will show that 
the classes of agentive and patientive bases are not clearly distinguishable. There are three sets of 
evidence for this:
(i) There are some verb bases that have the S corresponding either with the A or O.
(ii) There are some verb bases that may or may not take a half-transitive postbase to become 
antipassive.
(iii) There are cases in which a verb base that normally behaves as an agentive base behaves like a 
patientive base, or a verb base that normally behaves as a patientive base behaves as an 
agentive base, thanks to a specific postbase or mood.
Thus, the dividing line between the classes of agentive and patientive bases appears unclear 
because of the existence of a gray zone between them The purpose of this chapter is to describe 
this gray zone.
Although two classes of verbs similar to the agentive and patientive classes in Inupiaq are 
found in many languages, such phenomena as described in this chapter are seldom studied. This 
chapter purports to be the first coherent study of its kind.
5.1. Ambivalent bases
Here I will examine what I call ambivalent bases. By ambivalent bases I mean those verb bases 
that can have the S corresponding either with the A or O. To briefly illustrate what I mean by this, it
Chapter 5. Ambivalency of agentive and patientive bases
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will help to turn to English.
Recall from Section 4.4 that English has at least one verb that behaves like Inupiaq agentive 
bases in which the S corresponds with the A, such as eat, asm he is eating vs. he is eating lunch, 
and verbs that behave like Inupiaq patientive bases in which the S corresponds with the O, such as 
break, as in it broke vs. he broke it. There are verbs that are both like eat in having the S 
corresponding with the A and break in having the S corresponding with the O. Thus, consider the 
following examples:
(339) Mallinson and Blake (1981:177) [c. is my addition]
a. John is cooking. intransitive
b. The meat is cooking. intransitive
c. John is cooking the meat. transitive
These examples show that cook is like both eat and break in terms of the correspondence of the S 
with the A or O; it is like eat in that the S (339a) corresponds with the A (339c), and it is like break 
in that the S (339b) corresponds with the O (339c). Thus, coo A: turns out to behave either like eat or 
break.
So English has at least one verb that behaves either like eat or break. Some Eskimo languages 
have verb bases that behave similarly. Consider the following examples from CSY:
(340) CSY (Vaxtin (1981:271))
a  Gaaghtem gaaghaqaa neqa
gaaghte-m gaagh-aqe-aa neqe-0
cook-REL.s cook-PROG-iND.3s3s meat-ABS.S
‘The cook is cooking the m eat’
b. Gaaghta gaaghaquq neqmeng.
gaaghte-0 gaagh-aqe-uq neqe-m eng
cook-ABS.S cook-PROG-lND.3s meat-MOD.S
‘The cook is cooking meat. ’
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c. Ugkekaghqat gaaghaqut.
ugkekaghqaq-t gaagh-aqe-ut
piece.of.m eat-ABS.P cook-PROG-lND.3P 
‘Pieces o f  m eat are cooking. ’
These examples show that gaagh- ‘cook’ behaves either like an agentive or patientive base; it 
behaves like an agentive base in that the S (340b) corresponds with the A (340a), and it behaves 
like a patientive base in that the S (340c) corresponds with the O (340a). Thus, gaagh- ‘cook’ is, as 
it were, both agentive and patientive. We will refer to verb bases such as CSY gaagh- ‘cook,’ that 
can behave either like an agentive or patientive base, as ambivalent bases. Since Vaxtin (1981), 
who pointed out their existence, ambivalent bases have attracted no attention in Eskimo linguistics. 
This section is purported to be the first follow-up investigation of them, in Inupiaq, after Vaxtin 
(1981).
That Inupiaq has ambivalent bases is evident in the following examples:
(341) a  Agnam igagaa imigauraq.
agnaq-m iga+kaa imigauraq+0
woman-REL.s cook-iND.3s3s soup-ABS.s
‘The wom an cooked the soup.’
b. Agnaq igaruq.
agnaq+0 iga+tuq
woman-ABS.S cook-lND.3s
‘The w om an cooked.’
c. Imigauraq igaruq
imigauraq+0iga+tuq
SOUp-ABS.S C00k-IND.3S
‘The soup cooked.’
This set of examples is exactly parallel to the CSY example (340). Just as gaagh- ‘cook,’ Inupiaq 
iga- is an ambivalent base.
Also consider the following examples:
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(342) a  Arjun atqaqtuq.
arjuti+0 atqaq+tuq
man-ABS.s go.down-iND.3s 
‘The man went d ow n ’
b. Aqutim atqagaa ikpik.
arjuti-m atqaq+kaa ikpik+0
man-REL.S go.down-iND.3s3s bluff-ABS.s
‘The m an went down the bluff.’
c. Aqutim atqagaa suluun.
aquti-m atqaq+kaa suluuti+0
man-REL.S put.down-iND.3s3s box-ABS.s
‘The m an took the box d ow n ’
atqaq- behaves like an agentive base in (342a, b); in these sentences, the S (342a) corresponds 
with the A (342b), because the S in (342a) and the A in (342b) are both movers, as opposed to the 
O in (342b), which is a locus of motion On the other hand, it behaves like a patientive base in 
(342a, c); in these sentences, the S (342a) corresponds with the O (342c), because the S in (342a) 
and the O in (342c) are both movers, as opposed to the A in (342c), which is a causer of motion 
Since atqaq- behaves either like an agentive or patientive base, it is an ambivalent base.
Thus, iga- ‘cook’ and atqaq- ‘go down/take down’ are both ambivalent bases. However, 
notice that they differ in the mechanism that renders them ambivalent. In the case of iga- (341), 
there is one usage ofthe transitive version (341a) and two different usages ofthe intransitive 
version (341b, c). In one usage ofthe intransitive version (341b), the S corresponds with the Aof 
the transitive version (341a), whereas in the other usage ofthe intransitive version (341c), the S 
corresponds with the O of the transitive version (341 a). On the other hand, in the case of atqaq-
(342), there is one usage of the intransitive version (342a) and there are two different usages of the 
transitive version (342b, c). In one usage ofthe transitive version (342b), the A corresponds with 
the S ofthe intransitive version (342a), whereas in the other usage of the transitive version (342c),
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the O corresponds with the S of the intransitive version (342a). Thus, iga- and atqaq-, both 
ambivalent bases, differ in why they are ambivalent; iga- is ambivalent because it has two different 
usages of the intransitive version, whereas atqaq- is ambivalent because it has two different 
usages of the transitive version. Let us refer to ambivalent bases such as iga- as 
intransitive-ambivalent bases, and to ambivalent bases such as atqaq- as transitive-ambivalent 
bases. I will look first at transitive-ambivalent bases, and then at intransitive-ambivalent bases.
5.1.1. Transitive-ambivalent bases
Note that when I discussed the polarity of verb bases in Chapter 4, three verb bases were given 
twice, once in the group A-a, consisting mostly of agentive bases, and once in the group A-b, 
consisting mostly of patientive bases. Their intransitive versions are atqaq- ‘go down,’ isiq- ‘go 
in’ and mayuq- ‘go up.’ These three are all transitive-ambivalent bases in Inupiaq. We have given 
examples with atqaq- ‘go down’ in (342). The other two transitive-ambivalent bases are exactly 
like atqaq- in the semantic contrast that they show in the intransitive version and two transitive 
versions:
(343) usages as an agentive base usages as a patientive base
intransitive transitivei intransitive tran sit^
a. atqaq- ‘go down’ atqaq- ‘go down’ atqaq- ‘go down’ atqaq- ‘take down’
b. isi'q- ‘go in’ isiq- ‘go into’ isiq- ‘go in’ isiq- ‘take in’
c. mayuq-‘go up’ mayuq- ‘go up’ mayuq-‘go up’ mayuq-‘take up’
Thus, these three verb bases behave either as agentive or patientive bases. Now, recall from 
Chapter 4 that patientive bases have an antipassive form In this respect, as well, these three verb 
bases can behave as patientive bases; they do have an antipassive form Thus, following is an 
antipassive form of (342c):
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(344) Arjun atqairuq suluutmik.
aquti+0 atqaq:i+tuq suluutkmik
man-ABS.s put.down-ANTiP-iND.3s box-MOD.s
‘The man took a box down’
At this point, let us speculate on the semantic properties of transitive-ambivalent bases from a 
cross-linguistic perspective. As we see, the transitive-ambivalent bases in Inupiaq all refer to 
motion. Although there are very few studies on ambivalent bases, not only in Eskimo but in other 
languages as well, it may be the case that transitive-ambivalent bases generally have the semantic 
property of referring to motion cross-linguistically. Thus, Dixon (1988:206-214) provides seven 
verbs that behave like what we would call transitive-ambivalent verbs in Fijian, on which he notes: 
‘All the verbs I know of with two transitive forms, one of which is O and the other A, are 
concerned with motion or rest’ (1988:206). Also, Dixon (2004) gives one verb that behaves like 
what we would call a transitive-ambivalent verb in Jarawara: afi-na-, which means ‘bathe, take 
bath’ in the intransitive version and either ‘jump into water’ or ‘give a bath to, bathe’ in the 
transitive version (2004:82-83). Thus, what little information is available on transitive-ambivalent 
bases in Inupiaq and verbs behaving similarly in other languages, suggests that they may (at least 
primarily) have the semantic property of referring to motioa
5.1.2. Intransitive-ambivalent bases
Inupiaq has a small number of intransitive-ambivalent bases. Thus, consider the following 
examples:
(341) a Agnam igagaa imigauraq. 
agnaq-m iga+kaa imigauraq+0
woman-REL.s cook-iND.3s3s soup-ABS.S 
‘The woman cooked the soup.’
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b. Agnaq igaruq.
agnaq+0 iga+tuq
woman-ABS.S cook-lND.3s 
‘The woman cooked.’
c. Imigauraq igaruq
imigauraq+0iga+tuq
SOUp-ABS.S COok-FND.3S 
‘The soup cooked.’
In Chapter 4, we treated bases such iga- ‘cook’ as agentive, on the basis of the feet that their 
antipassive forms do not need a half-transitive postbase, as in (341b). But actually, that treatment 
disregarded the feet that they have another intransitive version in which the S corresponds with the 
O, as in (341c). In this section we will focus on this dual nature ofthe intransitive version of such 
bases, which we call intransitive-ambivalent bases.
Intransitive-ambivalent bases in Inupiaq may be divided into two semantic groups: those that 
refer to change of state of the patient and those that refer to body care actions. We will look at each 
ofthemintum
5.1.2.1. Intransitive-ambivalent bases referring to a change of state in the patient 
In terms of morphosyntactic behavior, it appears as though intransitive-ambivalent bases are both 
agentive and patientive, in that they can have the S corresponding with either the A or the O. Given 
that intransitive-ambivalent bases can behave either like agentive or patientive bases, and given that, 
as we saw in Section 4, the agentive and patientive behavior of verb bases is correlated with their 
meaning, we may expect that intransitive-ambivalent bases have the semantic properties that 
characterize both agentive and patientive bases. This does seem to be the case. Now, recall that we 
saw in Chapter 4 that agentive bases are likely to focus on the agent’s process, while patientive 
bases are likely to focus on the patient’s state. We may expect intransitive-ambivalent bases to be 
able to focus either on the agent’s process or on the patient’s state. And, actually, this seems to be
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the case. Thus, the following are examples of intransitive-ambivalent bases that I have found so for: 
igitchaq- ‘pluck feathers from (goose etc.),’ killaiyaq- ‘sew,’ nivak- ‘dig,’ niun- ‘untoad 
(boat etc.),’ qatvak- ‘remove oil from (seal),’ qaiqsaq- ‘iron,’ salummaq- ‘clean,’ 
sanrjiyaq- ‘sweep,’ sapT- ‘block (river etc.),’ tivli- ‘sew body of (boots)’
The following are examples with salummaq- ‘clean’:
(345) a Arjutim salummagaa ini.
arjuti-m salummaq+kaa ini+0
man-REL.S clean-lND.3s3s room-ABS.S
‘The man cleaned the room.’
b. Arjun salummaqtuq.
arjuti+0 salummaq+tuq
man-ABS.S clean-lND.3s
‘The man cleaned.’
c. Ini salummaqtuq
ini+0 salummaq+tuq
room-ABS.S clean-lND.3s
‘The room is clean.’
Those bases all belong to group B, Affect, from Chapter 4. They all refer to the agent’s process, 
which takes some length of time and which results in a new visible state in the patient. Since the 
agent’s process takes some length of time, it is easy to focus on; and since it results in some new 
visible state ofthe patient, the patient’s resultant state is also easy to focus on. Thus, semantically, 
those bases can easily focus either on the agent’s process or on the patient’s resultant state. And, as 
if to reflect this semantic dual nature, they can behave either as agentive or patientive bases.
One subclass of intransitivre-ambivalent bases are those that refer to cooking: 
argiq- ‘roast,’ iga- ‘cook,’ igapiaq- ‘boil,’ iyamaaqfuk- ‘boil (half-dry food),’ siik- ‘cut 
(fish),’ tiriik- ‘knead,’ uukfl- ‘cut for cooking.’
The following are examples with argTq- ‘roast’:
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(346) a  Aqutim 
arjuti-m
argigaa qaluk.
argiq+kaa qaluk+0
man-REL.s roast-lND.3s3s fish-ABS.s
‘The man roasted the fish.’
b. Aqun argiqsuq qaluqmik.
arjuti+0 argiq+tuq qaluk+mik
man-ABS.S roast-lND.3s fish-MOD.s
‘The man roasted a fish.’
c. Qaluk argiqsuq. 
qaluk+0 argiq+tuq 
fish-ABS.sroast-iND.3s 
‘The fish is roasted.’
Cooking processes take some length of time and result in a new visible state in the patient; and a 
number of verb bases that refer to cooking are intransitive-ambivalent bases, such as are seen 
above.
Also, verb bases that specify the manner in which the agent is involved in the event that results 
in the patient’s change of state may focus on the agent as well as the patient. Thus, while verb bases 
that refer to breaking (group B-i of Chapter 4) are generally patientive, such as navik- ‘break (long 
object)’ and quppiq- ‘split,’ I stated in Chapter 4 that two such verbs are agentive: nuutkut'lt- 
‘blast’ and qaagaq- ‘bomb.’Actually, they do not always behave as agentive bases but behave as 
patientive bases as well, as in the following examples:
(347) a  Aqutim 
ar)uti-m
nuutkutitkaa tupiq.
nuutkutit+kaa tupiq+0
man-RELS blast-lND.3s3s house-ABS.S
‘The man blasted the house.’
b. Aqun nuutkutittuq tupigmik.
aquti+0 nuutkutit+tuq tupiq-mik
man-ABS.S blast-lND.3s house-MOD.s
‘The man blasted a house.’
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c. Tupiq nuutkutittuq.
tupiq+0 nuutkutit+tuq
house-ABS.s blast-BMD.3s 
‘The house got blasted.’
This dual nature of their intransitive versions appears to be related to their meaning; they can focus 
either on the manna- of the agent’s involvement in the event or the patient’s resultant state.
Another intransitive-ambivalent base, which does not appear to belong to any of the semantic 
groups above, is atuq- ‘use.’ Thus, consider the following examples:
(348) a. Aqutim atugaa qamugviutaq
aquti-m atug+kaa qamugviutaq+0 qijgiq-ni
man-REL.S use-lND.3s3s bridle-ABS.s sled-LOC.P
‘The man uses the bridle on a sled.’
b. Aqun atuqtuq qamugviutamik qijgini.
aquti+0 atuq+tuq qamugviutaq-mik qijgiq-ni
man-ABS.S use-!ND.3s bridle-MOD.S sled-LOC.P
‘The man uses a bridle on a sled.’
c. Qamugviutaq atuqtuq qijgini.
qamugviutaq+0 atuq+tuq qijgiq-ni
bridle-ABS.s use-CMD.3s sled-LOC.p
‘The bridle is used on a sled’ (Sun etal. (1979:30))
With this verb base, it is not clear how its meaning is correlated with the dual nature of its 
intransitive version, but the two types of its intransitive version are both frequently used..
Thus, most of the intransitive-ambivalent bases we have seen thus far are verb bases that can 
focus either on the agent’s process or on the patient’s state.
5.1.2.2. Intransitive-ambivalent bases referring to body care actions
There is another semantically coherent group of intransitive-ambivalent bases, which do not appear 
to conform to the semantic characterization made in the preceding section. They are verb bases that
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refer to body care actions, treated as group D, Body care, in Chapter 4. There, I said they were 
agentive. Consider the following examples:
(349) a. Agnam akafakaa panigmi niaqua.
agnaq-m akafak+kaa panik+mi niaquq:a
woman-REL.S curl-lND.3s3s daughter-REL.4ss head-ABS.3ss
‘The woman curled her daughter’s hair (lit.: head).’ 
b. Agnaq akafaktuq panirjmi niaquanik.
agnaq+0 akafak+tuq panik+mi niaquq:anik
woman-ABS.S curl-lND.3s daughter-REL.4ss head-MOD.3ss
‘The woman curled her daughter’s hair (lit.: head).’
This shows that akafak- ‘curl’ behaves as an agentive base. Here is another set of examples:
(350) a. Arjutim kumikkaa ignigmi niaqua.
arjuti-m kumik+kaa igniq+mi niaquq:a
man-REL.S scratch-lND.3s3s son-REL.4ss head-ABS.3ss
‘The man scratched his son’s head.’ 
b. Arjun kumiktuq ignigmi niaquanik.
arjuti+0 kumik+tuq igniq+mi niaquq:anik
man-ABS.s scratch-iND.3s son-REL.4ss head-MOD.3ss
‘The man scratched his son’s head.’
This shows that kum'lk- ‘scratch’ also behaves as an agentive base. For these reasons, I treated 
such verb bases as agentive in Chapter 4. However, actually, there is more subtlety involved.
Now, some verb bases of this type allow possessor-ascension sentences, such that the possessor 
ofthe O ofthe original sentence corresponds with the O ofthe possessor-ascension sentence (cf. 
Section 2.4.2.2.2). Compare (349) and (350) with:
(351) a  Agnam akafakaa panni.
agnaq-m akafak+kaa panik-ni
woman-REL.S curl-lND.3s3s daughter-ABS.4ss 
'The woman curled her daughter’s hair).’
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b. Agnaq akafaktuq paniqminik.
agnaq+0 akafak+tuq panik+minik
woman-ABS.s cut!-ind.3s daughter-MOD.4ss 
‘The woman curled her daughter’s hair).’
(352) a  Aqutim kumikkaa igni.
aquti-m kumik+kaa igniq-ni
man-REL.S scratch-iND.3s3s son-ABS.4ss
‘The man scratched his soa ’ 
b. Aqun kumiktuq ignigminik.
aquti+0 kumik+tuq igniq+minik
man-ABS.s scratch-iND.3s son-MOD.4ss
‘The man scratched his soa ’
Inpossessor-ascension sentences (351) and (352), the verb bases still behave as agentive bases. For 
example, the S of (35 lb) corresponds with the Aof (35 la) in being the one who does the curling. 
What is unique in verb bases of this type is that, in possessor-ascension sentences, they may have 
the S corresponding with the O if there is no other oblique NP that may be interpreted as a patient. 
Thus, compare (351) and (352) with:
(353) Pania akafaktuq.
panikia akafak-tuq
daughter-ABS.3ss curl-EMD.3s 
‘Her daughter, curled herj (hair).’
(354) Igniga kumiktuq.
igniq:a kumik+tuq
son-ABS.3ss scratch-iND.3s
‘His son scratched himself.’
Sentences (351a) and (353) show that here akafak- ‘curl’ behaves as a patientive base, in that the S 
of (353) corresponds with the O of (35 la) in being the one who had one’s hair curled. Thus, in 
(351a, b) and (353), akafak- ‘curl’ behaves either as an agentive or patientive base. The same
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applies to klimik- ‘scratch’ (352a, b, 354). Obviously, this fact is related to their meaning. Thus, 
such verb bases refer to activities that people normally do to themselves. So in intransitive versions 
where the S is the only participant, such as (353) and (354), the S is interpreted as acting on itself, 
while in intransitive versions where patient is explicitly stated, such as (351b) and (352b), the S is 
interpreted as acting on the patient rather than on itself. This is exactly parallel to the following 
English examples:
(355) a  He is scratching her. 
b. He is scratching.
In the absence of an explicit NP referring to a patient, as in (355a), (355b) is normally interpreted as 
meaning that the S is acting on itself, rather than on some other unspecified entity.
We have examined ambivalent bases, which have the S corresponding with either the A or O. 
We will now turn to other cases wherein the dividing line between the classes of agentive and 
patientive bases does not appear to be clear.
Recall that, in Chapter 3, we created two sets of criteria for determining whether a verb base is 
agentive or patientive: (i) the correspondence of the S with the A or O and (ii) the necessity or 
option of a half-transitive postbase in forming antipassives. We have seen above that there are 
cases that lie between the agentive and patientive classes in terms ofthe first criterion We may ask 
ourselves, then, whether there are not some in-between cases in terms of the second criterion as 
well, and indeed there are. This is the problem we will turn to in the next section
5.2. Wavering presence of the half-transitive postbase
Recall our second criterion for determining the class of a verb base set out in Chapter 3:
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(306) Tests for determining the class of a verb base
b. (If transitive endings are possible,) Make it antipassive:
i. If it cannot become antipassive, it is a transitive-only base.
ii. If it does not require a half-transitive postbase, it is an agentive base.
iii. If it requires a half-transitive postbase, it is a patientive base.
Notice that the determining criterion we set up for whether a verb base is agentive or patientive is 
not whether or not it can take a half-transitive postbase, but whether or not it requires a 
half-transitive postbase. Although we have not taken up any of the effects this difference may cause, 
those qualifications will actually make a slight difference. That is, verb bases divide into three types 
according to whether or not they take a half-transitive postbase to be antipassive: those that never 
take one; those that always take one; and those that may or may not take one. Consider the 
following examples:
(356) a  Arjutim tautukaa agnaq.
arjuti-m tautuk+kaa agnaq+0
man-REL.s see-!ND.3s3s woman-ABS.s
‘The man saw the woman.’ 
b. Arjun tautuktuq/*tautuiruq/*tautuksiruq/... agnamik.
arjuti+0 tautuk+tuq/*tautuk:i+tuq/*tautuk+si+tuq/... agnaq-s-mik
man-ABS.S see-lND.3s/* see-HT-lND.3 s/* see-HT-lND.3 S woman-MOD.S
‘The man saw a woman.’
(357) a Arjutim katakkaa aglaun.
arjuti-m katak+kaa aglauti+0
man-REL.S drop-lND.3s3s peneil-ABS.S
‘The man dropped the pencil. ’ 
b. Arjun katairuq/*kataktuq aglautmik.
arjuti+0 katak:i+tuq/*katak+tuq aglautkmik
man-ABS.S drop-HT-iND.3s/*drop-iND.3s peneil-MOD.s
‘The man dropped a pencil.’
Sentence (356b) shows that tautuk- ‘see’ never takes a half-transitive postbase; any form in
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which tautuk- ‘see’ is followed by one of the half-transitive postbases would not be a word. Thus, 
it is clearly an agentive base. On the other hand, sentence (357b) shows that katak- ‘drop’ always 
takes a half-transitive postbase to be antipassive; a form in which katak- ‘drop’ takes an 
intransitive ending without a half-transitive postbase would not be antipassive. Thus, it is clearly a 
patientive base. Those two types of bases constitute the majority of labile bases, and we have so far 
treated them as though they exhausted all the labile bases. But there are actually bases that are 
halfway between these two clear cases. Consider the following examples:
(358) a Ar)utim tamugaa niqi.
arjuti-m tamuq+kaa niqi+0
man-REL.S chew-lND.3s3smeat-ABS.s
‘The man chewed the meat.’ 
b. Arjun tamuqtuq/tamuqsiruq niqimik.
ar)uti+0 tamuq+tuq/tamuq+si+tuq niqkmik
man-ABS.S chew-lND.3s/chew-HT-lND.3s meat-MQD.S
‘The man chewed meat.’
Sentence (358b) shows that tamuq- ‘chew’ may or may not take a half-transitive postbase to be 
antipassive. That is, it is like tautuk- ‘see’ (356b) in being able to be antipassive without a 
half-transitive postbase, but at the same time it is like katak- ‘drop’ (357b) in being able to take 
one. Thus, tamuq- is halfway between bases like tautuk- ‘see’ (356b) and those like katak- 
‘drop’ (357b). In Chapter 4, conforming to criterion (306), I treated such bases as agentive, since 
they do not require a half-transitive postbase. Actually it was in order to avoid touching on such 
verb bases in Chapter 4 that I opted for the term ‘require’ rather than ‘take’ in criterion (306). But, 
however we may classify them, the feet remains that such verb bases are not exactly the same as 
the majority of the agentive bases, such as taukuk- ‘see,’ which cannot take any half-transitive 
postbase, in that they are like patientive bases, such as katak- ‘drop,’ in the ability to take one, 
albeit optionally. The presence of such verb bases is another piece of evidence that the dividing line
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In terms of number, quite a few of those verb bases determined to be agentive under criterion 
(306) actually turn out to be like tamuq- ‘chew’ in optionally taking a half-transitive postbase to 
be antipassive. Approximately one tenth of those determined to be agentive are actually of this type. 
I cannot pinpoint the semantic properties characterizing all such verb bases and the conditions that 
may determine the use or non-use of half-transitive postbases for them, but some of them can be 
characterized semantically. This is what I am about to address. Let us look at group B-c in Chapter 
4—those verb bases whose transitive version refers to the agent’s (or its instrument’s) contact with 
the patient, which often involves some physical impact on the latter, and which include: anau- 
‘whip’; aqT- ‘kick’; kigT- ‘bite.’ In Chapter 4,1 stated that they woe patientive, but that was a bit of 
an oversimplification, and I will elaborate on it here.
Such verb bases are indeed patientive if the patient is human. Consider the following examples:
(359) a  Arjutim tiglukaa agnaq.
arjuti-m tigluk+kaa agnaq+0
man-REL.S hit-lND.3s3s woman-ABS.s
‘The man hit the woman.’
b. Arjun tigluiruq/*tigluktuq agnamik.
arjuti+0 tigluk:i+tuq/tigluk+tuq agnaq-^mik
man-ABS.S hit-HT-iND.3s/hit-iND.3s woman-MOD.S
‘The man hit a woman.’
Sentence (359b) shows that the verb base must take a half-transitive postbase to be antipassive. 
Thus, it behaves as a patientive base here. It is not always patientive, however. When the patient is 
non-human, it behaves as agentive. Consider the following examples:
(360) a Arjutim tiglukaa katchi.
arjuti-m tigluk+kaa katchi+0
man-REL.S hit-iND.3s3s wall-ABS.S
‘The man hit the wall.’
between agentive and patientive classes is not clear. Such verb bases are the topic of this section.
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b. Ariun tigluiruq katchimik.
aquti+0 tigluk:i+tuq katchkmik
man-ABS.s hit-HT-iND.3s wall-MOD.s
‘The man hit a wall.’
c. Arjun tigluktuq katchimun.
arjuti+0 tigluk+tuq katchkmun
man-ABS.s hit-iND.3s wall-TRM.s
‘The man hit a wall.’
It may take a half-transitive postbase (360b), but now it is not necessary (360c). So, according to 
criterion (306), the base is now agentive. Such bases require a half-transitive postbase when the 
patient is human, but not when the patient is non-human. This difference conditioned by the 
semantic nature of the patient accords well with the properties of agentive and patientive bases we 
saw in Chapter 4. As we saw in Chapter 4, verb bases whose patient is human are more likely than 
others to be patientive.
This phenomenon may also be viewed as related to the expected impact on the patient. That is, 
hitting someone and hitting something, although they are physically similar on the part of the agent, 
which is the basis of their assignment to one and the same verb lexeme, are very different mental 
and social actions in terms ofthe anticipated impact on the patient. If one hits another, some inpact 
on that person is to be expected; he or she must feel some physical pressure; he or she may be 
physically damaged; and, even if not physically damaged, he or she may be mentally hurt as a 
result of being hit. By contrast, if one hits a wall, for example, no apparent impact on the wall is 
expected; it does not feel anything, nor is it necessarily physically damaged, and it will never be 
mentally hurt like human patients. Consequently, actions denoted by these verb bases are generally 
expected to have a greater and further-reaching inpact when applied to humans than when applied 
to non-humans. And, as we saw in Chapter 4, verb bases that imply impact on the patient are more 
likely to be patientive than those that do not.
In addition, notice from (360b, c) that the antipassive form of tigluk- ‘hit’ has two versions
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when the patient is non-human: one with a half-transitive postbase and one without. This fact, 
together with the feet that a half-transitive postbase is obligatory in the antipassive form when the 
patient is human (359b), may suggest that the version with a half-transitive postbase is related to 
the implication that the action has some impact on the non-human patient, whereas the one without 
a half-transitive postbase is related with the implication that the action does not have any impact on 
the non-human patient. Although I have not been able to elicit any difference in meaning between 
two such versions (360b, c) directly from speakers, my reasoning may be confirmed by examining 
possessor-ascention sentences (cf. Section 2.4.2.2.2). Consider the following examples:
(361) a  Aqutim tiglukaa agnam talia.
aquti-m tigluk+kaa agnaq-m taliq:a
man-REL.S hit-lND.3s3s woman-REL.s arm-ABS.3ss
‘The man hit the woman’s arm.’ 
b. Aqutim tiglukaa agnaq taliagun.
aquti-m tigluk+kaa agnaq+0 taliq:agun
man-REL.S hit-lND.3s3s woman-ABS.S arm-viA.3ss
‘The man hit the woman on the arm.’
(362) a Aqutim tiglukaa tupigmi talua.
arjuti-m tigluk+kaa tupiq+mi talu:a
man-REL.s hit-iND.3s3s house-REL.4ss door-ABS.3ss
‘The man hit the door o f his house.’
b. Arjutim tiglukaa tuppi taluagun.
aquti-m tigluk+kaa tupiqRi taluiagun
man-REL.S hit-lND.3s3s house-ABS.4ssdoor-viA.3ss
‘The man hit his house on the door.’
(361b) and (362b) are possessor-ascention sentences corresponding to (361a) and (362a), 
respectively. Sentences (361b) and (362b) imply the hitting has an impact on the patient as a whole, 
not just on the part of it that the agent’s hand touches. The half-transitive sentence corresponding to 
(361b) is:
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(363) Arjun tigluiruq/*tigluktuq agnamik taliagun.
aquti+0 tigluk:i+tuq/*tigluk+tuq agnaq+mik taliq:agun
man-ABS.S hit-HT-lND.3s/*hit-lND.3s woman-Mm.sarm-viA.3ss
‘The man hit a woman on the arm’
As is expected from the feet that the patient is human, it requires a half-transitive postbase. Next, 
the antipassive sentence corresponding to (362b) is:
(364) a Aqun tigluiruq tupigminik taluagun.
aquti+0 tigluk:i+tuq tupiq-^minik talu:agun
man-ABS-S hit-ANTTP-lND.3s house-MOD.4ss door-viA.3ss
‘The man hit his house on the door.’ 
b. *Aqun tigluktuq tupiqminun taluagun.
aquti+0 tigluk+tuq tupiq+minun taluiagun
man-abs.s hit-iND.3s house-TRM.4ss door-viA.3ss
‘The man hit his house on the door.’
Contrary to what we may expect from (360b, c), a half-transitive postbase is now obligatory, the 
version without it being inpossible, despite the feet that the patient is non-human. We may account 
for this necessity of a half-transitive postbase by the inplied impact on the patient. As 
possessor-ascention sentences generally imply an impact on the patient as a whole, an antipassive 
sentence without a half-transitive postbase, which implies less impact on the patient, is not allowed 
(364b), and, consequently, only the version with a half-transitive postbase is now possible (364a). 
Thus, whether verb bases of this type take a half-transitive postbase or not—that is, whether they 
behave as patientive or as agentive—is correlated with the amount of impact on the patient. When 
they imply a feir amount of impact, either because the patient is human or because it implies an 
impact on the patient as a whole, they behave as patientive; otherwise they behave as agentive. 
Notice that this is in accordance with the general semantic characteristics of patientive and agentive 
bases that we saw in Chapter 4: verb bases that imply impact on the patient are more likely to be
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To conclude, verb bases that behave either like agentive or patientive bases, in being able to 
optionally take a half-transitive postbase in antipassive forms, behave like agentive bases, in not 
taking a half-transitive postbase, when they are semantically like agentive bases, and behave like 
patientive bases, in taking a half-transitive postbase, when they are semantically like patientive 
bases.
This completes our survey of cases in which some verb bases behave either like agentive or 
patientive bases in terms of (a) the correspondence of the S with the A or O or (b) the presence or 
absence of a half-transitive postbase in antipassive forms.
In some other cases, however, a verb base’s polarity changes due to certain postbases or a 
certain mood. In the next section, we will examine such cases.
5.3. Agentivizing and patientivizing effects o f postbases and a mood
Another way in which the dividing line between the agentive and patientive classes is unclear is 
illustrated by cases in which an otherwise agentive base may behave like a patientive base when 
attached by certain postbases or when inflected in a certain mood, or vice versa. In this section we 
will look at such cases. We will look first at those cases in which a verb base’s polarity is changed 
by certain postbases, and then at those cases in which it is changed by a certain mood.
5.3.1. Postbases with patientivizing or agentivizing effect
There are certain postbases which, when attached to certain agentive bases, change them into 
patientive, and certain other postbases which, when attached to certain patientive bases, change 
them into agentive. The former type I will call postbases with patientivizing effect, and the latter 
type I will call postbases with agentivizing effect. We will now look at them in turn.
patientive than those that do not.
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Verb bases that behave as agentive bases without any particular postbase attached may become 
ambivalent or patientive when followed by certain postbases. ±arflk- ‘pf’ is such a postbase. For 
example:
5.3.1.1. Postbases with patientivizing effect
(365) a. Arjutim kaukkaa suluun.
arjuti-m kauk+kaa suluuti+0
man-REL.S hammer-lND.3s3s box-ABS.S
‘The man hammered the box.’
b. Arjun kauktuq suluutmik.
arjuti+0 kauk+tuq suluutkmik
man-ABS.S hammer-lND.3s box-MOD.S
‘The man hammered a box.’
c. * Suluun 
suluuti+0
box-ABS.S
kauktuq.
kauk+tuq
hammer-!ND.3s
Since the S corresponds with the A (365a, b) but not with the O (365a, c), kauk- ‘hammer’ 
belongs to the agentive class. Now, compare (365) with:
(366) a  Arjutim kaurjanikaa suluun.
arjuti-m kauk±anik+kaa suluuti+0
man-REL.s hammer-PF-iND.3s3s box-ABS.s
‘The man has hammered the box.’
b. Arjun kaurjaniktuq suluutmik.
arjuti+0 kauk±anik+tuq suluutkmik
man-ABS.s hammer-PF-DMD.3s box-MOD.s
‘The man has hammered a box.’
c. Suluun kaurjaniktuq.
suluuti+0 kauk±anik+tuq
box-ABS.S hammer-PF-iND.3s
‘The box has been hammered. ’
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Here kauk- ‘hammer’ is followed by the postbase ±arilk- ‘pf.’ Notice that, with the resultant base 
kaurjarilk- ‘have hammered,’the S corresponds either with the A (366a, b) or the O (366a, c). 
That is, kaurjarilk- ‘hammer-PF’ is now an ambivalent base, more precisely an 
intransitive-ambivalent base.
Another postbase with patientivizing effect is -Iginaq- ‘end up _ing\ First, consider the 
following examples:
(367) a. Aqutim aqigaa aqsraaq.
aquti-m aqi+kaa aqsraaq+0
man-REL.s kick-EMD.3s3s ball-ABS.s
‘The man kicked the ball. ’ 
b. Arjun aqsriruq/aqiruq aqsraamik.
arjuti+0 aqi:si+tuq/aqi+tuq aqsraaq+mik
man-ABS.S kick-HT-iND.3s/kick-iND.3s ball-MOD.s
‘The man kicked a ball.’
Since a half-transitive postbase is optional in the antipassive form, as in (367b), aqi'- ‘kick’ is 
agentive (It belongs to group B-c, discussed in Section 5.2.). Now, compare (367) with:
(368) a. Aqutim aqilgiriagaa aqsraaq.
aquti-m aqi-lginaq+kaa aqsraaq+0
man-RFl ,.S kick-end.up.ing-JND.3s3s ball-ABS.S
‘The man ended up kicking the ball.’ 
b. Aqun aqsri|ginaqtuq/*aqilgiriaqtuq aqsraamik.
aquti+0 aqi:si-lginaq+tuq/*aqi-lginaq+tuq aqsraaq-mik
man-ABS.S kick-HT-end.up._ing-[ND.3s/*kick-end.up._ing-lND.3s ball-MOD.s
‘The man ended up kicking a ball.’
Here aqi- ‘kick’ is followed by the postbase -Iginaq- ‘end up _ing.’ Notice that the resultant base 
aqilginaq- ‘end up kicking’cannot become antipassive without a half-transitive postbase (368b). 
As the half-transitive postbase is now obligatory in the antipassive form, aqilginaq- ‘end up
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To summarize, ±anik- ‘pf’ makes certain agentive bases ambivalent, while -Icjinaq- ‘end up 
ing’ makes certain agentive bases patientive. What they have in common is the feet that they pull 
their input bases toward the patientive side. Now, this morphosyntactic property of pulling the 
input base toward the patientive side is not independent oftheir meaning. That is, both of these 
postbases focus on the result of the event, and that is the common semantic property generally 
found in patientive bases, as we saw in Chapter 4. Thus, those postbases add to their input base the 
semantic property characterized by patientive bases, and the resultant bases behave more like 
patientive bases. This is another piece of evidence that the polarity of a verb base is correlated with 
its meaning.
Parenthetically, it is interesting to note that similar phenomena are found outside Eskimo as well. 
Thus, in Tongan (Tchekhoff (1979:415)), when tamate ‘kill’ appears without a perfective aspect 
suffix, it behaves like what I would call an agentive verb; in contrast, when it is followed by a 
perfective aspect suffix, it behaves like what I would call a patientive verb. Thus, in Tongan, the 
perfective aspect suffix has what I would call patientivizing effect. So Inupiaq and Tongan have 
suffixes with similar meanings that have similar patientivizing effect. I do not know whether such 
phenomena are wide-spread beyond these two languages. We will have to wait for future research 
to answer that question.
5.3.1.2. Postbases with agentivizing effect
By contrast with what we saw in the previous section, verb bases without any particular postbase 
that belong to the patientive class may become agentive when followed by certain postbases. 
Consider the following examples:
kicking’ is now patientive.
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(369) a Aqutim akkuagaa aqsraaq.
arjuti-m akkuaq+kaa aqsraaq+0
man-REL.S catch-lND.3s3sball-ABS.S
‘The m an caught the ball.’ 
b. Arjun akkuagiruq/*akkuaqtuq aqsraamik.
aquti+0 akkuaq:i+tuq/*akkuaq+tuq aqsraaq^mik
man-ABS.S catch-HT-lND.3s/*catch-lND.3s ball-MOD.s
‘The man caught a ball.’
As the half-transitive postbase is obligatory in the antipassive form, as in (369b), akkuaq- ‘catch’ 
is patientive. Now compare (369) with:
(370) a. Arjutim akkuaqsagaa aqsraaq.
arjuti-m akkuaq+saq+kaa aqsraq+0
man-REL.S catch-try.to-iND.3s3s ball-ABS.s
‘The man tried to catch the ball.’ 
b. Aqun akkuagisaqtuq/akkuaqsaqtuq aqsraamik.
aquti+0 akkuaq:i+saq+tuq/akkuaq+saq+tuq aqsraaq-miik
man-ABS.S catch-HT-try.to-lND.3s/catch-tiy.to-lND.3s ball-MOD.s
‘The man tried to catch a ball.’
(371) a  Aqutim akkuaguugaa aqsraaq.
aquti-m akkuaq+uu+kaa aqsraaq+0
man-REL.S catch-always-lND.3s3s ball-ABS.S
‘The man always catches the ball. ’ 
b. Aqun akkuagisuuruq/akkuaguuruq aqsraamik.
aquti+0 akkuaq:i+suu+tuq/akkuaq+uu+tuq aqsraaq-mik
man-ABS.S catch-HT-always-iND.3s/catch-always-iND.3s ball-MOD.s
‘The man always catches a ball.’
Here, akkuaq- ‘catch’ is followed by the postbases +saq- ‘try to’ and +SHIU----FUU- ‘always.’
Notice that the resultant bases, akkuaqsaq- ‘try to catch’ and akkuaguu- ‘always catch,’ do not 
need a half-transitive postbase to become antipassive (370b, 371b). As the half-transitive postbase 
is now optional, the resultant bases are agentive. That is, the postbase +saq- ‘try to’ and +SIXIU- ~
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+UU- ‘always’ change a patientive base into an agentive base. Other postbases with a similar effect 
include: -tla- ‘can,’ +Siuk- ~ +uk- ‘want to,’ and ±r)Qliaq- ‘pretend to.’
Besides those postbases, there is a set of postbases that we may consider as allomorphs. Thus, 
there are pairs of verb bases related by some unproductive means, one of which refers to 
semelfactive actions and the other of which to iterative actions. Consider the following examples:
(372) semelfactive iterative
a  paflk- ‘slap once’ pattak-‘slap many times’
b. kigT- ‘bite once’ kirjmaq- ‘bite many times’
c. av'lk- ‘cut (food) into two’ avguq- ‘cut (food) into many pieces’
The formal relationship between the members of such pairs is irregular, but semelfactive members 
are always formally simpler than the corresponding iterative members, so we may posit an 
unproductive iterative postbase that attaches to verb bases that refers to semelfactive actions and 
whose form depends on the verb base to which it attaches. In Chapter 4, we only considered 
semelfactive members.
One of the characteristics of such pairs is that, whether the semelfactive member is agentive or 
patientive, the iterative member is always agentive. Thus, the following are some examples of pairs 
for which the semelfactive member is patientive and the iterative member is agentive:
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(373) semelfactive: patientive iterative: agentive
a pat'lk- ‘slap once’ pattak- ‘slap many times’
b. kigt- ‘bite once’ kirjmaq- ‘bite many times’
c. avik- ‘cut (food) into two’ avguq- ‘cut (food) into many pieces’
d. anau- ‘whip once’ anaufiq- ‘whip many times’
e. avtl- ‘season once’ avuuq- ‘season many times’
f. kapT ‘stab once’ kapuq- ‘stab many times’
& kipT- ‘cut into two’ kipluq- ‘cut into pieces’
h. mijuq- ‘hit once’ mijjuuq- ‘hit many times’
i. naluk- ‘throw once’ nalluk- ‘throw many times’
j- putyuk- ‘pinch once’ putyuaq- ‘pinch many times’
k. tai- ‘name’ taiyuq- ‘name’11
1. qupT ‘split into two’ qupluq- ‘split into many’
m. uuyu- ‘lengthen’ uuyuuq- ‘lengthen by adding many pieces’
And the following are some examples of pairs for which the semelfactive and iterative members 
are both agentive:
(374) semelfactive: agentive iterative: agentive
a. arji'q- ‘say yes once to’ arjrjaq- ‘say yes many times to’
b. aqT- ‘kick once’ aqsraq-‘kick many times’
Thus, the iterative member of such pairs is always agentive, regardless of whether the semelfactive 
member is agentive or patientive. Thus, we may consider that this hypothesized iterative postbase 
has an agentivizing effect; it changes patientive bases to agentive, and keeps agentive bases as they 
are.
To summarize, the following postbases have been found to have an agentivizing effect: +saq- 
‘try to,’ +SOIU- ~ +UU- ‘always,’ -tla- ‘can,’ +smk- ~ +llk- ‘want to,’ ±rjrjliaq- ‘pretendto,’ 
and the iterative postbase we have seen above. Now, just as we saw that the two postbases with
11 Although I cannot pinpoint the semantic difference between the semelfactive member and the 
iterative member of this pair, I included it here because of its formal parallelism to such pairs as 
avik-: avguq- and avu-. avuuq-
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patientivizing effect have some semantic property in common, those with agentivizing effect share 
some semantic property. That is, those postbases have in common that they express irreality or 
habituality of the action, thus focusing more on the agent’s propensity for the action rather than the 
action’s effect on the patient, and this accords with the general semantic property of agentive bases 
that we saw in Chapter 4. Thus, those postbases add to their input bases the semantic property that 
characterizes agentive bases, and the resultant bases behave like agentive bases. Here, as well, we 
see the correlation between the meaning and the polarity of a verb base.
Thus, we have seen that some postbases change patientive bases into agentive bases. But not all 
patientive bases become agentive when followed by one of these postbases. Compare (369) with 
the following examples:
(375) a. Ariutim quppigaa qaluk.
arjuti-m quppiq+kaa qaluk+0 
man-REL.S split-lND.3s3s fish-ABS.S 
‘The man split the fish.’ 
b. Arjun quppiiruq/*quppiqsuq qalurjmik.
aquti+0 quppiq:i+tuq/*quppiq+tuq qaluk+mik
man-ABS.S split-HT-iND.3s/*split-iND.3s fish-MOD.s
‘The man split a fish. ’
This shows that qupptq- ‘split’ is patientive just as is akkuaq- ‘catch’ (369). Next, compare (370) 
with the following:
(376) a  Arjutim quppiqsagaa qaluk. 
aquti-m quppiq+saq+kaa qaluk+0
man-RELS split-try.to-lND.3s3s fish-ABS.S 
‘The man tried to split the fish.’
b. Arjun quppiisaqtuq/*quppiqsaqtuq qaluqmik.
aquti+0 quppiq:i+saq+tuq/*quppiq+saq+tuq qaluk-mik 
man-ABS.S spfit-HT-try.to-lND.3s/*split-tiy.to-iND.3s fish-MOD.S 
‘The man tried to split a fish.’
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Notice that, whereas akkuaq- ‘catch’ becomes agentive when followed by +saq- ‘try to,’ 
quppiq- ‘split’ does not become agentive when followed by +saq-. In fact, qupplq- ‘split’ does 
not become agentive with any of the postbases under consideration. Thus, we can distinguish two 
types of patientive bases: those that become agentive when followed by such postbases as +saq- 
‘try to’ and those that do not become agentive even when followed by such postbases. I have not 
tested all the verb bases on this point, but the former include: akkuaq- ‘catch,’ aqi- ‘kick’ and 
arjalat- ‘stir,’ and the latter include: qupplq- ‘split,’ navik- ‘break’ and aflk- “tear.’ So, patientive 
bases such as akkuaq- ‘catch,’ aqi- ‘kick,’ and arjalat- ‘stir,’ are morphosyntactically closer to 
the agentive side than patientive bases like qupplq- ‘split,’ navik- ‘break,’ and aflk- ‘tear,’ in that 
the former become agentive, but the latter do not, when followed by the postbases under 
consderation. This shows that not all patientive bases are equally patientive; patientive bases like 
qupplq- ‘split’ are more patientive than those like akkuaq- ‘catch’ in that the former are always 
patientive, while the latter may become agentive under certain conditions.
To summarize:
(i) Some agentive bases become patientive when followed by some postbases with the semantic 
properties that characterize patientive bases.
(ii) Some, but not all, patientive bases become agentive when followed by postbases with the 
semantic properties that characterize agentive bases.
From these, it follows that:
(i) Agentive bases are not always agentive, but may become patientive under certain conditions.
(ii) Patientive bases are not always patientive, but may become agentive under certain conditions.
(iii) Not all the patientive bases are equally patientive; some are more likely to become agentive 
than others.
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These facts make us conceive of the polarity of the verb base as not being very solid. Agentive 
bases may become patientive and patientive bases may become agentive. And the conditioning 
factors that change the polarity of the verb base can be characterized semantically; postbases that 
change agentive bases into patientive bases have the semantic features that characterize patientive 
bases, and those that change patientive bases into agentive bases have the semantic features that 
characterize agentive bases.
Finally, we may want to ask ourselves if there are agentive bases that do not become patientive, 
even when followed by postbases with patientivizing effect, just like there are patientive bases that 
do not become agentive. At present, this question will have to be left for future research.
5.3.2. Mood with patientivizing effect
In this section, I will briefly examine one case in which an agentive base becomes ambivalent 
when it is in a certain mood. The phenomena described in this section were brought to my attention 
by Jeff Leer (p.c.). Consider the following examples:
(377) a  Akkuvak nigingitchaa..
akkuvak nigi-ngit+kaa
now ea.t-not-lND.3s3s
‘He is not eating it now.’
b. Akkuvak nigingitchuq
akkuvak nigi-ngit+tuq
now eat-lND.3s
‘He is not eating now.’
These sentences are in the indicative mood. Notice that here nigi- ‘eat’ is an agentive base, as we 
saw in Chapter 4. Now, compare (377) with:
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(378) a Akkuvak nigingitchumiur) nigisukisiruq.
akkuvak nigi-ngit+kumiurjnigisuk+kisi+tuq
now eat-not-CND.4s3s be.hungry-will-iND.3s
‘If he does not eat it now, he will be hungry.’
b. Akkuvak nigingitchumi nigisukisiruq
akkuvak nigi-ngit+kumi nigisuk+kisi+tuq
now eat-not-CND.4s be.hungry-will-iND.3s
‘If he does not eat, he will be hungry.’
c. Akkuvak nigingitchumi piingigisiruq.
akkuvak nigi-ngit+kumi piingiq+kisi+tuq
now ea.t-not-CND.4s go.bad-will-lND.3s
‘If it is not eaten now, it will go bad.’
These sentences are in the conditional mood. In (378a, b), nigT- ‘eat’ behaves as an agentive base, 
as expected, but notice that in (378a, c), it behaves as a patientive base. Thus, nigT- ‘eat’ becomes 
ambivalent in the conditional mood. Also compare (377) with:
(379) a. Nigingitnamiur) nigisuliqsuq.
nigi-ngit+’namiurj nigisuk-liq+tuq
eat-not-CNS.4s3s be.hungry-become-lND.3s
‘When he did not eat it, he got hungry.’
b. Nigingitnami nigisuliqsuq. 
nigi-ngit+’nami nigisuk-liq+tuq 
eat-not-CNS.4s be.hungry-become-iND.3s 
‘When he did not eat, he got hungry. ’
c. Nigingitnami piihgiqsuq. 
nigi-ngit+’nami piingiq+tuq 
eat-not-CNS.4s go.bad-iND.3s 
‘When it was not eaten, it went bad.’
These sentences are in the consequential mood. In (379a, b), nigT- ‘eat’ behaves as an agentive base, 
but in (379a, c), it behaves as a patientive base. Thus, nigT- ‘eat’ becomes ambivalent in the 
consequential mood as well. To summarize, nigT- ‘eat,’ which is agentive in the indicative mood, 
becomes ambivalent in the conditional-consequential mood. It is the only verb base so far known
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to behave this way to the present author, who has no explanation for the fact that it alone should 
behave thus. There may, in fact, be other such verb bases.
The feet that its ambivalent behavior is restricted to dependent clauses rather than to main 
clauses is well motivated; the ambivalent behavior in a dependent clause is more likely to be 
interpreted correctly than the one in a main clause, since a dependent clause has an extra clue to the 
correct interpretation that a main clause lacks—the accompanying main clause. So, we may predict 
that if a verb base is ambivalent in either main or dependent clauses but not in both, it will be 
ambivalent in dependent, rather than main, clauses.
An alternative account may be available. That is, the conditional-consequential mood is 
result-oriented in meaning in that it presents the event in relation to a subsequent event that takes 
place as its result. Thus, the patientivizing effect of the mood is in line with the general semantic 
properties of patientive bases that we saw in Chapter 4, in focusing on the result of the event.
In connection with this, it is interesting to note parenthetically that the phenomena viewed this 
way are reminiscent ofTongan fects, where clauses coordinated by the confection mo ‘and 
(simultaneously) ’ have the S or the A coreferent in two clauses coordinated, whereas those 
coordinated by o ‘and as a result’ have the S or the O coreferent (Dixon (1994:176), Otsuka 
(2000:119-138)). Common to these Inupiaq and Tongan cases is the connection between the 
result-oriented meaning of a clause and the morphosyntactic prominence ofthe O in that clause, 
manifested as a patientivizing effect in Inupiaq and as coreferenee of the S and O in Tongan.
5.3.3. Other fectors that may change polarity in other Eskimo languages
We have seen in the preceding sections that, in Inupiaq, the polarity of a verb base may be changed 
by certain postbases or a certain mood. These are all the currently known fectors that change the 
polarity of a verb base in Inupiaq, but in other Eskimo languages, namely CSY and CAY, there are 
two more factors that may change the polarity of a verb base. Let us look at each of them briefly to
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see the range of factors that may change the polarity of a verb base in Eskimo languages. I owe the 
observations in this section to Steven Jacobson (p.c.).
5.3.3.1. Lexical meaning of the verb base in particular instance of use (CSY)
In CSY, the verb base esghagh- has two apparently related but distinct meanings: ‘see’ and ‘open 
one’s eyes.’ Consider the following examples:
(380) CSY (Badten et al. (1987:58))
a. esghaghaa 
eaghagh-aa 
see-iND.3s3s
‘he saw it, he opened his eyes unto it’
b. esghaatuq 
esghagh-ute-uq 
see-HT-iND.3s
‘he saw (something)’
c. esghaghtuq 
esghagh-tuq 
open.eyes-iND.3s 
‘he opened his eyes’
In (380a, b), esghagh- behaves as a patientive base, because it requires a half-transitive postbase to 
become antipassive in (380b). (Note that in CSY, -ute-, whose equivalent in Inupiaq, ZUti-, is an 
applicative postbase (Sections 2.4.2.2.2,3.1.3.1), functions as a half-transitive postbase.) In this 
case, it means ‘see.’ This verb base may behave as an agentive base as well, as in (380a, c). And, in 
this case, it means ‘open one’s eyes’ rather than ‘see’ (380c). To summarize:
(i) esghagh- has two apparently related but distinct meanings: ‘see’ and ‘open one’s eyes.’
(ii) When it means ‘see,’ it is patientive; but when it means ‘open one’s eyes,’, it is agentive.
Thus, in this case, the polarity of the verb base is determined by the lexical meaning it conveys in a 
particular instance of use.
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Although we have not looked at CSY in this work, the correlation between the patientive 
behavior and the meaning ‘see,’ on the one hand, and between the agentive behavior and the 
meaning ‘open one’s eyes,’ on the other, appears to be conditioned by a similar mechanism as we 
have seen for Inupiaq. Thus, ofthe two meanings ‘see’ and ‘open one’s eyes,’ the former is more 
patient-oriented and the latter more agent-oriented. The meaning ‘see’ is generally more 
patient-oriented in that it portrays the agent’s catching sight of the patient without implying the 
former’s attempt to do so. On the other hand, the meaning ‘open one’s eyes’ is generally more 
agent-oriented in that it only portrays the agent’s attempt to catch sight of something, without 
implying whether or not the attempt is successful. And the more patient-oriented meaning, ‘see,’ 
conditions patientive behavior of the verb base, while the more agent-oriented meaning, ‘open 
one’s eyes,’ conditions agentive behavior of the verb base. Thus, just as we saw for Inupiaq, the 
polarity ofthe verb base is changed by semantic fectors, in this case the lexical meaning of the verb 
base itself.
5.3.32. Register (CAY)
The register, either formal or casual, may change the polarity of a verb base in CAY. Thus, consider 
the following examples:
(381) CAY, formal register
a  Angutem kuvaa meq.
angute-m kuve-aa meq-o
man-REL.s spill-iND.3s3s water-ABS.s
‘The man spilled the water.’
b. Meq kuv’uq.
meq-o kuve-uq
water-ABS.S spill-lND.3s
‘The water spilled.’
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c. Angun kuviuq.
angute-0 kuve-i-uq
man-ABS.S spill-HT-lND.3s
‘The man spilled (something).’
d. * Angun kuv’uq.
angute-0 kuve-uq
man-ABS.S spill-iND.3s
Intended: ‘The man spilled (something).’
These sentences are in a formal register, such as is recorded in Jacobson (1984). In this register, as 
(381a, b) shows, hive- ‘spill’ is patientive. As is expected, then, it must take a half-transitive 
postbase to have the person who spills water act as the S, as in (381c); it cannot have the person 
who spills water act as the S in the plain intransitive version, as in (38 Id).
Compare this with the following example:
(382) CAY, casual register (Steven Jacobson (p.c.))
Angun kuv’uq.
angute-0 kuve-uq
man-ABS.S spill-flMD.3s
‘The m an spilled (something).’
This example is in a casual register. Such sentences are volunteered in less monitored speech; when 
asked about the rightness of such sentences, speakers correct themselves and state that they are 
‘wrong. ’ Nevertheless, such sentences are common in casual registers (Jacobson (p.c.)).
Notice that, in this example, hive- ‘spill’ has the person who spills water as the S in the plain 
intransitive version, which is impossible in formal registers (381d). Of course, (381a, b, c) is also 
possible in this register, so here hive- ‘spill’ turns out to be ambivalent.
Thus, in CAY, the register may change the polarity of a verb base; an otherwise patientive base 
may behave as an ambivalent base in casual registers. In this case, unlike those cases we have seen 
previously, there are no apparent semantic factors in casual registers that may favor agentive
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behaviors of otherwise patientive bases; it is not likely that the casual register will put more focus 
on the agent’s process than the formal register. Rather, we should attribute this agentivizing effect 
ofthe casual register to some other factor.
Now, the expression ‘He spilled (something)’ has the following two forms depending on the 
polarity of hive- ‘spill.’ If it is patientive, the expression will be:
(383) kuviuq 
kuve-i-uq 
spill-HT-lND.3s
‘he spilled (something)’
whereas if it is agentive or ambivalent, the expression will be:
(384) kuv’uq 
kuve-uq 
spill-JND.3s
‘he spilled (something)’
Now, (383) and (384) differ in the length ofthe material. (383) is longer than (384) in two respects:
(i) In terms of phonetic length. Phonetically, (383) is [kuwiuq] and (384) is [kuwuq] (see 
Jacobson (1995:10)).
(ii) In terms of the number of morphemes. (383) is made up of three morphemes, while (384) is 
made up oftwo morphemes.
And, in general, casual registers favor shorter expressions over longer ones more than formal 
registers do. (Thus, in English, want to is contracted to wanna in casual registers more often than in 
formal registers.) Then, if (383) and (384) are to be used in different registers, we may expect the 
former, the longer expression, to be used in more formal registers, and the latter, the shorter one, to 
be used in more casual registers, rather than vice versa And this is indeed the case.
Thus, in this case, the agentivizing effect of the casual register is attributed to the tendency of
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the casual register to drop the half-transitive postbase, rather than to the semantic effect that the 
casual register may have.
We have briefly looked at two cases in other Eskimo languages wherein the lexical meaning ofthe 
verb base or the register is responsible for the change of a verb base’s polarity. There are no such 
cases apparent in Inupiaq, but, especially with regard to the second case we saw above, it may be 
because I have had recourse to more monitored registers, such as narratives and elicited examples.
I have been unable to utilize less monitored registers, such as sentences overheard from 
spontaneous conversations, partly because of my lack of knowledge of Inupiaq and partly because 
Inupiaq, unlike CAY, is now used only among a rather small number of older speakers. Similar 
phenomena as reported here may be found in Inupiaq as well after more thorough research.
5.4. Summary
We have seen that, in Inupiaq, the polarity of a verb base is not necessarily completely solid, but 
may be somewhat fluid. There are several facts that demonstrate this:
(i) Some verb bases may have the S corresponding with either the A or O (ambivalent bases), as 
we saw in Section 5.1. Many such verb bases have semantic features that characterize both 
agentive and patientive bases.
(ii) Some verb bases may or may not take a half-transitive postbase to become antipassive, as we 
saw in Section 5.2. The presence or absence of a half-transitive postbase is conditioned by the 
meaning of the verb base. When the verb base has semantic features that characterize agentive 
bases, the half-transitive postbase does not appear, but when the verb base has semantic 
features that characterize patientive bases, the half-transitive postbase does appear.
(iii) Certain postbases and a certain mood change agentive bases to patientive or patientive bases 
to agentive, as we saw in Section 5.3. Postbases with agentivizing effects have semantic
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features that characterize agentive bases, and postbases with patientivizing effects have 
semantic features that characterize patientive bases.
Thus, in such fluid cases as well, we observe the same correlation between the polarity and the 
meaning ofthe verb base as we saw in Chapter 4.
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Chapter 6. Concluding remarks
6.1. Summarizing the findings
After providing a grammatical sketch of Inupiaq in Chapter 2, this work has focused on agentive 
and patientive bases in Inupiaq. Our topics all concern the question: How are agentive and 
patientive bases distributed? To answer this question, I have examined two interrelated issues:
(i) What kind of verb bases are agentive bases, and what kind of verb bases are patientive bases?
(ii) Is the distinction between the agentive and patientive classes solid?
The first issue was addressed in Chapter 4, and the second issue in Chapter 5.
In Chapter 4, to uncover the semantic characteristics of agentive and patientive bases, I provided 
the polarity of all the lexical labile bases and isolated several recurring semantic features that 
characterize agentive or patientive bases. For example, other things being equal, verb bases that 
focus on the agent’s process are more likely to be agentive then those that focus on the patient’s 
state resulting from the action; and verb bases that refer to events over which the agent does not 
have control are more likely to be patientive than those referring to events over which the agent has 
control All such semantic features have to do with saliency of the agent or patient. Thus, all other 
things being equal verb bases that refer to events wherein the agent is salient are more likely to be 
agentive, and verb bases that refer to events wherein the patient is salient are more likely to be 
patientive. To summarize, agentive and patientive bases are distributed on a semantic basis; the 
meaning of the verb base is responsible for its polarity.
In Chapter 5,1 addressed the question of whether or not the distinction between the classes of 
agentive and patientive bases is clear. To answer this question, I looked at several cases in which an 
agentive base does not always behave as an agentive base or a patientive base does not always
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In Section 5.1,1 examined verb bases that have the S corresponding with either the Aor O, 
which I call ambivalent bases. Some ambivalent bases, called transitive-ambivalent bases, have 
two usages of their transitive version—one whose A corresponds with the S and the other whose O 
corresponds with the S. These verb bases all refer to motion Other ambivalent bases, called 
intransitive-ambivalent bases, have two usages of their intransitive version, one whose S 
corresponds with the A and the other whose S corresponds with the O. Some 
intransitive-ambivalent bases refer to the change of state of the patient, but the events to which they 
refer are generally those that take some extended length of time or those in which the manner ofthe 
agent’s involvement is specified. That is, such verb bases may focus either on the agent’s process or 
on the patient’s resultant state. Other intransitive-ambivalent bases refer to body care action. Their 
S may refer either to someone acting on others or to someone acting on him/herself.
In Section 5.2,1 examined verb bases that may optionally take a half-transitive postbase to 
become antipassive. For some of them, the presence or absence of a half-transitive postbase in 
antipassive forms is correlated with whether the patient is human or non-human. When the patient 
is human, they require a half-transitive postbase to become antipassive, in line with patientive bases, 
whereas when the patient is non-human, they do not require a half-transitive postbase to become 
antipassive, in line with agentive bases.
In Section 5.3,1 investigated cases in which certain postbases or a certain mood changes the 
polarity of a verb base. Thus, agentive bases become patientive when followed by certain 
postbases with semantic features that characterize patientive bases, and patientive bases become 
agentive when followed by certain postbases with semantic features that characterize agentive 
bases. We also saw one case in which the consequential-conditional mood changes an agentive 
base into a patientive base.
All these data point to the conclusion that an agentive base is not always totally agentive, and a
behave as a patientive base.
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patientive base is not always totally patientive, but that the distinction between the agentive and 
patientive classes is more fluid, so that an agentive base may become patientive or vice versa.
6.2. Further implications ofthe findings
Although this work is concerned with Inupiaq, its findings have some implications in wider 
contexts.
We saw that agentive and patientive bases are distributed on a semantic basis. And it is well known 
that many languages have two morphosyntactieally characterized classes of verbs, similar to those 
of agentive and patientive bases in Inupiaq. We may ask ourselves, then, how these two classes of 
verbs are distributed in other languages. Since morphosyntactieally coherent classes of verbs, such 
as transitive verbs and middle verbs, often have coherent semantic characteristics 
cross-linguistically, we may wonder whether classes of verbs similar to agentive and patientive 
bases may have similar semantic characteristics cross-linguistically. And, at least to some extent, 
this seems to be the case. In Section 4.4,1 picked out 100 verbs from four languages; English, 
Japanese, CAY and Inupiaq, and examined how many of the verbs correspond in polarity between 
Inupiaq and one of the other three languages. The result is that between Inupiaq and any ofthe 
other three languages, the percentage of coincidence in polarity was higher than was expected if 
agentive and patientive verbs were not distributed similarly. In feet, this is in line with past works; 
there have been several previous studies that compare some languages in terms of semantic 
characteristics of agentive and patientive bases. These works show that there are some semantic 
features commonly found in agentive verbs and patientive verbs cross-linguistically. For example, 
Kazenin (1994) says that agentive verbs tend to denote the agent’s activity, actions with a lower 
effect on the patient, and so on, while patientive verbs tend to denote actions that affect the patient, 
the patient’s motion, and so on. This work reached similar conclusions, by counting the number of
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agentive and patientive verbs in different languages. However, at the same time, this work also 
identified some semantic features conditioning the distribution that are not found 
cross-linguistically. For example, we saw that, all other things being equal, verb bases that refer to 
events over which the agent does not have control are more likely than otherwise to be patientive, 
and verb bases whose patient is high in animacy are more likely than otherwise to be patientive, etc. 
Such semantic features have not been reported to condition the distribution of the two classes of 
verbs cross-linguistically by such linguists as Kazenin (1994). That is, some semantic features that 
condition the distribution may be language-particular. Therefore, we may conclude that languages 
condition the distribution of the two classes of verbs similarly, but differ on finer points, so that 
some relevant semantic features may be language-particular.
This work also has implications for the issue of ambivalent bases. Verbs that may have either 
polarity have been seldom investigated in the literature. This work provides the first coherent study 
of such verbs in a language. What little evidence this and other works on such verbs provides, 
suggests that ambivalent verbs are not a totally irregular phenomena, but have some regular 
patterns. Thus, we saw that transitive-ambivalent bases, whose transitive version has two usages, 
all refer to motion; and this applies to other languages for which similar verbs are reported.
Another issue that has cross-linguistic implications is the change in polarity effected by 
postbases or a mood. For example, we have seen that a postbase with perfect meaning has a 
patientivizing effect in Inupiaq, and similar phenomena are found in Tongan as well. Also, we saw 
that the consequential-conditional mood, which has result-oriented meaning, allows nigi- ‘eat,’ 
which is otherwise agentive, to behave as a patientive base; and similarly in Tongan and Japanese, 
with result-oriented conjunctions the coordinated sentences have the S coreferent with the O.
Thus, phenomena reported here may not be totally language-specific. It would be interesting to 
ask ourselves whether such phenomena are actually more wide-spread than they may appear from
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the feet that they have seldom been reported in the linguistic literature.
6.3. Directions for future research
Let us summarize what remains to be done in the future research with regard to the topic we have 
been discussing.
Degrees o f agentivitv/patientivitv
In this work I have shown the following two points:
(i) The polarity of a verb base is correlated with its meaning.
(ii) The distinction between agentive and patientive bases is not clear.
With these points in mind, we may ask ourselves the question: Are all agentive bases equally 
agentive, and all patientive bases equally patientive, or are some agentive bases more agentive than 
others and some patientive bases more patientive than others? That is—is the polarity ofthe verb 
base a matter of either-or or more-or-less? I, as well as previous scholars, have been so fer tacitly 
assuming that all agentive bases are equally agentive, and all patientive bases are equally patientive. 
But the findings in this work provide several pieces of evidence to the contrary.
As we saw in Chapter 4, there are several semantic features that characterize agentive or 
patientive bases. They are interrelated in that all the semantic features that characterize agentive 
bases have to do with salience of the agent, while all those that characterize patientive bases have to 
do with salience ofthe patient. However, they are independent of each other, in that an agentive 
base does not necessarily have all the semantic features that characterize agentive bases, and a 
patientive base does not necessarily have all the semantic features that characterize patientive bases. 
As a result, a semantic feature that characterizes agentive bases and another that characterizes 
patientive bases may cooccur in the same verb base. For example, akkuaq- ‘catch,’ which is 
patientive, has the semantic feature of having an agent-oriented meaning component, in that it
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implies the agent’s hand as the patient’s locus of rest, which generally characterizes agentive bases, 
and the semantic feature of referring to events in which the agent is passively involved, which 
generally characterizes patientive bases. On the other hand, qupptq- ‘split,’ which is also 
patientive, has semantic features of referring to the patient’s change of state, of referring to 
instantaneous actions, and of implying impact on the patient, all of which characterize patientive 
bases, but also has a semantic feature of having a non-human patient, which may condition 
agentive bases.
Thus, not all the patientive bases have the same set of semantic features that characterize 
patientive bases, and not all the agentive bases have the same set of semantic features that 
characterize agentive bases. This is expected given the semantic heterogeneity of verb bases. But 
we may ask ourselves whether such semantic heterogeneity does not give rise to morphosyntactic 
heterogeneity in the classes of agentive and patientive bases. And, indeed, it does. As we saw in 
Chapter 5, there are several pieces of evidence that show that, morphosytactically, some verb bases 
behave more like agentive bases than others, and some verb bases behave more like patientive 
bases than others:
(i) The existence of ambivalent bases, which have the S corresponding with either the Aor O. 
Morphosyntactically, they are less agentive than bonafide agentive bases, and less patientive 
than bona fide patientive bases.
(ii) Optionality of half-transitive postbases. Morphosyntactically, verb bases that may optionally 
take half-transitive postbases are more patientive than those that never take half-transitive 
postbases, and more agentive than those that always take half-transitive postbases to become 
antipassive.
(iii) Certain patientive bases may become agentive when followed by postbases with agentivizing 
effect, but not others. Morphosyntactically, the former are more agentive than the latter.
Thus, we may conceive of agentivity and patientivity not as two mutually exclusive properties,
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each of which is homogeneous, but as two extreme properties on a single scale, between which 
there are various degrees of weaker agentivity and patientivity. Thus, to take agliqi- ‘read,’ 
tamuq- ‘chew,’ tigluk- ‘hit,’ akkuaq- ‘catch,’ and quppiq- ‘split’ as an illustration, we may 
arrange them on a scale of agentivity/patientivity as follows:
most agentive most patientive
agliqi- ‘read’ < tamuq- ‘chew’ < tigluk- ‘hit’ < akkuaq- ‘catch’ < quppiq- ‘split’
agliqi- ‘read’ is the most agentive of all these five verb bases; it never takes a half-transitive 
postbase to become antipassive, tamuq- ‘chew’ is more patientive than agliqi- ‘read,’ because it 
can optionally take a half-transitive postbase; but the half-transitive postbase is always optional 
tigluk- ‘hit’ is more patientive than tamuq- ‘chew,’ because it requires a half-transitive postbase 
to become antipassive when the patient is human; however, it differs from bona fide patientive 
bases in that the half-transitive postbase is optional when the patient is non-human, akkuaq- 
‘catch’ and quppiq- ‘split’ are both patientive in that they both require a half-transitive postbase to 
become antipassive when no specific postbase follows. But akkuaq- ‘catch’ is more agentive than 
quppiq- ‘split’ in that the former behaves as an agentive base when followed by a postbase with 
an agentivizing effect, whereas the latter always behaves as a patientive base, even when followed 
by a postbase with an agentivizing effect.
Thus, there are degrees of morphosyntactic agentivity and patientivity. By comparing the 
semantic features of verb bases of different degrees of agentivity/patientivity, then, we may assess 
which semantic feature is most effective. For example, let us compare the semantic features of 
akkuaq- ‘catch’ and quppiq- ‘split’:
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akkuaq- ‘catch’ quppiq- ‘split’
Agentive semantic 
features
-has an agent-oriented meaning 
component
-the patient being non-human
Patientive semantic 
features
-the agent passively involved -refers to the patient’s change 
of state
-refers to instantaneous action 
-implies impact on the patient
Morphosyntactically less patientive more patientive
From these, we may conclude that the semantic feature of having an agent-oriented meaning 
component is more effective than that of having a non-human patient in making a verb base more 
agentive, or that the semantic feature of having a passively involved agent is less effective than 
those of referring to the patient’s change of state, of referring to instantaneous action and of 
implying impact on the patient in making a verb base more patientive.
Thus, by comparing the semantic features and the morphosyntactic behaviors of verb bases of 
various degrees of agentivity/patientivity, we may be able to investigate such questions as follows:
(i) What kinds of verb bases are morphosyntactically more agentive than others, and what kinds 
of verb bases are morphosyntactically more patientive than others?
(ii) Of those semantic features conditioning agentive or patientive bases identified in Chapter 4, 
which semantic feature is more effective than which in making a verb base agentive or 
patientive?
To address such issues, however, we will need to look more deeply into the meanings and the 
morphosyntactic behaviors of the verb bases than we did in this work, so they must be reserved for 
future research.
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Cross-linguistic study on Eskimo languages
In this work, we have almost exclusively focused on Inupiaq, but other Eskimo languages also 
have morphosyntactic classes of agentive and patientive bases that are defined similarly to those in 
Inupiaq. Then, we may want to ask ourselves the question: How are agentive and patientive bases 
distributed in other Eskimo languages? First, it is possible that cognates have the same polarity in 
all the Eskimo languages, so that an agentive base in Proto-Eskimo will be agentive in all the 
daughter languages, and a patientive base in Proto-Eskimo will be patientive in all the daughter 
languages. However, actually, this does not seem to be the case, since there are cognates that have 
different polarities in different languages. Consider the following examples:
(385) a  Arjutim ikayugaa agnaq.
aquti-m ikayuq+kaa agnaq+0
man-REL.S help-iND.3s3s woman-ABS.S
‘The m an helped the w om an.’ 
b. Arjun ikayuqtuq.
arjuti+0 ikayuq+tuq
man-ABS.S help-iND.3s
‘The m an helped out.’
This shows that Inupiaq ikayuq- ‘help’ is agentive, because it does not require a half-transitive 
postbase to be antipassive. Compare this with the following examples:
(386) CAY
a  Angutem ikayuraa amaq.
angute-m ikayur-aa amaq-0
man-REL.S help-iND.3s3s woman-ABS.S
‘The man helped the woman.’
b. Angun ikayuutuq.
angute- 0  ikayur-ute-uq
man-ABS.S help-HT-lND.3s
‘The man is helping out.’
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This shows that CAY ikayur- ‘help’ is patientive, because it requires a half-transitive postbase to be 
antipassive. Thus, Inupiaq ikayuq- ‘help’ and CAY ikayur- ‘help,’ which are cognates (Fortescue 
etal. (1994:124)), differ in polarity. This shows that cognates do not necessarily have the same 
polarity in different languages. This raises the question: are agentive and patientive bases in other 
languages distributed similarly as in Inupiaq? There are at least two possibilities:
(i) Agentive and patientive bases are distributed similarly as are those in Inupiaq. It is because 
Inupiaq ikayuq- ‘help’ and CAY ikayur- ‘help’ differ, albeit slightly, in meaning that they 
differ in polarity.
(ii) Agentive and patientive bases are distributed differently in each language, so that even verbs 
with apparently the same meaning may have different polarities in different languages.
At present, I have no evidence to say which is right, so I have to leave the question open.
Thus, it will be interesting to carry out research on the distribution of agentive and patientive 
bases in other Eskimo languages as closely as I did for Inupiaq in Chapter 4. That will explain how 
Eskimo languages are similar or different in terms of distribution of agentive and patientive bases. 
When such studies have been done on a number of Eskimo languages, we may be able to proceed 
to reconstructing the polarity of each verb base and the distribution of agentive and patientive bases 
in Proto-Eskimo.
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Appendices
In the following, I will provide two texts from Gray et al. (1996-2002): texts 14 and 29.
Inupiaq narratives are divided into two categories: unipchaaq, plural unipchaat, and uqaaqtuaq, 
plural uqaaqtual. Unipchaat are ‘stories which stem from myths and legends,’ whereas uqaaqtuat 
are ‘stories based on actual happenings, or experiences’ (Gray et al. (1979: iii)).
Of the two texts presented here, text 14 is an unipchaaq and text 29 is an uqaaqtuaq, as 
evidenced by the first verb in each text: unipchaaqtuallarjniaqturja ‘I am going to tell an 
unipchaaq’ in text 14 and uqaaqtullaqnialgitchuqa ‘I am going to tell another uqaaqtuaq’ in 
text 29.
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Niviaqsiaq piitchuaq (Ayoung woman who disappeared)
Appendix 1. Text 14
This text is an unipchaaq recorded in Ambler, Alaska on August 28,1999. It was told by Minnie 
Gray, my principal consultant, in conjunction with her sister, Clara Lee. The running time of the 
text is 14:37. Adifferent version ofthe English translation ofthis text is in Kaplan etcd. (2004).
In the following presentation, ‘M’ indicates the beginning of Minnie Gray’s lines, and ‘C’ Clara 
Lee’s lines.
1. Uwa unipchaaqtuallar)niaqtur)a niviaqsiamik taimma
M: unipchaaq+tuaq-llak+niaq+tuqa niviaqsiaq-mik
PR.a d v  teU .unipchaaq-stow ly-long-w ill-iN D .ls young.wom an-M O D.s AS.a d v
piitchuamik 
piit+tuaq-f-mik
disappear-one.that.Vs-MOD.S
I wfll teU a story about a young woman who disappeared,
2. arjayuqaak utuqqanaagugataqhutik paniksik
arjayuqaaq-k utuqqaq-naaq+uq+ataq+hutik panik+tik
parent-REL.3sD old.one-very-tum.into-linaUy-CTR.4D daughter-ABS.4DS
piitchiagikkarjaknik. 
piitchia£ji-kkaq:aknik
miss-one.that.is.Ved-MOD.3DS
about a story where her parents became old and missed their daughter.
3. Taavmmirja unipchaaqtuallarjniaqturia. 
unipchaaq+tuaq-llak+niaq+turja
AVN.MOD.S telLastory-stowly-long-wiU-lND. 1 s 
I wUl teU a story about that.
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4. Kigvalu’uutchigguuq atqa taavruma niviaqsiam.
Kigvalu’uutchik+0=gguuq atiq:a niviaqsiaq-m
Kigvalu’uutchik-ABS.S=HS name-ABS.3ss AVN.REL.S young.woman-REL.S
It is said that Kigvalu’uutchik is the young woman’s name.
5. Nuliagiigguuq kuugum sinaani ihuuniaqtuak.
nuliaq+iik=gguuq kuuk:um sini:ani inuuniaq+tuak
wife-N.and.partner.ABS.D=HS river-REL.S shore-LOC.3ss live-PRT.3D
It is said that a man and his wife were living at the shore o f a river.
6. Paniak aullaqsrugiagaqtuq tatpavuga
panik:ak aullaqsiuq+iaq+aq+tuq 
daughter-ABS.3DS picLberxies-go.to.V-always-iND.3s ABE.trm 
ukiaksragataqman.
ukiaksraq+ataq+kman
be.M-finally-CNS.3s
Their daughter always went to pick berries at the back of the tundra when M  came.
7. Ukiaksragataqmarguuq tirjm iat tigmiaqsikmata,
ukiaksraq+ataq+kman=gguuq tigmiaq-t tigmi-aqsi+kmata
be.M-finally-CNS.3s=HS goose-ABS.P fly-start-CNS.3p
It is said that when M  came, when geese started flying,
8. ‘Suugguq tigmiuraaggulgitchusri/ itnagagigai,
tigmi:uraaq±gguq-lgit+tusri itnaq+agi+kai
Lenvy.you fly-long-enviably-again-lND.2s say.this-always-EMD3s3P
she always said to them, ‘I envy you, you can fly for a long time again and I wish I could fly
like you,’
9. aliasrukpagitjuni kisimi takku.
aliasruk+pagit+luni kisi+mi
be.lonesome-very-CTR.4s alone-REL.3ss because
because she was very lonesome.
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10. Uwa aasriin ilaatni ukiagmi tara tinmiat
ukiaq-^mi tigmiaq-t
PR.ADV and one.tim e fall-LOC.s H .a d v  goose-a b s .p
aullaaqsilgataqtuani, 
aullaq-aqsi-lgataq+tuaq-ni 
go-start-finally-one.that. V  s-loc .p  
A nd then, one tim e in  fall, w hen  g eese  w ere starting to  go ,
11. tatpavuga kilvaqhuni aullaqsrugnialgitchuq.
kilvaq+huni aullaqsruq+niaq-lgit+tuq
ABE.TRM go.baek-CTR.4s picLberries-go.to.V-again-iND.3s
she went to the back o f the tundra to pick berries again.
12. Aimmauranigguuq immigataqfugu aullaqsruqtuq.
aimmaq:uraq-ni=gguuq immiq+ataq+fugu aullaqsruq+tuq
basket-small-ABS.3 SS=HS fill-finally-CTR./3 S pick.berries-lND.3s
Filling her small basket, she picked berries.
13. Tara immigataqfugu pikmiuglu,
immiq+ataq+fugu pi+kmi+tuq=lu
H.adv fill-finally-CTR./3 s do-too-iND.3 s=and
After she filled it,
14. tigmiat takanna uqquqfinaaganun misiqtut,
tigmiaq-t uqquqfinaaq:anun mitAtiq+tut
goose-ABS.P ADR. ADV place.dowabetow-TRM.3ss land-quickly-lND.3P
geese quickly landed below her,
15. tigmiagaagruich, nunamun. 
tigmiaq+aagruk:ich nuna-^ -mun
goose-m any-ABS.P land-TRM.S
tots o f  geese, to the land.
16. Taatna aullaqsrugniaqhuni.
aullaqsruq+niaq+huni 
that, way picLberries-try.to-CTR.4s 
She was trying to pick berries.
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17. Ukuak nukatpiak tikinganiktignigaak. 
nukatpiaq-k tikit±anikAtiq+niq+kaak
PR.REL.D young.man-REL.D reach-PERF-quickly-EVlD-LND.3D3s 
Two young men reached her.
18. Tasrirriutiaqsihgugaagguuq. 
tasriuqRiq:uti-aqsi-liq+u+kaak=gguuq 
grab.by.hand-start-APPLlC-start-quickly-EMP-lND.3D3s=HS 
They started grabbing her by the hand.
19. Tiguligugaak. 
tigu-liq+u+kaak
grab-quickly-EMP-BsD.3D3s 
They quickly grabbed her.
20. Tasriuqtugu aullautiaqsHigaak
tasriuq+fugu aullaq:uti-aqsi-liq+kaak
grab.by.hand-CTR./3 S go-APPLlC-start-quickly-lND.3D3s
They held her by the hand and quickly started taking her.
21. Taragguuq aullagungitjuni kinitakaluaqtuq naami.
tara=gguuq aullaq+uk-ngit+luni kinitak+kaluaq+tuq
H.ADV=HS go-want.to-not-CTR.4s brake-though-lND.3s no
It is said that, not wanting to go, she resisted in vain.
22. Payangitchaak.
C: paya-ngit+kaak
be.weaker.than-not-EsD.3D3s
She was not strong enough for the two of them.
23. Ii.
M: yes
Tara aimmani unisigaa taatna immiilaktaq.
aimmaq-ni unitAtiq+kaa immiq-llakAtaq+0
H.ADV basket-ABS.4ssleave-just-PJD.3s3s that.way fill-really-what.is.Ved-ABS.s 
Right. And she just left ha- basket that was really filled.
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24. Tara taapkunurja tikitman aullautillakaat tirjmiat.
tikit+kman aullaq:uti-llak+kaat tir)miaq-t
H.ADV AVN.trm.P arrive-CNS.3s go-APPUC-long-iND.3p3sgoose-REL.P
Then, when she caught up with those (geese), the geese took her.
25. Qanuq igliqtilaani nalugaa.
igliqAtilaaq-ni nalu+kaa
how travel-Ving-ABS.4ssnotknow-iND.3s3s 
She did not know how to travel
26. Tara igliqhutir) taatna.
igliq+hutir)
H.ADV travel-CIR.4P that way 
They traveled that way.
27. Nullagnaqsi’amir) nullaqtigaqtut.
nullaq+naqsi-’amir) nullaqAtiq+aq+tut
stay.overnight-be.time.to.V-CNS.4P stay.ovemight-just-always-IND.3P
When it was time for them to stay overnight (when it got dark), they always just camped.
28. Nigitaniagaqniqsutguuq. 
nigi-faniaq+aqniq+tut=gguuq
eat-much-always-lND.3P=HS 
It is said that they always ate tots.
29. Tara niqigjfallarjniqsutguuq tirjmiat.
niqi+gik-fallak+niq+tut=gguuq tirjmiaq-t
H.ADV food-have.good-really-EVlD-IND.3P=HS goose-ABS.P 
It is said that the geese really had good food.
30. Tara taatna igliqtut.
igliq+tut 
H.adv that way travel-lND.3p
That way they traveled.
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31. Qanuq aglaatai igligataqtut tara.
aglaa=tai igliq+ataq+tut 
how but=NSP travel-for.abng.time-lND.3P H.ADV
I don’t know how long they traveled.
32. Haatni nullalgitnamir] arjugaatchaamguuq
nullaq-lgit+’namir] ar]ugaatchiaq-m=gguuq
one.tim e cam p-again-CNS.4p old.man-REL.S=HS
uqautiuraagaqsiyaa: 
uqaq:uti:uraaq-aqsi+kaa
talk-AH>UC-slowly-start-iND.3s3s
One time, when they w oe camping again, an old man started telling her sbwly.
33. ‘Tara una tikisaqput pitlukuminaitchin.’
tik itAtaq+kput pitluk+kuminaq:it+tin
H.ADV PR.ABS.S reach-what.is.Ved-ABS.lPS go.through-will-not-llM.2s 
‘Don’t pass the place where we stop.’
34. Qanusriqtai. 
C: qanusriq=tai
what.kind=NSP
I wonder what kind o f place it was.
35. ‘Pitlukuminaitchin. 
M: pitluk+kumihaq:it+tih
go.through-will-not-nM.2s 
Don’t pass it.
36. Tara tarakrja utignaqsiyaatin. 
utiq+naqsi+kaatin
H.ADV H.ABL go.back-be.time.to.V-IND.3s2s 
Then it’s time for you to go back from there.
37. Utigisirutin. 
utiq+kisi+tutin
go.back-will-lND.2s 
You will go back.
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38. Tasramma siqingum nuiragagvian
siqiniq:um nui+ragaq+vik:an 
APN.adv sun-REL-S rise-be.Ving-place.to.V-EiEL.3ss
aullagisirutin. 
aullaq+kisi+tutin 
go-will-iND.2s
You will go toward the sunrise (eastward).
39. Igligatagutin tasramma.
igliq+ataq+utin
tra.vel-long-CTU.2s APN.adv 
You will travel for a long time.
40. Kurritchuvich sikuiqsuamun tikitkisirutin
kuukRit+yuvich sikuiiq+tuaq-mun tikit+kisi+tutin
river-reach-CND.2s ice-have.no.more-one.that.Vs-TRM.S reach-will-fND.2s
kuurjmun. 
kuuk-^mun
river-TRM
When you reach the river, you will reach a river that has no more foe.
41. Siniqfltchuvich tiprat sivuniqsuigumagitin.
siriiqfit+yuvich tipraq-t sivuniqsiuq+kuma+kitin
reach.edge-CND.2s driftwood-ABS.P check-want.to-lND.2s3P
When you reach the shore, you will check driftwood.
42. Tasramma tiprani tamaaniumiaksran ittuq
tipraq-mi umiaq-ksraq-n it+tuq
A P N .a d v  driftwood-LOC.P here.LOC boat-materiaLfor.N-ABS.2ss be-iND.3s
ilulik. 
iju-lik+0
inside-one. with.N-ABS.S
Among the driftwood will be your future boat, which has an inside.
tuqaanun
turji:anun
direction-TRM.3ss
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43. Ijuagguuq itna iluiqsaq.’
ilu:a=gguuq i|u:iqAtaq+0
inside-ABS.3SS=HS this.way inside-take-what.is.Ved-ABS.S 
Its inside is said to have been taken.’
44. Napaaqtuq suatai.
C: napaaqtuq+0 sua=tai
tree-ABS.S what.ABS.S=NSP
A tree or something.
45. Ii. Napaaqtuq.
M: napaaqtuq+0
yes tree-ABS.S 
Yes. A tree.
46. Tasramma simiksrarja tamaaniittuq nuna.
simik-ksraq:a it+tuq nuna+0
APN.ADV plng-materiaLfbr.N-ABS.3ss A PE.loc be-lND.3s mud-ABS.S 
‘There will be mud to block its hole with.
47. Simiglugu ikiyumuutin.’ 
simig+lugu iki+yumu+tutin
plug-CTU./3s get.in-wish-IND.2s 
Plugging it, you will get in.’
48. Tara pittiihaaqugaluagniqsuq.
C: pi^lhifiaaqiu+kaluaq+niq+tuq
H.ADV do-one.ready.to.V-be.N-though-Evn>iND.3s 
It is ready.
49. Ii. ‘Malguich tasramma argaatchiat tarani itkisirut.
M: malguk:ich argaaq-tchiaq-t it+kisi+tut
yes two-ABS.P APN.ADV glove-new-ABS.P H.LOC be-will-lND.3P
Yes. ‘There will be two pairs o f new gloves.
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50. Tasramma sagvaqsigataguvich innitkisirutin.
sagvaqsiq+ataq+kuvich inukRit+kisi+tutin
APN.adv float-long-CND.2s person-reach-will-FND.2s
If you float down for a long time, you will reach people.
51. Aasriin innitchuvich utlaaqsihqpatin
inuk:it+yuvich utlak-aqsi-liq+patin
and person-reach-CND.2s approach-start-quickly-CND.3P2s
And then when you get to the people, if  they start approaching you,
52. taapkuniqa argaanik
argaaq-mik
AVN.MOD.P glove-MOD.P
tikisigikkan 
tikitAti+gi-kkaq-n
taamna
AVN.ABS.S
aatchugisigin. 
aatehuq+kisi+kin
come-Ver-haveas.N-one.thatis.Ved-ABS.2ssgive-will-iND.2s3s 
you will give those gloves to the one that approaches you,
53. “Qirugiinniqsuq” itnaglugu,’
qiruk+ik:it+niq+tuq itnaq+lugu
wood-be.good.N-not-EVlD-lND.3s say.this-CTU./3s 
saying “It is not a good wood,”’
54. itnagaagguuq. 
itnaq+kaa=gguuq
say.this-Esro3s3s=HS 
he said so.
55. ‘Aasriin tasramma
and APN.adv 
‘Then you will travel,
igligutin,
igliq+utin
travel-ciu.2s
56. taatna suli apqusraagisirutin
apqusraaq+kisi+tutin
that.way and pass-will-lND.2s 
you will pass by (other) people living,
inurjni inuuniaqtuam,
inuk-^ni inuuniaq+tuaq-^ni
person-LOC.P live-one.that.Vs-LDC.P
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57. jgligatalgiHutin tasramma. 
igliq+ataq-lgit-llutin
travel-long-again-CTU.2s APN.ADV 
and you will travel for a long time again.
58. Nutqarjasruknagniguvich sivuniqsiugisigin.
nutqar)a+smknaq+niq+kuvich sivuniqsiuq+kisi+kih
stop-supposedly-EVU>CND.2s check-will-iND.2s3s
When you fell as if  you have stopped, you will check it.
59. Tasramma arjayuqaakpich piaknun nutqagisirutin.’
arjayuqaaq-kpich pi:aknun nutqaq+kisi+tutin
APN.ADV parent-REL.2SD thing-iRM.3DS stop-will-iND.2s
You will stop at your parents’ place.’
60. Tara kuurjakni itkisihiqsuq.
C: kuuk:akni it+kisi+niq+tuq
H.ADV river-LOC.3DS be-will-EVlD-lND.3s
So it will be on the same river as them
61. Ii.
M: yes
Yes.
‘Tara tikitchuvich ijitchugikpatin aksiksinniaqnak sisamani
tikit+yuvich ijitchidji+kpatin aksikAtit+niaq-’nak sisamaq-H
H.ADV arrive-CND.2s find.out-CND3D2s toueh-CAUS-will-NEGiMP.2s four-LOC.P
uvluni. 
uvluq+ni.
day-LOC.P
Yes. ‘When you arrive, when they find you out, don’t let them touch you for four days.
62. Tarani itkisirutin qirugmi taavrumani.
it+kisi+tutin qiruk-Hmi 
H .loc be-will-lND.2s wood-LOC.s AVN.LOC.S 
You will be in that wood.
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63. Aullagniaqnak taapkua sisamat uvlut naatkaluaqnagich,’
aullaq+niaq-’nak sisamaq-t uvluq-t naat+kaluaq-’nagich
go-will-NEGlMP.2s AVN.ABS.P four-ABS.P day-ABS.Ppass-though-CTN.2s3P
Don’t go without passing those four days.’
64. itnaqfugu algaqsrugnigaa.
itnaq+fugu algaqsruq+niq+kaa
say.this-CTR./3s advise-Evn>lND.3s3s
Saying this to her, he advised her.
65. ‘Aksiksinniaqnak arjayuqaapnun,’ itnaqfugu.
aksikAtit+niaq-’nak aqayuqaaq-pnunitnaq+fugu
touch-c:AUS-will-NEGiMP.2s parent-TRM.2SD say.this-CTR..3s 
‘Don’t let your parents touch you,’ he said.
66. Tara siniktaaqsirut unnuavak sinikhutirj
siniktaq-aqsi+tut unnuaq-vak sinik+hutir)
H.ADV stay.ovemight-stait-iND.3p night-whole.N sleep-CTR.4p
itiqamiq. 
itiq+’amirj
wake.up-CNS.4P
Then they stayed overnight. They had slept all night when they woke up.
67. Qaukman takugaa imna sua
qau+kman taku+kaa
brighten-CNS.3s see-iND.3s3s S.ABS.S what.ABS.s
pitlukuminaisani. 
pitluk+kuminaq:itAtaq-ni
pass.through-will-not-what.is.Ved-ABS.4ss
When it brightened, she saw what she wouldn’t pass through
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68. Suagguuq una pakmurja qui, 
sua=gguuq qui+0
what.ABS.S=HS PR.ABS.S UN.trm icicle-ABS.S
taatna siku piyuminaitchaagguuq taamna.
siku+0 pi+yuminaq:it+kaa=gguuq 
that.way ice-ABS.S do-will-not-lND.3s3s=HS AVN.ABS.S
There was this steep ice up there, and it is said that she wouldn’t pass through that ice.
69. Pitlukuminaitchuq.
C: pitluk+kuminaq:it+tuq 
pass.through-will-not-EsD.3s 
She wouldn’t pass through it.
70. Ii. Tara tautuktuagaqsiyai.
M: tautuktuaq-aqsi+kai
yes H.ADV watch-start-ESD.3s3p
Right. Then she started watching them.
71. Aullaqturguuq taatna sikukun mayuuraagaqsirut.
aullaq+tut=gguuq siku-kunmayuq:uraaq-gaqsi+tut
go-DsD.3P=HS that.way ice-VlA.S go.up-slowly-start-lND.3P
It is said that when they went through the ice, they started going up slowly.
72. Tirjmiaq imna.
tirjmiaq+0
gOOSe-ABS.S S.ABS.S
They were geese.
73. Inuguutiplugu ami. 
ifiuk+uq:uti+plugu
person-become.N-APPLlC-CTR./3s well 
They had turned into people to her.
74. Takku tara inuguutilgitchaat.
C: inuk+uq:uti-lgit+kaat
because H.adv person-become.N-APPLiC-again-iND.3p3s 
They had turned into people to her.
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75. Tara inuksruiHakmata taimma taututlaiqamigich
M: inuksmit-llak+kmata tautuk-tla:iq+’amigich
H.ADV be.quiet-really-CNS.3p AS.adv see-can-not.any.more-CNS.4s3p
aullaaqsiruq. 
aullaq-aqsi+tuq 
go-start-iND.3s
When they were really quiet and when she couldn’t see them any more, she started going.
76. Tarali ilaa. 
C: tara=li
H.ADV=as.for 3S.ABS 
That’s her.
77. Ii.
M: yes
Tara siqingum tuqaanun nuiragagvian aullaqtuq.
siqiniq:um tuqiranun nui+ragaq+vik:an aullaq+tuq
H.ADV sun-REL.s direction-TRM.3ss appear-be.Ving-place.to.Y-REL.3ss go-iND.3s
Yes. Then she went toward the sunrise.
78. Igliqsaatchiagaqsiruq. 
igliqsaaq-tchiaq-aqsi+tuq 
go-iast-start-lND.3 S 
She started going fast.
79. Auqniqsralijlaqniqsuq. 
auqniqsraq-li-llak+niq+tuq 
spots.of.melting.snow-make-really-EVlD-lND.3s 
The snow was melting.
80. Auqniqsramun tara pi’ami
auqniqsraq-Hnun pi+’ami
spots.of.melting.snow-TRM.S H.ADV do-CNS.4s 
When she got to the spots o f melting snow, after arriving at berries,
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81. nigiurallagaqtuq asrianik aurjnignik. 
nigi:uraq-llak+aq+tuq asriaq-^ -nik aurjniq-s-nik 
eat-just-really-always-iND.3s beny-MOD.P spots.of.melting.snow-MOD.p 
she always ate melted berries.
82. Taragguuq igliqhuni taatna. 
tara=gguuq igliq+huni
H.adv=hs travel-CTR.4s that.way 
It is said that she traveled that way.
83. Sinigniajiqami taatna augniqsramun
sinik+niaq-liq+’ami augniqsraq-^mun
sleep-will-become-CNS.4s that.way spots.ofmelting.snow-TRM.S
siniktukkallagaqtuq. 
siniktukkaq-llak+aq+tuq
go.to.sfeep-realfy-always-lND.3s
When she got sleepy, she always went to sleep on spots of melting snow.
84. Siniktuallagaqtuq. 
sinik+tuaq-llak+aq+tuq
sfeep-long-realfy-always-lND.3s 
She always slept for a long time.
85. Takku uunnagugniqsuq.
C: uunnaq+uq+niq+tuq
because heat-tum.into.N-EVlD-lND.3s
The weather was getting hot.
86. Tara qanutun aglaatai igligataqtuq tara.
M: qanuq-tun aglaa=tai igliq+ataq+tuq
H.adv how-SM.S but=NSP travel-tong-iND.3s H.adv
I don’t know for how long, she traveled for a long time.
87. Auqniqsraiqsuq takku. 
augniqsraq:iq+tuq
spots.ofmelting.snow-remove-lND.3s because
(She could travel) Because there were not spots of melting snow any more.
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88. Iluqani auktuq.
auk+tuq
everything melt-iND.3s
Everything was melting.
89. Nunaguqtuq. 
C: nuna+guq+tuq
land-tum.into.N-lND.3s 
It turned into a land.
90. Ii. Taragguuq igligataqtuq taatna.
M: tara=gguuq igliq+ataq+tuq
yes H.ADV=HS travel-long-lND.3s that.way
Yes. It is said that she traveled for a long time that way.
91. Iniqtugataqtuq igliqpagitktni 
iniqtuq-ataq+tuq igliq+pagit+luni 
get.tired-finally-lND.3s travel-too.much-CiR.4s 
She finally got tired from traveling too much.
92. Ittuallaatlaijaaq. 
C: ittuaq-llaa-tlaiijaaq
stop.andjest-once.in.awhile-can-one.that.does.notV 
She never stopped to take a rest.
93. Ii. Tara ijaatni iglilgitjuni kuuqmun siniqtitchuq.
M: igliq-lgit+luni kuuk-mun siniqfit+tuq
yes H.ADV one.time travel-again-CTR.4s river-TRM.S reach.edge-lND.3s 
Right. Then one time she travelled again and came to the shore o f a river.
94. Taatna kuuqmun tikiHaoniqsuq. 
kuuk-Hmun tikit-llak+niq+tuq
that.way river-TRM.S reach-really-Evn>lND.3s
That way she reached a river.
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95. Tara kuurjmun siniqfitnami,
kuuk-nnun siniqtit+’nami
H.adv river-iRMS reach.edge-CNS.4s
When she came to the shore o f the river,
96. makua tiprat sivuniqsiuqtuagaqsiyai.
tipraq-t sivuniqsiuq+tuaq-aqsi+kai
PE.ABS.P driftwood-ABS.P check-long-start-lND.3s
she started checking the driftwood for a long time.
97. Imna itqagigaa.
C: itqagi+kaa
S.ABS.S rem.ember-iND.3s3s 
She remembered it.
98. Ii.
M: Yes.
99. Sivuniqsiuqtuaqfugich taatna siniqsrauraaqfugich,
sivuniqsiuq+tuaq+fugich siniqsraq:uraaq+fugich
check-long-CTR./3p that.way walk.by-long-CTR./3P
She checked it that way for a long time, walking by it for a long time,
100. taatnalugguuq manna napaaqtuq inuum naammaqa
taatna=lu=gguuq napaaqtuq+0 inuk:um naammakia
that.way=and=HS PE.abs.S tree-ABS.s person-REL.s right.size-ABS.3ss
tikigaqsiyaa. 
tikit-aqsi+kaa
reach-start-lND.3s3s
and that way she came across this tree that was the right size for a person
101. Itchauqmagu sualugguuq una, 
itchauq+kmagu sua=lu=gguuq
lookinto-CNS.3s3s what.ABS.S=and=HSPR.ABS.S 
When she looked inside o f this,
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102. taatna iluliaq napaaqtugraitchiaq inuum naammaqa.
iluliaq+0 napaaqtuq+raitchiaq+0 ihuk:um naammak:a
that.way hollow.ABS.s tree-big-ABS.s person-REL.S right.size-ABS.3ss
(it was) a hollow big tree which was the right size for a person.
103. Tara qanugviitchuq.
qanuq+vik:it+tuq
H.ADV do.how-place.to.V-have.no.N-lND.3s 
There was no way for her (other than to get into the tree).
104.Tarur)a ikisragumaruq tara. 
iki+saq+kuma+tuq
H.TRM get.in-try.-have.to-JND.3s H.ADV 
So she had to get in.
105.Takku ikkiviksrautni.
C: iki+vik-ksraq:uti-ni
because get.in-place.to.V-materiaLfor.N-store.ofN-ABS.4ss 
That’s the place she had to get in.
106. Ii. Tara ayaktugu ikipluni.
M: ayak+fugu iki+pluni
yes H.ADV pushdown-CTR./3s get.in-CTR.4s 
Yes. Then she pushed it down to the shore and got in.
107. Simiksraqa tarani inniqsuq.
simik-ksraq:a it+niq+tuq
plug-material.for.N-ABS.3ss H.LOC be-evid-lND.3s
There was something with which to block it(s hole).
108.Taragguuq simikfugu tasramma simiksraqanik. 
tara=gguuq simik+fugu simik-ksraq:anik
H.ADV=HS block-CTR./3s APN.ADV plug-matmal.for.N-MOD.3ss 
Then she blocked it with something to block it with.
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109. Immakuminaitchuamik tarani simiksraqaqpalurpqsuq.
immak+kuminaq:it+tuaq-^mik simik-ksraq-qaq+paluk+niq+tuq
leak-will-not-one.that.Vs-MOD.S H.LOC plug-material.for.N-have-maybe-EViD-lND.3s
Maybe there was something with which to block, which would not leak.
110. Surguuq ukua malguich argaatchiat tarani.
su+t=gguuq malguk:ich argaaq-tchiaq-t
what-ABS.p=HS PR.abs.p two-abs.p glove-new-ABS.p H.loc
And (there were) two pairs o f new gloves there.
111. Ittuagniqsut. 
C: ittuaq+niq+tut
stay-EViD-iND.3P 
They stayed there.
112. Ii. Tara siriigaqsiruq.
M: siriik-aqsi+tuq
yes H.ADV sleep-start-lND.3s 
Yes. Then she started sleeping.
113. Sagvaqsiaqsimq taatna. 
sagvaqsiq-aqsi+tuq 
float-start-lND.3s that, way 
She started floating that way.
114. Kaivittuq suruqtai taimma taatna.
kaivit+tuq su+tuq=tai
roll-lND.3s do.what-iND.3s-NSPAS.ADV that.way 
She was rolling somehow.
115. Ilaatnigguuq iglilgitluni, 
i!aatni=gguuq igliq-lgit+luni
one.time=HS travel-again-CTR.4s 
One time she was travelling,
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116. tusraaqsiHqtuq 
tusraq-aqsi-liq+tuq
pamma inuqnik 
inuk-f-nik
start.hearmg-start-quickly-iND.3s BN.ADV person-MOD.P 
uqaqsruktaqtuanik: 
uqaq±qsruktaq+tuaq-nik 
taIk-caabe.heard.Ving-one.that.V s-MOD.P 
and she started hearing people talking:
117. ‘Aa,qirulluataq unna.
qiruk-lluataq+0
oh wood-goodN-ABS.s DE.ABS.S 
‘Oh, that down there is a good wood.
118. SikuiHaqniqsuq takku tara.’ 
siku:it-llak+niq+tuq
ice-have.no.N-EVlD-EsD.3s because H.ADV 
Because it doesn’t have ice.’
119. Ukiaq imma aullaqtuaq. 
ukiaq+0 aullaq+tuaq
fall-ABS.S S.ADV gO-PRT.3S 
She started going in M .
120. Ii. Sikutlainqaan.
C: siku-tla:it±qqaan
yes become.ice-can-not-SMV.3s 
Yes. Before it became ice.
121. Ii.
M: Yes.
122.Tatpamma imaqsruktaqhutiq, 
imaqsruktaq+hutiq
ABN.adv splash-CTR.4P 
They were splashing,
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123. inuk ariuaqpaluktaqhuni tikigaqsiligaa
inuk+0 aquaq+paluktaq+huni tikit-aqsi-liq+kaa 
person-ABS.S paddle-caabe.heard.Ving-CTR.4s reach-start-quickly-lND.3s3s 
and a person, heard paddling, reached her.
124. Argaatchianigguuqtai maniligaa.
argaaq-tchiaq-4-nik=gguuq=tai mani-liq+kaa
glove-new-MOD.P=HS=NSP show-start-iND.3s3s
She started showing him new gloves.
125. ‘“Qimgiinniqsuq,” itnagutin.
qiruk+ik:it+niq+tuq itnaq+utin
wood-be.good.N-not-EViD-iND.3s say.this-CTU.2s 
‘Say ‘It is not a good wood.”
126. Uwa argaaksratin,’ itnaqfugu.
argaaq-ksraq-tin itnaq+tugu
PR.ADV gtove-materiaLfor.N-ABS.2SP say.this-CTR./3s
These will be your gloves,’ she said.
127. Kinumunguuq aullaqtuq. 
kinumun=gguuq aullaq+tuq
backward=HS go-lND.3s 
It is said that he went back.
128. Tara igligaqsilgatalgitchuq.
igliq-aqsi-lgataq-lgit+tuq 
H.ADV travel-staxt-finally-again-iND.3s 
Then she finally started traveling again.
129. Sagvaq sukaitchuguuq. 
sagvaq-0 sukait+sugu+tuq
cuxrent-ABS.S be.stow-EMP-iND.3s 
The current was indeed stow.
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130. Tipiyaitchaa.
C: tipi-ya:it+kaa
stop-easily-not-iND.3s3s 
The current wouldn’t stop her.
131.IL 
M: Right.
132.Qanuq aglaatai igligatalgitluni taatna, 
aglaa=tai igliq+ataq-lgit+luni
how but=NSP travel-long-again-CTR.4s that, way
I don’t know for how long, she traveled, for a long time again that way,
133. quagriaqsijilgitchuq imma inurjmun
quagri-aqsi-liq-lgit+tuq inuk-^mun
wake.up-start-quickly-agiiin-iND.3sAS.ADV person-TRMS 
uqaqsruktaqtuamun. 
uqaqiqsruktaq+tuaq-mun 
taIk-can.be.heard.Ving-one.that.Vs-TRM.S
and she started to wake up again to a person who could be heard talking:
134. ‘Qirulluataq unna,’ itnaqhutirjguuq tatpamma,
qiruk-lluataq+0 itnaq+hutig=gguuq
wood-good-ABS.S DE.ABS.S say.this-CTR.4p=HS ABN.adv
‘That down there is a good wood,’they said,
135. inuk ayakpalijgitchuq.
inuk+0 ayak+paliq-lgit+tuq
person-ABS.s push.oflF-must-again-iND.3s 
and a person must have pushed oflf again.
136. Tara arjuaqsruktaqhuni tikitmani,
aquaq±qsruktaq+huni tikit+kmani
H.ADV paddle-can.be.heard.Ving-CTR.4s reach-CNS.3s4s
He could be heard paddling, when he reached her,
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137. ‘“Qimgiinniqsuq,” itnagutin.
qiruk+ik:it+niq+tuq itnaq+utin
wood-be.good.N-not-EViD-iND.3s say.this-CTU.2s 
‘Say “It is not a good wood.”
138. Uwa argaaksratin,’ itnaqfugu aatchulgitchaa
argaaq-ksraq-tin itnaq+fugu aatchuq-lgit+kaa
PR.ADV gtove-materiaLfor.N-ABS.2SP say.this-CTR./3s give-again-lND.3s3s
argaanik. 
argaaq-mik
gtove-MOD.P
These will be your gloves,’ saying this, she gave him gloves again.
139. Tara nuqqitchai.
C: nuqqit+kai
H.ADV pass-EMD.3s3p
She passed by them.
140. Ii. Tara inuich malguich takku uqautigikkaqi.
M: inukiich malguk:ich uqautigi-kkaqi
yes H.ADV person-ABS.P two-ABS.P because telLabout-PRT.3s3P
Yes. Because he had told about two people.
141. Igligatalgitchuq taimma qanutun aglaatai. 
igliq+ataq-lgit+tuq qanuq+tun aglaa=tai
travel-tong-again-lND.3s AS.ADV how-SM.S but=NSP 
I don’t know how long, she traveled for a long time again.
142. Sinikami qanutun aglaa sinigagaa.
sinik+’ami qanuq-^tun sinik+aq+kaa
sleep-CNS.4s how-SM.s but sleep-always-iND.3s3s
When she slept, I don’t know how long she always slept.
143. Arriinalanrjulighaguguuq.
nala-nqu-liq+naq+ugu+tuq 
well be.lying.down-be.tired.ofVing-become-should.be. Ved-EMP-lND.3s 
It must be tiring to keep lying down
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144. Qapsinitai uvluni tara igliqpa?
qapskni=tai uvluq-ni jg(jq+pa
how.many-LOC.P=NSP day-LOC.P H.ADV tra.vel-iNT.3s
For how many days did she travel?
145. Igligatalgitluni taatna immatai qanutun aglaan sinirpqpa?
igliq-ataq-lgit+luni imma=tai qanuq-j-tun sinik+niq+pa
travel-long-again-CTR.4s that way S.ADV=NSP how-SM.S but sleep-EVlD-lNT.3s
How did she sleep, traveling for a long time again?
146. Nutqaqauraaqpaluktagniqhunigguuq nuti. 
nutqarja:uraaq+paluktaq+niq+huni=gguuq
stop-long-caabe.heard.Ving-EVH>-CTR.4s=HS surprise
It sounded like she stopped.
147.Taragguuq nutqaqauraaqpaluktagniqami aniniuraagaqsiruq.
tara=gguuq nutqaqaiuraaq+paluktaq+niq+’ami ani+nik:uraaq-aqsi+tuq
H.adv=hs stop-long-caabe.heard.Ving-Evn>CNS.4s go.out-try.to-sfowly.start-iND.3s
Then, when it sounded like she stopped for a while, she started trying to go out.
148. Aniniuraaqhuni anikman
ani+nik:uraaq+huni ani+kman
go.out-try.to-sfowly-CTR.4s go.out-CNS.3s 
She went out,
149. qiniqtuagaqsijiqmagu sugguuq
qiniq+tuaq-aqsi-liq+kmagu su-k=gguuq
see-sfowly-start-quickly-CNS.3s3s what.ABS.D=HS
and she looked for her parents.
150. Tipillannigaa tarurja. 
tipi-llak+niq+kaa
stop-long-Evn>iND.3s3s H.trm 
She stopped for a while.
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151. Arjayuqaak? 
C: aqayuqaaq-k
parent-ABS.3SD 
Her parents?
152. Ii. Taatniuttuagaqsiruq.
M: taatniut-tuaq-aqsi+tuq
yes stay-long-stait-lND.3s
Yes. She started staying for a long time.
153. Iptchugipkangitchuq taatniuttuagraaqhuni. 
iptchugi+pkaq-ngit+tuq taatniut+tuaq:uraaq+huni
know-CAUS-not-iND.3s stay-long-long-CTR.4s
She didn’t make herself known as she stayed for a long time.
154. Itchuagli arjayuqaak.
itchuak=li aqayuqaaq-k
VR.ABS.D=as.for parents-ABS.3SD
As for her parents,...
155.Taimmaukiaq paniak piitchuaq.
ukiaq+0 panik:ak piit+tuaq
AS.ADV fall-ABS.S daughter-ABS.3DS be.missing-PRT.3s 
Since last fell their daughter had been missing.
156. Tara aimmaq tatpavakrja paqitkalaugaak.
aimmaq+0 paqit+kaluaq+kaak
paniqmik.
panik+mik
daughter-REL.4DS
H.adv basket.ABS.s ABE.abl find-though-iND.3D3s 
They two found the basket all right.
l57.Taimmasutilaaqa nalullakaak
suAtilaaq:a nalu-llak+kaak
AS .ADV do.what-Ving-ABS.3ss not.know-really-lND.3D3s 
They did not know what happened to their daughter.
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158. Takku tara.
C: because H.adv
That’s how it is.
159. Qirruulgataqtuk panirjmiknun takku 
M: qirruu-lgataq+tuk panik+miknun
be.crying-long-lND.3D daughter-TRM.4DS because
utuqqaguqmiruak. 
utuqqaq+uq+kmi+tuak
old.one-turn.into.N-too-one.thatV s-ABS.3d
The old couple had been crying for their daughter for a long time.
160. Panisuarjak niviaqsiaq imma piuq.
panik-tauq:ak niviaqsiaq+0 pi+tuq
da.ughter-only-ABS.3DS young.woman-ABS.S S.ADV do-iND.3s
The young woman was their only daughter.
161. Tara qitungatuarjak.
C: qitungaq-tuaqiak
H.ADV child-only-ABS.3DS
Their only child.
162. Ii. Tara taatna itluni.
M: it+luni
yes H.adv that way stay-cm.4s
Yes. She stayed that way.
163. Ukuagli arjayuqaak.
ukuak=li arjayuqaaq-k
PR.ABS.D=as.for parent-ABS.3SD 
As for her parents,. . .
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164. Tirjmiuraq una Hitchugiaqsiligaak panirjmik
tiqmiuraq+0 iNtchugi-aqsi-liq+kaak panik-i-mik
bird-ABS.S PR.ABS.S see-start-quickly-lND.3D3s daughter-REL.4DS
taiyuqtuaq. 
taiyuq+tuaq
call-one.that.Vs.ABS.s
They found a bird calling their daughter’s name.
165. ‘Kigvalu’uutchik. Kigvalu’uutchik,’ 
Kigvalu’uutchik+0 Kigvalu’uutchik+0
Kigvalu’uutchik-ABS.S Kigvalu’uutchik-ABS.S
itnasrigauraqhunigguuq sua una.
itnasrigaq:uraq+huni=gguuq
say.this-just-CTR.4s=HS what.ABS.S PR.ABS.S
‘Kigvalu’uutchik. Kigvalu’uutchik,’this bird said.
166. Tara ilimatchaaqsijiqtuk. 
ilimatchak-aqsi-liq+tuk
H.ADV think-start-quickly-lND.3D 
Then they started thinking.
167. Tiqmiuram aullautillakkik. 
tir)miuraq-m aullaq:uti-llak+kik
bird-RELS go-APPUC-really-iND.3s3D 
The bird took them
168. Malliutigaak tiqmiuraq.
malikRiq:uti+kaak tiqmiuraq+0
fonow-start-APPUC-iND.3D3s bird-ABS.S 
They followed the bird.
169. Taatna malikfugu.
malik+fugu 
that.way follow-CTR./3s 
They followed it.
atiqanik
atiq:anik
name-MOD.3ss
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170. Suagguuq una paniak aquppiugaqpa qiruum
sua=gguuq panikiak aquppi-ugaq+pa qimk:um
what.abs.S=hsPR.ABS.S daughter-ABS.3DS be.sitting-continuously-lNT.3s wood-REL.S
qaaqani. 
qaa:ani
top-L0C.3SS
Their daughter was sitting on the wood.
171. Tara aqayuqaakkin qisrayaaqsijigaak.
aqayuqaaq-kkin qisraya-aqsi-liq+kaak 
H.ADV parent-REL.3SD want.to.grab-stait-quiekly-lND.3D3s
Her parents started to grab her.
172. Tigutqungitlunigguuq itnagik:
tigu-tqu-ngit+luni=gguuq itnaq+kik
grab-tell.to.V-not-CTR.4s=HS say-iND.3s3D
She told them not to grab her.
173. ‘Aqqua. Tigunaqa uwa. 
tigu+naqa
don’t grab-PRH.2slS PR.ADV 
‘Don’t. Don’t grab me.
174. Utigisiruqa. 
utiq+kisi+tuqa
come.back-will-lND. 1 s 
I will come back.
175. Sisamani uwa uvani inniaqtuqa.
sisamat>ni it+niaq+tuqa
four-LOC.P PR.adv PR loc be-will-iND.lS
I will be here for four days.
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176. Taatna ittuallakitik,’ itnaqfugik aqayuqaarjni
ittuaq-llak+itik itnaq+fugik agayuqaaq-gni
that.way stay.still-really-NEGlMP.2D say.this-CTR./3D parents-ABS.4SD
uqapsaagaqsiligik. 
uqapsaaq-aqsi-liq+kik
plead-start-quick]y-lND.3s3D
Stay still that way,’ saying this to them, she started pleading with her parents.
177.Takku piyuminaitchuq. 
pi+yuminaq:it+tuq
because do-will-not-lND.3 S
Because she wouldn’t be able to come back.
178. Utiguminaitchuq tara aksisuaqpakni.
utiq+kuminaq:it+tuq aksik-tuaq+kpakni
come.back-will-not-iND.3s H.ADV touch-ever-CND.3s4s
She wouldn’t come back if  they ever touched her.
179. Tara agayuqaak qiaggagmik isragutiruk.
agayuqaaq-k qiaiggagmik israguti+tuk
H.ADV parent-ABS.3SD cry-SMV.4D start-lND.3D
Then her parents started crying.
180. Taatniuttuaqtuk. 
taatniut+tuaq+tuk
stay-slowly-lND.3D 
They stayed still.
181. Taatnaginaqfugik tara pingitchik.
taatnaq±ginaq+fugik pi-ngit+kik 
say.that-just-CTR./3D H.ADV do-not-iND.3s3D
She just told them that and she didn’t say anything more to them
182. Haksipchangitchuq. 
ijaksipchaq-ngit+tuq 
let.touch-not-lND.3s
She didn’t let them touch her.
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183. Tara nayuqtlagiaqsiyaak.
nayuqfiagi-aqsi+kaak 
H.ADV stay.with-stait-iND.3D3s 
Then they started staying with her.
184. Ii. Takku tara.
C: yes because H.adv
Yes. That’s how it is.
185. Ii. Tara sisamani tarani
M: sisamat-^ -ni
yes H.ADV four-LOC.P H.LOC
Yes. She stayed there for four days.
186. Aa. Naatchipkallakaak.
C: naat+si+pkaq-llak+kaak
oh finish-ANTlP-CAUS-really-lND.3D3s 
Oh. They let her finish.
187. Ii. Paniksik takku annigigaak.
M: panic+tik annigi+kaak
yes daughter-ABS.4DS because notwanLto.lose-DSD.3D3s 
Yes. Because they didn’t want to lose their daughter.
188. Tara agayuqaagminun utillaktuq.
agayuqaaq-gminun utiq-llak+tuq
H.adv parent-TRM.4SD come.back-really-iND.3s
Then she came back to her parents.
189. Taragguuq tigmiatigun aullallagniqsuq.
tara=gguuq tigmiaq-tigun aullaq-llak+niq+tuq
H.adv=hs goose-via.p go-long-Evn>iND.3s
It is said that she traveled with geese for a while.
siniktallaktuq. 
si hi ktaq-l la k+tuq 
stay.ovemight-long-DSD.3s
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190. Taavuga tigmiHagniqsuq
tigmi-llak+niq+tuq 
AVE.TRM fly-long-EViD-iND.3s
tigmiaguqhuni. 
tigmiaq+uq+huni 
goose-tum.mto.N-CTR.4s 
She flew with geese, turning into a goose.
191. Tara ayuugutigaat
C: ayuuq:uti+kaat
H.ADV go.fer.away-APPUC-IND.3p3s 
They took her fer away.
192. Ii. Tara unipchaaq
M: unipchaaq+0
yes H.ADV story-ABS.S
Yes. Now the story ends.
naaruq.
naa+tuq
end-iND.3s
taimma taatna tigmiatigun 
tigmiaq-tigun 
AS.adv that.way goose-viA.P
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Qanuq inuuniaffamnik Ivisaappaani (About howl have lived in Ambler)
Appendix 2. Text 29
This text is an uqaaqtuaq recorded in Ambler, Alaska on July 14,2001. It was told by Minnie Gray, 
my principal consultant. The running time of the text is 18:30. A different version of the English 
translation of this text will appear in Kaplan et al. (forthcoming).
1. UqaaqtullaqnialgitchuQa uwa 
uqaaqtuq-llak+niaq-lgit+turja
telluqaaqtuaq-long-will-again-iND.lS PR. ADV 
I’m going to tell
2. taimma uvani qanuq inuuniatfamnik Ambler-rni Ivisaappaani.
inuuniaq-fiqRamnik -mi lvisaappaat>ni
AS.ADV PR.LOC how live-Ving-MOD. 1SS -LOC.S Ivisaappaat-LOC.P
about how l have lived here in Ambler, or Ivisaappaat.
3. Uwa aasiin uwa ami tasramma sawigataqama
savakRiq+ataq+’ama 
PR.adv and PR.adv well APN.adv work-start-finally-CNS. 1 s
When I started working,
4. aglagvik sawigniagataqama aglagvigmun
aglagvik+0 savakRiq+niaq+ataq+’ama aglagvik-^mun
school-ABS.S work-start-will-finally-CNS. 1S school-TRM.S
when I started working for school,
5. ukua school board apiqsrugiagaatqa
apiqsruq+iaq+kaatrja
PR.REL.P ask-go.to.V-iND.3pls
a member o f the school board came to ask me,
ilarjata
ijarata
part-REL.3ps
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6. aglaktausrukmaqaagma Inupiatunguuq.
aglakti:u+sruk+kmar)aagma lnupiaq+tun=gguuq
teacher-be.N-want.to-DUB.lS Inupiaq-SIM.S=HS
to see if  I wanted to be an Inupiaq teacher.
7. Tara kiugaluagiga naluagmiuraalguinnipjurja.
kiu+kaluaq+kiga naluagmiuraaq-lgu:it+ni+pluqa
H.adv answer-though-fND. 1 s3s speak.English-much-not-say-CTR. 1S 
I answered him that I didn’t know ho w  to speak English very much.
8. Naluagmiuraagniangitchuqagguuq. 
naluagmiuraaq+niaq-ngit+tuna=gguuq
speak.English-will-not-lND. 1 S=HS 
They told me that I wouldn’t speak English.
9. Uqapiaglurjagguuq ijisautriniaqtuqa iyaalugruagnik.
uqapiaq+lurja ijisauti+ri+niaq+turja iyaalugruaq+nik
speak.Inupiaq-CTU. 1 S=HS teach-ANTlP-will-lND. 1S child-MOD.P
(They told me that) I would speak Inupiaq and teach children.
10. Taimmalnupianun Inupiatun ihsautritquliqamirj taatna
Inupiaq-^nun Inupiaq-^tun ijisauti+ri-tqu-liq+’amir)
AS.ADV Inupiaq-TRM.P Inupiaq-SIMS teach-ANTlP-want. .to-start-CNS.4p that.way
katimaplutirj 
katima+plutir)
meet-CTR.4p
When they wanted Inupiat to teach the Inupiaq language, they had meetings,
11. inillai’amir) taatna uwa apiqsrugiagaatrja. 
inillak:i+’amir) apiqsruq+iaq+kaatrja
settle-ANTip-CNS.4p that.way PR.ADV ask-go.to.V-iND.3PlS 
and when they decided, they came to ask me.
12. Tara arjiqiuQa. 
aqiq+fuqa
H.ADV say.yes-ciR.ls 
And I said yes.
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13. Taavrumani uwa 1972-mi piyaatrja.
-mi pi+kaatrja
AVN.LOC.S PR.ADV -.LOC.S do-lND.3PlS 
They asked me in 1972.
14. Tara taatnaanikhutirj ukiipluta taatna
taatnaq±anik+hutir) ukii+pluta 
H.adv say.thal-PF-CiR.4p spend.winter-CTR.lP that, way
upingaksraaqtuami April-mi 
upingaksraaq+tuaq-Mni -mi 
start.spring-one.that.Vs-LOC.S -.LOC.S
After they said that, when we spent winter and spring came, in April,
15. aullaqtigaqsiyaatigut Tilaglu
aullaqAtit-aqsi+kaatigut Tilak+0=lu
goCAUS-start-iND.3PlP Tilak-ABS.S=and
they sent Tilak, Tatqavina and me.
Tatqavinalu 
Tatqavina+0=lu
Tatqavina-ABS.S=and
16. Aullaqtugut tirjmisuutmik. 
aullaq+tugut tirjmisuutkmik
go-iND.lP airplane-MOD.s
We went by airplane.
17. Tara Qikiqtagrukaluagaqtuqa amiaglaan.
Qikiqtagruk+0+kaluaq+aq+tur)a
H.ADV Qikiqtagruk-gp.to-though-used.to-lND.lS well but
I used to go to Qikiqtagruk (Kotzebue).
18. Avurja napmun nunaaqqinun tirjimaitchurja.
nunaaqqiq-^nun tiqi+marit+turja
VE.TRM where.TRM city-TRM.P fly-PERF-not-iND.ls
But I had never flown to other cities.
uvarjalu.
uvaqa=lu
lS.ABS=and
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19. Tara tirjmisuutiqpakun tirjirugut.
tiqmisuutiqpak-^kun tiqi+tugut
H.ADV jet-VIA.S fly-IND.lP
We flew by jet.
20. Anchorage-amun tara tirjqutigaatigut.
-aq^-mun tirjiruti+kaatigut
-N-TRM.S H.ADV fly-APPUC-IND.3PlP
We flew with them to Anchorage.
jet-akun usriaqsiqpaalukfuria tarani
-aq-kunusriaqsiq+paaluk+tur)a
-N-VFA.S ride-first.time-CTR.lS H.LOC
21. Iqsigaluaqtuqa tara 
iqsi+kaluaq+tuga
be.scared-though-lND. 1S H.ADV
aullagataqama. 
aullaq+ataq+’ama
go-tong-CNS.ls
I was scared as I flew by jet for the first time, when I was going.
22. Tara suli ca^amun 
-aq^-mun
ikilgataqsimaitchurja. 
iki-lgataq+sima:it+tur)a
H.ADV and -N-trm.S ride-tong-PF-not-lND. 1 s 
And I had never ridden in a car.
23. Naagga tamarra taatna usriaqsiqfur]a aullalgitchurja car-akun.
usriaqsiq+fuga aullaq-lgit+turja -aq-^kun
or APE.ADVthat.way ride-CTR.ls go-again-iND.ls -N-via.S
And then I started going by car.
24. Iqsirurja tara apuqtigasrugalurja taatna.
iqsi+tuqa apuqAtiq+kasruga+lur)a
be.scared-lND.lS H.ADV bump-suddenly-MlGHT-CTU. 1S that, way
I was scared that I might bump against something.
25. Mitrjalaliqataqturjaunii car-amun ikivaalukama.
mitr)ala-liqataq+tur)a=unnii -aq-^mun iki+paaluk+’ama
move.around.keep. Ving-IND. 1 S=even -N-TRM.S get.into-first.time-CNS.lS
I even moved around when I got into a car for the first time.
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26. Tara nullagvirjmun nullaqtitluta katimaragaaqsirugut. 
nullagvik^-mun nullaqAtit+luta katima+ragaq-aqsi+tugut
H.ADV hotel-TRMS stay-CAUS-CTR./1P have.meeting-start-start-lND.lP
They put us in a hotel and then we started meeting.
27. Nunaaqqiqpaomun tara tikitpaalukturja kapyaruqa
nunaqqiq+kpakn-mun tikit+paaluk+furja kapya+turja
city-big-TRM.S H.ADV come-first.time-ClR.ls be.worried-lND.ls
Having come to a big city for the first time, I was worried,
28. taatna itnatchimi inuuniagalaangitfurja.
itnasriq-mi inuuniaq+alaa-ngit+furja 
that.way this.kind-LCx:.slive-before-not-CiR.lS 
as I had never lived in this kind o f place before.
29. Uwa taapkunakqa qulit
qulit
PR.ADV AVN.ABL.P ten
From those eleven villages,
atautchimin
atausriq-s-min
one-ABL.s
nunaaqqiuranm 
nunaaqqiq:uraq-j-nin
town-small-ABL.P
or
30. pinasrullaarjupluta 
pinasruq-llaaiu+pluta
three-each-be.N-CTR. 1P
atausriullaapluta 
atausriq: u-llaa+pluta
one-be.N-each-ClR. Ip
three, two, or one from each village,
naagga imna malgullaaquplutalu naagga 
malguq-llaa:u+pluta=lu
S.ABS.S two-each-be.N-CTR. 1 P=and or
31. taatna aullaqtitkaatigut, uvakrja nunaaqqiuraptitnin.
aullaqAtit+kaatigut nunaaqqiq:uraq-ptitnin
that way go-CAUS-lND.3PlP PR.ABL town-small-ABL.lPP
they made us go from our villages.
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32. Taapkunakrja nunaaqqiuranifi ami taatna aullaqtitchirut.
nunaaqqiq:uraq-min aullaqAtit+si+tut
AVN.ABL.P town-small-ABL.P well that, way go-CAUS-AMHP-lND.3P
They made them go from those villages.
33. Tara taakmani Inupiatun taiyuqhuta sunik.
Inupiaq-H:un taiyuq+hutasu+nik 
H.adv AAN.loc Inupiaq-siM.s name-cm.lp what-MQD.p
There we said the names of things in Inupiaq.
34. Nakitnaminliqaa nunaaqqinin katirugut. 
nakitnamin=liqaa nunaaqqiq- -^nin kati+tugut
where. ABL=each town-ABL.P meet-lND.lP
We got together from each village.
35. Taakmani aasrii one week itluta.
it+luta
AAN.loc and stay-CTR.lP
We stayed there for one week.
36. Tara taavrumani auragmi auraqman 73-guqman
auraq-^ mi auraq+kman -guq+kman
H.ADV AVN.LOC.S summer-LOC.sbe.summer-CNS.3s -become.N-CNS.3s 
aullaqtitkaatigut Nome-rnun. 
aullaqAtit+kaatigut -mun
gO-CAUS-IND.3PlP -IRM.S
And when summer came in 1973, they made us go to Nome.
37. Taatna nunaaqqijjaanin Nome-rnun katipkalgitchaatigut
nunaaqqiq-llaa-nin -mun kati+pkaq-lgit+kaatigut
that way village-each-ABL.P -TRM.S meet-CAUS-again-lND.3Pl P
They made us get together at Nome from each village,
38. ijisagiaqtitluta Inupiayusratigmik.
ilisaq+iaqAtit+luta lnupiaq-yu+sraqdiq-^mik
leam-go.to. V-CAUS-CTR./1 p speak.Inupiaq-well-try.to-Ving-MOD.S 
and we learned how to write Inupiaq words.
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39. Taakmani tara tatqimi ittugut,
tatqiq-MTii it+tugut 
AAN.loc H.adv month-Loe.s be-iND.lP
Julv-mi Itchavium tatqiani.
-mi ltchavik:um tatqiq:ani
-LOC.S July-REL.S month-LOC.3ss
We stayed there for a month, in the month o f July.
40. Tara ukiagu Aueust-mi Aueust-mun ihkman tara
ukiaq-gu -mi -mun iji+kman
H.adv fall-next.N -LOC.S -trm.s get.in-CNS.3s H.adv
aglaktitchiaqsirugut. 
aglakAtit+si-aqsi+tugut
write-CAUS-ANTTP-start-tND. 1 p
And next fell, in August, we started teaching.
41. Aglaktitchiniagaqsirugut Inupiatun. 
aglakAtit+si+niaq-aqsi+tugut Inupiaq-tun
write-CAUS-ANTlP-start-lND. 1P Inupiaq-SIMS 
We started teaching in Inupiaq.
42. Qaganangitchaluaqtuq tara taatna aullagniirugut. 
qaganaq-ngit+kaluaq+tuq aullagnii+tugut
be.easy-not-though-lND.3s H.ADV that.way stait-lND.3P
It was not easy but we started.
43. Tara ukiuvak savakhuta.
ukiuq-vak savak+huta
H.ADV winter-whole.N work-cnclP
We worked the whole winter.
44. Upingaaqman Jujy-guqman Nome-arnun aasrii tilijgitchaatigut.
upingaaq+kman -guq+kman -aq^-mun tili-lgit+kaatigut
be.late.spring-CNS.3s -become.N-CNS.3s -N-1RM.S and ask-again-lND.3Pl P 
And in late spring, in July, they asked us to go to Nome again.
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45. Uwaliqaa taamna miss-aatidiaa.
uwa=liqaa -aqAtiq+kiga
PRADV=huh AVN.ABS.S -V-suddenly-lND. 1 s3s
I missed mentioning that (the following).
46. Taavrumani Julv-mi aglaktilgaaqhuta Utqiagviqmun aullaqtitkaatigut.
-mi aglakAtit-lgaaq+huta Utqiagvik-mun aullaqAtit+kaatigut
AVN.LOC.S -loc.s write-CAUS-after-CiRVlP Utqiagvik-TRM.s go-CAUS-iND.3plP
In July, after they taught us, they sent us to Utqiagvik (Barrow).
47. Tara aasrii aullaqtitmatrja Fairbanks-alaitchuna aasrii.
aullaqAtit+kmatr)a -aq-lgit+turja
H.ADV and go-CAUS-CNS.3PlS -V-again-iND.ls and
When they sent me, I went to Fairbanks.
48. Uwa aasrii Inupiamun ilisimakkamnun
Inupiaqn-mun ihsima-kkaq-mnun 
PR  adv and Inupiaq-TRM.s know-one.that.is.Ved-TRM.lSS 
tukkupkakkarjatni tarani
tukku+pkaq-kkarjatni 
stop-CAUs-PRT.3pls H.loc
They brought me to an Inupiaq that I knew,
49. nutaamun taavrumurja agnamun. 
nutaaq-^mun agnaq-^mun
young.one-TRM.S AVN.trm.S woman-TRM.S
to that young woman
50. Tarani ittuaqsaqtuarjni piyaarja.
ittuaq+saq+tuarjni pi+kaarja
H.loc stay.still-start-PRT. 1D take-iND.3slS
When we stayed (1 stayed with her], she took me out.
51. Amurjagguuq inniallagluk ammagguuq.
amur)a=gguuq inniaq-llak+luk amma=gguuq
VN.trm=hs visit-long-iMP.lD VN.adv=hs
‘Let’s go visit over there,’ she said.
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Inupiat. 
Inupiaq-t
ABS.3SP Inupiaq-ABS.P
53. Inniaqtuqa tara. 
Inniaq+turja
visit-lN D .ls H.ADV 
I visited.
52. Taamani ittu t ilisimakkaQi 
it+tut i[isima-kkaq:i 
AVN.LOC be-iND.3pknow-one.that.is.Ved- 
There were som e Inupiat that she knew.
54. Inniaqtuguk.
Inniaq+tuguk
visit-IND.lD  
W e visited.
55. Tara tarani ittuagaluaqamnuk ar)i|aagaqsiliqtuq.
ittuaq+kaluaq+’amnuk aqHaaq-aqsi-liq+tuq
H.ADV H.LOC stay.still-though-CNS.lD go.home-start-suddenly-lND.3s
W e stayed there for a while and she started going home.
56. Naluruqa nunaaqqigmiuligmik.
nalu+tuqa nunaaqqiq-s-miu-flq-^ mik
notknow-iND.lS city-stay.atN-Ving-MOD.S
I didn’t know h ow to stay in a city.
57. Ani’ama tara tarani taavrumakqa 
ani+’ama
gO.OUt-CNS. 1S H.ADV H.LOC AVN.ABL.S 
W hen I went out o f  that [house] as w e w a it to visit,
58. tupqum aglaqa qiniqsanginnigiga.
tupiq:um aglak:a qiniq+saq-ngit+niq+kiga
house-REL.S number-ABS.3ss see-try.to-not-EViD-iND.ls3s
I didn’t check the house number.
inniaqsaqhunuk
inniaq+saq+hunuk
visit-start-CNS.lD
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59. Taatna maanisun inniagniqsurja. 
maanktun inniaq+niq+turja
that.way here.LOC-SlM.S visit-EVlD-lND. 1S 
I went to visit just as i f  I had been at home.
60. Tarani tara unitmarja inniaqsimagaluaqama
unit+kmarja inniaq+sima+kaluaq+’ama 
H .lo c  H .ad v  leave-CNS.3slS visit-PERF-though-CNS.ls
arjHaaqsagaluaqturja. 
ar)i!aaq+saq+kaluaq+tuqa
go.home-try.to-though-lND. 1S
After she left me, I visited for a w hile and tried to go home.
61. Napmuntai aqilaagisiriiqpik.
napmun=tai arjitaaq+kisi+niq+pik
where. TRM=NSP go.home-will-EVlD-lNT. 1S
Where shall I go to get hom e?
62. Tammallakturja tara. 
tammaq-llak+turja
lose-really-iND.ls H.ADV
I got lost.
63. Taapkua aniqsa piqatiuma igligutigaatrja takku
pi±qati+ma igliqiuti+kaatrja
AVN.REL.P lucky do-partner. in. Ving-REL. 1SP go-APPUC-IND.3PlS because
uwa aksraktuamik. 
aksraktuaq -^mik
PR.ADV car-MOD.S
Luckily, those people I w as visiting gave m e a ride.
64. Tara tarani siriiktaqturja aglaan.
siriiktaq+turja
H.ADV H.LOC stay.ovemight-lND.lS but
I stayed overnight there.
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65. Hisimakkagma aatagani tarurja tukkuksramnun.
i!isima-kkaq+ma aat-taqani tukkuq-ksraq-mnun
know-one.that.is.Ved-REL.lsstake-PRT.3sls H .trm host-materiaLfor.N-iRM.lSS 
The person I knew  had taken m e to the place where I was going to stay.
66. Tasramna call-aqaqtuqu tara uvlaami Utqiagvirjmun
-agaq+fugu uvlaaq-mi Utqiagvik -^mun
APN.ABS.S -start-CTR./3s H.ADV morning-LOC.sUtqiagvik-TRM.S
tirjiniaqHiQa piruami.
tirji+niaq+turja pi+tuami
fly-will-ClR.ls do-lRT.lS
And I started calling her as I was going to fly to Utqiagvik (Barrow) in the morning.
67. Taamurja aatigaarja tir)r)iviksramnun.
aatAtiq+kaar)a tir)i‘-vik-ksraq-mnun
AVN.TRM take-quickly-!ND.3s 1S fly-place.to.V-materiaLfor.N-TRM.lsS
And she took m e to that place where I w as going to take o ff
68. Taavruma Hisimakkaga caU-aqfugu.
ilisima-kkaq+ka -aq+fugu
AVN.REL.S know-one.that.is.Ved-ABS. 1 ss  -V-CTR./3S
That woman called the person I knew (that I was going to stay with).
69. Tara tatqakmani Utqiagviqmi Aueust-mi ilgitchurja
Utqiagvikn-mi -mi it-lgit+turja
H.ADV ATN.LOC Utqiagvik-LOC.S -LOC.S stay-again-iND.lS
tatqimi 
tatqiq-^ mi
month-LCx:.s
And I stayed in Utqiagvik (Barrow) for a month in August
70. August naatlugu.
+0 naat+lugu
-ABS.S finish-CTR./3S
till the end o f  August.
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71. Tamarra ilisaqtugut taatna aglafigmik.
ilisaq+tugut aglakTiq-^ mik
APE. ADV study-lND.lP that way write-Ving-MOD.S
We studied howto write.
72. Inugiangitchugut aglaan Aaluglu uwa piuguk tarani.
inugiak-ngit+tugut Aaluk+0=lu pi+tuguk
be.many-not-lND.lP but Aaluk-ABS.S=and PR.ADV do-lND.lD H.LOC
W e were not many, Aaluk and I.
73. Aalugluli tatqamuqa ilisagiaqtitkaatiguk.
Aaluk+0=lu=li ilisaq+iaqAtit+kaatiguk
Aaluk-ABS.S==and=as.for A IN .trm study-go.to.V-CAUS-iND.3PlD
They sent Aaluk and me up there to study.
74. Tara upingaagu ukiuvak aglaqqaaqhuta 1974-auaman
upingaaq-gu ukiuq-vak aglak±qqaaq+huta -guq+kman
H.ADV summer-next.N year-whole.N teach-after-CTR. 1P -become.N-CNS.3s
A nd next summer, after w e taught the w hole year, in 1974,
75. tara aasrii Nome-aqtilqitchaatiqut.
-aqAtit-lgit+kaatigut
H.ADV and -CAUS-again-iND.3PlP
they sent us to N om e again.
76. Taakmani aasrii one month ilgitjuta tatqimi.
it-lgit+luta tatqiq-mi
AAN.LOC and stay-again-CTR. 1P month-LOC.S
And w e stayed there again for one month.
77. Tara taatna aullaagaaqsilgataqtugut.
aullaaq+aq-aqsi-lgataq+tugut
H .adv  that way travel-always-start-finally-iND. 1P 
We started to be always traveling.
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aglakti+guq+’apta -guq+kman kati+tyiaq+aq+tugut
teacher-become.N-CNS.lP -become.N-CNS.3s meet-go.to.V-always-lND.lP
Anchorage-m un.
-mun
-TRM.S
When we were teachers, we went to Anchorage for meetings in February.
79. Taatna aasrii qanuq one week three four davsitna itluta 
it+luta
that.way and how  this.way stay-CTR.lP
katimalgit|uta. 
katima-lgit+luta
meeting-again-CTR. 1 p
And we always stayed for one week or three or four days, having meetings.
80. Katimaqqaaqhuta tara Hisaaptitnik
katima±qqaaq+huta Hisaq-aq-ptitnik
meet-after-CTR. Ip H.a d v  leam-one-that.is.Ved-MOD.lPP
ihsautriaqsiraqtugut taatna.
i!isaq:uti-aqsi+raq+tugut
learn-APPLic-start-always-iND. 1P that.way
After meetings, we started teaching what we had learned.
81. Ukiugagikman every year tara taatna 
ukiuq+agi+kman
be.winter-ahvays-CNS.3s H.adv  that, way
kattityiaqtittagigaatigut. 
kati+tyiaqAtit+tagi+kaatigut 
meet-go.to.V-CAUS-always-iND.3pl P 
Every year, w e always went for m eetings.
82. Aullaagaaqsijgataqtugut tara tirjmisuutikun taatna.
aullaaq+aq-aqsi-lgataq+tugut tirjmisuutkkun
travel-always-start-finally-iND. 1P H .adv  airplane-viA.S that, way
We started to be always traveling by airplane.
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83. Uwa aasriin auraqman Haatni 
auraq+kman
PR.ADV and be.summer-CNS.3s one.time 
And one tim e in summer,
84. taavruma ihsautrigikkapta Inupiatun TunouPulu-m
i!isautri+gi-kkaq-pta Ifiupiaq-tun -m
AVN.REL.S teacher-have._.as.N-one.that.is.Ved-REL.lPS Inupiaq-SIMS -REL.S
Tupou Pulu, that Inupiaq teacher o f  ours,
85. Qipurjmik atchikkaqput Inupiaqsitchikkaqput
Qipuk+mik atchiq-kkaq+kput InupiaqsisiRiq-kkaq+kput
Qipuk-MOD.S name-one.that.is.Ved-ABS.lPS Inupiaq.name-put-one.that.isVed-ABS.lPS
taamna Hawaii-aamiu
-aq+miu+0
AVN. ABS.S -N-person.fromN-ABS.S
that Hawaiian w hose Inupiaq name w e gave her w as Qipuk,
86. taavruma uqautiaqsiyaarja
uqauti-aqsi+kaarja 
AVN.REL.S tell-start-iND.3slS
that person stated  telling m e
87. taataagguuq unipchaarji taamna 
taata+ma=gguuq unipchaaqii
father-REL. 1SS-KS story-ABS.3sp AVN.a b s .s
Universitv-m i Fairbanks-m i ittuat 
-m i -m i it+tuat
-LOC.S -loc.s be-one.thatVs-ABS.P
to transcribe m y father’s stories that were at the University o f  Alaska Fairbanks.
88. aglaglagich. 
aglak+lagich 
write-lMP.ls3P
[included in the translation o f  line 87]
taamani
-mi
AVN.loc
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89. Tara auraqman taaguoagaqtuqa
auraq+kman taagurja+q+aq+tuga
H.ADV be.summer-CNS.3s AAE.TERM-go.to-always-lND. 1 s  
And in summer I went there
90. sawiaqfurja taapkuniqa taataa uqaaqtukkarjinik
savikRiaq+furja taata+ma uqaaqtuq-kkaq:inik
w ork-go.to.V-CiR.ls AVN.MOD.P father-REL.lsS tell-one.that.is.Ved-MCD.3SP
unipchaaniglu. 
unipchaaq-mik=lu
story-MOD.P=and
to work on those stories that m y father told.
91. Tara makpigaaguqtitkaich taapkua
makpigaaq+uqAtit+kaich 
H.ADV book-become.N-CAUS-iND.3p3p AVN.ABS.P
uqautigikkarji. 
uqautigi-kkaq:i 
telLabout-one.that.is.Ved-ABS.3sp 
And they put m y father’s stories into a  b ook
92. Makpigaanun Hirut. 
makpigaaq-^ nun iji+tut
book-IRM.P put-lND.3P 
They w ere put into a book.
93. Taatna uwa aglaktiguqapta
aglakti+guq+’apta 
that.way PR.ADV teaeher-become.N-CNS.lP 
When we became teachers,
94. taimma 73-minaglaan 1994-munaglaan taatna aglagataqtugut
-min=aglaan -mun=aglaan aglak+ataq+tugut
AS.ADV -ABL.S=but -TRM.S=but that.way teach-long-lND.lP
w e taught from 1973 till 1994,
taataa
taata+ma
father-REL.lSS
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95. taatna aullaagaqhuta aglagiaqtaqhuta.
aullaaq+aq+huta aglak+iaq+taq+huta
that.way travel-always-CTR. 1P study-go.to.V-back.and.forth-CiR.lP
always traveling and studying.
96. Hisauragniaqhuta taatna aglatlasriniagataqtugut.
ipsaq:uraq+niaq+huta aglak-tlasri+niaq+ataq+tugut
study-just-try.to.V-ClR.lP thatw ay teaeh-learn.to.V-tiy.to.V-long-iND.lP
W e kept studying and teaching.
97. Uwa savaguiqmiurjalu retire-kmiuqalu avurja Qklahoma-mun
savak+uiq+kmi+turja=lu -kmi+turja=lu -mun
PR.ADV work-quit.Ving-too-lND. 1 S=and -too-lND.ls=and V E.trm  -trm .s
igligutilgitchaatigut. 
igliq:uti-lgit+kaatigut
travel-APPLlC-again-lND.3Pl P
W hen I quit working, When I retired, they took us over to Oklahoma.
98. Tara urjavanun igliqturja tarani c^akun.
igliq+turja -aq+kun
H.ADV far.TRM travel-iND.ls H.LOC -N-VIA.S
I went very far by car.
99. Ukua Bantist-tkut taagurjaqattaagutigaatigut
-tkuq-t taagurja+q±qattaaq:uti+kaatigut
PR.REL.P -N.and.others-REL.P AAE.TRM-go.to-for.atrip-APPLlC-lND.3pl P 
These Baptists took us over there for a trip,
100. aakauragalu kirjna Paaniikaaluk.
aakauraq+ka=lu Paaniikaaluk+0
okler.sister-ABS.lSS=and TR.ABS.S Paaniikaaluk-ABS.S 
one o f  us being m y older sister Paaniikaaluk.
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101.Taamani aasrii one w eek itkaluaaapta utilgitluta tara
it+kaluaq+’apta utiq-lgit+luta 
A V N .lo c and stay-though-CNS.lPretum-again-CTR.lsH.ADV
one w eek ialiaataaruaut taatna.
igliq+ataa+tugut 
travel-sfowly-iND.lP that, w ay
We stayed there for one week, and then w e cam e back, traveling for one week.
102. Iniqtullaktugut igliqpagitluta. 
iniqtuq-llak+tugut igliq+pagit+luta
get.tired-really-iND.lP travel-much-CiR.lP 
W e got tired from traveling so long.
103. Tara suli taamanijiqaa Anchorage-mi savakama
taamani=liqaa -mi savak+’ama
H .adv  and AVN.LOC=huh -loc.s work-CNS.ls
W hen I worked in Anchorage,
104. Kitiglu Hawaii-aqqaadataqtuauk suli. 1988 uwa samma
Kitik+0=lu -aq±qqaaq+ataq+tuguk
Kitik-ABS.S=and -V-first-finally-lND.lD and PR.ADV PN.ADV
maani.
PE.LOC
Kitik and I first went to Hawaii, in 19881 think.
105. Taavani aasrii one w eek itkaluaqamnuk utiqhunuk.
it+kaluaq+’amnuk utiq+hunuk
AVE.LOC and stay-though-CNS. 1D ietum-CTR.lD
We stayed there for one w eek and then cam e back.
106. Uunagniqsuq tara qupilguukmiuq Hawaii-q.
uunaq+niq+tuq qupilguq:u+kmi+tuq -q+0
be.hot-Evn>iND.3s H.adv bug-have.tots.of.N-too-iND.3s -N-ABS.S
Hawaii w as hot and had tots o f  bugs too.
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107. Paniga aasriin uwa
panik+a
daughter-ABS.lsS and PR. ADV 
And my daughter,
lOS.taavurjaaquyyiuqtautyaqhuni aqutaat nukaqfium 
aquyyiuqti:u+tyaq+huni aquti:at nukaqfiq:um
AVE.TRMsokiier-be.N-go.to.V-CTR.4s man-ABS.3PS youngest.daughter-REL.S
Qafliaqpaum aqutaat. 
Qaihaqpakium aquti:at
Qafiiaqpak-REL.S man-ABS.3PS
m y youngest daughter’s husband, Qalhaqpak’s husband w as a soldier there.
109. Taavuqaagatqigaqtuqa samma. 
taavuqa+q+ataq-tqik+aq+tuqa 
AVE.TRM -go.to-finally-twice-always-iND.ls D N .ad v  
I went there tw ice.
110. Taavani inuuniaqman takku
inuuniaq+kman
AVE.loc live-CNS.3s because
A s he lived there,
111. tallimat malguqni ukiuni taavani ittuq Hawaii-mi
malguq-qni ukiuq-^ ni it+tuq -mi
five two-LOC.D year-LOC.P AVE.loc be-iND.3s -LOC.S
my daughter lived there in Hawaii for seven years,
112. malguqnik qitungauraqaqhuni. 
malguq-qnikqitungaq:uraq-qaq+huni 
two-MODX) child-small-have-CTR.4s 
and she has two children.
113. Uwa taatna igligallaktuqa.
igliaq+aq-llak+tuqa
PR. ADV that way travel-always-long-lND. 1S 
I have been traveling long.
paniga
panik+a
daughter-ABS.lss
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114. Itnialilgataqfurja uwa katimmatyiagaqturja suli.
itniali-lgataq+furja katima+tyiaq+aq+tuqa
be-up.to.today-ClR.ls PR.ADV meet-go.to.-always-lND.ls and
Up to today, I have been going for meetings.
115. Tamatkunurja Alaska Rural System ic ukunuqa suli
APE.TRM.P PR.TRM.P and
katimmatyiaqtaqturja 
katima+ty iaq+taq+tu qa
meet-go.to.V-back.and.forth-lND. 1 s  
I have been going for m eetings to Alaska Rural System ic,
116. qapsinitai ukiuni uwa.
qapsiq-nni=tai ukiuq-uii
how.many-LOC.P=NSP winter-LOC.P PR.ADV
I don’t know  for how  many years.
117. Pinasruni sisamani qapsinitai ukiuni every year 
pinasrut-mi sisamatn-ni qapsiq-f-ni=tai ukiuq-ni
three-LX)C.P four-LOC.P how.many-LOC.P=NSP year-LOC.P 
M aybe for three or four years, every year,
118. katimmaviksraq tikitman katimmatyagaqturja.
katima‘+vik-ksraq+0 tikit+kman katima+tyaq+aq+tuqa
meet-time.to.V-materiaLfor.N-ABS.s come-CNS.3s meet-go.to.V-always-iND.lS
when the tim e com es to have m eetings, I have been going for meetings.
119. Malgurjniaglaan katimaragagaqtugut ukiumi. 
malguq-gni=aglaan katima+ragaq+aq+tugut ukiuq -^mi
two-MOD.D=but m eet-be.Ving-ahvays-lND.lp year-LOC.S
We have m eetings tw ice a  year.
120. lyaalugruich qanuq aqalaTiksraqatigun
iyaalugruaqrich arjalat4iq-ksraq:atigun
child-REL.P how  handle-Ving-material.for.N-viA.3PS
About h ow to handle children,
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121. taatna katimmatyiaqtaqturja taapkunurja. 
katima'+tyiaq+taq+turja 
that way meet-go.to.V-back.and.forth-lND. 1 sAVN.TRM.P 
I go for m eetings about that.
122. Tara suli avurja Canada-mun Vancouver Islands-nun
-mun -nun
H.adv and VE.trm -trm.s -trm.p
And over to Vancouver Islands, Canada,
123. Barbara-m  
- m
-REL.S
aullautilgitchaarja 
aullaqruti-lgit+kaarja
go-APPUC-again-iND.3sl S
Barbara took me,
124. samma savaguiqmiurjalu. 
savak+uiq+kmi+tur)a=lu
PN.ADV work-quit.Ving-too-lND. 1 S=and 
when I quit working.
125. Iniminun tupiqaqtuq. 
ini+minun tupiq-qaq+tuq
place-TRM.4ss house-have-lND3 s 
She has a house to her land.
126. Qikiqtat ijarjatni Cortes-m ik atilirjmi iniqaqtuq.
qikiqtaq-t i|a:atni -mik atiq-lik+mi ini-qaq+tuq
island-REL.P one-LOC.3PS -mod.S name-one.with.N-ijOC.s lot-have-lND.3s
She has lot on  one o fth e islands named Cortes.
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127. Tara taamurja taamur)autiragigaar)a suli
taamur)a+q:uti+ragi+kaar)a 
H .ad v A V N .trm  AVN.iRM-go.to-APPUC-always-iND.3sls and
taamurjautigaaga suli atautchimi.
taamur|a+q:uti+kaar)a atausriq‘-mi
AVN.iRM-go.to-APPUC-iND.3slS and one-LOC.s 
She once took m e there.
128.Taamani aasrii one w eek tupqani itlunuk.
tupiq:ani it+lunuk
AVN.LOC and h o u se-u x .3 sssta y -c iR .lD
W e stayed at her house for one week.
129. Taamapkua tara inuich nakuurut.
inuk:ich nakuu+tut
AVN.a bs.p H.a d v  person-ABS.P be.good-iND.3p
People over there w ere good.
130. Itna qitkutiksriuragutirj iyaalugruich
qitik: uti-ksraqRi: uraq+uti n iyaalugruaq:ich
this.way play-tool.for.Vmg-material.for.N-make-just-CTU.4p child-ABS.P
tigliktuuragutirj 
tilgik+tuq:uraq+utir)
steal-keep.Ving-just-CTU.4P 
Children don’t m ess things up or steal
131. inuuniaqtuarjunginniqsut. 
inuuniaq+tuaq:u-ngit+niq+tut
live-one.that. V  s-be.N-not-Evn>iND.3p 
[Included in the translation o f  line 130.]
132. Taatna tara tupitir) arjmaruat 
tupiq-tir] arjma+tuaq-t
that.way H.ADV house-ABS.4pp be.unlocked-one.that.Vs-ABS.P 
They leave their houses unlocked
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133. suuratirj tatqaurja taatna asrinun unitchagigaich.
su:uraq-tir] unit+tagi+kaich
what-small-ABS.4PPATE.lRM that way outside. 1RM leave-always-lND.3p3P
and leave their things outside.
134. Taatna inuuniusriqagniqsutli.
inuuniusri-qaq+niq+tut=li
that.way life.style-have-EVH>lND.3P=as for 
That’s how  their lifestyle is.
135. Naagga tuqutchitjaitmiut arjrjugauragmiknik tarani 
tuqut+si-tla:it+kmi+tut arjrjuti-gauraq+miknik
or kill-ANT[P-can-not-too-lND.3P animal-small-MOD-4pp H.LOC
qikiqtami. 
qikiqtaq-mi
island-LOC.s
They never kill animals on that island, either.
136. Tavarra taatna deer-at tamaaninigitchuagaqtut sijataatni.
-aq-t nigi+tuaq+aq+tut sHatiiatni
APE. ADV that, w ay -N-ABS.P APE.LOC eat-slowly-always-lND.3 P outside-LOCjPS
D eo - were eating outside.
137. Qihiqtuagagigivut. 
qiniq+tuaq+agi+kivut
see-long-always-iND. 1 p3p 
We saw them.
l38.Taunakqa tara imiq imaiqsiqman
imiq+0 imaiqAtiq+kman
ADE.ABL H.ADV water-ABS.S empty-quickly-CNS.3s
W hen the tide w ent down,
139. tamanna qikiqtat akungat imaiqsiqman taunani
qikiqtaq-t akuniq:at imaiqAtiq+kman
APE.ABS.S island-RELP place.between-3PS empty-quickly-CNS.3s ADE.LOC
when the tide w ent down around the islands,
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140. makuniga clam s itna taiyukkarjitnik pukukhunuk
taiyuq-kkaq:itnik pukuk+hunuk
PE.MOD.P this.way call-one.that.is.Ved-MOD.3pp pick-CTR.lD
niqiksragniagaqtuguk. 
niqi-ksraq+niaq+aq+tuguk
food-get-tiy.to-always-iND. Id
we picked what are called clams for food.
141. Aarigaa iggatliqhunuk nigipchagagigaatiguk Barbara-m.
iga:uti-liq+hunuk nigi+pkaq+agi+kaatiguk -m
good cook-APPLlC-quickly-CTR./1D eat-CAUS-ahvays-lND.3s Id  -REL.S
(They w ere) very good when Barbara cooked (them ) for us and fed us.
142. Taamna qikiqtaq iivaqsaagagnaqtuq.
qikiqtaq+0 iivaq+saaq+aq+naq+tuq
AVN.ABS.S island-ABS.S go.around-stowly-always-should.be. Ved-lND.3s
W e used to go around the island.
143. Akmaniaganunlu taatna taagurjaagagaqtuguk.
akmaniaq:anun=lu taagurja+q+agaq+tuguk
other.side-TRM.3ss=and that.way aaoss.thao.TRM -go.to-start-iND.lD  
We went to the other side o fth e island.
144. Uwa aasrii ukiutqikman Paaniikaaluglu Sailaglu
ukiuq-tqik+kman Paaniikaaluk+0=lu Sai!aq+0=lu
PR.ADV and be.year-again-CNS.3s Paaniikaaluk-ABS.S=and Sailaq-ABS.S=and
taagurjautilgitchaatigut. 
taagurja+q:uti-lgit+kaatigut
AAE-iRM-go.to-APPUC-again-iND.3slP
And the next year, she took Paaniikaaluk, SaUaq and me there again.
145. Taagani aasrii one w eek itluta.
it+luta
AAE.LOCand stay-CTR.lP
And w e stayed over there for one week.
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146. Aarigaa iriuuniuraalgitchugut. 
iriuunik:uraaq-lgit+tugut
good stay-long-again-iND.lP 
We stayed there very well again.
147. Maanisuntuuq itluni niglinaaqhuni nakuuruq.
maanktun=ptuuq it+luni nigliriaaq+huni nakuu+tuq
PE.LOC-siM.S=too be-CTR.4sbe.cool-CTR.4s be.good-iND.3s
Just like up here, it was cool and good.
148. Uvilunniagaqtugut. 
uviju+t+niaq+aq+tugut
shell-get-try.to-always-iND. Ip 
We always picked shells.
149. Uvilut aarigaa. 
uviju-t
shell-ABS.p good 
Shells were very good.
150. Tara taatnali uwa iriuuniatiga ittuq.
taatna=li iriuuniaqTiq+ka it+tuq
H.ADV thatway=as.for PR.ADV live-Ving-ABS.lSS be-lND.3s
That’s how my life has been.
151. Taatna sutipluqa iriuich taatna
suiuti+plurja iriukrich
that.way do.what-APPLK>CiR./ls person-REL.P that.way
igljgaqtillakkaatqa. 
igliq+aqAtit-llak+kaatrja
travel-always-CAUS-really-iND.3pl S
That’s how people have helped me and let me travel
152. Tara qiagunnialilgitchugut.
qiagut+niaq-liq-lgit+tugut
H.ADV picLbirch.bark-try.to-start-again-DsiD.lP 
And we started picking birch barks.
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153. Fairbanks-mun aullaqhuta qiagunniali|gitchugut.
-mun auilaq+huta qiagut+niaq-liq-lgit+tugut
-TRM.S go-CiR.lP pick.birch.bark-tiy.to-stait-again-lND.lP
We started picking birch barks, going to Fairbanks.
154. Taakmakrja aglaksraqhuta 
aglak-ksraq+huta
AAN.ABL letter-get-CTR.lP 
When we get permission from there,
155. taatna tikigaliqirit makua aglitmatigut
tikigaliqiri-t aglakRit+kmatigut
that.way forester-REL.P PE.REL.P letter-give-CNS.3PlP
qimktagniagvirjmin 
qiruk+taq+niaq+vik^min
wood-fetch-try.to-place.to.V-ABLS
when these foresters give us permission from the Bureau of Land Management,
156. qiagunniaqtaaqsiruguk. 
qiagut+niaq+taq-aqsi+tuguk 
pick.birch.bark-try.to-many.times-start-lND. Id  
we start going to pick birch bark.
157. Paaniikaaluglu taagurjaqqaagataqtuguk 
Paaniikaaluk+0=lu taagurja+qiqqaaq+ataq+tuguk 
Paaniikaaluk-ABS.s=and AAE.TRM-go.to-first-finally-iND. Id 
qiagunniagiaqhunuk. 
qiagut+niaq+iaq+hunuk 
pick.birch.bark-try.to-go.to.V-ciR. Id
Paaniikaaluk and I went first to pick birch bark.
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158. Taatna ukuak Panitchiatkuk uwagguuq
Panitchiaq-tkuk uwa=gguuq
that.way PR.REL.D Panitchiaq-N.and.spouse.REL.D PR.ADV=HS
qiagunniutinayagaatiguk 
qiagut+nik:uti+nayaq+kaatiguk
pick.birch.bark-try.to.v-APPLlC-woukl-lND.3DlD 
Panitchiaq and ha- husband would help us pick birch bark,
159. taagurjaqattaallakumnuk. 
taagurja+qiqattaaq-llak+kumnuk
AAE.TRM-go.to-for.atrip-really-CND. 1D 
if  we go there.
160.Taagur)aqattaaqhunuk tara qiaguliaqtuguk. 
taagurja+qiqattaaq+hunuk qiaguq-liaq+tuguk
AAE.TRM-go.to-for.atrip-CTR. 1D H.ADV birch.bark-go.to.pick.N-lND.lD 
We go there and pick birch baric.
161. Qiagunniagataqhunuk aasrii tuyugiplugich aasrii
qiagut+niaq+ataq+hunuk tuyuq:i+plugich
pick.birch.bark-try.to.V-long-CTR.lD and send-ADVERS-CTR./3 P and
mail-aofuaich qiagutavuk
-aq+tugich qiagutAtaq-vuk
-V-ctr./3p pick-one.that.is.Ved-ABS.lDP
After we picked birch bark, we mailed what we picked,
162. tara suna uwa aullagniipqtuani 
aullagnii-jiq+tuani
H.ADV what.ABS.S PR.ADV start-quickly-PRT.lP
qiagunniaflgmun. 
qiagut+niaqTiq-^mun
pick.birch.bark-try.to-Ving-TRM.S
and from then on we started picking birch baric.
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163. Tara qiagunniagataqtugut taatna every summer
qiagut+niaq+ataq+tugut
H.ADV pick.birch.bark-try.to-long-lND. 1P that way 
We pick birch bark every summer,
164. qiaguliaqtaqhuta Fairbanks-mun.
qiaguq-liaq+taq+huta -mun
birch.bark-go.to.pick.N-many.times-CTR.lP -TRM.S 
going to Fairbanks.
165. Sailamik pinatchiqhunuk aullaagaliqsugut. 
Sai|aq-^mik pinasruqRiq+hunuk aullaaq+aq-liq+tugut
Sailaq-MOD.S three-put-CTR.lD go-ahvays-start-lND.lP
And later, Sailaq started going with us.
166. Uwa qitungaqaqtuqa sisamanik, pinasrunik agnauranik.
qitungaq-qaq+turja sisamat>nik pinasrut-nikagnauraq-nik
PR.ADV child-have-lND.lS four-MOD.P three-MOD.P girl-MOD.P
I have four children, three daughters.
167. Taamna aqayuktiq uvaqa paniga sivulligmin
arjayuktiq+0 panik+a sivulliq-min
AVN.ABS.S oklest.child-ABS.S 1S.REL daughter-ABS.ISS firstone-ABL.S
ilaqatimnin. 
ilaqati-mnin
spouse-ABL.lss
The oldest child is my own daughter from my first husband.
168.Taapkua aasrii tiguatka pinasrut,
tiguaq-tka
AVN.ABS.P and adoptee-ABS.lSP three. ABS.P
nukatpialugmaq atausriq nukaqliq.
nukatpialugruaq+0 atausriq+0 nukaqfiq+0
boy-ABS.s one-ABS.S youngest.child-ABS.S
And the other three are adoptees, one boy the youngest
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169. Tutitchiaqaqturja qulit atautchimik taapkunakqa.
tutitchiaq-qaq+turja atausriq-mik
grandchild-have-lND.lS ten one-MOD.S AVN.ABL.P
I have eleven grandchildren from those children.
170. Atausriq tuqupluni Tirgum pania aqayuktiq.
atausriq+0 tuqu+pluni Tiriqium panik+a aqayukfiq+0
one-ABS.S die-CTR.4s Tiriq-REL.S daughter-ABS.3ss oldest.child-ABS.S
One grandchild died, Tiriq’s oldest daughter.
171. Aasrii tutitchiatqiuraqaqfuqa
tutichiatqik:uraq-qaq+fuqa 
and great.grandchild-smafr-have-CTR.lS 
tutitchiatqiuraqaqtuqa. 
tutitchiatqik:uraq-qaq+tuqa 
greatgrandchild-smaU-have-iND. 1 s 
And I have sixteen great-grandchildren.
172. Uwa 76 vear-aataqifinali taatna ihuuniagataqturja.
-q+ataq+turja=li inuuniaq+ataq+turja
PR.ADV -V-long-CiR.lS=as.for that.way live-tong-iND.ls 
And I have lived for 76 years. That is how my life is.
173. Tarurjaaglaan. 
tarurja=aglaan
H.TRM=but 
That’s it.
akimiaq atausrimik 
atausriq-^mik 
fifteen one-MOD.S
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